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Frontispiece: This mognifi<enl portroil, one of lhe few preserved wooden sculptures 
from southern Mesoomerico, is oboul fourteen hundred years old. It tells us 
somelhing of what we ore missing because the dimote hos not been kind to 
perishable objects. The hearing and cos1ume of this man indicole his social 
prominence. lnteres1ingly, the published description of this figure notes that his 
elaborate hondlehor mustache ·raises the often argued question os to whether the 
Mongoloid American Indian could hove hod sufficient facial hair to grow o heavy 
beard-or o mustache such as this-and as to who might hove been the model 
for this figure• (Gordon F. Ekholm, A Mayo Sculpture in Wood [New York: Museum 
of Primitive Art, 19641152). 
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Dedicated to all those ancient 

artists, builders, and recordkeepers, 

as well as modern researchers, who 

have helped bring to light '' those who 

have slumbered in the dust. " 
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Introduction 

T
his volume is primarily about ancient civi

lization in Mesoamerica (Mexico and Central 

America). Ir also shows ways in whjch that 

civilization relates to the life of peoples described in 

the Book of Mormon. The connection wilJ be 

unclear to cwo types of readers, who come to the 

book with contrasting assumptions. The first con

sists of those (generally not members of the Church 

of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) who do nor con

sider the Book of Mormon to be factual. The sec

ond are religious believers ("Mormons") who rever

ence that book as soipture but are not well 

acquainted with what is known abou t the ancient 

world. How, both groups may ask, can what has 

been learned by scholars about ancient America help in visualizing Book of 

Mormon life, as the title of this volume implies? An explanation of what the 

author sees as the connection wiJJ help readers gee off on the right foot. 

The author has studied, caught, and published on ancient Mesoamerica at 

a professional level for nearly five decades. This book's discussions and choice 

of images reflect chat experience. Yet most of his career has been as a socio

cultural anthropologist, nor as an archaeologist. From his perspective even the 

best books describing the civilization of Mesoamerica are disappointingly nar

row, being far more concerned with material remains than with the people 

who left them behind. This volume tries co redress that failure by constructing 

a picture using striking visual materials and words that communicate a fuller 

scope of Mesoamerican culture and society. 

Latter-day Saints in the past have often grasped at archaeological straws in 

I NTROOl/6110'1 

Allred Perdv-01 Moudsloy, on English 
gentleman archaeologist, is shown al work in 
o room In the Monjos strudure ol Chichen ltza 
in 1891. This dassic scene epitomizes both the 
drudgery and the glamour of traditional 
archaeology in Mesoomerico. 
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supposing that aJJ the ruins are somehow "Nephite" or "Lamanite." Moreover, 

few readers of that record compiled by Mormon have gained from it an 

accurate picture of how the Nephites or Lamanites may have lived. 

Latter-day Saints accept the Book of Mormon as scripture, comparable in 

importance to the BibJe. Most secular scholars of course have a different view. 

Historically most of the scam attention they have paid co the Book of Mormon 

has focused on the dispute about its origin. Few of the critics of the LDS posi

tion consider the volume ancient; most have claimed that it is merely a literary 

product of young Joseph Smith, or of some other nineteenth-cent lily New 

Englander. 

In recent decades, a growing cadre of Mormon (and a few non-Mormon1
) 

scholars have approached the book as an ancient text that deserves analysis in 

its own right, without particular concern for ics status in Latter-day Saint reli

gion. This development has shifted some attention from the apology/criticism 

conflict toward research that follows the canons of conventional scholarship 

as applied to the study of other ancient documents. Although non-Latter-day 

Saine researchers remain largely unaware of this work, these studies have 

demonstrated that there is indeed new light to be shed on and by the volume. 

It is not implausible now to view the book as a source from and a neglected 

window on ancient life and history.2 

Dr. Hugh Nibley began this type of analysis forty-five years ago in his work 

Lehi in the Desert. He carefully examined the initial portion of the Book of 

Mormon and documented that what it says about the departure of Lehi and his 

family from the land of]udah soon after 600 a.c. and their subsequent hisco1y 

includes details about the ancient Near East that even scholars could not have 

known until after publication of the Book of Mormon in 1830.3 Subsequent stud

ies have done the same thing in reference to the A.rne1ican scene; the text pre

sencs facts about the geography, history, and cultures of the peoples of Ame1ica 

that could not have been known m Smith or any other nineteenth-century 

writer.~ These studies have also demonstrated an internal consistency in the 

Book of Mormon text thac would not be expected in a work of historical fiction.~ 

What portion of America was the scene for the Nephjtes and other 

peoples treated in the Book of Mormon.? Nearly all qualified scholars who 

have dealt with that question have come to agree on Mesoamerica, that is, the 

area of high civilization in central and southern Mexico and northern Central 

America. Despite some disagreement over specifics, a significant consensus 

among LDS researchers now correlates the central lands spoken of in the 

Nephite record with the territory between Guatemala City and the city of 

Veracruz, Mexico.6 



Some of the features of culture and history mentioned in the record are 

still puzzling when compared with modern scholarly knowledge about 

Mesoamerica. Still, a large majority of the record's statements are reconcilable, 

and in fact are congruent, with secular findings on Mesoamerican civilization. 

Striking and subtle agreements are found between certain details in the book 

and those uncovered by the work of scholars.' 

A more extensive treatment of how the Book of Mormon relates geo

graphically to Mesoamerica is given in the last quarter of this book. 

The research just sketched has shown that we can be certain that only 

Mesoamerica could have been the scene on which the events recorded in the 

Nephite account were played out. A premise of this book, Images of Ancient 

America, is that the Book of Mormon account (aside from its shore treatment 

of founding events in the Near Ease) is an ancient record mainly of certain 

events in part of Mesoamerica between approximately 600 B.C. and A.D. 400. 

This does not mean that the scripture constitutes ''a history of 

Mesoamerica." Mormon edited the account in the lace fourth cenru1y A.D. 

from earlier documents, and apparently the form and content of the record 

from which the Book of Mormon was translated by Joseph Smith were similar 

in important ways to a Mesoamerican codex or native book.8 Mormon was d1e 

last leader of the Nephites, the central people he described and with whom 

he was destroyed in battle. His abridged account treats events spanning a 

thousand-year period that was of key concern co his royal lineage, the 

Nephjces.9 Yet the text of the Book of Mormon makes cleat that other peoples 

were on the scene besides his line and descendants of the ocher parties who 

arrived from rhe Old World by boat as reported in the record .1° In short, while 

Book of Mormon groups were involved in Mesoamerica, there had to remain 

much that was Mesoamerican not alluded to in the Nephices' lineage history. 

Agreement between information in Mormon's text and facts known from 

scholarship can shed light in three ways. First, ideas, motives, behavior, social 

roles, sites, and artifacts mentioned in or implied by the Book of Mormon tex:r 

may be clarified by reference to facts known about Mesoan1erica. Second, 

relating Book of Mormon statements to the world known from external 

research can bring to readers as they consult the Book of Mormon a sense of 

realism that they could not have experienced by relying on the text alone. Just 

as books that connect Bible scenes, events, and cbaraccers to ancient Near 

Eastern life benefit readers of the Bible who study them, the present work can 

enlighten anyone seeking contextual information about the world in which 

Book of Mormon events cook place. And third, when they read with sufficient 

care what we might call Mormon's codex, Mesoamericanist scholars can 

INTRO/JI C T/OX 
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discover unexpected information about the area of their concern at an early 

time period. 

The most ambitious work showing how the peoples and cultures in the 

Book of Mormon articulate with groups and scenes in Mesoamerica is the 

author's 1985 book, An Ancient American Setting/or the Book of Mormon. 11 

Many readers have found it a useful resource in Linking the two bodies of data. 

But its nature and scope did not allow doing justice to the visual dimension. 

The present volume aims to make up that lack. 

The word visualizing in this book's subtitle is intended to suggest that 

when readers carefully study the verbal sketches and visual images, they will 

equip themselves better to picture the conditions under which the Nephites 

and Lamanites lived. Those who do so can understand Mormon's record more 

completely I parti.cularly hope that artists, filmmakers, pageant producers, and 

writers who deal with the Book of Mormon will enrich and discipline their 

creative work by use of the information in this book. The subtitle does not 

mean, however, that I think the illustrations show spedficalJy Nephite artifacts 

or scenes. 

Unfortunately, high-quality visual images are not available on eveiy rele

vant subject. The more subjective areas of any people's culture, such as beliefs 

and feelings, are hard to document from objects. It would have been ideal had 

the pictures that are available come exclusively from the portions of 

Mesoamerica where the Nephites most likely lived and had they elated specifi

cally from their era. Instead, it has often been necessary to use illustrations 

from pre-Nephite and post-Nephite times and from localities where that people 

probably did not live. Yet it is as reasonable to use those complementary 

resources as for books on Bible lands to use pictures of, say, modern deserc

dwelling Bedouins to illustrate certain lifeways that may not have changed 

basically since the days of the Old Testament patriarchs thousands of years 

ago. Similarly this book takes advantage of illustrations of Aztec or Maya (i.e. , 

clearly non-Nephite) and even modern-day scenes and objects to show what 

some elements of Nephite culture could have been like generally. Until a more 

specific identification can be made of who the Nephites were in Mesoameri

can terms, we must often be satisfied with generic pictures of their culture 

that accessible sources provide us. 

In any case the burden of picturing Book of Mormon scenes, or of 

Mesoamerican scenes as such, remains on the user of this book. May your 

visualizing be both accurate and exciting. 
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The Land 
Mesoamerica 

T
he highest civilization in the Western Hemi
sphere before the arrival of the European 
conquerors \.Vas in the area we know today 

as central and southern Mexico and Guatemala. 
UntU the middle of rhe twentieth century vague 
or awkward terms-like Middle America-were 
used LO distingtlish this civilized area between the 
North and South American continencs. In 1943 
anthropologist Paul Kirchoff identified more d1an 
a dozen features-for example, wtiting systems, 
sacred temple cowers, nibuce-collecting govern
ments, and bloody sacrifice-that were shared by 
culrures throughout this area. He proposed that 
the area where those features occurred be called 
Mesoamerica ("in-between America'').12 Most 
scholars liked the clarity of his definition and soon 
adopted the name. . 

The term civilized clearly applies co this 
area. Only in the Andean zone of South America 
was there a possible New World rival, but the 
lack of clear evidence for writing (one of the 
usual diagnostic traits of civilization) in that zone 
has left irs civilized status questionable. All other 
areas in the Americas were inhabited by less 
complex societies. During several time pe1iods 
Mesoamerican culture scrongly influenced bod1 
North and South America. To some degree, coo, 
actual population movements spread Mesoamer
ican genes over those continental territories. 

VISUALIZING BOOK Of MOR310N LIFE 

Research on the text of the Book of Mormon over 
the post half century hos mode o convincing 

case that the New World events involving the 

Nephites, Lomonites, and Joredites of that record 
took place in Mesoornerico. The geographic, cl imat

ic, and cultural characteristics of the Nephite and 
lomonite "land of promise" (1 Nephi 2:20) laid out 
in the Nephite record demonstrate that only a lim

ited territory o few hundred miles in extent was 
involved in their history and that what the text soys 

about that setting fits very wel l in central and south
ern Mexico and Guatemala. 13 
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The Variety within 
Mesoamerica 
Environments 

W
hile cen:ain features were found 
throughout Mesoamerica, each 
region showed peculiarities 

based on the fact that the people of each 
locality faced differing environmental con
ditions and had their own local hjscories as 
guides. The hist0ry and cultural develop
mem of pre-Columbian Mesoame1ica over
all was complex and had varied local 
effects. Por example, a people located near 
the center of the civilization typically bor
rowed ideas and behavior from their 
neighbors much sooner than people locat
ed out on the margin. Also, populous ter
ritories were more likely to generate spe
cialists who could develop, exploic, and 
pass on advanced skills and knowledge. 

Undisturbed tropical forest is no longer 
exlensive, os it was in the lowlands long ago, 
but less lofty, second growth jungle like this in 
the Tuxllos Mountains zone of Veracruz is 
common. It illustrates the bountiful vegetation 
found in much of the hot lowlands, or lierro 
coliente. 

8 

A large segment al the state of Oaxaca, seen 
here, displays wildly broken terrain. Only o 
few favorable settlement spots appear amidst 
predominant wilderness. One observer hos 
described the topography of Mesaomerica as 
being 'like a piece of crumpled poper." 
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Uplands like lhese near Chimoltenongo, Guolemolo, were also ogritulturolly rich and the high elevation made for a 
pleosonl dimale. A sizable oncieni population lived here, although the irregular topography discouraged the growth of 
large cities. 

A few valleys and plateau oreas with o temperate dimote (tierro lemplodo) offer sizable settlemenl areas where 
agriculture <auld support considerable numbers of inhabitants. The wide, flat Gntolopo River volley of weslern Chiopos 
was one such oreo. Us slrotegi< position mode ii o major route for travelers headed northward 10 lhe isthmus, and so ii 
remains today. 

Jn some lowland oraos extensive boggy wellonds ore common. However. small elevations in the midsl of the swamps 
provide excellent soil for cullivotion and settlement, such os al the site of lo Vento, Tabasco, on islet from which this 
photo was token. 

10 

Mesoameriai constituted a more com
plex mosaic of environments and cultu res 
than many other culture areas. China, for 
example, was characterized anciently by 
comparative culLUral unit)~ as conquerors 
o r rulers in chaL huge territory imposed 
similar ways of doing chjngs in whatever 
parr.5 they controlled. Bur probably no 
such politically dominant empire ever 
existed in Mesoamerica; conquests by or 
c:onracLS becween localiLies tended to be 
relatively Lemporary and co produce only 
modest changes in rhe territories affected. 
In face most Mesoamericans Lived out their 
lives acquainted only with the miniculcure 
of rheir locality-ways of life whose derails 
were shared in a single valley or limited 
tiibal area. The mass of people who lived 
as little as fifty miles, let alone three hun
dred, from another group rarely encoun
tered any of Lhem. 

The fr-.:1gmemed physical environment 
discouraged uniformity among the peoples 
and their cultures. Far more of the Lerri
mry consisLed of hard-ro-u-averse moun
tains or jungle than of lands readily usable 
for settlement and cultivation. Rivers were 
shon or segmented by narure so they 
were of little use as aids ro travel. 

owhere in Mesoamerica do we find an 
equivalenc of, for example, Egypt's Nile 
River, whose agriculturally rich floodplain 
stretched continuously for hundreds of 
miles and whose smoorh cou rse favored 
communication by boat. Mesoamerica 
could more appropriately be compared 
LO a scattered archipelago, its smallish 
" islands" of culture and settlement sepa
rated by a difficult "sea" of wilderness. 

The physical environment in Meso
america that most impresses visitors from 
remperaLe lands is tropical forest, or 
jungle. There are large areas of this heavy 
vegetation in the eastern portions of the 
area. \V.nds coming inland from the Gulf 
of Mexico or Caribbean Sea produce abun
dant rains there as the moist air is raised 
and cooled when it encounters inland 
mountains. The result is giant trees and 
thick undergrowth that make cultivating 
the soil difficult. The heavy rain also washes 
many nutrients from the soil; thus only a 
thin layer of productive soil remains after 
the heavy plant growth has been cleared 
off. Building up large, stable populations 
and senJements in this setting was a 
real chaUenge. The discomfort of high 



humidity and cemperacure sri ll imposes 
obstacles to che development of stable civ
ilized life there, as it did anciently. 

Spots within che mountainous areas 
provided more favorable environments for 
settlemem. Certain areas in elevaced val
leys and on plateaus pennined intensive 
settlement, but che extent of tl1ose favored 
territories was limited. In many mountain 
zones the climate was drier and more tem
perate than in the wet lowlands, with 
more marked seasonal variation in the 
rains. People in the Mesoamerican area 
rypicalJy speak of thi-ee types of environ
ment, basing their classification on tem
perac-ure, which usually relates to eleva
tion: hoc lands (essentially the flat low
land), temperate lands (mostly intermedi
ate in elevation). and cold lands (high ele
vations). Of course, crops and cultivation 
techniques as well as building materials 
and house forms tended to differ from 
zone co zone. Because of che mountainous 
nature of the terrain, rwo or even all three 
of rhe temperature/land types cou ld exist 
within a few miles of each other. 

Throughout Mesoamerica, distinct wer 
and dry seasons are experienced. In che 
summer months (May through September) 
the tropical sun heats tl1e land, causing che 
air to rise. The rise pulls in moist air from 
neighbo1ing oceans and that causes the 
rains already mentioned. WhiJe the mois
ture is essential fo r che growing crops, che 
clamp, cloudy conditions result in cooler 
temperatures; thus "summer" feels like 
winter could be expected co feel. Further
more, the rain impedes travel by making 
trails muddy and by flooding low areas. 
ln the dtier part of the year (November 
to April) first harvesting and later new 
planting cake place, and obviously travel 
becomes easier then. Anciently wars were 
fought in che dry period. 

The variety in local environments fos
tered variations in culture. In rhe most 
diverse areas, several ecological niches 
existed in close proximity co each other, 
which allowed different peoples co exist 
near each other w ithout necessarily clash
ing over use of the same resources. for 
example, farmers who lived only a few 

t°Nl'I O RN~G.YT S 

Because few forge bodies of water or eosily 
navigable rivers are found in Mesoomerica, 
boot transportation wos little developed ond 
fishing wa.s not o major occupation. Beautiful 
lake Alillan in highland southern Guatemala 
is an exception; o network of villages al the 
few viable settlement spots along its steep 
shore still toke advantage of this rich resource. 

11 
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miles from the sea might have cared noth
ing about fishing but would have happily 
exchanged goods with coastal dwellers 
who exploited the maritime resources. 
The groups might even have spoken very 
different languages. Given how Mesoam er
ican terri tory is broken into many ecologi
cal zones, it is no surprise that at the time 
of the Spanish Conquest in Lhe 1520s as 
many as two hundred languages were spo
ken in Mesoamerica. and many cultural 
details distinguished the peoples thus set 
off from each Other. Yee local differences 
were bridged by a veneer of shared con
cepts and customs we call Mesoamerican 

cMJizarion. 

VIS UALIZING BOOK Of MORMON LIFE 

The Book of Mormon pictures its peoples 
settled in o tropical area where travelers 

were regularly reported as moving up or 
down over broken terrain. Wilderness sur
rounded or abutted on settled areas. For 

instance, a Lomonite army only a few days 
from its homeland could not find the way 

bock wiihout guidance from its enemies (see 
Mosioh 23:30, 35-6); another party was lost 
for "many days" (Mosioh 8:8), wondering 
hundreds of miles without ever fully realizing 

where they hod traveled (see Mosioh 8:7- 11; 
21 :25- 7); wilderness lairs afforded guerrilla 
oullows safe haven, while oulhorities from 

nearby settled lands who sought to conlrol 
them were unable to do so (see Helomon 

11 :25, 27- 33). 
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THI GRIJALVA RIVER 
DEPRESSION 

O ne major river system thol ployed a 
significant role in the lives of ancient 

Mesoomericons was the Grijalva in the Mexi

can stole of Chiopos. Its upper basin, coiled 
the Central Depression, begins where the 

river's headwaters descend precipitously from 
the bond of mountains in western Guatemala. 

Along the stream's northwestward course 
through the enclosed, semiarid depression, the 
narrow strip of good soil laid down by the 

river's flooding and the sure water supply fur
nished by the stream encouraged the building 
of towns and cities at such sites as those today 

called lo Libertod, Santo Roso, Chiopo de 

Corzo, and so on (nobody knows their ancient 
names). 

A generation ago a hydroeledric dam 
was built tho! flooded the upper port of the 
Central Depression, including hundreds of 
archaeological sites. 

At the northwest end of the Central 
Depression, the river hos cul o spectacular 

canyon with nearly vertical walls. Through it 
the stream descends toward the coast in the 
state of Tabasco. There the river branches to 

form on immense, swampy delta before it 
reaches the Gulf of Mexico. 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF MOR!fON LIFE 

The only river mentioned in the Book of 
Mormon is the Sidon. Analysis of the 

extensive textual references to ii and its relation 
to the land of Zorohemlo shows that the land 

essentially constituted o major portion of the 
drainage basin of the river. For the Nephites 

the river took on its identity as the Sidon neor 
its head, upstream from the land of Monti 
where ii emerged from a narrow strip of 

wilderness (see Alma 22:29; 43:22, 24, 27, 
31-5, 40-2). Tributaries obviously swelled the 

stream somewhat as ii passed adjacent to the 
city and immediate land of Zorohemlo (see 

Alma 2: 1). No mention is mode about the 
course of the river in the lowlands as it 

opprooches the sea, which could hove been 
because the river lost its identity as it forked 

info channels -that formed a delta near the 
coos!. 



As tributaries swell the How, the Grijalva becomes o lull-ff edged, impressive river. In 
some yeors heavy seasonal rains upstreom caused damaging floods along its course 
through the basin. Mojor dams control the Roods today. 

At El Sumldero (The Drain) the stream runs three thousand lee! below the crest ol this canyon rim 
where the river exits the Central Depression. A modem dam downstream has now backed up lake 
waters through mosl ol the canyon, stilling what used to be entirefy impassable rapids. 

The Central Depression of Chiapos 
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The Variety within 
Mesoamerica 
Cultures 

M
ost people have heard of the Aztecs, rhe Zap0tecs, 
rhe Maya, and so on. Less is known about how 
much variety sometimes hid beneath such cultural 

labels. For example, the Aztec heartland, the Valley of Mexi
co and irs environs, included dozens of languages and 
groups who were ruled by a multitribal combine (the 'Iriple 
AIJiance) setclecl in a metropolis, Tenochtitlan, that had 
once been three rival cities. Many of the inhabitanrs of this 
t:osmopoliran area in central Mexico knew rwo, three, or 
four tongues. East of the metropolis lived the Tlaxcalans, 
whose boundary lay only thirty miles from the Aztec capi
tal. The Tlaxcalans had maintained independence from 
their hated neighbors for centuries. Then on the west of 
the great capital lay the Tarascans; they coo had never been 
conquered. Each of these peoples (and others not men
tioned here) were as different from the others as the Eng
lish from the French or the Germans from the ltalians. 

Cultural valiety also prevailed in more distant Meso
american cerritoiies. For example, the Zapotecs in wbat is 
today the state of Oaxaca dwelt cheek by jowl with Mixtecs, 
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Amuzgos, Toques, Cuicacecs, etc. Meanwhile, "the Maya" so 
often spoken of in relation co Me-;oametica's history were 
speakers of at least thiny languages that were spread over 
eastern and southern Mesoame1ica. Many differences in envi
ronmental settings, styles of arc and architecture, religious 
systems, social arrangements, and governmental forms were 
rnanifesc among these groups. So we neetl co be reminded 
frequently that what we for convenience term ancient 
Mesoametican civilization was no more a uniform entity than 
was anciem Near Eastern civilization. 

A good deal of the variation consisted of details on 
widely shared themes. lt is because there were basic com
monalities that we can speak of Mesoamertca as an over
arching culnire area. People of one group kne"~ for exam
ple, that a certain god or custom among their neighbors 
was more or less equivalent to one of their own. Knowl
edgeable individuals, such as merchants who had traveled 
about, were capable of making Lranslations between their 
own cultural ideas and those of other groups on a ''when in 
~orne, do as the Romans do" basis. Thus the pattern of life 
was somewhat similar for all groups, especially within a 
given region, and not startlingly different throughout the 
resc of Mesoamerica, despite the fact that locals had their 
own ways of acting and thinking. 

This fragmentation means that exceptions can always 
be poimed ouc whenever we try co generalize about 



things Mesoame1ican. All char can be 
done in che brief compass of this 
book is to make statements abouL 
whaL is more or less typical. Readers 
can understand the essential infor
mation without mastering all the 
im1icacies of i:he diverse ancient 
scene. 
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C HR ONO LOGY OF MAJOR CULTURES 
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IL L<; also im portanc co realize that 
some major pauerns of Mesoameri
can life did not d1ange in their funda
mentals over a period of two thou
sand or even three thousand years 
before che Spaniards arrived. Such 
comparative continuity means chaL 
when we look aL clothing, houses, 
cultivation techniques, or customs of 
community cooperation in one peri
od, we can gain valuable clues about 
how life went on in both earlier and 
later times as well. 
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The map on page 14 suggests 
some of the cul tural groupings in 
Mesoame1ica that are often referred 
to, although the derails are impossi
ble LO show on a map. 
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VISUAL I ZI NG BO OK Of M OUION L I FE 

The groups who porlicipoted in Book of Mormon history 
were represented in that record as varying culturally in 

details even while o core of widely shored ideas and lifewoys 
allowed them to interact with eoch other on a predictable 
basis. The social and physical isolation and separatism of 
groups we hove seen in Mesoomerico wos matched among 
Nephites and lamonites. Within the land of Zorohemlo, for 
instance, although o common government held control, in 
name al least, over oll locol lands, the people in the land of 
Ammonihoh virtual ly thumbed their nose at the ruling powers 
in the nominal capitol city (see Alma 8: 11-3, 17). The 
Zoramltes provide another case: we ore first told of their 

VlllaJl<':.., farming ~l' 11011' 

pursuing stronge religious customs and holding weird beliefs 
(weird, that is, lo someone from Zorahemlo) , and soon they 
went even further and seceded politically in order to join the 
Lomoniles (see Alma 31 :59; 31 : 1-4). Rebel groups sprang 
up repeatedly at no great distance from the Nephite capitol 
city (see Alma 2:2, 13; 51: 16-20; 61 :3- 5). Each sow them
selves as significantly different from those who ruled them. 
One of the causes of this fragmentation was that geographi
cal separation and travel difficulties resulted in poor commu
nication; even the chief military commender of the Nephites, 
Moroni ,, did not learn for several years what hod been going 
on with some of his forces ot the borders of the notion just o 
few hundred miles away (see Alma 56: l - 2; 58:8- 9; 59:2; 
60: 1- 3). 
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The Variety within 
Mesoamerica 
Ethnic Groups 

W
hen lhe firsl Europeans anived 
in the New World five centuries 
ago, they didn'L write in much 

derail about the biological traits of the 
inhabitants, although some did refer to 
particular groups as having "white'· or 
nearly white skins. Other groups were 
noticeably darker. t~ Columbus himself 
claimed that there were "black" people 
in Central or South Ame1ica.1s 

Physi<.'al anthropologists, who are 
concerned with humanity's biological 
variations, have argued the issue of 
American Indian unity or variation for 
over a century. Ar the beginning of the 
twentieth century, rhe notion was wide
spread Lhac a number of different races 
had migrated to America from the Old 
World, but soon the weak logic, data, 
and methods thaL had been used to sup
port this theory were decisively 
acracked. Anthropologists generally 
came tO argue for rhe basic similarity of 
all American Lntlians, although some 
European and Latin American experts 
found the evidence for a single ancestty 
less persuasive than the :'lorth Ameri
cans did. 

Full consensus has continued co 
evade the scholars. The more numerous 
and more powerful wing still claim that 
all American lndians are essentially simi
lar in biological makeup, with only 
minor exceptions, and thal a single, very 
ancient origin (except for a few late
comers co northern North America via 
Alaska) is the explanation for the unifor
mity. A minority of competent specialists 
protesr that the uoiformitarian view is 
based on insufficient evidence and rhaL 
it is LOO early co rule out the possibility 
that different groups arrived in the 
Americas co encer into the makeup of 
the Ame1ican Indian. 
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For example, a conference held in 
1990 still encountered the conflict. The 
argument for a straightforward origin of 
Amerindians via the Bering Strait was 
said to have been "undone" by certain 
archaeologists, linguists, and geneticisLs. 
One study reported at the meeting used 
the recently developed DNA technique 
to show "that there were at least 11 
major lineages [ or biological Lines in the 
Americas], possibly more.''I<> 

The experts use three sources of 
data about ancient racial or ethnic fea
tures. First they study preserved skeletal 
material or tissue, but good specimens 
are scarce and interpretations can dif
fer, 11 even though a majority see relative 
uniformity.is A second source is pre
Columbian an . Ancient anises some
times showed striking differences in tl1e 
appearance of human figures, including 
skin color. Were the differences they 
showed due jusr co the artist's whim? 
Was the use of body paint tl1e reason for 
the different skin shades, or were the 
differences due ro va1iable ethnic and 
racial origins? The third source of data 
on 1.he question, the appearance of the 
living descendants of the ancient peoples, 
seems to some observers to confirm Lhat 
the variations were biologically real, for 
they also show wide differences in skin 
color and overall appearance, beyond 
what can be accounted for by any late 
mixing with the Spanish conquerors. 

Differences of degree ol skin darkness moy 
be monilest in this mural from Bonompok in 
the ninth century A.O., although some believe 
that body point may explain the different 
hues represented. Yet ii is reasonable that 
differences in skin pigmentation were 
present long ago when we consider the 
diverse ancient faces displayed in the next 
sertion. 

About A.O. 1100 o mural pointer al Chichen 
ltzo in Yucatan plainly distinguished degrees 
of darkness of skin color on the men in this 
boot. The scene that includes this detail hos 
been interpreted by some (non-Mormon) 
observers as showing o military defeat and 
ravaging of the light-skinned folks by the 
darker-skinned group." 



VISUALIZING BOOK OF MOUION LIFE 

M ormon's record gives only minimal informofion about who! 

Nephites or lomonites looked like. Statements about skin 
color ore mode at a couple of points. The earliest Nephites 
were said to hove been ''white" or "fair" (2 Nephi 5:21 ),20 while 

lomonites were stereotyped as 11dork" (1 Nephi 12:23). later, 
however, certain Lomonite descendants were considered white 

like the Nephites (see 3 Nephi 2: 15-6), while no hint is given 
that the skins of the numerous Nephite dissenters who become 

lomonites darkened. We cannot develop on objective picture 
from the subjective statements that ore all the text gives us. That 
leaves the question of biological variety open and complicated. 

Other peoples were evidently present in the area when 
Nephi's and Mulek's parties orrived.21 For all the text indicates, 

they could hove induded Mongoloid types. Very probably they 
involved unacknowledged descendants of the Joredites, for per
sonal names, plants, and cultural elements known among that 

earlier group show up among the Nephites without any historical 
explonotion.22 We hove no way to know the biology of those 

E T N •IC G101• ,s 

Joredite descendants. The numerous people of Zorahemla (com
monly called "Mulekites" in LOS discourse, although not in the 

Book of Mormon tex1 itselQ shored the land of Zorohemlo with 
the Nephites and become port of Nephite society. No facts about 

their biology ore given in the text. 
Throughout most if not allot Book of Mormon history, the 

terms Lamanite and Nephite signaled political and cultural affili

ations, not biology. Skin color and other biological features with
in either faction could hove varied considerably. Then, too, puz

zling groups show up in Nephite history without adequate expla
nation. Who the Amolekites were and where they come from ore 
questions never clarified; and the Amulonites in only a single 

generation ore said to hove become almost as numerous as the 
Nephites!23 Obviously, much more was going on and more 

peoples and cultures were involved in Book of Mormon history 
than modern readers usually deted when reading Mormon's terse, 

one-sided account. Given such uncertainties, it is well to remem
ber Hugh Nibley's caution, ''There is not a word in the Book of 
Mormon to prevent the coming to this hemisphere of any num

ber of people from any port of the world at any time."24 
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A Gallery of 
Ancient Faces 

T
he faces shown here are not claimed to be 
representative of the population of Meso
ameti ca at any particular tirne. Collected an 

objects can never provide a satisfactory basis for 
estabUshing what was representative. Rather, these 
countenances have been selected co demonsu-ate 
that anciently a surprising variery of human rypes 
coexisted in the area. A different selection of fig
ures would have to be made to support the claim, 
common among experts, that Mesoamericans had 
only northeast Asian ancestors. Certainly many 
early figures d isplay Mongoloid charactelistics (see 
especially many faces to be seen in other sections 
of this book). But the present point is that rypes of 
people from many ocher parts of the world were 
also present in Mesoamerica. Most of the faces 
shown here are portraiLS of such individuals, 
although their vety presence in Mexico and Cen
tral Ame1ica is ignored or denied by conventional 
physical anthropologists. Apparently the genes of 
those unexpected ancestors from other areas of 
the earth failed 10 survive on as wide a S(.-ale as 
chose sprung from northeast Asian ancestry. 

These ceramic heads are mainly specimens 
in private artifact collections in Mexico. The 
late Alexander van \'{!uthenau and other 
investigators have been struck with the vari
ety of human cypes revealed by these 
objects and have drawn attention to this 
variety by photographic documenta
tion.2s They maintain that this is all the 
evidence needed to demonstrate 
that a wide variety of ethnic or 
racial rypes were present in Mexico 
and Central America.io 
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A rare arrangement of fociol 
hair is seen on this rocially 
uncla.ssifiable portroil. 

From the Classic ero comes this lowlond Mayo 
bearded lace with a notable nose. 

A powerful, perhaps 
arrogant Moya face is 
featured on this Joina-style 
ceramic sculpture (co. A.O. 

700). 
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A late Classic Mayo (A.O. 600-900), from Guatemala. 

A man in Olmec style from Puebla, central Mexi<o. 

A clearly Mediterranean type of face from Veracruz, of 
Classic age. 
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An African face, ofter A.O. 800, stole of Oaxoco. 

A Teotihuocan-style lace from Veracruz, co. A.O. 400. 

An Olmec jade mask that might be ma1ched in, say, Korea. 

Another interesting visage, from Classic-era Veracruz. 

A Semitic face, highland Guatemala, before A.O. 300. 

Another Classic-age head from Veracruz that is very 
Mediterranean. 





Young Mi1re< woman, northern 0010<0 

IJtrore< girl, northern Oaxaca 

Zoque matriarch, central Chiapos 

lxcatec man, northern Ooxaca 
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Cuicatec boy, western Oaxaca 
t 

Another young Cuicatec, western Oaxaca 

Old Zoque man, central Chiapos 

Mozotec woman, northern Oaxaca 

A Gallery of 
Modern Faces 

W
ith so much biological variety pre
sent anciencly, we should expec1 chat 
some of chose va1ied genes were 

passed down to Mesoamerica's modern native 
peoples. They indeed show substantial diversity 
in appearance. Of course, many problems 
complicate any attempt co penetrate the mat
ter. For example, because the Spaniards and 
their dlseases destroyed many Indian groups, 
the remnants of native peoples now ro be 
found in Mexico and Guatemala represent only 
a sample of the range of groups that once 
inhabited the area. And the wars conducted by 
the Aztecs and earlier conquerors no doubt 
long before greatly modified whatever genetic 
composition was present, say, cwo thousand 
years ago. Mixing with the European new
comers may have further obscured the picture. 
Nevertheless, we still find evidence in living 
Mesoameria111 groups of some of che ethnic.: 
complexity that prevailed anciently. 

The pictures in d1is section are of indi
viduals who still identify with Lheir Indian tribal 
groups. They live in relatively remote areas of 
Mexico where nacive peoples continue co have 
a strong social presence. le is possible, though 
not likely, that the appearance of some has 
been influenced by their having h:id an inci
dental Spanish progenitor. 

Zapotec woman, Tehuantepec 



Mixtec modonno, southern Oaxaca 



The Variety within 
Mesoamerica 
Languages 

I
t is logical co expect that the array of 
environmental settings and the mul
tiple peoples occupying them would 

be reflected in the number and distribu
tion of languages spoken anciently in 
Mesoamerica. Around the world, the more 
broken the terrain, the more fragmented 
is the disLribudon of languages. It is 
impossible co know precisely how many 
congues were used iJ1 Mesoamerica, but 
two hundred would not overstate the 
number. (These were distinct languages, 
each one unintelligible to speakers of 
other languages, not merely dialects.) 

Linguists are far from united on how 
these congues related co each ocher. Some 
reckon that five or six major, independent 
families were involved. Those families dif
fer from each other as much as, say, the 
Semitic family (including Hebrew) differs 

from the Inda-European family (including 
English and Latin). But other language 
experts are less willing to lump diverse 
languages inco such gross families. The 
number of groupings they recognize is 
closer co cwo dozen, each seemingly inde
pendent from the others. Certain single 
languages have no apparent relatives at all 
in the area. No evidence hints that there 
was ever one dominanr language or lan
guage family throughout Mesoamerica. 

The accompanying map shows some
thing of both the vaiiety in and similarities 
among tbe languages of this area. On a 
map of Mesoametica are plotted some of 
the words tl1ar mean "corn." languages of 
the Mayan family, on the right side of the 
map, demonstrate how a particular early 
word (probably pronounced something 
like "eesh") ultimately varied from region 
to region as, over tl1ousands of years, 
daughter languages split off and spread. 
The map also makes clear chal in addition 
to the ancestral Mayan tenn, many other 
terms for corn were used, probably from 
early times. 

Com in the Codex Borbonicus 
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tlaa/Ji 
detha 

galgoxac, 
lihtlh 

ithitl, 

tiao/Ji 

nahme 
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'ishi'm 

ishim 

mqic 11inu ishim 

mo:c 
shooba 

moc 
'ishim 

, .. 
1lt 

nd 

mo:c 

1" nun, 
,iscua' 

VISUALIZING B OOK Of MOR~I ON LIFE 

The Book of Mormon soys extremely little about its peoples' 
languages. Lehi and his group initially spoke Hebrew, of 

course, but the brevity of the record does not allow us lo deter
mine if their descendants mode on unreported change. (Keep 

in mind o potential parallel. The doily speech of Jesus' day in 
Judea was Aromoic, o language related to, yet different from, 

the Hebrew tongue that hod been in use in Lehi's time. Yet if 
we did not hove nonbiblicol sources with which to reconstrud 
the history of the Semitic longuoges, we would not know the 

historical process by which Aromoic replaced Hebrew in 
Judea.) 

We know that the spoken language of the people of Zoro
hemlo in Mosioh1 's day was not the Hebrew that hod been 

spoken by Mulek's father, King Zedekioh, in Jerusalem. Omni 
l : 17-18 emphasizes that Mosioh1 's Nephites and the people of 
Zorohemlo spoke distinct languages when they first met. The 

Nephites assumed that Zorohemlo's group hod "corrupted" 
(Omni 1 : 1 7) their original Hebrew, yet research by linguists 

name 

ISIS 

tduli 

ishi'n 
shal 

'i.shi:m 

'ishim 

'ishin 

ishim 

i.shim 

amalima 

assures us that two branches from o common parent language 

would not change as rapidly os the Nephites supposed. The 

people of Zorohemlo would still hove been able lo make rec
ognizable sense of Nephite speech ofter only four hundred 

years of separation, if both hod simply kepi on using their own 
naturally evolving version of Hebrew. Instead, the Mulekites or 
the Nephites, or both, seem to hove switched to o different 

tongue in those few centuries. Possibly they picked up o lan
guage spoken by survivors from the Joredite era. And since the 
Mulekites greatly outnumbered their Nephite rulers, ii is prob

able that the lotter come to speok the majority tongue os the 
generations moved on. 

The Book of Mormon gives no hint whether additional lan

guages were used or not, though they might hove been. Per
haps such o subtle molter was ignored in the very brief histori
cal sketch we hove for the early centuries of their history. 

There is much to be learned yet. A few linguists hove 
shown that o significant portion of Hebrew vocabulary and 
grammar is mixed into certain Mesoomericon longuoges.27 

Studies on that interesting matter continue. 
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Mesoamerican 
Civilization 
Cultures and Civiliz ation 

0 
ver a cencury ago people began 
speaking of the set of customs or 
ways of behaving thal characlerize 

each people as a culture. AL first the term 
was only applied to the lifeways of tribal 
groups-"uncivilized" peoples wilh rela
lively simpler technologies and societies. 
In the nineteench cencury, European and 
American explorers had busily penerracecl 
every portion of the earth nor previously 
directly examined by their countrymen. ln 
the process Lh<::y encouncered hundreds of 
culturesi many of chem were puzzling ro 
European minds. The challenge of making 
intellectual sense out of this mishmash fell 
co an emerging group of scholars called 
anthropologists. Their core question 
became, ''Whal is the range of possibilities
biological, cullUral, and linguistic-for 
being a human being, and how can we 
explain Lhe differences and similarities that 
have been discovered?" The development 
of methods for doing archaeology added 
the possibility of asking, "How did peoples 
differ in the past?" 

Studies of living and extinCL groups 
have demonstrated that tens of thousands 
of culrures have existed on the earth 
Lhroughout history, each of them distin
guished from all other groups in particular 
ways. Each culture can be thought of as 
constituting a sec of rules for getting along 
in life; each is based on a different elabo
rated theory about the naLure of humans 
and the world. Children, for instance, 
require years of experience and instruc
tion co master the ins and outs of the cul
wre in which they are reared, so that they 
can respond LO situations unthinkingly, 
"naturally." Rules become second naLure 
ro rhem ro guide them through such prob
lems as when. if. how. and whom Lo fight 
or co embrace, how and whom to marry 
or divorce, and what to believe or ro 
doubt. 

Each ancient people in Mesoamerica 
followed its distinct cultural pattern. But 
as the descriplions of those paLterns have 
multiplied at the hands of modern schol
ars, the notion of many separate cultures 
has increasingly clashed with an older 
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concepL-civilization. Hiscorians, LO 
whom the concept of civi lization is old 
hat, are not very comfortable dealing wiLh 
the idea of hundreds of cultures in an 
area. Afcer all, the integrative concept of 
" Roman civilization" seems more useful 
than mere ''Roman culture." used LO refer 
co the unique ways of the e,u·ly settlers of 
the city of Rome. Both terms, civilizcttion 
and culture, have value but borh can be 
confusing. 

In this book, Mesoamerican civiLiza
tion is considered the veneer or overlay of 
cu ltural patterns rhaL were shared by the 
local cultures in the are:i. For example, an 
ancient Maya Lraveler who visited peoples 
beyond the boundaries of his own region 
would have nored that cerrain of their ritu
als, gods, social customs, foods, and 
Laboos were enough like those of his 
home territory that he sensed an es ential 
similarity. When lhe Spaniards anived, 
even chey could derecc some cultural 
equivalents: they could see that a certain 
politi(.-al role, a tr<idition, a ceremony, or a 
piece of an in one place wa'i basically like 
what they had ttisrnvered elsewhere. Mod
ern anthropologists and archaeologists are 
crying to reconstruct, cla1ify, and imerpret 
what ir was that the differem Mesoameri
can tribes or peoples had in common as 
well as how they differed, from each other 
and the rest of the world. 

One convenient way to represent a culture is 
os o set of factors and conceptual rules that 
con be sorted into levels somewhot llke a 
Mesoomericon pyramid structure. Aspects of 
o people's life situation at o lower level ore 
more fundamental and harder to change 
than those higher up. Yet eoch ·,uhurol 
pyramid' hos solidified over its history to 
bewme on integrated whole. In the actual 
lives of people the categories ore not like 
loye11 of a coke that con still be seporoted.11 



CULTURE AS DISTltLED BIS1'0RY 

Clifford Geertz, o noted anthropolo

gist, hos used a different image lo 
represent culture.29 A culture is some

thing like on old city, he suggests. In 
port it contains old concepts and beha
vior patterns, symbolized by the quaint 

streets and courtyards in the pion of the 
city that still mark what once were cow 
paths and scattered hamlets. Bui cutting 

through those markers of the historical 
post may now be modern boulevards or 

even freeways. The cultural equivalent 
of those would be features like blue 

jeans, cola drinks, and computers which 
ore superimposed atop hundreds of tra
ditional cultures from Mozambique to 
Mongolia. Finding one's way around 

effectively in either on aged city or o 

mature culture con best be done on the 
basis of experience, not merely by con
sulting o guide book, Geertz thinks. 

The lower sketch mop shows 
Jerusalem at the time of Jesus, Its 

unique combination of Israelite, Greek, 
and Romon features symbolizes the his
torically unique mix of cullurol patterns 
that ordered the lives of its inhabitants. 

The Aztec capitol, Tenochtitlan, 
shown in the upper mop, displays 

another one-of -a-kind settlement and 
cullure. This mop was prepared in 
1524 by one of Cortez's party to send 

lo the Spanish king. 
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Sketch of Jerusalem at 
the time of Jesus 

Mop of Aztec Ten0<hlitlon in 1524 
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Level of Civilization 

W
hen the Spaniards arrived in 
Mexico they were surprised to 
find such a complex way of life. 

Their first encounters in America, with 
much simpler societies in the Caribbean 
islands, did not prepare their minds for 
what they would find on the mainland. 
They were taken aback by the Aztecs, wbo 
were the dominant political and cultural 
force in the area at Lhe cime of the 
Conquest. Shockingly barbaric in their 
massive human sacrifices, they never
theless lived in large cities and employed 
highly effective technology and an 
intricate social system. Yet there is good 
evidence that thousands of years earlier 
there were culcures that were al a similar 
level of sophistication. Mesoamerican 
society in those times was at the same 
general level of development as the 
archaic civiUzations of the Old World
Babylonia, Egypt, Greece, China, and 
India. 

Correz, the original Spanish conquista
dor in Mexico, wrote co his king about 
Mexico's capital city, 1enochtit1an, the seat 
ot the Aztec empire, in this way: 

Ln Lhe service and manners of its 
people their fashion of living was 
almost the same as in Spain, with jusL 
as much hrumony and order; and con
sidering char these people were bar
barous, so cul off from the knowledge 
of God, and other civilised peoples, it 
is admirable to see to what they 
attained in every respect.30 

About Cholula, a city in what is now 
rhe state of Puebla, Cortez noted that 
ic consisted of perhaps twenty thousand 
houses in the body of the city and as 
many more around the outskirts. He 
commented: 
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The city seen from the outside is more 
beauriful chan the cities of Spain, 
because it is very level, and contains 
many cowers ... l counced from a 
mosque [sacred pyramid tower] four 
hundred and odd towers in the city, 

and all belonged to mosques.31 

The Spaniard lamely summed up his 
awestruck impression in this report to his 
king: 

I know ... (I) will hardly be believed, 
because even we, who see I these 
sights] here with our own eyes, are 
unable to comprehend their reality.32 
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e of the Aztec copitol, . Th. ·s lhe sacred precinct ol lhe urb~n <ors mode on lhe basis of Spomsh is• . rtisl's reconstruction wo . 
Tenocht1tlon. The o d rchoeologicol findings. eyewitness a«ounts on o 
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Not only was the scale or the dvili7.a
Lion impressive. so were the qualitative 
aspects of it. Spanish craftsmen who 
,rnived later were amazed by the sophisti
cated skills, ingenuity, and caste tha1 
Mesoamerican workers displayed. The 
Spanish military force, with the use of 
guns and horses that the Amerindians 
lacked, was barely able to eke out vicwry 
over its brave and resourceful opponents. 
(H ad it not been for the new diseases the 
invaders brought with them, which quickly 
devastated the native peoples, the Euro
peans might have been driven off, which 
would have resulted in a ve1y different 
scem1rio for subsequeni history.) 

The invaders were struck, as modern 
archaeologists are, by the simplicity of the 
mols and techniques emplo),ed by the 
anciem Mesoamericans. For example, the 
superb sculptures in green Jadeite stone 
that so fascinate an aficionados today 
were made by a slow process of grinding, 
using nothing more than simple wooden 
drill bits. (The tool was rotated by wr..tp
ping the string of a bow around the bit 
and moving the bow back and forth; 
quartz sand beneath the bil was 1he 
accual cuning medium.) With plenty of 
manpower and lhousands of years of 
crafo;manship ro draw upon, Meso
american artisans made giant stone 
statues and erecting vast cities using 
what seems co our modern age co have 
been primitive methods. 

Beyond technology, the Mesoamericans 
also possessed immense bodies or system
atized lore in astronomy, marhemalics, 
engineering, medicine, botany, literature, 
an, philosophy, cosmology, and other 
fields of knowledge and creativity. For 
years language barriers, combined with 
the subcle[y of much of the source materi
al, hid i ts depth and quality from scholars 
and scientists brought up in the very d if
ferent western European tradicion. But in 
the last few decades a corps of invesliga
tors, mainly from Mexico, has been able to 
probe:: these sources. The result has been a 
scream or studies on esoteric matters that 
is, if anything, more impressive than the 
bener-known work by archaeologists who 
have been showing through material 
evidence that a complex civilization 
existed in anciem Mesoamerica. 

VIS UALIZING BOOK Of .IIORMON LIFE 

Book of Mormon writers describe for both 
the Nephites and the earlier Joredites 

(and to some extent for the Lomoniles) what 
they consider lo hove been elements of elabo

rate cultures. They reporl on successful agri
culture, many arts ond crofts (such os weav

ing), great cities, political slates, doss distinc
tions, populations in the millions, extensive 
records, widespread commerce, massive 

armies, and organized systems of religion, os 
well as "precious things of every kind and 
art" (Helomon 12:2) and ucurious workman

ship" (Ether l 0:27; see Helomon 6: 11; and, 

more broadly, Helomon 6: 7-13 and Ether 
10:5- 6, 12, 22-7). The original leaders of 
the LDS Church os well os subsequent genero

iions of members hove held that study of 
this civilization would be valuable. In the 

1842 words of Joseph Smith Jr. or a close 
associate, upon reading the account of 
explorations in Central America by John 

Lloyd Stephens, "II will not be o bod pion to 
compare Mr. Stephens' ruined cities with 
lhose in the Book of Mormon."33 

Eerily beautiful artifacts called eccentric flints 
were thipped, ever so corelully, from common 
obsidian by the hands, brains, and eyes ol 
master crahsmen. Such oddities exemplify 
how Mesoomericons imposed their unique 
ideas on moterials that would have been 
handled only in utilitarian ways in other 
places in the world. No one knows for sure 
what e«enlric flints signified, but surely they 
<0rried o heavy freight of sacred meaning. 
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Life's Routine 
The Seasonal and 
Daily Round 

A 
large majority of the Inhabitants of 
Mesoamerica did noc live in cities 
but in villages and hamlets. They 

had to be near rheir fields, for agriculcural 
work was central to the activities of rnosl 
households. The crucial crop was maize 
(corn). lf enough maize could be provid
ed, the remainder of life's necessities 
could be eked out by drawing upon a vari
ety of other resources for additional food 
and for clothing and other essentials. 

Land was prepared for planting strictly 
by men's hands. No animal power was 
employed in agriculture or in any other 
work. Clearing a field involved hand
curling trees and bushes and then 
burning the debris when it had dried out. 
The intensity of the heat generated by 
burning the dry trash killed off the smaller 
plants and grass. About when the rains 
were predicted to begin, Lhe unplowed, 
unleveled plot was planted (the thick ash 
served as fertilizer). Several kernels of 
seed com wen:! dropped into each hole 
poked in the earth with a sharp stick. The 
seeds were covered by a push of the 
sower's foot. Sometimes beans and squash 
would be planted io the same plot with 
corn; the different crops matured at differ
ent rates, so they did not incerfere with 
each other. Fruit and seed u·ees as well as 
speeial garden crops were also carefully 
tended, usually close to the family's 
residence. 

Timing was vital in chis cype of cultiva
tion. The vegetation had co be cleared 
during the dry season co ensure a proper 
burn, yet the seeds needed rain soon after 
being planted if they were to germinate 
properly and keep growing. ( I'he timing 
problem is thought co help explain the 
intense concern with the calendar in 
Mesoamerica; astrological predictions 
were made co try to anticipate when or 
whether the sacred powers would send 
moisture in timely fashion.) Where special 
soil and climatic settings prevailed, rwo or 
occa-;ionally even three corn crops per 
year might be obtained. Where chat was 
possible, a heavier population could be 
supported. However, there was never 
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An artist's sketch re<anstructs aspects of daily activily in o communily on lhe northern Yucolan peninsula. The scene is 
based on orchoeologicol findings ol lhe Komchen sire lhol dote to the middle of the first millennium B.C. The basic pattern 
of life shown was broadly similar elsewhere in Mesoomerico and would stay much the some for the next two thousand 
years. Even when cities arose, people preferred to live os near as possible lo the style of life of villagers. 

Families dwelt around, rather than in, !heir houses, preferring to spend lime oul in the lighl ond fresh air. This west 
Mexican ceramic model (probably doling A.O. 100-600) illustrates rhe pattern. To be cramped up in a small dwelling, 
which was usually filled wilh smoke (lhere were no slaves or chimneys), was acceptable mainly at nighl or during 
unplea.sanl weather. 



enough good farmland for long. The grow
ing population exerted pressure on the 
system of cultivation, aggravating social 
dispuLes and reducing the adequacy of the 
diet. 

From Lhe settlements men and 
women spread over the counuyside to 
catch or collect a wide variety of useful 
wild productS-from fish, game animals, 
and edible insects co honey, <lyes, miner
als, and wood. Priz.ec.J products were 
exchanged in markets and some were car
tied to other localities by traders. Only 
rarely was the transpon of bu lk foods or 
goods outside a local area feasible, since 
virtually all was carried on human backs. 

Men 's work revolved around the 
crops. That activity made heavy demands 
on their time only at certain seasons, yec 
those needs were so vital thar they ser the 
schedu le for everyd1ing else in me year. 
During slack periods wars were fought, 
trading journeys were undertaken, and 
houses were builL or repaired, for 
instance. 

For women, turning corn and other 
staples into food was the most determin
ing labor. In most cases, every single day 
of her adult life a woman could expect to 
rise before light and hand-grind fresh 
cornmeal using a srone roller arop a hard, 
flat scone. From this g1ist she made the 
day's food in some form of bread
chiefly in the form of cortillas ( toasted on 
a g1iddle), or tamales (wrapped in a leaf 
and boiled), or as a wet ball of cooked 
dough that could be diluted wich water 
and drunk during the day like modern 
inseam breakfast. .Basic food preparation 
had LO be done early in the clay because 
custom decreed that the first meal be the 
most substantial one. Men set off to work 
very early ( they might have to travel sev
eral miles co rheir fields) to avoid me 
midday heat, so women's toil began even 
earlier. For women, coo, there were rou
tine casks like \veaving doth and making 
garments, gathering firewood, toeing 
water, caring for children, manufacturing 
or repairing household equipment, and 
so on. 

When darkness came, so did sleep for 
all. Leisure was not a dally bm an occa
sional thing, usualJy in connection with 
the frequent religious events. 

r11, se.,o,., • . ,o DA/IT Ro r .,· o 

Fish ond other oquotic products were volued os sources of prolein, which wos scarce In rhe usual diet. A mojority of settled 
oreos did not hove bodjes of waler nearby that yielded many of those products, bur in o coastal oreo like !his port ol 
Tobosco stole, fishing was routine. 

Wherever fishing wns possible, ii 
receive<! regular nttenlion, os In rhe 
Volley of Mexico with its mojor lake. 
This scene from rhe Codex Mendozn 
soys thot on Azlec youlh wos 
expected to know how to ftsh 
effectively by oge filteen. 
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Kitchen gardens were planted near dwellings where women could do the occasional 
tending they required and also hove convenient access lo the produce. 
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VIS OAUZING BOOK Of MORMON LIF E 

I n o record like the Book of Mormon that 
was devoted mainly to sacred matters, it is 

no surprise that little is said about the people's 

doily activities. The comments ore general: 
"they did raise groin in abundance" ond kept 
"many flocks and herds" (Helamon 6: 12). 

Ammon helped tend his master's flocks and 
drive them to water (see Alma 17:25-6); 

"their women did toil ond spin, and did make 
all manner of cloth" (Helamon 6: 13). About 

such mundane tasks as cooking, getting 
wood and water, making pots, or repairing 
roofs, no statements ore mode. We ore left to 

infer such routine, obvious matters. 



CULTIVATION 
OF CORN 

T ypically the best land to 

plant was what hod been 
in forest for a number of 
years. Shade would hove 

killed out gross and weeds. 

Once the toll pion! cover hod 
been cut and burned off, 
gross would storl lo return. 
After two or three years in 

corn, a plot would hove to be 
abandoned because of com

peliiion from the thickening 
gross. That plot would be 
abandoned lo let trees and 

brush come bock and again 
shade out the problem plants. 

After o dozen years or so of 
forest regrowth, the cycle 

could be repeated. However, 
in some areas with compara
tively rich soil, a corn field 
could be cultivated almost 

continuously with the help of 
vigorous weeding. 

Mature com cobs were 
bent downward so that rain 

would not gel In them and 
cause mildew. Sometimes the 

dry cobs were picked and 
token straight to the kitchen as 
needed; in other situations 
storage bins were built. Loss 

of groin to birds and vermin 
was often high. 

Four S<enes from Sohogun's 
Florentine Codex display the 
sequence of Aztec maize 
cultivation and harvest. 

T N L S I .1 S D .< ,I t A ;. D D • I I Y fl D 1· V D 

When the dried vegetation on the corn plots that ore being prepared is set ablaze, typically in Morch or April, the atmosphere over 
wide regions is obscured by smoke. If this manner of burning was widely carried out in Joredite times, it may hove been o cause of 
the lock of timber noted by their successors (see Helomon 3:5-6). This scene is in southern Chiopos. 

Hond-plontlng of the seed required no laborious plowing or 
other soil preparation, jull time ond patience. 

The harvest began ofter the roiny season hod ceased, 
and went on for some time. 

Gross and other weeds hod to be curtailed by hand labor 
during the early stages ol rhe uop's growth, bur the 
competition invariably won out in the long run. 

A variety of storage bins were used; shown here 
is on Aztec version. 
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Foods 

G
riddle-coasted tortiUas were the staff 
of life anciently in central Mexico 
ancl areas influenced from there. 

Raised bread like ours was unknown. ln 
southern Mesoamerica the tamale (ground 
cornmeal wrapped in a leaf and cooked in 
hot water) was the preferred form for com 
cookery. The only ovens were scone-lined 
underground pies, and there was no frying 
(fats were scarce and mecaJ was not used for 
cooking utensil<;). Boiled beans were typical
ly mashed into a paste. Squash of several 
sorts was roasted or coasted. Many varieties 
of chilis were used co season all staple 
foods. A number of ocher grains, especially 
amaranth, were ex_,:ensively used, as far as 
chey could be grown in particular localities. 

Different kinds of root vegetables
manioc, sweet potatoes, jicruna-were also 
in use, although they were nor preferred at 
the level of the beloved. even worshipped, 
maize. Tree fruits, sud1 as the guava and a 
type of chert')~ were also enjoyed, though 
onJy during the seasons when they 
matured, for techniques for preserving 
them were unknown. 

Fish were consumed where it was con
venient to obtain them. Especially because 
of the need for protein, a great variety of 
other strange foods gathered from nature 
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were also utilized, includJ11g vaiieties of 
insects and fungi. In fact, virtually every 
edible subsrance was consumed by some 
pan of d1e population, including many 
tl1ings that we now consider inedible. 

The commoners' cuisine consisted 
mainly of the fundamental food triad
corn, beans, and squash.>L-but t11ere were 
hundreds of regionaJ and community varia
tions in recipes and supplementary dishes. 
The whole array was far wo varied accord
ing to regionaJ tastes, products, and cus
toms to be lumped together accurnrely a'i 

though there had been just one pattern. 
(fhe invading Spaniards were told mat the 
Aztec emperor Montezuma dined from a 
choice of two thousand djshes chat his 
cooks were capable of preparing.) 

Mesoamerican and Andean farmers 
between chem had domesticated a large 
number of American plants before 1492. 
These were welcomed and adopted in most 
pans of the Old World where t11ey were car
ried by European travelers after Columbus. 
Nowadays those foods heJp feed our teem
ing world on every continent, and cultiva
cors in places Like China and tropical Africa 
have no historical recollection of when and 
from where they received their borrowecl
from-Amelica crops. Among the most use
fuJ food gifts to the world were com 
(including popcorn), potatoes, chili pep
pers, peanuts, avocados, and tomatoes. 

These carved fish were found in excovolions 
in lhe Aztec Great Temple beneolh present· 
day Mexito City. 



VISUALIZING BOOK Of MORMON LIFE 

The Book of Mormon speaks only in gener

al about food (see, for example, Mosioh 

4: 17), as we might expect in a preponderantly 

religious text. The most comprehensive list of 

Nephite crops emphasizes groins (see Mosioh 

9:9). Corn is there implied lo be o, if not the, 

mainstay (compare Mosioh 7:22 and 9 :9). The 

term bread referred to o cereal food that was 

functionally equivalent to modern bread {see, 

for instance, Alma 8:21- 2). That could be the 

tortilla, since nowhere in the text is there o hint 

that the leavening process was known. Fruit too 

was grown and consumed routinely, the book 

tells us (see Enos l :21 and Mosioh 10:4). 

Meal is also mentioned as port of the diet. 

Various kinds of beans were grown in nearly every Jone. 

P O O D I 
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Many varieties of mushrooms were gathered 
and eaten. A few types were used by some 
groups for their hallucinogenic effem. 
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F o o o s 

Chili$ put spice in on otherwise blond diet, 
and they were vitamin rich. 

A variety of squashes hod been staple1 in the 
Mesoomericon diet for thousands of years by 
the time this Aztec stone sculpture was mode 
in lhe fifteenth cenlury. 
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Avocados provided o nutritional rorily in the 
diet-lot-<0mporoble to the olive in 
Mediterranean cuisine. Mexican tomatoes 
were small but tasty garnishes to go with 
plainer food. 

The eggs of quoit and other fowl, wild and 
kept, were occasional supplements to the diet. 
Cortez mentioned eggs, and cokes mode using 
them, being sold in the great market in the 
Aztec capitol. 
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One of the most popular ways of cooking 
maize was in the form of o tortilla, the hond
flanened, unleavened coke now familiar 
worldwide. 

Vegetables were not staples but provided 
variety. All the foods shown on these pages 
ore consumed by some Mexicans still today. 
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Roots (such as the sweet potato), tubers, 
and fruits were important in the diet In 
some areas. 
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Luxury Consumption 

T
here were luxury foods too, of 
course. The most valued was the 
cacao bean from which the choco

late or cocoa drink was made (our word 
chocolate comes from the Nahuatl word 
chocolatf). Since the cacao bean was also 
used as a form of currency, consumption 
of chocolate was mainly limited co people 
of wealth. The tree grew mainly in a few 
moist, foochill zones, especially in south
ern Chiapas and near the Gulf Coast in 
Tabasco. Honey was gathered from the 
wild, buc stingless bees were also domesti· 
cared and kept in log hives. Sweetened 
popcorn in the form of balls or squares 
was also enjoyed. Sugar was made from 
the agave plane, with some d ifficulty and 
expense; its use was not common. 

Fermented alcoholic drinks made from 
various planes were in wide use. 111e 
Spaniards labeled these beverages wine 
(technicall}' they were doser co beer). There 
seems co have been no knowledge of dis
tilled (hard) liquors anywhere in the Ameri
cas uncil U1e Europeans conferred that dubi
ous gift on the Native Americans. Mose of 
the consumption of these wines took place 
in connection with rel igious celebrations (of 
whid1 there were many!). Certain moral 
restrictions on cltinking rest.rained people's 
consumption at other times. The aged were 
seldom resu_icted from drinking as much 
and as often as they wished. 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE 

W ine is mentioned quite often in the Book 
of Mormon from Joredite times on. It 

wos used both routinely ond lo excess (see 

Mosioh 22:7; Ether 15:22; Almo 55:31; and 
3 Nephi 18:2). Apparently they mode more 

than one type (see Alma 55:32). The only 
other beverage mentioned is water (see Alma 
5:34). 

The Joredites kept bees, though nothing 
is said about honey. Nothing is said in the 

Nephite record of sweets or treats, but we 
may suppose from comparison with other 
peoples of the world that they must have 

mode and enjoyed some kinds despite the 
fact thoi the moss of people would have had 
little chance to consume such relatively 

expensive products on a routine basis. 
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Chocolate come from seeds of the 
cocoo fruit that were ground to 
powder. The seeds ore shown al 
the lop. The beverage mode lrom 
ground chocolole was whipped to 
produce thick foam on the top. At 
the bonom of the photograph is 
vanilla, o valued condiment that 
wos sometimes added to the drink. 
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This elaborately carved contoiner in lzopon 
style dotes lo around the middle ol the 
Nephite period; the style is diagnostic of the 
oreo and period that the main narrative of 
the Book of Mormon covers. One con imagine 
drinkers of the higher social class (such os are 
described among Noah's people) toking their 
wine from such a beautiful vessel, while 
commoners settled for o plain gourd or shell 
container. 



The most popular fermented drink in modern times is pulque, 
made from juice of the agave plant. In central Mexico ill use was 
very ancient, although other wlnes were also mode. lnddentally, the 
Spaniards spake of the plantings of the ogove cactus a.s vineyards 
(recoiling Mosinh II : 15) 11 

L t' 1 , . R r C o ,,, s r M , r , o ,. 

The lack of o source for making abundant 
sugar, combined with the relative difficulty of 
getting honey, meant that, ot leost in some 
areas, a molarity were too poor to indulge o 
sweet tooth very often. 

Peanuts, amaranth seeds, or popped corn 
were combined with honey to make these 
delicacies-peanut briltle or popcorn 
treall-far special octoSians. 
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Animal Use 

The practical uses of animals in 
Mesoamerica were somewhat limit
ed. The number of potentially valu

able species was fairly small, and then for 
unknown reasons [he people failed co 
show much interest in their utility. A few 
species were kept for food (domesticated, 
or at least tamed). Flocks of turkeys were 
common, and occasionally quail, doves, 
one kind of duck, a kind of pheasant, and 
grouse were maintained in flocks. A small 
hairless dog was fattened and eaten; the 
Spaniards referred to these dogs as being 
kept in herds.36 Certain other animals 
were kept somewhat incidentally withouc. 
their meat ever more than lightly supple
menting the vital vegetable foods. Several 
types of wild fowl were hunted and their 
eggs were gathered to be eaten. Game ani
mals, particularly deer, were hunted regu
larly, but of course whenever the human 
population increased and cultivated areas 
became extensive, ir disrupted wild habitats, 
so the yield from hunting near population 
centers declined. 

Among cer tain groups, attend.on co 
animal husbandry was common enough to 
show thac overall, Mesoamericans could 
have done more had they chosen to. Ani
mals occasionally tamed inducted the 
tapir, the peccary (wild pig), the guinea 
pig, the paca (a large rodent), rabbits, and 
deer; they even kept some of these in 
penned enclosures. Yet mese societies 
chose to make a poim about nor exploit
ing nature practically. This reluctance was 
somewhat like their determined refusal co 
use complex technology, as noted earlier; 
tl1ey managed well enough wlthoul going 
ro the u·ouble of elaborating cheir cools or 
doing much with the fauna. 

"Impractical" uses of animals were 
numerous. For instance, a wide variety of 
fowls were kept tied or penned so maL 
tl1eir feathers, which were valued decora
tively and ceremonially and were widel)' 
traded, could be collected. Many animal 
species-coatimundi, deer, and pigs, for 
instance-were kept as pec.s, especially by 
women and children, and peLS were not 
eaten. Animals were also important in ritu
al and myth. All the common species were 
considered sacred in some context or 
od1er, which may have been a reason that 
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they were infrequently exploited as mere 
meaL Several cypes were sacrificed. An Asi
atic type of chicken was presenr that was 
used only in divination ceren1onies. Fur
thermore, there ,vas curiosity about ani
mals; the Aztec emperor had a large zoo, 
aviary, and aquarium adjacem co his palace, 
where three hundred men worked full
time caring for the caged birds alone; oth
ers tended jaguars and ocher wild felines, 
deer, wolves, foxes, and even a buffalo .. n 

There was an incidental benefit of 
great significance in the fact chat these 
people did not dwell amidst large num
bers of animals, as was the case in many 
Old World communities. Scholars con
cerned w ith medical history in America 
now believe that chis lack of animal hoses 
for diseases was an important reason for 
the relative lack of epidemic d isease here 
as compared with me central Old World.38 

VIS OALIZI NG BOOK OF MORHON LIFE 

The flocks and herds of the Nephites (only 
sheep ore mentioned for the Lomonites) 

presumably included several sorts of fowls. 

Turkeys ore native to the New World, and 
flocks of them would hove been valuable 

possessions. The Book of Mormon account 
refers to people who "tend," "roise," and 
"hove" useful animals, but the words domes
ticated or lame ore not used (see Enos 1 :21; 

Mosioh 10:21; Helomon 6: 12; Ether 
9:17- 9). Some of the names opplied by the 
Nephite record keepers to the native beasts 

they found on the land when they arrived 
(they brought none themselves) probably 
were applied to broadly similar species, just 

as the Spaniards did when they orrived (for 

example, the Spaniards called the bison or 
buffalo o cow). Deer were the most numerous 
large mammals in Mesoomerico. Artists 

depicted deer in sacred scenes and even 
being ridden. The failure of the Book of Mor

mon t0 mention deer may mean that ii was 
one of the animals for which the record in 
English uses o name of what we consider 

some domestic beast, perhaps the Nephite 
"horse." All told, the record of the Nephites is 

notable for its emphasis on crop agriculture 
rather than animal husbandry as central to 

their culture, considering thot their tradition 
originated in Polesline where animals hod 
been so vital. 39 

This is one ol dozens of types of kept birds 
from which prized feothe11 were plucked. 



Quail were taken from lhe wild ond sometimes 
kepi In semidomesticated Hodes. They were 
sacrificial as well as pradical objeds. 

... 

.~ ,\ I M .I L ( I S I 
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Several kinds of ducks ore represented in the work of Mesoomericon artists, such os in this fine 
modeled pair from Colima, west Mexico, doting to the period A.O. 2~0. At least one 
species, the Muscovy duck, was domesticated. 

American gobblers hod been kept in flocks for many centuries before the Spaniards come, as 
shown by this ceramic effigy (doted before 500 a.t) Their Resh, eggs, ond leathers served 
obvious ends, but the whole fowl was also ohen sacrificed. 
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The peccary is o dose relative of the Old World pig. It usually ron wild In the forests, but in o 
few places in America ii was tamed. 



Barkless dogs were fattened and eaten, as some people do with rabbits today. The 
Spanish conquerors considered them good eating when led them by the Aztecs. 

The tapir was one of the largest animals in the oreo (op lo 650 pounds), ollhough ii generally shied 
away from settled areas. 

A ,\IMAL ll!t 

The tepeixcuintli, this pig-sized rodent, hos tasty flesh, although i1 hos not been 
demonstrated lo tolerate very well living in the vicinily of humans. 
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Crafts and Tools 

0 
ne of the key craft actiVities in ancient 
Mesoame1ica w·as making ceramic pots. 
Archaeologists are fascinated by these 

ancienc vessels because fragments of them are so 
abundantly preserved at man}'archaeological 
sites. MiUions of the vessels were used anciendy, 
but after a f.tirly short lime, those in use wouJd 
shatter or crack. When replacemenrs were made, 
small changes in scyle would be inevitable, hence 
a contin.uous series of variant fashions over time 
can be identified if we have a sufficiently large 
sample of potsherds in hand. The sequence of 
sryle details in each region has been worked out 
with considerable exactitude, so the variations 
become a guide co chronology. looking at any 
pot, or a major fragment from one, a well
informed archaeologist can cell within a century 
or so (and sometimes less) when it was made. 

Almost as common as pocs for carrying or 
storing supplies were perishable containers: bas
kers, gourd shells, and vessels carved from 
wood. Unfortunately, few such items have sur
vived deca}' in the damp soil of Lhe rropics for 
archaeologisrs co recover. 

A subtle decorative design is evident on this 
pol. It is lrom Cuicuilco in the Volley ol Mexico 
in late B.C. limes. 

This vessel in the Usuluton style leotures wovy, 
·combed. lines !hot were produced by the use 
ol wox to protect certain oreos in the 
demoting process (like bolik dyeing ol doth). 
Usulutan was popular on vessels from El 
Salvador, Guotemolo, and Chiopos in lhe final 
centuries e.c. It moy prove to be something of 
o marker ol the early presence of Nephiles 
and lamonites. 

We ore even more impressed by the sight ol on entire sel of ceramic vessels 1h01 o culture's potters produced than by ony single specimen. Here is on artist's reconstrudion of the entire suite of 
pieces by craftsmen ol the Barro phase on lhe Pacific coos! ol Chiopos around 1400 8.C. Since this, the earliest pottery known in the oreo, is olreody very sophisticated decoratively and 
technologically, the croh hod obviously had a long history already. 
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Knowledge about minerals was exten
sive. but smelted metal was nor of as much 
concern co rhem as il was to Europeans or 
Asians. A majo1iry of the metal products 
thaL have survived are decorative, not prac
tical. Relatively few practical implements of 
metal have been discovered in the ru ins, 
and probably few were used. 

Obsidian was crucial in Mesoamerican 
technology. Exuemely hard (though brittle), 
the edge on a fragment of Lhis volcanic 
glass is sharper than most mecal knives. 
This substance was the fundamental raw 
material from which cutting rools were 
manufactured. Weapons, knives, points, 
woodworking tools, razors, and other 
implements were all made of ic. 'trade in 
obsidian was carried on through networks 
of me.rd,ams that extended up co a thou
sand miles. That trade was as viral ro the 
Mesoamelicans as oil commerce L'> to the 
modern world. 

Equivalents of our hammers, saws, 
chisels, and axes were made from obsidian 
or from polished scone. Some stones were 

fastened by glue or wrappings co wooden 
handJes. In certain ancient si tes archaeolo
gisrs have found workshops where artisans 
specialized in producing particular imple
ment forms. The waste produces are srilJ 
found lying about. Finished produces were 
traded to other places. 

Wood also served for making certain 
implements, such as digging sticks for 
planting and paddles for boats. Bone, 
antler, and leather were Olher materials 
rurned imo utensiJs-needles, awls, 
scrapers, straps, and the like. 

CtATr) AVD TOOi! 

The intricate lzapan slyle, exemplified by this 
stone bowl from the Podfic coosl near the 
Guotemafa.(hiopos border, choraderized the 
period when Nephites lived in or Influenced 
the area, around 1 s.c. 'The cily ... in the 
borders by the seashore• likely wos in this 
area (Alma S6:31; see 56:32). 

Wide-edged bowls like this one clearly mork 
the lost two centuries s.c. in highland 
Guotemolo .. This spedfit type contained gilts 
of food or incense placed with the dead in a 
tomb (compare the •sepulchre· in Alma 19:l, 
5) and doted about 100 s.c. 
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These examples of everyday baskets from 
lhe stole of Tabasco ore similar in style 
ond function to containers from two 
thousand years ago. 

Either o stone.lipped stick or o pole wilh 
its wooden end hardened by fire served 
for digging. 

,J 

- ,- - .... 

One rype ol drill was rotored by rhe bock· 
and-forth motion of o bowstring 
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The practical quality of metal tools like these, 
mainly of copper, leh much to be desired. They 
did not retain o good cutting edge for long. A 
stone axe was cheaper and about as effective os 
one with a metal heod.• 

Custom-finished obsidian tools were 
sometimes mode from large, semiprepored 
chunks of the row material al or neor markets, 
where customer needs could be matched more 
easily than ol lhe obsidian source. 

Skilled men used an antler tip or o bone point 
to press al key points on chunks of the volcanic 
gloss, splitting off thin fragments one ofter 
another. 

Ancient tools and their modern equivalents 
are shown paired. 



C i •rrs •No r ootJ 

Examples ol superb ancient wood carving hove been preserved on only o few specimens, like this 
Aztec drum from the period ol llrst Spanish contod. There mus! hove been many such mos1erpieces. 

Sahagun' s Florentine Codex pidures on Allee metalworker plying his croh with o very simple but 
effective opporotus. Molten copper pours from the crucible into a mold to form on o.xe head. 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF }foRMON Lin: 

M ost practical objects were too workaday to 
be mentioned in the sacred Book of Mor

mon. Tools ore mentioned in general (see, for 
example, Jorom 1 :8 and Helomon 13:34), but 
nothing more specific is said about equipment 

that the Nephites and others mus1 hove hod, like 
pofs, baskets, or hoes. Cups (see 3 Nephi 18:8} 

and cords (see 1 Nephi 7: 16) do happen to be 
mentioned. 

Weapons, of course, were often reported. 
They include the axe, which could hove served 

for everyday tasks os well as for war. In o 
Mesoomericon context, it seems probable that 

"Onidoh, ... the place of arms," (Alma 4 7 :5) 
to which certain Lomonites fled to defend them

selves against their ruler's oppression, refers to 
on obsidian outcrop where they would hove at 

hand oil the crude weoponry they could wont. 
The ceramic containers illustrated in this 

section ore among a wide repertoire that was 

characteristic for Mesoamerica during the main 
period of Nephite history. The Nephites might 
hove used similar pots for preparing or serving 

food or conveying "the lost tribute of wine" 

(Mosiah 22: 7) to the L.amonite guards. Not 
shown ore plain, grubby, undecorated vessels 
that were used to carry or heat water and store 

row foods. O nly minor changes ever took place 
in their forms. 
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A scene from the Aorenline Codex signifies 
lhot the Aztec merdionl, like those before him 
for thousands of years, was <onsidered lo live o 
hard, dangerous life on lhe rood. Yel the 
prospect of wealth mode lhe profession 
ottrodive lo some types of men. 

Above: The Aztec glyph sign for morkelplace 
uses footprints lo <onvey the idea of o bustling 
<rowd. Below: The <onstellolion known lo us os 
lhe Pleiodes wos coiled the Marketplace by lhe 
Aztecs. The reason for this is obvious from o 
comparison of lhe two signs. 
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Markets and 
Commerce 

T
rade was a vital process in Meso
american civilization. For thousands 
of years both long- and short-range 

commerce was carried on, ard1aeological 
studies demonstrate. Variation in terrain, 
soils, and climates meant char people in any 
one area needed or wanted products they 
could not obtain except from somewhere 
else. For instance, cotton was the preferred 
fiber for clothing everywhere, but the plant 
only grew at the lower, hotter elevations. 
For highlanders to obtain a supply, they 
had co exchange products they had avail
able. Outcrops of good obsidian occurred 
only in a few localities, while the demand 
was universal, and salt, an essential in the 
diet, was rarely available except on the 
coasr. So specialization in the production of 
food, fiber, animal products, and minerals 
tended to develop from place co place. 

'fhe control of crucial resources was 
probably key in the development and main
tenance of early governments. Only rulers 
were in a position co control the wealth that 
was required co outfit an expedition he-.ided 
off to seek distant products and negotiate 
trade with local rulers or merd1anrs. Ln 
some periods a special class of full-time 
merchants existed who were given unusual 
privileges. Among rhe Aztecs d1e merchancs 
also acted as spies for the military. 

Every administrative center (town or 
dry) of any consequence had a regular 

market, usually held ar a plaza adjacent to 
a key temple or other religious installa
tion. Visicors usually combined trade with 
worship. At such "downtown" scenes, 
important social interaction and news 
shru-Jng cook place. No doubt the market 
expelience provided many with relief from 
the relative boredom of rural life. 

Native markets continue today in parts 
of Mexico and Guatemala that still convey 
the color and excitement chal character
ized such places anciently. The best 
description of an elaborate pre
Columbian-style market comes from 
Cortez's first visit Lo the Aztec capital. He 
was told char over rwenry thousand people 
daily visited the plaza in the TlateJolco 
portion of the metropolis. (There were 
smaller markets-"shopping centers,·· as it 
were-in other parts of the city.) He wrote: 

There are all sons of vegetables, 
and ... many kinds of fruits, amongst 
others cherries, and prunes, like the 
Spanish ones ... , honey made of a 
plant c.illed maguey ... ; from these 
same planes they make sugar and wine. 
... They also sell skeins of different 
kinds of spun cotton, in aJJ colors, so 
that it seems quite like one of the silk 
markets of Granada [Spain], although 
it is on a greater scale [here] .... They 
sell maize, both i11 the grajn and made 
into bread, which is very superior . .. ; 
pies [tamales! of birds, and fish, also 
much fish, fresh, salted, cooked and 
raw; eggs ofheos [wrkeysj, and geese, 
and other birds in great quantity, and 
cakes made of eggs. 

Finally ... they sell in the city mar-
kers everything ... which is found in 
the whole country .... Each kind of 
merchandise is sold in its respective 
street, and they do not mix their kinds 
of merchandise ... thus they preserve 
perfect order:H 

The occupation of merchant could 
bring big rewards, although it was a hard 
life. The most profitable nips were long 
and often dangerous. Even if a parry of ser
vr.ints helped carry goods (no animals were 
used to haul loads), die total cargo borne 
had to be small, so high-value goods were 
the ones sought-feathers. jewelry, cocoa 
beans, doth, obsidian, and salt. NaruraJ haz
ards on the trail, like storms, wild beasts, 
and snakes, combined wid1 the Lhreat of 



bandiLS. Moreover, the people at the far 
end of the journey mighc be enemies of the 
merchant's uibe, so diplomacy or even dis
guises might be needed. Yee che commerce 
that merchants carlied on was so "ital to all 
concerned that the a-avelers normally wenc 
abouc without much polidcal hassle. 

VISUALIZING BOOK Of MORMON LIFE 

The Book of Mormon emphasizes the 
significance of trade to the prosperity 

of the people it tells about some nineteen 
centuries ago. "The Nephites did go into 
whatsoever port of the land they would, 

whether among the Nephites or the Lamon
ites. And ... thus they did hove free inter

course one with another, to buy and 
lo sell, and to get gain, according to their 

desire. And ... they become exceedingly 
rich" (Helomon 6: 7- 9). Note the link 
between trade and literacy on the one 

hand and wea lth on the other in the rise 
of civilization among the Lamoniles, as 

reported in Mosioh 24:6- 7. 

~IANX6TS ANO COMM I RCI 

Some of lhe color ond liveliness of lhe huge 
marketplace lhal Cortez described is caught in 
this museum reconstruction of lhoJ Stene. 

This market of ChichicoS1enongo, Guatemala, 
hos changed from its pre-Spanish s!atus 
mainly in some of !he merchandise, the use of 
coins, ond the costumes of the porticiponts. The 
basic social and economic functions o,e 
unchanged, as ore the color and bustle. 
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Transport 

M
ose goods were moved on human 
backs. The rest wem by boat. Fo r 
over four hundred years after the 

Spaniards made large animals available
actually until only decades ago in some 
regions,--(:arriage of merchandise by men 
was typical. le was simply more efficient 
for humans to do the work. Modern expe
lience has shown that it takes longer and 
costs more ro move goods using animals 
because of Lhe time and trouble it takes co 
care for and rest them. ln any case, the 
ancient Mesoamericans had a poor selec
tion of beasts avaiJable that might have 
carried a load. 

Where a network of waterways 
allowed, Aeecs of canoes swarmed, carry
ing all kinds of goods as well as people. 
Most were simple dugoucs that wem onJy 
a short distance before the load was 
moved to another vessel, yet the size of 
some boars ranged upward co sea-going 
vessels. One reported during a voyage by 
Columbus near Yucatan was eight feet 
wide ("as large as a galley," the report 
said)42 and carried over fifty people plus 
cargo. 

Along Lhe Pacific Coast, large, navigable 
log rafts (of the cype built by Thor H eyer
dahl), and sizable boats also, traveled from 

Human bearei; routinely carried 
from sixly 10 one hundred pounds 
of all soru of goods on their benl 
bocks. The load was held in place 
by a band across rhe forehead. 
They often !raveled at o neor lrol 
and for up lo ten hours o day. 
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Ecuador via Panama co as far as wesl Mexi
co. The prime arc.raccion for this trade was 
to acquire the Spondylus shell (used as a 
sacred trumpet), whjch certain Ecuadorian 
groups valued highly. Such rrips were 
apparently made periodically for thou
sands of }'ears, righr up co the time of the 
Spanish Conquesc.43 BuL Mesoamericans 
did limited sea voyaging themselves, in 
part because there were few good harbors 
along cheir coasts and in part because the 
most populous areas were usually located 
some distance inland. 

In recenl yeai;, hundreds of miles 
of roods have been found rodialing 
oulward from major populorion 
tentei; lhroughoul much of 
Mesoomerico. Buill-up roods (lhe 
Mayon language term was sacbe, 
•white rood•) like this remnant al 

lhe site of Labno in Yucolan were 
not primarily for travelei; bur were 
roules for ceremonial pra<essions, 
ohhough they were used for 
routine lransporl where rhey were 
available. Mostly, however, well
worn frails served lhe surefooled 
human burden bearei;. 

This 1820s drawing shows lhe lype of raft from Ecuador rhat soiled along rhe toas1 as for as Medco. Noti,e lhe kilchen 
garden growing at one end of lhe raft and cooking facilities at lhe olher. Almost idenlicol rafts were used in southern China 
and Vietnam for rhousonds of yeors. Some Europeans who sow these crafl thought rhem primilive, but we now know rhey 
were actually highly developed, sleeroble, safe ships. 



VIS UALIZING BOOK Of .HORMON LIFE 

Procticolly nothing is said in the Book of 

Mormon about modes of routine travel. 
All coses of overland movemenl lhot ore 

mentioned ore phrased consistent with the 
idea tho! human carriers were utilized. We 

read specifically of Alma ond his people 
under their Lomonite and Amulonite moslers 
who "put heavy burdens upon their bocks" 

(Mosioh 21 :3). It seems noteworthy that the 
emphasis in this statement is the heaviness 

of the loads. lighter loads probably would 
hove been seen as routine rolher than 
harsh treatment. 

In only one very brief period throughout 

the millennium of Nephite history (and never 

among the Joredifes or Lomonites) do we 
hear of lheir use of ships. The firs! were built 

by the inventive Hagoth (see Alma 63:5-8 
and compare Helaman 3: 1 OJ. But only one 

route is indicated, northward up the Pacific 
coast from the "narrow neck of land" (Ether 
10:20), opporently Tehuontepec, ond even 

then the risk or cost involved seems to hove 
discouraged further marilime ventures, for 

ofter the master builder disappeared on o 
voyage, most migrants to the land northward 

went by land, os they hod done before (see 
Alma 63:4, 9; Helomon 3:3- 5, 8, 12). 

An artist hos reconstructed what a 
visil by Mayo traders to Tulum, on 
the east coos! of the Yucoton 
peninsula, would hove looked like 
around A.O. 1500. Tulum is the 
spectornlorly situated site on the 
coast near Cancun that has been 
visited by millions of taurfsls. 
Significonl commercial travel in 
bools like these was a feolure of 
life in the peninsula area. 
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TUE LITTER 

Cultural preference throughout 
Mesoamerica called for a person 

of social prestige to be transported by 
litter. The system was sensible enough 

in prodical terms-in whatever remote 
spot a group of travelers might stop, 
fresh carriers could be found so long os 

carriage depended on human muscles. 
Furthermore prestige entered in; this 

form of transport was reserved for 
nobility and others of the upper social 
levels. To hove used any other mode 
would hove been lo give up privilege 

and demean oneself. Privileged and 

sacred leaders were similarly carried in 
the stretch of the Old World from the 

eastern Mediterranean through South
east Asia in earlier times. 

This drawing from o Moya pointed vose from oround A.O. 

750 shows o priest or dignitary being borne in o litter. 
Bishop Londo reported from Yucolon that dogs bearing 
spols thol resembled o cocoo bean, like the one shown 
here, were seasonally sacrificed amidst the cacao trees lo 
implore Iha deities to bless the yield of seeds from whi<h 
prized mocolote was mode. Maybe this hound would 
not hove been wagging his toil if he hod known what 
awaited him. 

locondon Moya of eastern (hiopos moke ond use o 
trodilionol dugout conoe. Thousands of these were once 
used to fish, to cross streams, or to be poled olong 
waterways lo destinations no great distance away. Some 
merchonls olso used them on leg.s of longer joume~ 

The higher the prestige of the person being <orried, the 
fonder the litter. This is on artist's representation of the 
Aztec ruler's plush "vehicle! 



THE WHEEl 

I I once was supposed that ancient 
American peoples did not even know 

the principle of the wheel, but discover

ies by archaeologists of many small, 
wheeled "toys" hos changed that view. 
The "toys" ore now understood to hove 
been miniature ceremonial objeds con
neded with ideas about death, burial, 

and, probably, the sun. Mexican speci
mens dote from as early as the first cen

tury A.D. In the Near East similar wheeled 
models were in use from before 3000 

B.C. into medieval limes, having spread 
os for as western Europe and Chino.'' 

The usual interpretation of these 

objects by Mesoomericonist scholars is 
that while the prehistoric peoples obvi
ously knew the principle of the wheel, for 

unknown reasons they never translated 
the idea into practical vehicles. Yet these 

some scholars celebrate the inventive 
capabilities of the early Americans. 
Would they hove been familiar with these 

miniatures for at least fifteen hundred 
years without trying to make a practical 
vehicle? In fact, the vehicle concept was 

known. When the Spaniards invaded 

Guatemala, they reported that the 
Quiche Indians used "military machines" 

consisting of wooden platforms mounted 
on "little rollers" to haul weapons around 
one battlefield to resupply their soldiers.'~ 

Bui on the broken terrain so common 

This object in a private collection probobly wos looted from 
a tomb in wes1 Mexico.• That the craftsmen who 
constructed the dB'li<e knew what o vehicle was is beyond 
question. Perhaps a wheeled plotform like this was used 
ritually in a funeral procession. 

throughout Mesoomerico, wheeled vehi

cles may rarely hove seemed worth the 

trouble. (One interesting suggestion is 
that Mesoomericons locked lubricants 
that would hove mode full-sized wheels 

proclicol.) 
Archaeologists have not found 

direct evidence of any useful wheeled 

vehicle. This lock in Mesoomerico is 
mode less surprising when we learn that 

no fragment of o chariot hos ever been 
uncovered in the Holy Land, despite the 
fact that thousands of them ore report

ed by the Bible to hove been used.'6 

Some of the so-called toys hod wheels attached to on axle running directly through the feet of a modeled animal. 
Most often these were dogs or deer. both of which hod o mythical connection to death. But this example from 
Veracruz, of unknown meaning but probably from between A.O. 600 and 800, Is unmisfokobly conslrucfed on the 
principle of o wheeled vehicle. A monkey (or perhaps only o monkey skin) is draped over a wogonlike platform. 

TR ,t /JS f O RT 

VISIJALIZING BOOK Of MORMON LIFE 

I n two siluotions reported in the Book 
of Mormon, o word is used that 

might be supposed to refer to wheeled 
vehicles, once among the Lamonites 

and once among the Nephites. Yet what 
is sold is so brief that We ore left unclear 

about the nature of their "chariots." 
In the story of Ammon in the land 

of King Lamoni, "horses and chariots" 
were mode ready to "condud" the king 
to the land of Middoni (Alma 18:9; see 

18: 10, 12; 20:6). Because nothing is 
said or hinted about mounting, riding, 
or dismounting from o vehicle, we can

not confidently conclude that vehicles 
were used to carry people, although 

this may hove happened. Loter, accord
ing to 3 Nephi 3:22, the Nephites who 

gathered al a refuge zone where rob
bers would besiege them had "token 

their horses, and their chariots." Yet in 
3 Nephi 4:4 the "horses" ore consid
ered a long with "cattle" os "provisions." 

So it remains o mystery what "chariot" 
means in these texts. The word might 

have been used in a nonliterol sense. 
Nonliterol language abounds in the 
record. For instance, the Savior speak

ing to the Nephites applied the words 
of Isaiah to o future day when Israel 
was to be gathered, prophesying, "I will 

destroy thy chariots" (3 Nephi 21: 14) 
as well as modern "graven images" 

(3 Nephi 21 : 1 7) and "groves" (3 Nephi 
21: 18), whatever they might be. Clearly 

some analogy, not literolity, was intend
ed in these coses. 

The text of the Bible also leaves the 

word ambiguous. Hebrew roots trans
lated to English as "chariot" include the 
dictionary meaning of "wagon or chari

ot" but also "litter, portable couch" or 
human-borne "sedan" choir (in the Tal

mud the some expression even meant 
nuptial bed).'' 

"Chariots" aside, nothing else in 

the Book of Mormon indicates that 
the people ii describes used vehicles. 
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Houses and 
FurQishings 

P
eople in ancient Mesoamerica gen
erally spent as much time outdoors 
as they could (mosL inhabitants of 

the tropics do the same). Socially promi
nent families io towns and cities construct
ed substantial houses, sometimes of adobe 
bricks or more rarely of scone blocks. ·1ypi
cally, however, walls were of small, straight 
sticks (or even reeds or cornstalks) 
aligned vertically and tied co the house 
frame. The spaces between the sticks 
might be left open, alJowing smoke from 
the cooking fire co disperse, but if cold 
temper-atures or frequent srorminess 
called for better protection in a particular 
localit)~ mud would be smoothed over the 
sticks and then the wall would be whire
washecl. Most roofs were of thatch. 

Dwellings mosr often stood apan from 
other buildings. Multistory structures were 
very rare. In some large cities, side-by-side 
"apartments" were constructed. Houses 
for related groups of nuclear families were 
sometimes arranged around a courtyard 
where there was a shared shrine. Except in 
the most densely populated cities, fruit 
trees and a kitchen garden often sat near 
the house complex; wealthy homes might 
have more elaborate, even decor'ative 
gardens. 

Furniture familiar to us was vircuaJly 
absent. Meals were eaten seated or squat
ting on a mat on the floor. There were no 
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Muhiplying lhe size or number ol rooms, as in 
lhe me of this sel of 1onnected buildings in 
lhe slate of Tabasco, anciently could hove 
!urned a village headman's residence inJo o 
public building os o communily grew. 

tables, although a workbench in some 
houses held the hearth, a flat stone for 
grinding maize, and a clay griddJe. Beds 
normally consisted of macs pJaced on the 
floor for the night, although a hammock 
or a mac-covered pole platform was some
times used. No nighttime bedcover was 
used except one's own garment, such as a 
cloak. The possessions of a common fami
ly were so few that a shelf or a few baskets 
would provide enough storage space. 
Chairs were unknown, although smols, o r 
in fancy houses a stuccoed platform builc 
against a wall, could serve as seats for 
senior males. Window coverings and fitted 
doors are other features famJliar to us that 
the ancients did without. 

Thot1hed· rool huls ore still !he norm in Mexico 
and Cenlrol America. Wilh the exception of lhe 
exlension buih on this house, which has been 
constructed of sowed boards, this hut near 
lzapo, Chiopos, would be nearly identi1ol to a 
1ommoner's house two millennia or more ago, 



VISUALIZING BOOK OF HORlttON LtfE 

Nothing is said directly in the Book of 
Mormon about the houses of the 

Nephites, but a few inferences shed some 

light. That the city of Zorahemlo "did toke 
fire" (3 Nephi 8:8) from lightning (see 

3 Nephi 8: 7) confirms their perishable 
nature, especially of the roofs, no doubt 
mode of thotch.~9 Most people would hove 

hod houses only large enough to contain 
their immediate family (consider "the poor" in 

Mosioh 4:24, Alma 5:55, etc.) But upper
doss people must hove hod larger units into 
which guests could be received. Amulek, a 

man of means (see Alma 10:4), hod o siz
able household; his establishment included 

"my women, and my children," and, perhaps 
in the some household, "my father and my 
kinsfolk" (Alma l 0: 11 ). The hospitality he 

offered Almo1 was returned to him when, 
destitute and exiled from his home communi

ty (see Alma 15: 16), Amulek was token into 
Alma,'s own house (see Alma 15: 18). But of 
course his host was the high priest and for

mer chief judge over the Nephites, so no 
doubt he dwelt in a substantial house that 
could accommodate guests, including ot o 

later time the princely sons of Mosioh2 (see 

Alma 27:20). The text is also appropriate in 
reporting that Nephii , another upper-class 
person and former chief judge, hod a house 

and garden with o tower in it for worship 
involving, probably, his extended family 
(see Helo man 7: 10). 

1/ 0lSIJ 4N U F t• ,•JS H l • lit 

Archaeologists find remnants of simple pole
frame houses from earlies! limes. This sculpted 
representation of such o house is on o stone 
arch 01 lhe Moya site of Labno, doting almost 
fourteen hundred years ogo. 11 shows whol the 
prolotype temple structure looked like-little 
more lhon o common house. 

Three slrurtures under construction in 1he 
Moya area display lhe sleps still followed in 
constructing rural housing. The biggest 
inveslment consisls of labor, which was shored 
omong kin or neighbors. 
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A sketch of a house built in Yucatan sixty years 
ogo shows the inside, with the roof omitted by 
the artist for the sake of visibility. II also 
demonstrates thot the ancient custom of using 
little furniture has persisted even through 
centuries of Spanish influence. 

Hundreds of miles northward, in a much cooler 
spot (Tloxcala state), the same basic house 
form was also used. Materials are a little 
different, but the bosic form varies only slightly 
throughout Mesoomerica. 
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URBAN HOUSING 

The desire to hove green nature 
close at hand was strong. Only 

under extreme political and economic 

conditions did people crowd their hous
ing together side by side. Even then the 

desire for family autonomy favored iso
lating complexes from one another 

behind walls, eoch group building 
around o courtyard with the dwellings 
of dose relatives adjacent. 

In relotively dry central Mexico, Hai-roofed apartment-style units were utilized. 
Adobe brick and cement were common materials fn on area with limiled forests. 
This housing form was developed In response lo what seems lo hove been o 
politkol pion to resettle people in os small o space os possible; the reason for this 
pion is not dear. This <omplex ot Teotihuo<on dotes to obout A.O. SOO. 

An architect's reconstruction of on excavated palace(?) al Teotihuacan shows how 
these urban untts were roofed. Notice the openings al various points to let in 
light and allow smoke to e!Cope. 

In A.O. 1500 the Aztec <opitol, Tenochtitlan, utilized housing units somewhat like those from nearby Teolihuocon o thousond years earlier. This artist's re<onstrudion is said to show o "middle
ctoss• AIie< house, but 1hot may be on overl'lotement in lerms of today's <annotation. A typical home probably was less consciously deroroted and somewhat more shopworn. 
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Society 
Overview 

W
e saw earlier chat the fragmenta
tion of Mesoamerica into a 
mosaic of culturally, linguistically; 

and ecologically diverse areas is suiking. 
The ways for organizing societal relations 
were correspondingly varied. Almost any 
rule chat one might propose as the Meso
american way for organizing and managing 
social matters had many local exceptions. 
Neverthel.ess, three general catego1ies of 
social concern stand out. One is family 
and kinship, another is community or 
locaHty, and the third is social rank or 
dass. 

ln certain areas of the world, intricate 
networks of kinship were maintained and 
complex institutions and labeling systems 
based on descent resulted. Thar was noc 
so in Mesoamerica. Kinship factors were 
relatively straightforward. There were 
large-scale kin linkages that resulted in lin
eages or clans (scholars differ in their defi
nitions of such terms in this area), but the 
mass of people probably did not identify 
themselves with particular ancestors 
beyond a few generations. The social 
elite-leaders-on the other hand, clung 
to knowledge of their descent lines 
because their privileges or rights co rule 
and enjoy benefitS depended on their abil
ity to establish connections to the elite of 
previous generations, thac is, ro validate 
their social standing by "blood." 

A second slgnificam aspect of social 
organization was community. If an ancient 
Mesoame1ican had been asked, "What 
group do you belong to?" he or she may 
well have responded with the name of 
their local land (roughly the equivalent of 
a county in the United States-after the 
Spanish Conquest, these local lands are 
called municipios throughout Mexico and 
Guatemala). AL least ornside rhe cities, the 
people who Lived together in one land 
usually shared similar customs and most 
knowledge about the world. Similar eco
logical conditions prevailed within these 
units. Throughout each, the same tongue 
or dialect Wal> likely co be spoken, and an 
integrated pattern of economic activity; 
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A beautiful wall plaque from a late Classic site in the mounlains of Chiapas displays the 
power and confidence leaders possessed by virtue of !heir elile slonding. 



political governance, and worship usually 
prevailed. (ln urban areas the variations 
could be much grearer.) Such broad, 
vague concepts as "nation" or "aihe" 
meant little if anyd1ing co commoners. 
Easily 90% of what was of direct signifi
cance in the lives of most persons was 
referable to dose kin and chis local scene. 

These rwo social dimensions, kinship 
bonds and links with the community, 
played against each other. If several kin 
groups happened to live in close proximi
ty, the necessity for social cooperation co 
form livable relationships with nonkin 
neighbors would push community forward 
as an integrating mechanism. On the 
other hand, some settlements consisted 
of essentially a single extended kin group, 
so relationships based on ancestty played 
a greater role in eying the people 
together. 

Above this fundamental fabric of soci
ety, there was a superstrarum of institu
tions. Higher-order links Lied families, kin 
units, and communities into the larger 
entities we cal] by such terms as tribe, 
nation, and civilization. These lies 
included the social class structure, govern
ment, shared cults, and associations one 
chose to join, similar co the guilds of 
medieval Europe. 

Political and economic relationships 
were key shapers of sociery on this higher 
level of integration. There were kingdoms 
and even empires, of a son, in Mesoamer
ica. Sharing the ruJership of a particular 
leac.ler or leading family was an obvious 
way LO stitch together the diverse interests 
of localities, kin groups, and individuals. 
But, we shall see later, political institutions 
a5 we d1ink of them coda}' were inherendy 
weak in ancient Mesoamerica. 

Not surprisingly, economic ties also 
effectively served co meld local unics into 
networks of mutual dependence. For 
example, relationships and expeccaLions 
between bu)•ers and sellers, between 
crafLSmen and paa·ons, and between mer
chants and od,er merchants formed a pat
tern through whicl1 much of life in large
scale social gatherings was ordered. Mer
chanrs required the cooperation of politi
cal leaders, and those leaders benefited 
from the enterprise and wealth of the 
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u·aders. Merchants everywhere tended to 
look out for the interests of od1cr mer
chanrs, even forming cooperative guilds or 
secret associations ro support one another 
and facilltate their wealth-gaining activi
ties. Rulers and their relatives in one 
region made alliances, sometimes through 
intermarriage, with their equivalents in 
other regions. 

Virtual churches or cults also exist
ed-that is, secs of persons and families 
who practiced the same rituals and shared 
certain religious beLiefs. We are uncertain 
what relationships resulted from religious 
diversity, but there are indications that it 
could have been a significant Lc;sue. 50 The 
social significance of differing belief sys
tems was made visible by the pries[hoocl 
structures. People looked co the priests a.c; 

leaders in many important maners, espe
cially where tradition and written record5 
were involved, for die priesthood held the 
imponam key of full literacy. 1n turn the 
religious leaders lived off the offerings 
contributed via the political leaders by 
adherents to their beliefs and practices. 
Priestly power-holders were al igned with 
political and economic power groups in an 
escablishmenc that shaped such aspec:ts of 
culture and society as concerned them. 
Differences in access to privileges marked 
the social classes. The upper crusL-the 
political. economic, and reLigious elite
was small in number compared with the 
mass of farmers and craftsmen on whose 
productive backs fell the burden of sup
porting the whole show. 

The presence of a dominant class at 
the top of the social pyramid had the 
merit of giving focus and direcUon to 
regional culture. Within such a UJlit, the 
inevitable disputes that arose between 
neighbors, localities, communities, or rival 
kin groups could be mediated or quashed 
by the exercise of the combined powers of 
governmental sanctions, religious belief 
and tradition, and econpmic interesrs. 
Meanwhile. beyond the local area or 
group. the elites in their interrelationships 
from area tO area and regional culture to 
regional culture formed a unifying tapestry 
of power and custom. Their network facili
tated handling the issues of peace, war, 
and trade. 
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Family and Kin 

K
in or quasi-kin relationships were 
fundamental in Mesoamerican 
sociecy, as in all other ancient soci

eties. The nuclear famil)' (husband, wife, 
and immature chiJdren) constiluted the 
basic residential unil, but it was at a disad
vantage in agrarian society. Only extended 
kin groups or networks could muster peo
ple and wealth on the scale necessary to 
hope for securiry in that uncertain world, 
so the small family's dwelling tended tO 

be adjacent to or near those of kin. Com
petition w·a.s high, as it is among us, but it 
tended to be between larger famiJ)' units 
ratJ1er than between individuals or 
nuclear families as is the case today. Yer 
even extended families could prove vul
nerable. Amid the mix of ethnic and od1er 
units thal prevailed in Mesoamerica, no 
kin-based entity could control enough 
resources to guarantee ilS conti.nuance. 
Consequemly, extended fammes hedged 
their bets by forming bonds with other 
players in the society-other families 
linked with them as lineages and tribes, 
friends, merchant associates, Lhe folks in 
the neighborhood, a powerful political 
leader and his supporters-rather than 
depending entirely on their own famiJy 
group. Thus the mosaic nature of tJ1e 
Mesoamerican physica l scene had its 
counterpart in social relations, which 
featured variety and interdependence. 

Besides the benign side to kinship, 
which provided economic, politicaJ, sociaJ, 
and emotional support for participants, 
there was a dark side. In many ways indi
viduals were noL free to choose their own 
course of aclion because they were bound 
so cighcly co kin. 

Where it counted, attention was paid 
co genealogical descent (records were 
kept by prie.,;rs). Lines of ancestry deter
mined membership in the larger kin 
groups ("lineages," in a generic sense). 
Among rhe Maya, for i.nscance, tracing 
descent "provide(cl] an effective basis for 
indivicluaJs to assert claims co one anoth
er's protection and hospitality in their 
movements from one locali ty co anod1-
er."51 Patrilineal (father-to-son) descent 
was the most common form, although cer
tain rights could also descend mrough the 
momer's line, panicularly among the 
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nobility. Yet no one system couJd serve 
equally well everywhere when circum
stances differed from place co place. J.n 
dues it would have been especially diffl
cull to maintain traditional kinship lies 
and forms, because people selLlecl mere 
from a number of regions and traditions, 
and urban Life by ics scale and nature tends 
to break down the force of kinship bonds. 

One man typically married only one 
wife, although having muJliple wives was 
not uncommon for those able co afford it. 
The keeping of concubines was also a 
practice tolerated among some groups, 
and prostitution was known. Again, in cer
tain groups, divorce and remarriage were 
not all that difficult co arrange, for men. 



Rorely in Mesoomericon sociely was there 
much lo smile obout. More often life was 
serious, fated, olmosl desperate, as nature and 
sociely combined to make untertoinly the one 
certainly. These three portraits of figurine 
groups representing nudeor families (on these 
pages), plus one of o modern family from 
highland Chiopos (above right), show o 
common choroderislic-lhot •otoof dignily 
that stands for good manners• in 
Mesoomericon sociely.11The bit of ploying-wllh
the-boby in the figurine set shown on the right 
(unfortunately, ii was portly damaged when 
found) is the rare exception that proves the 
rule. Relationships between parents and 
children were seldom worm; distant respect 
and obedience were the norm. Nor did 
husbands and wives demonstrate much 
warmth in their relationships, even in private, 
judging by surviving descendant cultures and 
personolitity types. 

fAMl!Y AND Kl// 
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\IJSUALIHNG BOOK OF MORMON LIFE 

The Book of Mormon is full of resonating 

examples of family and kin relations. For 
instance, when the central structure of 

Nephite government collapsed, around the 
Christion era, most arrangements that provid

ed order in Nephite society reverted to a kin
ship basis. "The people ... did separate one 

from another into tribes, every man accord
ing lo his family and his kindred and friends" 
(3 Nephi 7:2) . "There was no man among 

them save he hod much family and many 
kindreds and friends" (3 Nephi 7:4). Power 
and position also depended on networking. 

Leaders gained and maintained their posi
tions because they mustered the requisite 

support through extensive kin and friendship 
networks; the "judges hod many friends and 

kindreds" (3 Nephi 6:27). 
The story of Amulek illustrates that on 

individual's actions were sometimes con

strained due to obligations to his social net
work. At first Amulek boosted lo his fellow cit
izens in Ammonihoh of his prominence and 

wealth: "I om .. . a man of no small reputa-
tion . . . . I hove many kindreds and friends, 

and . .. much riches" (Alma 10:4); and he 
used that network of relatives lo advance the 

cause of Alm~ whom he befriended. But 
when he got mixed up in Almo2 's politically 
sensitive church, he was "rejected by those 
who were once his friends, and also by his 

father and his kindred" {Alma 15: 16) so he 
ended up driven out of town penniless (see 

Alma 15: 17- 9) . Similarly, when rebellious 
Korihor lost his friends and supporters, he 
become on outcast from Nephite society, 
being forced to go "about from house to 
house, begging food for his support" (Alma 
30:58). 

The tribes and kindreds referred to in the 
Book of Mormon recotd, like those known to 
exist in most Mesoomericon societies, were 

defined by descent through the mole line (see 
Jacob 1:13;0mni l : 18;Almo 10:1- 3; 
Helomon 1 :2; Mormon l :5). The most senior 

living descendant of the founding mole 
ancestor spoke for his lineage, the some pat
tern as in ancient Israel. (Mormon's being 

chosen leader of the Nephites while a mere 
fifteen years of age and with no experience 

probably reflected his standing as the senior 
descendant in the Nephi line; see 3 Nephi 
5:20 and Mormon l :5; 2: 1.) In order to 

retain their positions as representatives and 
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spokesmen for their units, group leaders hod 
lo keep a finger on the opinion pulse of their 
group (note "the minds of the people" in 

Alma 17:6 and 35:5). A kin-group 
spokesman mode sure by internal discussion 

and consensus building that the corporate 
vote he cost in community affairs represented 
the real feelings of the kin he represented. So 
if the Nephites followed the general 
Mesoamericon pattern, when they assembled 

"to cost in their voices" (Alma 2:6), the politi
cal process would not hove been a "one 

man, one vote" referendum but an expres
sion by kin leaders of how their blocs felt 
about on issue or o candidacy (see Helamon 

1 :2- 5). And when Captain Moroni, was 
building an armed defense coalition for the 
land, his support "did increase doily because 
of the assurance of protection that his works11 

(see Alma 50: 12) gave to ploy-it-safe kin
dreds who concluded that his policy would be 
o winner. 

Nephi,'s brother Jacob, rebuked the men 
of the founding generation of the Nephite 

colony for their desire to take multiple wives 
and concubines {see Jacob 2:22- 35), but in 
the long run the practice may hove continued 

among the Nephiles, jus1 as ii hod persisted 
in ancient Israel (compare Mosioh 11 :4; 

Alma 10: 11, "my women"; Helomon 1 :4, 
many sons). 

A Teolihuocon couple and lheir 
boby, obout A.O. 500. 



THE IMPORTANCE OF 
ANCESTORS 

Genealogy was crucial to the hold
ers of power ond leadership in 

ancient Mesoomericon societies. It 
served to validate elite rights. Oral 
transmission ond recitation of genealo

gy was frequently sufficient in pre-Span
ish limes. For some of the nobility, 

among the Classic Mayo and the later 
Mixtec peoples for example, stone 
monuments or entries in pointed books 

reported and supported specific relo

lionships {such as, ruler A was lhe son 
of B), but systematic summaries in chart 
form hove not survived, if they existed 

in writing. 
The European invaders wonted 

documentary proof of noble ancestry 
before they would allow some 
Amerindian rulers to continue their right 

to impose tribute payments on their 
subjects. A variety of visual forms for 

documenl1ng nobility sprang up in the 
sixteenth century under Spanish literary 
influence to meei the conquistadors' 
demand. So while the presentation for

mats may hove come From Spanish 

mentors, the factual information and 
the general sense of the importance of 

descent records were older. 

The ·Geneologla ... de Potzcua.ro• from Michooc6n in 
we.st Mexico visualizes one of the metaphors of descent, 
the tree, which the ToroS<ons had previously conveyed by 
orol means. (Note the use of the tree metaphor in the 
Book of Mormon in Jacob 5 and elsewhere.)ll 
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Despite their simple living facilities, 
M~omericons were meticulous about 
personal hygiene. Frequent bothing of both 
children (shown here from the Florentine 
Codex) ond adults caused admiring comment 
among some Spanish observers.14 

The mild-rearing prodices reported and 
illustrated in Sohagun's masterful 
compendium of material on Aztec lifewoys 
were broadly porolleled elsewhere in 
Mesoamerica. An infant is here shown being 
put lo sleep with o soothing admonition or 
lullaby, indicated by the scrolls from the 
mother's mouth, while grandmother 
supervises. 
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Childhood 

A 
child's first immersion in ritual 
came soon after birth. Ritual con
tinued to be vital throughout his or 

her life. ln most late Mesoamerican cul
tures, a belief prevailed char r.he calendri
cal position of the day of one's birth 
determined one's face, and it is Likely thac a 
similar belief was held in earlier times. The 
parents consulted a priest or diviner to 
learn whether their infanr would have 
good luck, ill health, or some other 
defined fate. It was thought that caution
ary measures could redirect some of fate's 
problems and thus allow one to cope 
wid1ouc actually negating the destined 
effects. There may have been exceptional 
groups or individuals who cook this sense 
of calendar-decreed fate less seriously than 
the norm, bur overall a powerful sense of 
fatalism was built into an individual's life 
from his or her earliest days. Still, in gen
eral young children were indulged and 
treated warmly by all around them. 

Both boys and girls associated primari
ly wim me mother in che home in me tod
dJer years. Sometimes an older sister was 
assigned tO care for mem while the moth
er performed casks away from d1e house. 
A few tays were sometimes provided, usu
ally miniatures of tools or omer arrifacts 

familiar co d1eir parencs, such as tiny dish
es or a small bow and arrow. But there was 
much less elaboration of children's imagi
nation, play, and coys man in cultures of me 
western European tradition. Life for the 
young was preparation for their Ufe as 
adults. They were co learn practic-c!..1 skills, 
absorb formal and traditional cultural 
knowledge, and gain d1e social skills appro
priate to the strictly defined roles they 
would play in years to come. Hence play 
and n-ainlng inculcated the emphases on 
ritual, rescraim, and fatalistic acceptance of 
one's place in society mac were so impor
tant for adults. Modem individualistic con
cepts such as having fun or developing the 
child's potential were completely foreign. 

Children were highly valued as projec
tions of r.he parems into the furure. Care 
was given co provide advantages for them 
within the circumstances of the famiJy and 
society. 

Male childi:en gained practical knowl
edge by associating with meir fathers in 
daily activities, but such contact was limit
ed until they had grown big enough 
(around ten years old) to be somewhat 
helpful in the field or workshop. Girls, on 
the other hand, were useful at home from 
a younger age, ar least as caregivers for 



This Tzotzil Moya child of highland Chiapos hos already slorted 
learning port of her odull role white •ploying.• 

siblings. Being with d1eir mothers more of 
the time, Lhey learned about their future 
responsibilities earlier than males did. 

Conscious teaching of moral and cul
wral sranclards heavily emphasized admo
nition. Mesoamerican peoples great!}' 
respected oratorical skills; the formal, 
poetic manipulation of words was highly 
valued in general. and it all began with 
constant repetition of cou11sel co Lhe 
young. Even before a child could speak 
the language, elders and parents told 
them via standardized exhonalions chat 
they ought to follow certain ideals of 
behavior (see page 77 for an example of a 
text of admonition). 

CH/tl)/1000 

Midwives presided ol childbirth and commonly received a gift or fee for !heir seivice. They not only called on lheir 
considerable practical knowledge of obstetrics and herbs bul also talked rhe molher rhrough lhe birth process wilh o 
stream of instruction, riruol blessings, and exhortolions. 
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Infants were carried most of the lime, in arms or 
on the hip or lied onto the bock with o cloth 
gonnenl. Since house floors were usually of 
earth, and the hot, oshy hearth wos al floor level, 
only fully mobile children were turned loose. 
(Classic, south-central Veracruz) 

Continuity of sodol ond cultural life was ensured 
by the transmission of knowledge ond values, 
partirularly through women lo their children. 
Alma 43:45--47 recognized 1h01 in the case of the 
' sons of Helaman: whose faith was molded by 
their mothers. The importance of this relationship 
continues today among these people of Santiago 
Atillon, Guatemala. 



An Aztec mother warns her children to be 
especially careful os she sends them outside on 
o day predicted by the ostrologicol calendar to 
be unlucky. (Florentine Codex) 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF llloRMON LIFE 

The Book of Mormon discusses the proper 
troining of children so that they might 

bring joy and credit to their parents. Strong 

efforts were necessary because, if was 
believed, men and women become "carnal 
and devilish" (Mosioh 16:3; see Helomon 

12:4) despite the lni1iol innocence of infants 
(see Moroni 8). The Book of Mormon empha

sizes both good and bod examples of adult 
influence on children. Lehi's and Sorioh's con

cern for their children at the beginning of the 
account sets the tone (see, for example, 

1 Nephi 2:8-19 and 18: 17- 9). Benjamin 
was immensely concerned that his sons hove 
advantages (see Mosioh 1 :2-8). A Nephite 

man's core for the welfare of his children was 
considered to be as important as his support 

of liberty and of his wife (see Alma 48: 10). 
Teaching children was systematically enjoined 
as o duty to be pursued with diligence (see, 

for example, 4 Nephi l :38). Conversely, the 
negative examples of Lamon and Lemuel, the 
priests of Noah, and other flowed parents on 

their descendants ore pointed out over and 

over (see, for example, Mosioh 19: 11-2; 
20:3; 25: 12). 

The Nephite record also communicates o 

fatalistic, melancholy sense that sounds 

virtually Mesoomericon. Jacob tells us that 

"the time passed away with us, and also our 
lives passed away like os it were unto us o 

dream, we being o lonesome and o solemn 
people ... [and] we did mourn out our days" 
(Jacob 7:26). Many prophecies carried the 

sense of on 1nescopoble, decreed fate await
ing the people because of their desire for evil 
(see l Nephi 12:1-5, 15, 19- 23; Enos 1:23; 
Alma 45:9- 14; Helomon 13:6-38). Alma 
counseled his sons, "Be sober11 (Alma 37:47; 
38: 15); Benjamin urged parents to teach their 
children "to walk in .. . soberness" (Mosioh 

4: 15). The child Mormon was praised for 
being 11

0 sober child" (Mormon 1 :2). It is no 
surprise that no humor or lightness is mani

fested anywhere in the Nephite record. 
Exhortation as o teaching method was 

prevalent among the Nephites. Both the vol
ume of it in the text itself and the general 
commandment that it should be o routine 

teaching practice show the emphasis (see 
l Nephi 16:4; Mosioh 2:40; Alma 21 :23; 
Alma 39-42; Helomon 6:4; Moroni 6:9). The 
frequent observation of ritual was another 
form of instruction, in o sense, tho! was 

engrained in both Mesoornericon and 

Nephite life.55 

CHJLIJl/000 
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Youth 

F
rom age ten to about Lwent}~ young 
people were pressed hard by society co 
fit into Lhe cullllral mold of a respon

sible adult. The hard realities of economic 
life did not permit any teenage interval of 
freedom from responsibility such as many of 
toclay·s young people enjoy, or endure. The 
aim in Mesoamerican society \vas to move 
the immature as quickly as they could qualify 
to the duties, privileges, and dignity of adult
hood. Age, not youth, was conslclered desir
able; shouldering mature responsibilities, not 
postponing them, was the ideal. Young men 
could claim no power, had few resources, 
and drew litde respect or privilege. Young 
women were even less significant socially, 
except for their potential as mothers. 

As soon as youths of either gender were 
capable of performing chores, they were 
pressed co carry them out. Most families 
needed every hand co work. Boys carried 
water and firewood by age five, and their 
responsibilities increased until by age thir
teen or fourteen they could help dear a 
field, plam and harvest, or fish alone. Girls 
gathered herbs, brought water and wood, 
swept the floor and yard, and tended 
younger children. An Aztec girl was expect
ed to have mastered the an of making per
fect tortillas by age thirteen and of weaving 
by founeen. Wid1 all these activities there 
were sacred and social meanings, taboos, 
and rules to be observed about how, how 
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not, and why to do everything. 
The children tended to model their 

behavior on their mothers' or farhers ' 
actions; this was also reinforced verball}~ 
Demonstrations and instructions were brack
eted wich oral urgings, nm only regarding 
the work as such but also on d"1e morality it 
involved. Other older persons-relatives, 
teachers, priests-also made a practice of 
instructing the young. Key values instilled 
were obedience, respect for one's elders, 
diligence. and discretion. Stubborn or rebel
lious youth couJd be punished harshly by 
such measures as whipping or forcing them 
to sleep on hard, wet ground. 

Parents who filled special roles in society 
trained their children in chose specialties. 
Thus rhe son of a priest started along the 
way ro literacy and participation in that role 
unless he seemed unfit for the calling, or a 
girl learned the m~irkerplace sales skills of 
her mother. By their weaJth ancl position, 
the social elite obviously had greater 
resources (for ex-ample, teachers hired to 

help a son learn about the society's books) 
than commoners LO educate their children. 

Young men were rypically instructed in 
military matters. In some groups males 
between sixteen and cwenty lived in a village 
men's house aparr from their families, 
where they were 11-ainecl in war and ocher 
matters. 

Centers of substantial population often 

A Maya ruler inslruds a junior noble 
regarding lexls or books !hot sil beside 
lhe loner, much os Benjamin did his sons 
nine hundred years before tho! (see 
Mosioh 1 :2-8). Notice what appears lo 
be a book nexl ta lhe young man, which 
reminds us of Benjamin's emphasis to 
his princes on lhe importance and 
significance of mastering lhe records. 

An Ailee mother teache.s weaving lo her 
daughter al home. (Codex Mendoza) 
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A determinedly rebellious Aztec boy was fought in vigorous fashion to conform to the demonds of 
parents and society. One creative mode of diuipline was to hold the rebel's heod above o fire into 
which o handful of chili peppers hod been thrown (from the Codex Mendoza). 

Boys ore delivered by their !other lo the priest in charge of the Aztec 
community school (from Sohogun). 

bad schools that were operated by priests in 
conjunction with a temple. Boys in their early 
teen yea.rs were instructed in serious aspects 
of the culture, especially the lore, mythology, 
and speaking skills chat a man of influence 
was expected co ma'>ter. Both young men and 
women were Hkely to get some formal train
ing also in singing and dancing, but the mate
rial they learned was always related co sacred, 
traditional matters; little merely popuJar 
music or entertainment existed. After early 
childhood there was little "fun" for youths of 
either gender: nevertheless, given human 
nature, \Ve suppose tl1ere were inevitably cer
tain moments of laughter and light talk 
among tl1e youth. 

ln smaller communities, greater infor
malicy in teaching and learning and even less 
literacy were the norm. But even farmers 
had a great body of lore to learn, such as 
knowledge about planes and cultivation, 
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techniques for building and repairing 
devices, and getting along in me forest. 
Conscientious fathers instructed their sons 
as far as ability and rjme permitted, but men 
in small settlemen rs could only pass on their 
knowledge orally. le was the priests and spe
cialists who controlled the vast store of 
botanical, medical, astronomical, and sacred 
information accumulated at the upper social 
levels of the cultures. 

Marrying aod becoming a parent were 
keys to at taining social standing as a full
fledged man or woman. Military action was 
also a key qualifier for manhood in the more 
mmcam groups. But individual youths could 
not speed up becoming an adult by preco
ciously going off on their own. There was 
nowhere ro go; nobody could exist on their 
own, for onJywithin networks of kin and 
allies could anyone survive in a sociecy 
where group, not individual, was the key. 
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In Aztec society a wedding involved a long sermon (or sermons) followed by literally lying the knal. The union was not formalized until the pair 
bod separately completed several days of rel(gious penance following the ceremony. 

VIS UALIZING BOOK OF ~fOR3fON LI FE 

Nothing in the Book of Mormon 

suggests the presence of formal 

schools, although the fad that King 

Benjamin "caused" that his sons be 

taught hints that priests or other 

skilled persons did the instructing 

(Mosioh l :2), but then that was in the 

royal court. Mormon's chi ldhood also 

sounds very exceptional; by "about 

ten years of oge" he "began to be 

learned somewhat after the manner of 

the learning of my people" (nothing is 

said of his father's role), but by age 

twenty-four he was considered mature 

(Mormon 1 :2; see 1 :3). Enos's pat

tern of learning from his father per

sonally may hove been more the 

norm (see Enos l : 1 ). 

How long the social category 

youth lasted is not clear. The case of 

Alma/ s sons suggests {os does 

Mormon's maturity at oge twenty-four) 

that youth might have extended into a 

man's twenties, perhaps until his mar

riage. Shiblon was considered by his 

father still to be "in thy youth'' (Alma 

37:35), yet he was older than, and was 

held up os on example to, his b rother 

Corionton, who was mature enough to 

travel alone on religious business (see 

Almo 31 :37) and hod gone by himself 

lo another land in pursuit of a sexual 

liaison (see Alma 39: l 0). From the 

norms of ancient civilized society, just 

as in Old World Israel, it would be 

more plausible that the "youth," 

Shiblon, was twenty-three and 

Corionton was twenty-one than that 

they were each, soy, three years 

younger. 

What Almo2 set as values for his 

sons sounds characteristic of 
Mesoomericon values: be diligent, 

temperate, and humble; bridle your 

passions; and do not be idle (see 

Alma 38: l 0-2). On the opposite 

hand, values and behaviors con

demned by the prophet Samuel, and 

that would hove been taught as nego· 

live ideals to the youth, ore also what 

we might expect lo find condemned In 

Mesoomericon culture: great pride, 

boosting, strifes, persecutions, and 

envyings (see Heloman 13:22, 27). 

AN AzTEC SPEECH URGING A YOUNG 
MAN TO PREPARE FOR ADULT LJFE 

ll 
vcn though you may long for women, 

hold back, hold back with your heart 
until you are a grown man, 
strong and robust. 

Look a1 the maguey plant. 
If i t is opened before il has grown 
and its liquid is taken out, 
ii has no substance. 
It does not produce liquid; ii is use.less. 
Before it is opened 
to withdraw ilS ,v--.iter, 
il sl1ould be allowed to grow and attain full size. 
Then its sweet water is removed 
all in good time. 

This is how you must act: 
before you know woman 
you must grow and be a complete man. 
i\nd then you will be ready for marriage; 
you will begel children of good statu re, 
healthy, agile, and comely.lb 
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Elaborate symbolic headdresses and fancy garb 
distinguish the standing row of men os high
ronking gentlemen, no doubt nobles by 
dfflent. Their taptives, from a neighboring 
city, ore probably doomed lo bondage, ii 
allowed lo live. These appear on a murol ot 
the ruined site of Bonompok, Chiopos, doting 
around A.O. 800. 
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Social Rank 

I
n all civilizations until recently, a hierar
chy of prestige or rank existed in 
which one's social posirion ar birth 

largely determined one's life chances. The 
ladder of rank typically had a small pro
portion of greatly privileged people at the 
top and a large mass of commoners below. 
Slaves or se1fs were stUI lower. Relatively 
few were in a situation comparable to the 
modern world's middle class or had any 
prospects of moving up co a higher level. 
That was the case in Mesoamerica. 

A hereditary nobility stood at tl1e cop. 
Sometimes exploi ts in war or other unusu
al situations might thrust a new leader 
upward on the heap who was not a noble, 
but he would as quickly as possible imitate 
the elite ways in order to wipe out any 
memory of his humbler origJn. He would 
marry an upper-class woman, uy to purge 
and skew the historical and genealogical 
records w make himself look bercer, and 

cake on manners appropriate co his newly 
privileged position. 

I t is important when reading ancient 
cra,Utions or interpreting ancient an on 
scone or paper to realize thac the record 
keepers and artists were of the social 
elite-kings, prominent priesis. officials, 
or their families-or else worked ac Lheir 
direction. Their position in society affect
ed what they represented or wrote about. 
On the Olher hand, it is much more cliffi
culc to learn how simple people lived. No 
doubt their lives were mainly concerned 
with immediate survival-bread-and-bULter 
and life-and-death issues-rather than pol
itics, war, theology, or theory. 

Commoners accepted this social 
arrangement in part because they knew 
no alternative. There had to be leaders
co organize defense, co glori fy commLin iry 
or tribe and build morale, to negC>tiate 
with foreigners, and co judge and quell 
disputes. Those possessing the abilities co 
carry our those casks passed on their 
power to fami ly members where possible; 
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Rich dothing and adornments on onother Moya late Classic figurine combine with on 
arrogant focial expression to suggest o person like tho.se who •turn[ed) their bocks on 
the poor• (Helamon 6:39). 

The topmost rank in Aztec sociely, and no doubt in others that preceded ii, enjoyed the choicest 
perquisites and highest prestige thol could be provided. This sumptuous paloce garden (as re<ons1ructed 
by on ortis1 on the basis of Spanish descriptions) was in the palace area of the Aztec emperor. 

thus a class of favored nobles was main
tained. The " taxpayers" were saddled 
with the responsibility to support not 
only the ruler himself and his immediate 
family but also a whole class of minor 
nobles who were descended from earlier 
rulers. 

Priests or religious teachers as well as 
staff functionaries, such as officers, clerks. 
and archivists auached to the royal court, 
were also inevitable. By and large, all chose 
in positions of any power were recruited 
from or were closely linked with the nobil
ity. However, being of the nobility was nor 
a guarantee of wealth, for lands or for
tunes could be lost because of natural dis
asters, squandered by foolish living, or 
dispersed by having co be divided among 
many descendants. And nonnobles could 
Bnd ways of their own ro accumulate 
wealth. Being a merchanc was one way. 

Another avenue for climbing in rank was 
co become a distinguished military man. 

The mass of common people were 
somewhat protected against the imposi
tions and ambitions of the elite by chei.r 
kinship organization. Tribes, lineages, or 
extended family networks had their own 
standing apart from the government. 

Sever.JI legal categories of slaves and 
bond servants were known. A very poor 
family without adequate lands or support
ing kin might enter a bond relationshjp 
with a wealthy person in order to maintain 
themselves in a disastrous economic time. 
Others could become slaves by virtue of 
being war captives or refugees. However, 
given agricultural conditions in 
Mesoamerica, it rarely made economic 
sense for a master co utilize slaves en 
rnasse to labor in his fields ( the equivalent 
of "picking cotton"). 
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A series of figurines mode in the Gull Coosl 
area of the Mexkon stole of Compeche ond 
doting to aboul A.O. 700 shows this •dirfy.ald
mon• theme. The man and woman ore 
thought to represent a particular god and 
goddess, but the behavior pictured suggests 
practices open to the top social rank, such as 
the priests of Noah ond their ' harlots' (Mosioh 
11: 14). 
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VISUALIZING BOOK OF MORHON LIFE 

Social structure in Book of Mormon lands, 

according to the record, agrees with this 

Mesoomerican characterization. Overall, not 

only rank differences but a tendency to foll 
into a formalized class structure wos noted 

(see Alma 32:2; 3 Nephi 6: 12, where "doss" 
would be more accurate than "rank" in 

today's terminology; 4 Nephi 1 :26). Virtually 
no information is provided in the Nephite 
account concerning commoners (the freemen 

of Alma 51, presumably), since the record 

keepers were of the elite. The Book of 
Mormon mentions or implies on underclass 
of bond servants or slaves of some points. 
King Benjamin forbade slavery, which would 

hove been unnecessary hod it not formerly 
been prevalent (see Mosioh 2: 13; 7: 15; 

Alma 27:8-9; 61 : 12; etc.), and servants in a 
socially fixed sense continued through mos1 
of Book of Mormon history. For the 
lomonites, see Mosiah 24 :8-18; and Alma 
17:23, 25, 28. 

Claims to noble, or of least elite, privi
leges were o constant problem in Nephite 

society; "those of high birth" mentioned in 
Alma 51 :8 ore on example of the claimants. 

Their demand lo be supported in the manner 
they desired would hove caused o burden for 
the common folks. Considet several other 

coses: the frustration of "the poor class of 
people" expressed in Alma 32:2-3, in con

junction with the picture of the elite in 
31 :27- 8; see also Mosioh 11 :2-6 on the 

cost of supporting Noah's priests; note the 
implied condemnation of the usual pattern of 
exploitative support in Alma 1 :26 and com

pare 4 Nephi 1 :26; and, finally, al Alma 
30:27-8 consider whether the charges by 

Korihor of priestly economic abuse would 
hove rung true to "many" {Alma 30: 18, 
echoed in Helomon 16:2 1) if such abuse by 
the elite were unknown. Notice further how 

the Amulonites parlayed their priestly and lit
eracy skills into social and political odvan

toges, and ultimately into a "piece of the 

action'' in the commerce they promoted (see 
Mosiah 23:35- 9; 24 : 1-8; Alma 21 :4; com

pare 3 Nephi 6 : 11 - 2).57 Moreover, the 
break-down of central government reported 
in 3 Nephi 7 con be seen as a revolt by the 

moss of people ogoinst exorbitant demands 
by the elite (see 3 Nephi 6: 1 0- 2, 15). 

Military service could enhance one's 
social and economic position in Nephite 

society. Apparently because of Gideon's ser
vice os defense chief for King Limhi, o land 
was later named ofter him, and he would 

likely have been its local ruler hod he lived 
(see Mosioh 20: 1 7- 22 and Almo 1 : 7- 9) . 
Further, Moroni" chief captain of the 
Nephite armies for many years, enhanced 

his prestige and power by the success of his 

management of military affairs. He obvious
ly wos from o powerful and weal thy fami ly 
to start with (note " the place of his inheri

tance" in Alma 62:42), so we ore not sur
prised ot his appointment os military chief ot 
only twenty-five. But by the time he success

fully concluded the long war, he retired to 
"his own house that he might spend the 

remainder of his days in peace" and, pre
sumably, prosperity while basking in public 

approval (Alma 62:43; see 62:42; 
48:11 - 7) . 



CLASS STRUCTURE 

,vre hove O fairly detailed description of the social struc
w ture of the Cuicotecs, o people who lived in the north

ern highlands of Mexico's Oaxaca slate al the time the 

Spaniards arrived. 58 Their class strudure is representative of 
the scheme in many other ports of Mesoomerico. The top 

two levels consisted of categories of persons with different 
powers and privileges. Royalty included the actual ruler of 
the stale os well as his aides and counselors, who held o 

measure of quasi-independent administrative power. Below 
them in rank were army officers, priests, and other noble 

hangers-on. The moss of the populace were common peas
ant formers and craftsmen. 

For left: Another drawing in the Florentine Codex 
o«omponies o moralistic warning to feasters during 
on Aztec festival nol lo ignore charily to the poor. 

Left: In Iha Aztec slate, slaves such as these, who hod 
hod to sell themselves in ord.er to eot during o lime 
of famine, were marked by o collar device thol 
proclaimed lheir restricted slonding, as shown by 
Folher Sahagun. 

SOCIAL SruTA AMONG THE (UICATECS 

ROYALTY Traditional patrimonial ruler, overlord of the stole 
Counselor or "consultant• lo the overlord 
Administrative staff of elders, kin to the lord 

ARISTOCRACY Minor lords, magistrates, with rights to lox certain settlements 
Army officers 
Priests 
Other "unemployed" members of the aristocracy 
Administrative assistants to the overlord stationed in 
local communities 

COMMONERS Female curers or medics, and traders 
(social status ambiguous) 

SLAVES 

Free commoners-the bulk of the peasantry. Also servonts, 
and army recruits in time of wor 
Slaves; prisoners of war; sacrificial victims 

An artist's display of 
social slrolo in Moyo 
s0<iely, around A.O. 

600-700, uses o pyramid 
format to show the ranks 
or dasses. bcepl for 
details, the social structure 
of the C11i<olec wos oboul 
lhesame. 
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A young commoner womon is here sculpted In 
the very early Xochipolo style of west-central 
Mexico (co. 1500 B.t). 

Women 

Everyone knows that women were in 
a disadvantaged social and econom
ic position in the ancient civilized 

w<>rld. Men always had much more privi
lege to come and go as they pleased and 
to make decisions without regard to their 
spouses. Social standards and cultural pat
terns severely limited whac women were 
allowed to do, short of their outright defi
ance. Among other reasons, this differenti
ation by gender resulted from women's 
need to care for their children. Further
more, their living skills usually cemered 
on domestic matters. 

When dealing with the world away 
from home they were heavily dependent 
on males. On che ocber hand, as mothers 
or potential mothers they were given a cer
tain measure of honor. Broadly speaking, 
Mesoamerican women fell near the world 
norm in that they received a significant 
measure of respect yet were unquestion
ably subordinate to males. 

Some public activities were open to 
women. for example, ritual and herbal 

curing and divination were done by females 
in some culrnral sirnations. They were nor 
expected to participate in warfare, althougb 
women and even their children sometimes 
accompanied war1iors on longer expedi
tions where duties of cooking and foraging 
for food and shelter, or of course garrison 
duty, demanded such support. 

But in the commercial sphere, women 
commonly participated in che town marker. 
In some regions, the power and indepen
dence females could attain were substantial. 

lypically, men and women performed 
different economic rasks. Cooking anti 
weaving were almost entirely carried ouL 
by women. Men clid the heavier work, 
especially in field preparation, although 
gardens near the residence of the family 
could be worked by eir.her sex as opportu
nity allowed. 

As suggested above, whac we know 
about the personalities of Mesoamerican 
peoples leads us to believe thac typically 
men and women were relatively unexpres
sive coward mates or od1er fumily members. 

Foremost among o woman's concems wos her lomily. 11 appears that o 
wife's relation to her husband was governed strongly by o sense of duty, 
but her connection to her children wos based more on love ond hope for 
their luture. This striking Moya late Classic pair illustrate the lotter. 

The primary tosk of o wife and mother wos to prepare food, especially moize. Over her lifetime o woman might 
spend fifty thousand hours grinding com for, shaping, and cooking up to one million tortillas! At meals she first 
served older moles, then she ate with the children. There were no family meals os such, nor was there much 
conversation while dining (eoting, especially eating corn items, hod on atmosphere of sacredness obout it). 



While lhey were no! visible movers ond shakers in public life, certain women were esteemed 
and hod power in lheir own right. This dowager wife of a Mayo lord is modeled in !he Joino 
style and comes from !he state of Compeche around A.O. 650. This illustrates how on upper
doss Mayo female might hove borne herself. Earlier nobility would hove maintained o similar 
demeanor. 

VIS UALIZING BOOK OP IIORAION LIFE 

The Book of Mormon provides no examples 
of Nephite women who were powerful in 

governmenl. (Among the lamanites, respeded 
queens are twice mentioned, although they 
did not possess independent power, judging 

by Alma 19, 22, and 47 .) In desperate cir
cumstances females could be armed for bottle 
(for example, see Alma 54: 12), but for normal 

warfare they ore not mentioned, so they 
either stayed home or were comp helpers 
(note Alma 58:31 ). 

The Nephite ideal sow women in the role 

of mother (see Alma 56:47-8), where suc
cess was considered to consist of bearing and 
rearing valiant sons. Aside from lehi's wife, 
Sorioh, or the anliheroine, the daughter of 
Jared (see Ether 8), daughters or wives ore 
never presented as personalities. They were 

expected to be good workers in domestic 
tasks, with emphasis on weaving (see Mosiah 

10:5 and Helomon 6: 13). Still, olternote 
roles, such os selling at the market, would 
have been available to them, judging by con

ditions among their probable descendants. 
The mentions or hints of harlots, concu

bines, and multiple wives in the scriptural 

record imply that those lesser social positions 
existed because of the impositions of men 

upon the women. Proper females were 
expected to be chaste, and one man ideally 

had one wife, although that rule had 
exceptions. 

The Book of Mormon pictures male

female relationships os quite formal; there 
are only a few paints where the text hints that 

emotions stronger than respect played a part 
in how motes treated each other. Parent-child 
relationships too come across os rather stiff. 

Young unmarried women normally hod dear, if 
limited, expe<tolions. The fact lhol most of 
them stayed in !he home lo learn dirertly from 
lheir molhers meonl lhot the girls hod some 
lime to shore with nearby friends, while boys 
spent more time in lhe scattered fields or at 
other work scenes. 
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Several types of disease ore depicted on ondent 
figurines. This one showing on ulcerous growth 
on the face dotes before 600 B.C., but no doubt 
the condilion continued into later times. 

Some of the manifestations of illness shown in 
ort hove no! been definilely identified with 
clinical diseases known today, although they 
probably could be with more systematic study. 
This spetimen ls from Noyorit in western 
Mexico, thought lo date in the period A.O. 

200-800. 
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Health 

S 
ickness was a constant problem 
ancient!)~ Some scholars have mistak
enly considered the New World a vir

tuaJ paradise for its lack of some of the 
serious Old World diseases. It is true that 
epidemic diseases were limited in occur
rence in Ame1ica, and certain illnesses 
introduced by the conqueiing Europeans 
did cause sudden, widespread deaths 
when first introduced. However. recent 
research has shown that d,e factors behind 
these conditions were complicated. Many 
of the same diseases known in the Old 
World were already present in pre
Columbian America, but their effects were 
restrained. In Europe, Asia, and Africa, 

cities were breeding places of the most 
deadly illnesses, and the large numbers of 
domestic animals kept were reservoirs for 
various infections. Mesoamerican cities 
were healthier because they were less 
crowded and because few anin1aJs were 
kepl there. When Lhe Spaniards forced the 
native people into crowded settlements (to 
control and Christianize them), Lheir rela
tively healthy situation tended to weaken.59 

Illnesses on this side of rhe ocean 
tended co be more endemic and probably 
were connected with nuuitional scress in 
many cases. The basic foods-corn, beans, 
and squash-provided for most needs 
when supplemented adequately by a wide 
array of other items, bl1t tl1ose desirable 
additions came into short suppl)1 ,;vhenever 
populaLion density increased enough so 
that even the basic foods might run short. 
When the amount of cultivated land per 
family was reduced due to a growing popu
lation, the soil could not stay idle long 
enough to rejuvenate before necessity 
demanded rhal il be cultivaLed again. The 
result was not only reduced crop produc
tion but also lessened nutritional quality. 
Furthermore, nonsraple and wild animal 
foods and plant supplements were more 
difficult co obtain. For example, when the 
acreage anciendy exploited was compared 
co indicators of ill health in skeletons of 
the ninth cenru1y A.O., when the city of 
Copan in Honduras suffered serious 
decline, a clear correlation was found.60 

The diet of me elite population on the 
one hand and of common folk on the 
orher differed, of course. The Aztec king 
Montezuma daily ate from a huge array of 
foods, including fresh fish carried more 
tl1an 150 miles by runners from the Gul f of 
Mexico. Yee poor people sometimes won
dered how the)' could get anything to ear 
at all. 



There were, of course, periodic 
famines due to climatic irregularities, yet 
perhaps more celling on health in general 
was the shortage of food that occurred 
annually during the monlhs between 
exhausting the old maize crop and the 
ripening of the new supply. 

Mesoamericans treated ailments main
ly through herbal remecHes6r and ritual 
healing at the hands of several sorts of 
curers. One cause of illness was rhoughr 
co be violating the proper use of foods 
classified as "hot" or "cold" (withouL any 
reference to their acrual temperature); 
imprudem mixing of those categories in 
the diet was believed LO resulc in specific 
symptoms. (fhe Spaniards brought a simi
lar set of notions that was Greek in origin, 
while the Chinese used still another 
scheme that was quite similar.) 

Among health maintenance practices, 
d,e steam bath (resembling lhe sauna of 
northern Eurasia) was prominent. 

One cure attempted was skull surgecy; 
an opening was cut through the bone in 
some cases, perhaps releasing pressure 
resu lting from some trauma. H ealing of 

THE DENTIST 

This sketch, copied from a mural showing Tloloton 
(paradise) in lhe Temple of Agricullure 01 
Teolihuocon, seems lo show o dentist doing somelhing 
with o patient's mouth or teeth employing o stone 
knife. One dental ' beoutffication• procrice among the 
Mayo involved inlaying front teeth with o design in 
deli,otely cul semipre<ious stone. Perhaps that i.s what 
is represented here. 

rhe bone is evidence that sometimes 
recovery resulted. 

Virtually aJl beliefs aboul health--caus
es, diagnose::., treaunencs, good health
involved saa·eclness. Illness was never 
simply something that happened in a 
mechanic.'ally operari1,g world. Asu·ologicaJ 
luck, breaking of sodAI or religious rules, or 
bad magic by an enemy were supposed to 
be ac fauJt. The solutions invariably demand
ed following certain rituals, even if taking an 
herbal concoction was also involved. 

11<,ITH 

Famines were recorded in traditions preserved 
among a number of Mesoomericon peoples. 
Malnourishment may always hove been a 
health problem, but children and lhe elderly 
must hove been lhe hardest hil. (See Alma 
62:39, for example.) 

This modeled scene from west Mexico seems 
ro show o shaman (spiritual healer) giving a 
hands-on curing lreotmenl. Shamans, gener
ally like counterparts known particulo~y well 
in Siberia, still diagnose ond rreot patients by 
relying on guidance from a guardian spirit 
who is occes.sed by going inlo a trance. 
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Old age (however many years tho! might hove 
meant) could be considered one of the 
' Illnesses' of the ancients. Most people lived 
hard, draining lives with few comforts to enjoy. 
It is doubtful thot more than o small 
proportion survived to enjoy ' the golden 
years,• os we now euphemisticolly refer to 
odvonced age. 
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ii he 1rue doctor. 
He is a wise man (llamatini); 
he imparts life. 

A tried specialist, 
he has worked with herbs, stones, trees, and roors. 
ms remedies have been tested; 
he examines, he e.'<periments, 
he alleviates sickness. 
He massages aches and sets broken bones. 
he administers purges and potions; 
he bleeds Ws patiems; 
he cuts and he sews ll1e wound; 
he brings about reactions; 
he stanches 1he bleeding wi1h ashes. 
The false 1>hysician. 
He ridicules and deceh1es the people .. . . 

As this charaderizotion shows, the Azlecs hod 
the some problem of dislinguishlng good from 
bod practitioners tho1 modern people hove. 



VISUALIZING 800K Of MORMON LIFE 

I n Mormon's record there is no evidence 

that Book of Mormon peoples suffered from 
epidemic diseases, but there is mention of less 

serious illness. Specifically, "there were some 
who died with fevers" that were very frequent 
"by the nature of the climate," but the herbal 

remedies known were said to be generally 
effective against those maladies (Alma 
46:40). Otherwise, reference is mode only to 

"all manner of diseases'' (Mosioh 17: 16; 
Alma 9:22). 

Worf ore likely took o serious toll in death 
and disablement (see, for example, Alma 

28:2- 3; 57:25; Moroni 9: 16, 19), yet civilian 
casualties incidental to war, due especially to 

A favorite heohh-enhancing practice was the 
steam both. Men used these faci lities regularly, 
women only on special 0<cosions (from 
Sahagun). 

II I •• I , II 

malnutrition, must also hove been a serious 

problem. At the time of the final Nephite 
wars, a grim picture is pointed by Mormon of 

"widows and their daughters" being left "to 
wonder whithersoever they con for food" 
(Moroni 9: 16). The tenuousness of the food 

situation at a much earlier dote is illustrated in 
the account of on Amlicite/lomonite attack on 
Zorohemlo. As a result of the Nephite army's 

pursuit of the aggressors, "many of their fields 
of groin were destroyed, ... trodden down by 

the hosts of men" (Alma 3:2). As o conse
quence, the following year "the people were 

... greatly afflicted ... for the loss of their 
fields of groin" (Alma 4 :2). 
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Clothing 

I
L may seem strange t0 consider cloth
ing under che heading of sociery racher 
than of daily life, but in fact the p1ima

ry function of garments in ancient 
Mesoamerica was to communicate social 
position. ''Dress was identity." ':i\n individ
ual's clothing immedfacely designated noc 
only culcural affiJiation but rank and scacus 
as welf."62 To cover che body against the 
elements was secondary. These people in 
the tropics did not need nor wane as many 
garments as, for example, my Scandinavian 
ancestors in northern Europe. 

A set of five or six basic cosrume ele
ments for each gender was shared 
throughout Mesoamerica for millennia. 
(Comparable elements of modern cos
tume are, for example, shire and pants for 
men and blouse and skin for women.) In 
a particular region of ancient Mexico or 
Guatemala, some of the normal repenoire 
of garments were used or avoided in cer
tain local situations according co climatic 

A famous Mixtec noblewoman of obout o 
thousand yeo~ ogo, Lady 3 Flint, is pictured in 
the Codex Zouche-Nuttall dr8$sed in three 
eloborote costumes appropriate ta three events 
or conteJIS in her life story. 

conditions and tradllions, but all the core 
garments were familiar and would have 
been used in some sicua1ions everywhere 
in Mesoamerica. 

The weaJchy used sumptuous fabrics 
and inventive decoration co place them
selves visually arop a hiernrchy of prestige 
and privilege and to dlsplay icons that sig
naled their social roles. Which men were 
rulers, ,varriors, merchancs, or priests 
could be detected ac a glance by anybody 
sophisticated in the culture. Women's 
positions were correspondingly made 
visible. Some materials, like the feathers 
from certain birds, were prohibited to 
those not socially enrilJed to them .63 

Even the masses observed clodung dis
tinctions. Inhabitants of each local land 
were marked by wearing its unjque varia
tions in garb and ornament. 1b the prac
ticed eye those derails set apan borh com
moners and higher ranks living in chat place 
from people from aJI od1er hometowns. 



A mural shows how socially ,s(gnilicont costume 
wos around A.O. 800 om~g the Moyo elite ol 
Bonompok, Chiopas. Th~e proud gentlemen 
all )'IIICr the some lhree gormenls (except for 
one fellow whose social role obviously differs), 
bul design details individualize lhe effed for 
each one. Headdresses were dearly required, 
bul sandals were opllonal. {Nalice how 
wearing o long cloak like these men do could 
hove given away lhe murderer deleded by 
Nephi1, according lo Helom an 9- 10. ) 
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This figurine illustrates what an uppllr-class 
Moya woman could hove looked like wearing 
•costly apparel• (Alma 31 :28 applie$ the 
phrase to the Zoromites. By coincidence, this 
figurine wo.s made In southern Campeche 
slate, not very distant from where the Zora
mites moy hove dwelt eight centuries earlier.) 
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VISUALIZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE 

The Book of Mormon is explicit about 
clothing serving as social insignia. For 

example, in Alma's day dissonance among 
"the people of the church" was signaled by 

their beginning lo wear "very costly opporel" 
{Alma 4:6; see 4:7), and the prophet Samuel 
condemned the Nephites because lhey con

sidered "costly apparel" (see Helomon 

13:28; see 13:27) o key too man's stotus as 
o prophet. Commoners, on the contrary, 
relied on "good homely cloth," as well as 
perhaps possessing o certain amount of ''silk 

and fine-twined linen" (Alma 1 :29). 
Naturally, style changes occurred in 

clothing over time. The styles seen by the 
Spaniards when they conquered the area, or 

those seen on Classic-era monuments from a 
millennium earlier, ore not exactly what either 

the Nephites or Lomanites wore during the 
Book of Mormon period. Yet continuity in the 

essential elements is evident over thousands 
of years of the archaeological and ariistic 
record, so lhal when Book of Mormon people 

inhabited Mesoomerico, they surely wore 

some of the basic garment forms charoderislic 
of that area. 

At least there is no question that 

Mesoamericon art shows nothing like the 
flowing robes of Arabia thal some LOS artists 
hove supposed the Book of Mormon peoples 

wore. Moreover, both Nephites and 
Lamaniles probably left more skin uncovered 

than Lotter-day Saints feel comfortable with 
today. 



This dresslike garment shows off a 
spectacular design probably mode by 
the batik tie-dye method. II suggests 
how much social detail we would miss ii 
we hod lo rely entirely on what 
archaeologists <on dig up, for no such 
doth would hove been preserved in the 
earth. This Mayo pointed vase doting 
around A.O. 700 was brought to light by 
modern tomb looters. 



Most gormenls were nor sewn, although 
certain pieces were. Archoeologiru find needles 
like this one of bone thol dotes from e.c. times. 
Mesoomericon garment mokers could hove 
tailored their clothes more often thon lhey did 
in lad, but they preferred the looser fit, 
perhaps for climotlc reasons. 

Only rarely do we get glimpses al actual 
cloth preserved from the post, like this 
undated fragment now in the regional 
museum in Tuxtlo Gutierrez, Chiopas. 

A weaver from thirteen hundred yeors ogo. 
shown in a Joino day sculpture, uses o type of 
freeslonding loom thot was no longer used by 
the lime of the Spanish Conquest. (There may 
well hove been orher cultural losses too.) 
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Weaving and Textiles 

B
oth plain and elabomte weaving 
were done in anciem Mesoameiica. 
Ulustracions in native books (codices) 

combine wirh some sculptures and mod
eled ceratnic 6gu1ines to show tremendous 
V'd.riery and skill in che ce>...'tile ans. 

The Aztecs, for whom we have much 
information from documents abom the 
period when rhe Spaniards arrived, made 
and used huge numbers of garments. Lists 
of tribute or raxation demanded of certain 
communities called for large annual ship
ments of doth and garments to the capic:al 
city. Those objects were given as rewards 
of privilege to nobles and other upper
level groups ln the society or were sold in 
the markets. 

Women were the weavers. For the Aztecs, 
"The life of a woman from birth co death 
centered around the produclion of beauti
ful, weU-ma<le textiles. A newborn baby 
girl, at her bathing ceremony, was present
ed all the equipment of women [for weav
ing].'' When a woman died, her weaving 
implements were destroyed to make chem 
available ro her for her journey after 
death. A woman who wove poorly was 
held in the lowest regard, being desaibed 
as lazy, indo lent, nonchalant, sullen, and a 
deceiver.6-1 

The highly developed weaving tradition 
continued among rhe descendants of the 
peoples conquered by the Europeans. 
Today, particularly in highland Guatemala, 
there is a chliving manifesLation of that her
itage. Colorful fabrics from Lhere are sold to 
connoisseurs of fine textiles worldwide. 

The thread of choice was cotton. The 
plants were grown wherever the d i mate 
was suitable. Higher elevations were wo 
cool, but the trade and tribute system sup
plied the needs of people living in those 



areas. Hand spinning of cotton 1.hread was 
done by women ln many areas as a normal 
domestic cask. On the completed fabrics, 
elaborate tie-dye tedmiques were some
times used, and fancy weaves like brocade 
and tapestry were produced. 

Some vegecable fibers other than cot· 
ton wen! also used, particularly henequen, 
made from the leaf of the agave plant (the 
same plant from which the drink pulque 
was deiivecl). Henequen cloth and other 
base (vegetable fiber) threads were woven 
into fabrics that resembled linen in s1.illhess. 
People of rank wore cotton; commoners 
often made do with the coarser, cheaper 
fibers. Bark doth (made from soaked and 
pounded sheets of bark stripped from 1.he 
trunks of fig trees) wa,; also used. 

Buttons or pin fasteners were not ULi· 
lized, as far as we know. Sewn or fitted gar
ments were relatively uncommon. A cape 
was often worn by tying rhe upper corners 
into a knot or wrapping a kilt.like piece 
around the body then tucking in a corner 
or the end ac che bell line. 

VISUALIZING 800K OF ltfORMON llFE 

The Book of Mormon mentions weaving 
and textile work in many places. It indi

cates that considerable skil l was involved In 
their production. For example, Helamon 6: 13 

reports, "Their women did toil and spin, and 
did make oil manner of cloth, of fine-twined 
linen and cloth of every kind, to clothe their 

nakedness." Given the importance of a 
Mesoamerican woman's weaving in judging 
her character, the statement in verse 13 may 

connote, "so the Nephite women were of 
high character." 

A woman weaves on a typical pre
Columbion-style ba1k-strop loom, with lake 
Atitlon, Guatemolo, in the background. 

W1 ; 1· 1, c , ~o T11 r1;11 

Turning lint 1otton into thread with o hand spindle 1onsumed o great deal of time for those who, like this Guatemalan 
woman, lived in conon-produdng areas. 
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Ornamentation 
and Insignia 

M
esoamerican peoples were very 
partial ro vivid ornamenration. 
Nearly all of it had symbolic sig

nificance, some social, some political, 
some religious. We have alread)' noted 
symbolism exhibited in clothing. 
Accessories to com piece the effect were 
equally important. Elaborate headdresses 
often outshone Lhe clothing, and face and 
body paint added co the effect of one's 
headdress. Everyday headdresses were 
often of cioch in the form of a lurban 
wound around the head in various man
ners. For formal occasions, more elabo
rate devices were made of intricately 
worked flowers, feathers, and cloth on a 
wooden frame. Jewelry added still another 
d imension Lo dressing up. 

To modern castes the effect of such 
exaggerated decor seems garish, bur in the 
Mesoameiican view, at lease among some 
groups, there could never be too much of 
a good thing. Especially in the later cul
tures, baroque extravagance was consid
ered superior LO modest simplicity or 
quiet elegance. Farther back in time, cul
tures such as the Olmec displayed more 
resu-aint. That is one of the reasons their 
art pieces please moderns more than, say, 
the busy art of the Azrecs. 

Rich symbolic elements in the dress
up outfits make it difficult nowadays to 

distinguish between the concepts of deco
ration and insignia. Many of the represen
tations or characteristics (such as green 
scones or green feathers, which betokened 
"water," hence "life") were there as badges 
or identifiers of the powers of nacurc or of 
the supernatural. They communicated 
something like, " the bearer is a devocee 
under the special proteclion of the super
natural power whose insignia is dis
played." Some version of Lruth, r,nher 
than of beauty, was being proclaimed. 

Unfortunalely, the Spaniards win
nowed lhe supply of ornaments that were 
preserved. They were interested in native 
items only for the gold or silver they might 
incorporatei any decorative malerials or 
costumes that came imo their possession 
had the precious metals stripped from 
them immediately. Gold and silver objects 
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The deep green of jadeite stone was one of Iha most revered colors. 
II recalled still waters, the crucial maize plant, and all life-giving 
vegetation. No wonder beads of the material were put into the 
mouth of the dead ot burial, in token of hoped-for rebirth (this wos 
also done in Chino). These Olmec-style ear ornaments (inserted 
through holes in the lobes) dote long before 500 a.c., but the 
populority of jadeite continued right up to the Spanish Conquest. 

Ol i\.AJll~T.1110\ J 1\D I .\SIG.Vld 

S<orring the skin os o form of decoration was not common, but this example shows how for some Mesoomericons went to 
complete the total effect of o costume. Some tattooing wos olso done. (Oassic Veracruz) 

Tomb 7 ot Monte Alban in the state of Oaxaca 
yielded o large sto<k of superb jewelry. This 
masterpiece of o necklace of shell and blue 
stone dotes to the Mixtec period, ofter A.O. 900. 
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Other lovely materials were also used to decorate the 
earlobes, like the gold and the varicolored stones in 
these Maya items (ofter A.D. 800). 

Metals were used primarily for decoration, not for 
practical objects. A favorite farm was the copper or 
lumbago (copper-gold alloy) bell like this one. Casi 
by the lost-wax me1hod, ii contained a tinkling stone 
inside, so lhol dancing or just walking produced 
musical accompaniment. Known bells ore nearly all 
dated ofter A.D. 800, but earlier monuments picture 
them being worn. (Alma.st identical bells were made 
and worn in the Mediterranean area.) 

were abundant al the time of the Spanish 
Conquesl, and some of lhem amazed the 
Europeans with their technical cleverness 
or spectacular appearance. But thousands 
of those objects were melted down by the 
conquistadors, who were interested onJy 
in how many pounds of precious metal 
they couJd lay hands on. Some decorative 
i tems were sem off to Europe as curiosi
ties, but many of rhose were lost en route 
and few were preserved once they gOL 
there. Anyway, a large majority of 
Mesoamerican ornaments were made of 
perishable materials; not many passed 
clown to descendant peoples, and even 
fewer were preserved in the ruins co be 
found by archaeologists. Today we have 
only a few spectacular pieces to eke out a 
picture of the ornaments used in pre
Columbian Limes. 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE 

The Book of Mormon soys little on this 
topic. Alma condemned the ornaments 

worn by the elite among the Zoromite rebels: 

"Behold, 0 my God, their costly apparel, 
and their ringlets, and !heir bracelets, and 

their ornaments of gold, and all their pre
cious things that they ore ornamented with; 
and behold, their hearts ore set upon them" 

{Alma 31 :28). Precious things ore mentioned 
quite often, but usually in connection with 

building decoration rather than personal 
ornamentation. Bui 4 Nephi l :24 mentions 
Noll manner of fine pearls" together with 

"costly apparel" among the features connect
ed to social doss distinctions that arose 
about A.O. 200. If decorative items generally 

hod symbolic significance connected with cult 
matters, that would agree with the 
Mesoamerican cultural situation, and it would 
not surprise us that the strict-minded prophets 

in the Israelite tradition who kept the Nephite 
record either condemned or ignored them. 
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In many communities of modern Mesoomerico, American Indian populations still porode Catholic imoges from the community's church around lown on certain calendared days in the some manner 
as sacred representations (idols) were treated in pre-Hispanic times. Drinking typically accompanies these celebrations ond probably did anciently loo. 

Routine, nonceremonial drinking was 
generally frowned upon, but the aged were 
given more leeway in tho! regard. This fine 
ceramic sculpture in Joina style depicts a 
drunkard in o manner intended to condemn 
messive drinking. 
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Diversions and 
Holidays 

E ntertainmenc and diversion as we 
think of them coday were concepts 
of little relevance co anciem 

Mesoameiicans. Llfe for most people 
focused on humdrum work and nose kept 
co the grindstone. Naturally there were 
occasions co relieve the tedjum. The cate
gory we think of as religion was so perva
sive in Mesoamericao life chat we look first 
co that aspect of culture for clues on what 
constituted diversions. 

A calendar heavy with ceremonial 
events has deep roots in tradition in this 
area. When the Spaniards forcibly convert
ed the native peoples co Christianity in the 
sixteenth century. their local pre-Columbian 
calendars and events were combined with 
Spanish sainrs' days. Images or relics stand
ing for the CarhoUc saints or the Virgin 
rook on a heavy load of meaning from the 
native cultures. Processions, feasting, and 
ocher worship activities carried on in honor 

of the hybrid deities continue still coday co 
follow forms and have meanings once asso
ciated with pre-Columbian supernaturals. 
But those activities also se1ved functions 
we think of as recreational. 

The colonial-era Spaniards lamented 
how much money and time the Indians 
"wasted" in their frequent religious holi
days. They only partially realized that 
those activities were tied co d1e old belief 
sysrem and to the social sysrem of the 
commun ity. We now see thal the so-called 
waste provided temporary relief from the 
harshness of a life 1hat demanded much 
and gave back little (as was u·ue also or 
medieval European fairs and saincs' days). 
A common feacure of such occasions was 
the considerable consumption of alcoholic 
beverages; Lhe periodic release of inhibi
tions that this drinking triggered apparent
ly helped people cope wich che formality 
and solemnity that characterized everyday 
relationships and routines. 

Mesoamerican market days also pro
vided diversion. Buying or selling in those 
nominall>• commercial settings yielded 



more Lhan che exchange of goods. The 
lively marker scene allowed locals c0ntacL 
with stimulating su-angers in the form of 
merchants from nearby zones and often 
even pe()ple from enemy lands, under a 
kind of commercial truce. Participating in 
the color, bustle, and novelty of the mar
ketplace must have been one of the high
lights of an otherwise routine life, 
especially for children. People might also 
enjoy watching sleight-of-hand magicians, 
jugglers, dancers, and musicians. 

Strange as it might seem, war coo 
could have served a function of social 
diversion for men, as did the Crusades for 
Europeans in the Middle Ages. 

We know that cer tain games were 
played among the ancient Mesoameric-,ms. 
Most of our information comes from the 
elite sector of society. I t is uncertain 
whether commoners played the same 
games, bur at least the young could hardly 
have been stopped from imicaring chem in 
simplified versions. 

The best known game was a concesL 
with a rubber ball; the game was called by 
the Aztecs 1/achtli. 'Jwo opponenrs faced 
each other on an elongated cour t. TI1e ball 
was struck using only elbows and hips. 
The object was to dtive che ball past rhe 
defender into Lhe goal area at the oppo
site end of the playing space. The move
ment of the ball was considered symbolic 
of the sun moving across the heavens and 
into and out of the underworld, and win
ning or losing a game was considered a 
forecast of one's fucure. For the Aztecs, 
sacri fices somelimes preceded a game in 
order to gain approval of and suppor t 
from the gods. Gambling accompanied the 
action; at times a player even bet his life 
on winning a ball game and was sacri ficed 
if he lost. Variant forms o f this game are 
evidenced back to at least 1300 o.c.6~ 

AnoLher game. called patollt by the 
Aztecs, was widely played beyond their 
territory lr too was old, having been 
around since at least A.O. 500. IL was simi
lar to the modern board game Parcheesi 
(which was adapted from an ancient game 
oflndia,pachis1) . Marker were moved 
space by space around a cross-shaped 
board umil the winner's piece reached a 
finish spot. A number of scholars have 
concluded chac the Mesoamerican game 
was imported anciently directly from Asia 
because of the startling number of similar-
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HUMOR AND 
WHIMSY 

D r. Munro Edmonson writes of 

the "brooding religiosity, the 
aloof dignity that stands for good 
manners, the formalism that con

verts games into ceremonies and 
sports into sacrifices- all the values 
... that set the tone of Middle 

American cultures. " 07 Yet showing 

through the grimness of life in 
Mesoamerica at certain points is 

what Edmonson refers to as occa

sional "spontaneous gaiety" and 
"the normal eventful absurdities" of 
human life . .a 

Al the lime of the Spanish Conquest, o telebrotion for 
the god Kukulcon (equivalent lo Ouetzolcootl) in 
Yutoton involved ·downs• or ·comedians.' They 
performed •Junes . •• and comedies for the pleasure 
of the publit ... This character, drawn from o same on 
o pointed Classic Mayo pot, reminds us of a down. 

VISOOJZING BOOK OF MORMON Lin 

The some would hove been trve 

of Book of Mormon peoples. Of 
course, we expect little lighthearted
ness lo filter through Mormon, the 

editor of the Nephile account. His 
entire life was spent in military lead
ership, and he finally died in the war 

of his people's extinction. 

This creotian (from the Moya Oassic period) stems 
from some artist's unusual sense of the whimsical 
side of life. 

Related to hum01 is o sense of keen and innocent 
observation of nature. This large Az!ec-oge ceramic 
swlpture of o spider lightem the heart mm today. 

it ies wi th the Tnclian form.66 Again sacred 
elements were crucial, fo r the four cUvi
sions on the Aztec playing board repre
sented the four quarters of the world, and 
the squares on which the pieces moved 
represented the days of rhe calendar. 

A few basic toys were made for the 
use of children, and animal pees were also 
popular, especially among women and 
children. Reportedly there was verbal 
humor, al though liule or none of that has 
been preserved (perhaps "you had to be 
there," culturally; co appreciate it) . . 
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CHILDREN'S FUN 

Children would hove found ways to 

hove pleasant, amusing moments 
of their own, however solemn the world 

of the adults around them. Simple 

games and toys (for example, miniature 
dishes), ploy with other children their 
age, and the comfort of o pet would 

hove been available to children, until 
their increasing involvement in the 

adult world crowded out the childhood 
frivolity. 

figures with movoble orms ond legs ore <onsidered to 
hove been used In ceremonies by shomons or priests, 
who moy hove used ventriloquism ro moke them speok 
on behalf of spirits. But with the idea around, it is hord 
to believe thCII children did not use movable doll.s for 
ploy. This one is in Teotihuo<on style, dCl!ed perhops A.O. 

400-500. 
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This pair seem to be ritually pointed and engaged in serious business (lhe piece, from Yeroauz, date:s lo around A.O. 

300--600). But sin<e swings were known, some children surely took odvontoge of them for sheer pleasure. 

A child with o pet acts obout the some worldwide. This 
boy enjoys his tej6n, or cootimundi, still o favorite pet 
omong children ond women in the Moyo oreo. Rabbits, 
do;s, and birds were olso kept as pets. These linle dogs 
were favorite subjects of the ceramic artists of west 
Mexico for <enturies, starting A.O. 200 or eorlfer. 
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Even in small villages lhe basic boll game wos ployed but under more informal conditions lhon in cities. This west Mexico ceromic model (obout 
A.O. 200-700) conveys some of the atmosphere-perhaps something like a small town baseball contest in the USA a century ago. 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF !f ORM ON LIFE 

Under Mosaic low the Israelites assembled 
frequently to celebrate certain Sabbaths 

with sacrifices and feasting. The Nephites also 

observed that low (see Mosioh 2:3 and Alma 
30:3), so they too would probably hove com

bined formal ritual events with festivities and o 
market. Furthermore, there would hove been 
celebrations in connection with political hap

penings, like the ritually important new year 
anniversary and coronations. The Lomonite 
king referred to making "o feast unto my sons 

(i.e., subordinate kings], ond unto my people" 

(Alma 20:9); it is likely that there was some 
colendricol, sacred element in such o feast. 
Al l early societies at the some level of civiliza

tion as the Nephites and Lomonites partici
pated in similar events. Mesoomericon 

descendants of Book of Mormon peoples still 
today follow on entrenched tradition of sched

uling ritual holidays that serve several func
tions simultaneously. or course we cannot 
know how many of the Mesoomericon games 
or other diversions were known to the 

Nephites. 

Allee performers inherited o very aid trodilion 
of juggling (Olmec-age figures more than two 
thousand years earlier show the some thing). 
Sohogun's Florentine Codex displays this 
' combo' of Aztec dancer-musicians 
accompanying o juggler. Perhaps they 
represent a full-lime company of entertainers 
al worlc before o group of nobles or in o spot 
near the marketplace before the public. 

Boards for ploying the potolli game hove been 
found painted or scralched on ancient floors. It 
seems lo hove been a less formally ritualized 
activity than lhe boll game, though s1ill sacred 
in tone. 
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Cities, Towns, 
and Villages 

M
ost of Mesoamerica's inhabitants 
lived in villages ranging in size 
from 6fty to several hundred 

inhabitants. Village life was considered the 
ideal paccern. 

What we call cities in ancient 
Mesoamerica were like our ci ties today in 
cen ain ways but veq, different in others. 
Experts stiJJ quarrel over the definition of 
a dry as well as whether particular sites 
deserve to be called cities. Yer the fact 
remains that when the major settlements 
in Mexico or Central America are com
pared with those in, say, the Near East, tl1e 
name city dearly deserves to be applied as 
mud1 to Mesoamerica as ro the Old 
World. 

The Hebrew term translated in the 
Old Testament as "city" ('ir) was applied 
to administrative centers over regions 
regardless of d1e size of the center. The 
fundamental meaning of the word may 
have been "forcress." Even tiny posts for 
armed ganisons were sometimes called by 
the term for cities in the Bible.10 1n 
Mesoamerica the concept was roughly the 
same. As long as a settlement was con
structed according to a plan and was nor 
just a product of slow historical accident, 
and if it had Its own temple structure at its 
center-a sign of administrative domi
nance over neighboring places-it proba
bly deserves co be classified as a city. 

Some major settlements deserve to 
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This tiny hamlet on the Pacific coast of 
Chiopas, Meiico, today illustrates the sort of 
rural hometown that wos the point of reference 
for mony of the ,ommon people, whether 
called Mesoamericons, Nephites, or Lomonites. 

be caJJed cities by any standard. 
Teotihuacan in centr-al Mexico was one of 
Lhe most nmable (its peak population of 
probably over one hundred thousand was 
reached by around A.O. 300), but many 
others as well, such as tourist attractions 
Monce Alban, Tikal, and Copan, unques
tionably fit in the C'ategory of cities by 
either their sheer size or the intricacy of 
their plans. 'In addition, there ms an 
abundance of sires that could well be 
called LOwns, judging by Lheir si.ze. Yee 
even a noted capital dry need not be Large 
in population; the historical capitals of the 
famed Tarascan kingdom on the Aztecs' 
west side "were nor rowns of any great 
consequence"7t despite the face that over
all the land had a high population density. 

A lond wos usuolly conceived os o territory 
bounded by specific physkol boundories-o 
volley would constitute o lond, for eiomple
ond governed from o common administrative 
center. Naturally, a land was ol.so an economic 
entity; the chief community hosted o regular 
marker thot drew buyers from throughoul the 
lond and merchants from farther oway. l.os 
Trigoles, in the Cunen oreo of Guotemolo, shown 
here, might hove qualified as a l°'ol lond in 
ancient times. 
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El Mirodor, near the northern border of Guotemolo, may hove been the lorges1 and most spertorulor city ever in Mesoomerico. Its peak glory lasted for only o 
couple of hundred yea rs, in the vicinity ol 200 a.c. This artist's reronslrUction is based on excovolions led by BYU orchoeologlst Roy T. Motheny.'1 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF 1'IOUION LIFI! 

The Book of Mormon distinguishes five 
levels of settlement size: greot cities, 

cities, towns, vi lloges, ond smoll villoges.n 
Book of Mormon cities ore often nomed, but 

their size cleorly voried greotly. Perhaps on 
the small end of the scole wos Helom, built 

by Alma's people. It wos designoted a city 
a lmost from the moment it was settled- by 
fewer thon five hundred people (see Mosioh 

18:35; 23:20}. Only four of the more than 
forty Nephite and Lomonite cities whose 
nomes ore given in the record ore termed 

"great cities," although others, unnamed, 
were conceived as having the some rank (see 

Helomon 7:22; 3 Nephi 8: 14). But we 
should be cautious about overestimating the 

octuol population size of even the largest of 
those, for Mormon's record olso refers lo 
Jerusolem in Palestine os o "great city" 

(1 Nephi 1 :4) even though its population 
down to Lehi's time may never hove exceed

ed twenty-five thousond inhabitants (in 
Solomon's fabled day it hod only around 
three thousond).13 

This sketch of the site known os Finco Acapulco 
in central Chiopos, doting to late Olmec limes, 
shows how a settlement could be placed to 
toke odvontage of natural terrain. 
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Public Architecture 

I
n a civilization so thoroughl)' infused 
wirh sao·ed marrers, the most impos
ing scructures all had religious signifi

cance. Archaeologists routinely refer to 
certain of the ruins today as temples, 
often wirhouL defining very carefuJly what 
chat term might signify, but we are usually 
on sound ground in supposing them to 
have been religious in narure. Not only 
the size but aJso the central position and 
visual dominance of buildings devoted co 
the divinllies were features of all major 
settlements. 

A second component of public archi
tecture was those structures where the 
ruJers resided or carried ouc their civic 
functions. However, their activities were in 
turn so imermingled wid, religion that it 
would be arbitrary for us to distinguish 
neatly residence from temple from civic 

center. The quarters of the governing, and 
perhaps Lhe prieslly, elite were sec apart 
from the housing for commoners, and they 
were built on a scale chat was correspond
ingly distinct. Yet die mass of people were 
used co such differences; perhaps they 
would have had iL no other way, for the 
impressive app~u-ance of the buildings 
devoted co Lhe use of their leaders would 
have been a matter for community pride. 
Again, however, we should remember that 
a majority of the population lived in more 
or less rural seuings, and probably had little 
LO do directly with elite persons. 

Just as in ancient Egypt and 
Mesopotamia, for example, architectural 
forms were shaped by three influences: 
rn.1dltion, function, and materials. Over 
generalions each people developed 
notions of what they thought were the 
approp,iate forms and Styles for publlc 
structures. Those cuJLura.J rules were often 
explained by referring to myths aboUL 
deities or ancestors. For instance, the 
basic concept behind a divine center, in 
Mesoamerica as much as in the Ne,ar East, 
was of a mountain or hill upon which 
sacred power from heaven descended; 
contact with the upper, and under, worlds 
was most likely at tJ1at hill, termed me 
.. navel of the earth."'~ A mound of earth. 
often covered with a smm: sht:aL11ing tu 
protect against weathering, was erected 
there, and atop it rhe temple proper or 
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A prominent leolure of some of rhe largest cities was on oaopolis or monive platform atop whim various public buildings 
were erected. This famous example ol Polenque illustrates the concept. 

People in differenl culrurol and ecological areos developed rheir own orchitecturol styles, olrhough there wos wide shoring 
of concepts throughout Mesoomerica. This flor-roofed slyle functioned well ot rhe 1elotively diy site of Chiopo de Corzo on 
the Grijalva River in the Central Depression, but it would hove been unsuitable nearer the Gull Coo.st where roinloll might 
be as much os five times as greol. This structure (designated 5-Hl by archaeologists of the BYU New World Archaeological 
Foundolion) is at o sile rhot some Lotter-day Saints consider to be the Sidom ol the Book of Mormon. Ir dates to the 
beginning of the Christion era. 



god's house was erected. By extension, a 
surrounding zone, often walled off from 
the everyday world, was also thought of as 
constituting pan of the temple. 

Variations on the theme of a divine 
concaet point were played out to accom
modate various activities. For example, 
sacrificial altars, spaces for acting out cere
monies, an archive for priestly records, 
and a place for a market near the sacred 
mound and plaza were defined accoriling 
t0 local emphases and traditions. 
Moreover, tl1e natural resources accessible 
in a given spot also affected the architec
rure. On the central and southern Yucatan 
peninsula both massive hardwood trees 
and plenty of limestone for stonework 
and plaster helped determine how cities 
were consu·ucted and how they looked. 
In more arid areas timber was scarce 

and convenient building stone hard to 
procure. 

Relatively little attencion has been paid 
by scholars to the engineering practices 
used anciently, but increasingly it is evi
dent that considerable expertise and some 
machemacical knowledge muse have been 
involved. Some settlements were placed 
according to lines of sighc to sacred moun
caimops or to rising or setting points of 
the sun, moon, or stars on a certain day in 
the calendar. Some of these alignments 
even crossed over intervening hill barriers 
to extend perhaps hundreds of miles. 
Roads also were laid out that extended in 
straight segments for scores of miles. 
Water drains, dams, canals, and even aque
ducrs were built. One recent discovery 
identified the srone abutments for a hang
ing bridge over a major river.76 
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While lhe essen"ol techniques of cons1ruction 
used by lhe people of Mesoomerico lo make 
moior structures were relatively simple, lhe 
plans were grandiose and the completed works 
were impressive. Here on artist accurately 
shows the construction melhods used for one of 
lhe huge structures al El Mirodor, Guatemala. 
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Astronomy was one !odor in settlement 
planning and architedural placement. The 
strudure in the foreground, Mound J at 
Monte Alban, is generally considered a type 
of observatory, because angles of view 
through the holes and doorways ore toward 
key positions of the heavenly bodies. 
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The subfield of research called 
archaeoostronomy hos developed to deal 
with lhe complex relations between ancient 
astronomy and lhe symbolic uses ta which 
that knowledge was put in construdion. 
From Uaxadun, lowland Guatemala, this 
orchitedurol group illustrates one of the 
first alignments to be recognized by 
archaeologists. The sight lines to the righl 
and leh indicate where the sun was visible 
a1 the horizon when it reached its 
northernmost and southernmost paints. 



Thal ancient Mesoomericans possessed 
signifitonl engineering knowledge is becoming 
evident as archaeologists look beyond 
buildings lo examine other works of lhe 
ancient people. This stone drain wos ln use 01 
Son Lorenzo in 1he 1.sthmus of Tehuontepec, a 
site considered by some Loller-day Soinls to 
correspond to lhe cily built by Joredite King 
Lib ot the narrow neck of land. 

VISUAI.IZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE 

I n the Book of Mormon account, frequenl 
mention is mode of the construction of 

towers (meaning artificial mounds), temples, 
other public buildings, ond cities (for example, 

see Helomon 3: 11 , 14). Highways were also 
constructed ("cost up," 3 Nephi 6:8). No 
more specific engineering or construction 

activities ore mentioned. However, significant 
knowledge of astronomy was port of Nephile 

culture (see, for example, Helomon 12: 15; 
14:5; 3 Nephi l :21 ), which implies systemat
ic observations and the possibility of sight-line 

placements. (Israelite sites sometimes were so 
aligned in ancient Judah.) 
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Government 
Over view 

G
overnrnem in ancient times re
sembled very lirde what modern 
people experience under that 

heading. Most activities involved in adminjs. 
cering civil authority and law rook p lace ac 
the community level. The people involved 
there were all rather familiar with each 
other, at lease cukurally if not personally. 
There was litde in the way of an appararus 
or bureaucra<..-y of officials, and what officers 
there were did nor act as impersonally as 
modern bureaucrars must. 

Rudimentary executive offices devel
oped in some situations co facilitate deci
sion-makjng and enforcement, but most 
political or admjniscrative mechanisms-a 
legislature, a polite force, a professional civil 
service-had nor yet been invented in this 
civilization. Mose often the su·ength of gov
ernment lay in charisma-the awe or charm 
induced in subjects by the personality of the 
leader. 

The ruler in ancient societies was the 
linchpin that held government together. He 
was supposed to exemplify the culrural 
virtues and mor'al values. The sacred sphere 
of the culture, represented publicly by priests 
and their rituals, validated d1e ruler's power 
and vouched for rus fitness co rule. Bue were 
he to challenge prevailing cultural beliefs, 
mychs, or moral standards by coo much, or 
should he lose the affection or respect of his 
people, rus rule could be on shaky ground; 
he might even be slain. 

The Aztecs provide our best-document
ed Mesoamerican example of how govern
ment operated, although the governments 
of other peoples varied signincancly in some 
of cheir ways. When the Spaniards arrived, 
the Aztec scace direcr.ly administered perhaps 
a milHon people in and near the valley of 
Mexjco. The dominant tribe among the eth
nic mixture involved called themselves the 
Mexica (pronounced meh-shee-kah); the 
term Aztec refers more comprehenslvely to 

the state and the culture. Perhaps a million 
or more ocher inhabitants of vassal king
doms beyond the actual Aztec stare were 
controlled by rhe Aztec rulers through a sys
tem of tribute payments and threats. 

Governing was partly aided by the use 
of written records, but li terate people were 
in short supply, thus the extensive record 
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keeping on inruviduals that is so vital co 
modern governments was impossible. Oral 
communication via messenger was com
mon. full, consistent concrol of peoples dIB· 
tant from che political center, particularly 
across geographical, culturaJ, and language 
barriers, was such a p roblem that ir was 
rarely even artempted. 

Ultimately, coercive force was relied 
upon ro keep troublesome groups under 
control. The lack of a systematic information 
system chat routinely reported co rJie ruler at 
the capital meant that issues of control 
might not be picked up on until they had 
become sizable. When some group's disobe
dience finally became evident, then the 
rtder's fist in the form of an armed expedi· 
tion would smite them. The temple in the 
defeated community would be looted and 
sec afire, whereupon both sides usually 
accepted that ci1e game was over and the 
rebels would surrender. Another local ruler 
was then appolnred who promjsed to roe 
the mark better. 

VJSUAJ.IZING BOOK OF MORHON LIFE 

The some system prevailed in the ancient 

Near East, where the level of civilizational 
development was roughly the some as in 

Mesoamerica. The Babylonians, for example, 
put o puppet ruler, Zedekiah (the father of 

Mulek of the Book of Mormon), on the throne 
of Judah in Nephi's day when his predecessor 

foi led to measure up to the Babylonian ston· 
dard of loyalty. But it was beyond the overlords' 

power or desire to moin1oin hands-on rule over 
o distant, minor place like the kingdom of 
Judah in the some way they could within their 

close-knit Babylonian heartland. So when 
Zedekiah in turn refused to follow the rules laid 

down by the administration of Nebuchadnezzar, 
another army was sent to punish the renewed 
impertinence. Jerusalem was besieged again, 

and upon its foll and destruction in 586 B.C., 

stubborn Zedekiah hod his eyes put out and 

was carried to Babylon a prisoner (see 2 Kings 
24- 5) . Book of Mormon governments operated 

similarly. For example, note Lomonite expedi
tions against rebellious subject Zenifflle rulers 
(see Mosioh 19:6- 29; chapters 20 and 21) 
and Moroni , 's subjection of the insurgent king
men who were "hewn down" (Alma 51 : 19) or 

forced to "hoist lhe title of liberty [flog] upon 
their towersH (Alma 51 :20; see 51: 17- 9). 

This mognlticenl monument from the 
lowlond Mayo oreo {doting about A.O. 

700) captures rhe essence of Meso
omericon power relolionships. A pries1 
{fvndioning as o virtual lawyer) 
deliven prisoners loo superior who will 
ad as o de fodo judge of lhe coplives. 
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Ooths were major medionisms for conslructing 
loyolty networks. Their force stemmed from 
drawing sacred power into the political realm. 
This striking scene is from the Alvorodo oreo in 
the southern Veracruz slate, only a few miles 
from the probable final battleground of the 
Nephites, their hill Cumoroh. Doting to about 
the lirsl century a.c., the scene shows o lord 
opporently giving on ooth lo o pleading 
prisoner (compare Alma 44: 15). 
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Rulers and 
Their Methods 

Mose Mesoamerican societies oper
ated at the chiefdom level of rule 
much of the Lime.77 llibaJ chiefs 

had LO walk a careful line. They lacked sure 
conLrol over effeclive insu·umenLS of coer
cion, so they had to play on persuasion in 
order co fend off rivals. Adroit speech
making helped cemem a leader's position. 
It also helped for nim to be of a descent 
group that had supplied rulers in the past. 
Close connections wjrh and approval from 
the priests of course supported his power. 
Another way for a leader co bolster his 
position was to gain supporters by dealing 
out privileges, ranging from making special 
luxury goods accessible, to assigning 
friends co subordinate positions yielding 
their own payoffs (i.e., tribute paymencs), 
and even to furnishing noble wives. 

Still, rulers were vulnerable to loss of 
support and eventual overthrow. A revolu
rion could be couched in the name of the 
gods. A king who was cowardJ)' or inept, 
or who taxed excessively, or who too fla
grantly lived contrary to traditional morals 
could be defined as abandoned by Lhe 

gods ancl thus become subject co assassi
nation or whatever other course of drastic 
replacement was necessary. A dramatic 
example was the case of the AZtec ruler 
Montezuma (Motecuzoma 11). At flrsc he 
impressed Cortez as an absolute ruler, but 
before long he was being jeered and 
sconed by his own subjects as his weak
ne&.; in handling the Spaniards became 
evidenr ro the Mexica people. 

Periodically in Mesoamerica in the Pre
Classic period, as populations grew or con
trol was exercised over wider territ0ries, 
attempts were made co firm up governance 
to the level of a scare. That more sophisti
cated pattern of government provided 
more mechanisms for control of the people 
by broadening the government's right and 
abiljcy co use force. Early Mesoamerican 
attempts ro operate at the stare level usuaJ
ly failed, not only because the necessary 
economic and administrative cools were 
undeveloped, but also because local ways 
were tOO divisive for stable governmenc
the pocentiaJ citizenry of the state would 
nm pay the price in d iscipline and wealth. 
Governmental forms in Mesoamerica never 
reached the sophistication or stabili ty chat 
came to be commonplace much earlier in 

d1e central Old World area or in China. 

"'I A sketch of Montezuma's palace (in the Codex 
Mendoza) emphasizel the public view of his 
dominonce. This is shown by his quarters being 
on the highest level at the cenler of the 
complex. Bui all around him were other 
powerful people and kin-counselors, judges, 
military leaders-whom he was obliged to 
involve in decisions. 



Maya and other rulers made o big show of their 
sanctity ond power by sitting on ornote thrones 
like 1h01 shown with this late Oassic figurine. 
However, the new~ dedphered insuiptions 
make dear thol their power constantly hod lo 
be justified in the eyes of the publit 
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VISUALIZING BOOK O.F MORMON LUE 

The Book of Mormon reports instance 
ofter instance that fit with what we know 

about ancient rulership in general and 

Mesoomericon patterns specifically. For 
instance, the failure of central government lo 

maintain itself against secession and defiance 
by local and special groups is repeatedly 
manifested . Amlici got control over on entire 

rebellious region not for from the Nephite 

capitol apparently before the governing offi

cers got wind of it, and ihen they could only 

snuff it out by armed violence (see Alma 
2:1 - 10). The situation was repeated in the 

case of the king-men (see Alma 51 : 1-8, 
13-20). The Nephite government could not 

keep the secessionist Zoromites within the 
Nephite notion (see Alma 31 : 1- 5; 43:4). 

An artist's portroyol conveys the delicate 
problem of on •absolute· ruler. Aztec monarch 
Montezuma wos rejeded by his people when 
they concluded thot he had oded foolishly in 
giving in to Cortez end his Spaniards. 

Among the Lomonifes, when Lomoni's father, 
king over oll the Lomonites, wished to know 
why his son, the local subking over the land 

of Ishmael, hod fo iled to show up for on 

appointed festival in the capitol, he did not 
send a functionary to find out but hod to 
come personolly1 illustrating the limitations on 

the very form of his government. Eventually 
his opporotus of rule proved incapable of 

dealing with the problems of control once he 
renounced militarism (see Alma 24-5) . 

This is not to soy that there were no sec

ondary roles or institutions for administration. 
Limhi, king of the Zeniffite group, hod 
"guards" (Mosioh 7:7), and later there were 

"many lawyers, and many officers" (3 Nephi 
6: 11) involved at the central headquarters of 

the short-lived Nephite state. But the tools of 
government that they hod were loo limited to 
govern on extensive territory or diverse peoples. 

In o real emergency, captain Moroni, could 
only gel authority to deal with the recalcitrant 
king-men by the awkward process of sending 

out for community or regional or lineage 

leaders to ratify his proposal (see Alma 
51 : 14-20). He later fe lt that the Nephite 
political system was almost incapable of 

functioning effectively (see Alma 60) . 
Kings, or their successors in the case of 

the Nephites, the judges (who also 

"reigned"), exercised rule mainly by charisma 
or force of personality. Note King Benjamin's 

careful language in Mosioh 2:9- 19 about his 
noncoercive relationship to his people, 
limhi's being mode king " by the voice of the 

people" in Mosioh 7:9, and the flattery 
mechanism necessary according to Alma 

20:4 . Fear could also be involved in o ruler's 

power, as shown by Lomoni's arbitrary execu
tions (see Alma 18:6, 13, 21; 19:20); 

Moroni, also invoked fear in trying to control 
the Nephites (see Alma 60:27-31 and 

51 :22). How people viewed their ruler was 
the chief component in successful gover

nance (note Alma 50: 12). The role of ruler 
was set apart by customs intended to elevate 



him above doy-to-doy issues (for example, 

see Alma 18: 12- 4; 22:2-3; 26:4-12); being 
above the fray meant that, ideally, he 
reserved his full power to judge molters that 

he considered crucial. 
A ruler collected tribute, that is, loxes, yet 

cultural standards inhibited him from using 
official resources merely according to his 
whims. He indeed hod o higher standard of 

living than his people. Lamoni, o lesser king, 
hod only a "house," which could still accom
modate quite a crowd in it, but his father, the 

king over the entire land, dwelt in a "palace" 
(Alma 22:2; see 19: 18 and 22: l). If he was 

charismatic enough, the ruler could some
what stretch the rules governing his role, but 

eventually he was subject to what his people 

felt about him; note the strong condemnation 
voiced in the Zeniffite record about King 

Noah for going too for post the norm (see 
Mosioh 11 : 1- 15). The Lomonite king dis
cussed in Alma 24 and his son, Anti-Nephi
Lehi, lost the resped, and thus the suppor1, of 

o majority of their people by displeasing 
them. Alma 47:2-7 reports another revolt 
against o Lomonile king. Clearly, o successful 
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leader hod lo wont who! the cufturol defini
tion of his role allowed him legitimately lo 

wont. Meanwhile, rebellions too were built 
around attractive, charismatic leaders, os in 

the coses of Amlici, Nehor, and Amolickioh. 
A ruler's position was defined and sup

ported by religion. He himself was likely 
some type of priest, ol least in name, and he 
was sustained by a circle of official priests 

(consider Mosioh and his priests in Mosioh 
27: l ). In fact, government and religion ran 

together so fully that they were not consid
ered lo be distinct categories of thought or 
behavior (see Alma 43:47). 

Given this background, it is apparent 
how difficult-and ultimately how lempo

rory- wos the enlightened concept of 

governing through democratically chosen 

judges, which King Mosioh2 got the Nephites 
to adopt. The rise of o whole string of 
dissidents shows that the old pattern of putting 
public problems on the shoulders of o single 
ruler remained o strong current in Nephite 
thinking. 

Nothing about any of these siluolions is 

surprising in ancient Mesoomerican terms. 

At modem-day Zinacontan, a Tzotzil Moya 
community in highland Chiopos, elder leaders, 
who function os judges and constilule the 
village's decision-making body, sit before the 
civic center. Except for a few elements of the 
coslumes and minor customs of Spanish origin, 
rhis scene mighr hove been repeated in o 
sizable village o millennium or lwo ogo. 
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Taxes and Tribute 

A 
nciently there was no meaningful 
distinction between taxes and 
tribute. The men in charge of any 

unit of governance have always received 
resources from their subjects to provide 
for their needs. At a very local level, the 
measure of prestige derived from public 
service may have been suffidem compen
sation for the modest commitment of time 
and expense incurred by purely local lead
ers, who served at their own expense. In 
fact, the actual costs of serving in grass
roocs government probably rook more 
from those who occupied office than they 
gained from that service, even lf they col
lected some paymencs. 

The larger the political unit, however, 
the costlier the process. Rulers over a 
region served full-time or nearly so, and 
they might have to suppon aides. With 
population growth and resulting political 
elaboration, there had co be a stronger 
system of support. That was usually 
phrased in terms of uibuce, which could 
take many forms. A ruling family, for ex
ample, might have the cultivation of its lands 
taken care ofby "voluntary" community 
labor assessed from each kin group. 
Certain ptivileges might also be granted a 
ruler, like a proportion of booty taken in 
war. Annual com,ibutions of precious 
materials or clothing or fuel, nominally for 
the public glorification of ci1e community, 
could also enter me picture. Supplies for 
military forces and che construction of 
public structures also had co be produced 
by a version of tribute. 

A major codex (native book), the 
Mendoza, written immediately after the 
Conquest, gives detailed claca on the vast 
quantities of all sorts of materials-both 
common and precious-chat were coliecl 
ed co fund and fuel Aztec government. 
Thousands of people were supported out 
of the tribute-clerks, archivists, priests, 
archi teccs, engineers, military leaders, ser
vants for the lords, and so on. 
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Assessments were levied according to 

Keilh Henderson's drawing lhal shows lhe 
arrival ol Azlec lax collectors an lhe Gull Coast 
catches bolh lhe deference thal hod to be 
shown lo lhem and lhe fear of incurring !heir 
displeasure. 

each region 's ability to produce-gold 
dust from some areas, cotton from the 
warmer aglicultural territories where it 
was grown, and liquor from where the 
agave plant flourished. Local and then 
regional authorities had co obtain from the 
people and send up the tribute chain 
whatever the central sear of government 
demanded, in addition to a percentage 
taken tO suppon the local apparatus of 
rule. The tax collector was no doubt as 
dreaded then as now, especially by the 
common people on whom the final bur
den of payment reseed. 

The Matricula de Tribufos, onolher Aztec lisl, 
illustrates lhe political symbolism involved in 
lhe rilualized poymenl ol tribule. Every item 
ticked off signaled submission to superior 
power, just os must hove been the case when 
lhe Zenillites turned over lheir lribute lo the 
lomonile king. 
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The Book of M ormon speaks of o similar 

system of payments. Mosioh 19: 15 (see 

also 19:22) describes the Lomonite overlords 

demanding of the Zeniffites "one half of all 

they possessed, one half of their gold, and their 

silver, and all their precious things" as "tribute 

lo the king of the Lomonites from year to year." 

Their own king, Noah, hod already put o heavy 

tax on his own people to support himself and 

his courtiers and priests, and to build "many 

elegant and spacious buildings" (Mosioh 11 :8; 

see 1 1 :6-7). Mosioh 22:7 and l O mention 

paying o regular tribute of wine, plus on ex1ro 

amount as o present to the lomonite garrison 

outside the city of Lehi-Nephi at the time when 

Limhi and his people escaped. Note loo King 

Benjamin's emphasis that in his kingly role he 

hod not taxed his people, implying that he was 

not like typical kings in that regard. 

Nephite rulers were thought to hove "pos

sessed" (see Alma 8: 7) their villages and cities, 

and no doubt the some concept prevailed 

among the Lomonites. King Benjamin's concept 

was that the Lord hod given his people to him 

(see Mosioh 1: 10). Surely the possessor would 

be justified in being reimbursed for his costs 

from those given to him by deity. Such taxes 

would hove been used to support, at one point 

in time, the "thousands of those, yea, and tens 

of thousands, who do ... sit in idleness" of the 

center of government al Zorohemlo (Alma 

60:22), according to the chorge by Captain 

Moroni1• Giddionhi, the head of the Gadionton 

secret society, was blunt about wonting a piece 

of the adion, as modern parlance would put ii. 

He wrote to the Nephite ru ler, Lochoneus, that 

"I hope that ye will deliver up your lands and 

your possessions, without the shedding of 

blood, that . . . my people may recover their 

rights and government" (3 Nephi 3: 10). niose 

rights obviously included control of the posses

sions mentioned and involved the receipt ol 

tribute.18 

When the Spaniards <onquered the Aztecs, as 
for o.s <ommoners were <oncerned tittle 
<hanged politi<olly. Collectors still extracted 
goods from the producers and those materials 
disappeared upward in the governmental 
pyramid. The only difference was that Cortez 
now sol on tho throne. This S<ene shows the 
Tlox<olan lineage heads greeting ond 
submitting to the <onqueror, on oct <onlirmed 
by the material goods offered. 

r., ,, A ,10 r,, ,, r,· 

Types and amounts of tribute ore listed in this 
tabulation from the Codex Mendoza. One 
province, for example, hod lo submit onnuolly 
lo the capital 12,800 clooks, 1600 loin doths, 
1600 women's tunics, 32,000 bundles of 
paper, 8000 bowls, and lour bins of maize 
ond beans. 
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This unusual method ol confinement among 
the Mayo could recoil the situation of Abinodi, 
the Book of Mormon prophet who was sloin by 
burning. Perhaps he was restrained like this 
when •they took him ond bound him, ond 
scourged his skin with faggots" (Mosioh 
17:13). 

Jail in Zinoconton, Chiopos, a generation ago 
hod not changed significantly lrom sMeenth 
century prortice os shown in the Aztec 
representation. Larger prison s!ructures were 
probably used in large centers of population. 
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Courts, Justice, 
and Punishment 

0 
ne of the primary duties of a ruler 
was LO sercle d isputes among his 
people. Sometimes dJat could be 

done by him personally, but in a popula
tion of much size, he would not have rime 
to deal with every contlicr. Judges were 
delegated to carry out that duty. 

Cortez, for example, described the 
situation at the great market in the Aztec 
capital: "There is in this square a very 
large building, like a Court of Justice, 
where there are always ren or rwelve per
sons, sitting as judges, and delivering 
their decisions upon all cases which arise 
in Lhe markets."79 In public assemblies, 
the Spaniards observed native police offi
cers with pine cudgels who enforced 
order if required to do so by the 
authorities. 

In modern times, at Zinacantan, a 
Maya center in highland Chiapas thar has 
been extensively studied and where much 
of the ancient pattern of thought and liv
ing continues, a rather similar judicial pat
tern prevailc;. Four judges sit during each 
day on a bench in from of the civic build
ing making themselves available to plain
tiffs, who arrive bearing a gift of rum. If 
the officials consider a plea worthy, they 
send their police (the mayores) to bring 
in r.he defendant. There follows a trial that 
goes Uke this: "The defendant appears, 
also with a botde of rum, bows to the offi
cials, and presents his defense. Usually, 
both parties, accompanied by relatjves 

that are known to be ·good talkers' who 
serve as 'lawyers,' all talk at once and one 
wonders how in the ensuing pandemoni
um a judgment is ever reached."8-0 

The task of judges in Mesoamerican 
communities was and is, if possible, to 
restore harmony co the community.at In 
clear-cut cases, repayment of damages to 
the injured party might be a suffidem 
solution. The punishmem turns out co be 
a social, not jusr an individual, matter, for 
any fine would acwall)' be paid by the 
offender's kin group and would be distrib
uted to the kin of the plaintiff. l f the 
judges could nor reach a decision, they 
mjghc reson to exhortation or verbal chas
tisement to both parties in an effort to 

calm the situation down. A variety of 
harsher punishmentS, ranging from jail co 
execution (in pre-Spanish days) were also 
available. Moral crimes as well as civil 
offenses were dealt with. Adultery, for 
example, called for the death penalty in 
certain cases or a fine under other 
conditions. 

lt is not dear whether there were pro
fessional lawyers in ancient times. The 
Spaniards did nor let the native courts 
continue, so little is known about their 
actual operations. But judges very likely 
were appointed for given terms. not for 
life, so tl1ey must have relied upon some 
sores of legal experts who might be 
thought of as lawyers. 

Scenes showing bound prisoners ore 
plentiful in Mesoamerican ort. Some 
were dearly war prisoners, but 
ofhers were criminals 
detained for triol. 
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J
udges were, of course, preeminent figures 
in Nephite government. The aim of 
Nephite jurisprudence was more often to 

produce renewed harmony than to execute 
vengeance, which is similar to what we know 

of Mesoomericon cultures. In the dispufes 
that ore described in detail, the authority fig

ure could offer to accept a compromise by 

which punishment could be avoided (see, for 
instance, Mosioh 7: 10-1 ). In policy disagree

ments, the some desire for compromise is 

shown more often than not (consider the 
Morionton-Lehi conflict in Alma 50:25-36). 
Book of Mormon discussions of trials ore 
incomplete, but correspondences lo Jewish 

legal thinking and procedures ore dis
ployed.81 Religion, os we might exped, ployed 

more of o role than in modern, secular 
jurisprudence. (See, for example, Mosioh 

1 7-8; Alma l: 10-5; l 0: 13-6.) 
Prisons and prisoners (both civil and mili

tary) ore mentioned (for example, see Alma 
14: 17 and 3 Nephi 5:4). Routine executions 
were carried out by unspecified means (see, 

for example, Alma 2: l; 62:9), but ritual exe
cutions were done in bizarre ways: ( 1) on top 

of a hill "between the heovens and the earth" 

(Alma l : l S); (2) by burning malefactors {see, 
for example, Alma 14:8; 17: 13; 25:5); (3) 
by hanging from the top of o tree, where

upon the tree was cut down (see 3 Nephi 
4:28); and (4) by costing into wild animal 
dens (see 4 Nephi 1 :33). 

~00e00 0 67. 

Aztec punishments included stoning, o form of public participatory execution coiled for in the low of Moses, said to be 
followed by the Nephites. 

In on Aztec court o panel of lour judges is shown observing different modes of elewlion, as seen in sketches mode by 
Fother Sohogun's informants. 
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Masks like this from the south <oost of the 
Mexican stole of Guerrero hove been 
interpreted by some os evidence for o jaguar 
cult, or perhaps o military order with the 
jaguar os guardian spirit. In Olmec times, 
corresponding with the Jaredile period ol the 
Book of Mormon, the power of the jaguar was 
widely admired, yet feared. The imagery 
continued to Aztec times. Cedlio Klein hos 
observed, •Most Aztec masks mus1 be 
understood os advertisements of and tools to 
maintain ond augment the material 
odvontoges of the ruling classes."" 

Secret Groups 

H
isrorical sources indicate that 
secret or&>anizations have existed 
in many parts of the world. They 

have raken many forms, but cheir shared 
incent has been co provide panicipanrs 
with assisrance in undertakings ac odds 
with public norms of conduct. 
Mesoamerica had its share. 

The internal social structure o f long
distance merchants among the Aztecs ac 
rhe Lime of rhe Spanish Conquest provides 
an example. They had their own deities 
and rites co comfort and suppon them on 
the road; they mucuall)' protected their 
economic secrets and contacts, in rhe 
fashion o f the medieval guilds of Europe; 
and they passed secret imelligence to each 
other about exotic lands that they pene
trated and tO a degree shared the same 
with the Aztec war mad1ine. 

Military orders were another rype of 
quasi-secret society; their members- · 
cledicared super-warriors, so co speak
foughr rogeLher as a unit in banle but in 
peace supported each Others ' ambitions 
tor power and influence. There is also evi
dence for the existence of little-known 
secret cults associated with the night, per
haps jaguars, and caves or lairs in isolared 
wilderness spors. In cent.ra.l Mexico the god 
Tezcatlipoca, the arch-sorceror who was 

associated wi th darkness, the night, and che 
jaguar, may have had a particular link co 
culwrally subversive groups. The pattern 
seems co go back a very long time. Some of 
these elements in society were manifest in 
colonial Limes and righr up until recently, 
bur by their clandestine narure it is now 
impossible LO ]earn much about chem.83 

VISUALIZING BOOK Of MORMON LIFE 

Nephites ond lomonites went through peri

ods when secret groups were powerful 
ond subversive of the regular political order 
(see Helomon 7:4). Their prototype wos o 

secret order among the Joredites that doted os 
for bock os the second millennium B.C. and 

claimed Near Eastern inspiration. From soon 
ofter the Christion ero, for example, the 
Nephite account quotes a communication 

from the chief "capo" of "the secret society of 
Godionton" who claimed that his "society and 

the works thereof I know to be good; ond they 
ore of ancient dote and they hove been hand
ed down unto us" (3 Nephi 3:9). At the very 

end of Nephite history, this revived secret 
order, called the robbers of Godionton, 
become so influential lhot they occupied their 
own lands ond mounted their own armies on o 

por with those of the Nephites and Lomonites 
(see 4 Nephi 1 :46; Mormon 2:8, 28). 

A remarkable photographic record of underground cultic activity in modem Yucoton wos mode 
a generation ago. This picture hints at some of the ritual long ogo prodlced in secret or sacred 
cove sites. Underground was associated w~h the jaguar in pre-Hispanic times. 

Bandits would seek out for their bases inolcessible locations where they could be lree from 
control meosures by conventional society. The relation is illustrated in this picture from hills of 
the northerly end of the Centro! Depression of Chiapos. Major settlements lie in the river volley 
seen in the middle distance. 
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Foreign Relations 

'R areJy were there extensive political 
structures in Mesoamerica that 
could justifiably be calJed empires 

or even geographically extensive kingdoms. 
A city-state dominating itS region was the 
more frequent political arrangement. With 
competing polities in close proximity, 
what we think of aS foreign relations 
were frequent concerns. 

Even large political blocs like the Aztec 
so-called empire actually was composed of 
distinct political systems that had once exist
ed as independent governmentS. When sub
sidiary unlrs were conquered, the ovedords 
simply left the existing government in place, 
after obtaining a pledge of subservience 
from the top local chief. Thus such impe1ial 
government as there was consisted of the 
central city dealing with lesser kingdoms in 
a son of foreign relations mode. 

Where two societies were formally 
independent of each other (no matter that 
one might be dramatically bigger than the 
other), relationships were governed by two 
considerations-war or the threat of war, 
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and trade access. The Tlaxcalans, located 
only a few miles east of the Aztec heart
land, successfully defended their autonomy 
for centuries against their formidable rivals. 
The cwo dealt only in terms of current or 
potential warfare. (It was Cortez's ability co 
cap inco that old rival1y that availed him of 
the native Tlaxcalan manpower and cultur
al knowledge that allowed him ultimately 
to defeat Montezuma's Aztecs.) 

'freaties, alliances, cruces, ambassadors, 
spies, and appointments for war were all 
known cultural forms for relations between 
societies. ln some cases, maniages were 
consummated between ruling fami.lles in 
separate societies to help cement peaceful 
reJarions. 

Typically, societies were happy to leave 
their neighbors alone politically and mili
tarily so long as they could count on not 
being attacked and so long as their mer
chants had freedom co circulate across 
boundaries. 

Sometimes, nevertheless, ambition for 
greater tribute payments would combine 
with the sheer desire to exercise domi
nance and lead to wars of conquest. 
Ethnic prejudice also contributed. 

The sketch on the left is on artist's sperulotion 
os to what the scene on Lo Vento Stelo 3 moy 
hove shown originally. Persons from IWo 
distinct ethnic groups ore seen in some sort of 
ceremonial meeting. Some hove supposed that 
the Jewish-looking moo on the right 
represents o people who hod gained control 
over the other folk. The dote of the stelo, in 
the vi<inity of 600 a.c., mokes some loiter-day 
Saints wonder if this representation involves 
the arrival of Mulek from the land of Israel 
(see Omni l: 1 ~ and Helo man 6: l O; 
compare the loces on the Alvarado stelo on 
page 110). 

Rulers or their representatives regularly mode 
diplomatic visits, during which terms of 
dominance, subservience, or cooperation were 
negotiated. These vi.sits usually involved o fair 
amount of ritual, and presents were often given. 
Mayo vases, like this one from Neboj, 
Guatemala, dating to the late Classic period, 
sometimes picture these visits. 
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This artist's drawing of Totonoc representatives 
welcoming Cortez os he arrived on the Gull 
Coos! conveys how even strange or unknown 
dignituries were treated if they appeared 
strong-with o measure of respect and signs 
of peoce. 

A failure of the usual foreign policy of 
negotiation could, of course, result· in harsh 
meosures ogoinS1 a rival ruler. That may be 
whoi is shown on this monument from lzopo, 
on the Mexico-Guotemolo border; it dotes lo 
the first century s.c. (Or it might represent 
some event in on ancient tole; note Ether 
8:11-2.) 



A todex shows o notive ombossodor sent by 
Cortez to meet with Tioxcolon lords os his 
conquering ormy odvonces toword the Aztec 
copilol. Above, on Olmec monument from lo 
Vento that is 2000 years older suggests o similar 
concept, in the judgment of some observers. 
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I n the Book of Mormon, relationships 

omong the Lomonite kings ore varied ond 
instructive. Whot is soid is compatible with 
Mesoomericon patterns. The head king of the 

Lomonites sent No proclamation throughout 
oil the land, amongst oil his people who 

were in oil his land/ (Alma 22:27) consisting 
of many subordinate kingdoms, thot Nephite 

missionaries could go where they wished ond 
not be harmed nor hindered (see Almo 

28: 1- 2). In o direct encounter with his son 

Lamoni, king in the lond of lshmoel, the great 
king first commanded his son to slay Ammon, 

Lomoni's Nephite mentor, but loter, when 
forced to it, he granted that his son be com

pletely independent (see Alma 20: 14, 26). 
When Lamoni hod to deal with the king of 
the land of Middoni, another subordinate 
kingdom, his approach was flattery on the 
one hond (see Alma 20:4) ond pleading on 

the other (see Almo 20:7). Obviously there 
were o number of patterned possibilities in 

dealings between kingdoms. 
Between Lomoniles and their long-term 

rivals, the Nephites, several diplomatic mecha

nisms ore seen. Oaths were considered 
binding across the boundaries of societies 
(see Mosioh 20: 14; Alma 44:8). Activities of 

ambassadors and negotiations ore pictured 
in the Book of Mormon account (for example, 

see Alma 52:20). Treaties were also mode 
(see Mosioh 7:21 i Mormon 2:28) . Appoint
ment for bottle is illustrated in Mormon 

6:2- 3. lntermorrioge os o possible instrument 
of statesmanship is illustrated in Almo 17:24 
ond 47:35. Conquerors might also slay on 
opposing leader ond rovoge his city (see 
Helomon 1 :20-2; Alma 47:33, note "spore 

the people of the city"). 
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War 
Overview 

M
ore often than not, war was a 
matter of ritual more than of 

combat. Conflict was carried on 
so consistently thaL it, rather than peace, 

was viewed as the basic condition for soci
ety and abour as inevitable as planting 

crops or engaging in sex. Each of the three 
activities was fraught wi1h danger, but 
more threatening than fighting or planting 

or sex as such was the possibility of acting 
.inappropriaLely in those processes. Doing 

any of the three improperly could upset 
the sacred balance in the universe. So war 
was approached as a delicate emergency 

in which the role of sacred powers muse 
be t.-arefully planned for and, if possible, 
controlled. That required ritual. 

As among many other American 
Indian cultures, and in fact throughout 

ancient civilizations generally, most mili
tary engagements tended to boil down co 
individual contests. There were rudimen

tary general scaffs and a bit of straregic 

planning, training exercises, and propa
ganda, but the army as a corporate entity 
was secondary. In the final analysis, war 
was not so much a series of battles 
between organized societies as it was a 

summalion of the struggles of single men 
against ocher Jone combatants. Ir was con

sidered that if enough personal confronta
tions were won by one side, then they had 

won the battle. Still it \\'as not mere indi
vidual strength, skill, and zeal that were 
decisive. Each Lwo-person engagement 

was seen as a vehicle for the expression of 
divine will; if the gods w ished LO give vic

tory to one man, and thus co one side, 
then so it would be. The combatants were 
working out the determination of the 

supernatural powers, one personal dash 
at a time. 

lL was crucial to learn the gods' inten

tions when planning war. Several modes of 
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concacting rhe supernatural could be tried. 
Astro logical indicators were often consult
ed to set a date for an attack, a prophet or 

seer might have been consulted co learn 
where and how co deploy forces, holy 

images or icons were carried onco the baL
rlefield, priests accompanied each expedi
tion to implore sacred favor even during 

battle, and a bacde leader or his honorific 
representative-a person chosen by 

deity co lead his favored people-was the 
head of government. Sacrificial thanks to 

divinity necessarily followed a victory; 
ritual sorrow and apology for whatever 
sins had been at fault sprang from defeat. 

Obtaining slaves made little economic 
sense, but taking captives to humiliate, 
execute, or sacrifice d1em was routine.ss It 

was not common for a conqueror to force 
his detailed religious system on a subject 

people; there may have been no religious 
wars in the medieval European sense, 
although the possibility remains.86 

Socierles in mainstream Mesoamerican civ
iliz.atlon did, however, have the cultural 
decency, if clefeatecl, to add key gods of 

the conquerors to their local pantheon as 
a sign of rheir subservience. In the worst 

of circumstances, the conquerors slaugh
tered the people and burned and looted 
their property, but conquest's usual out

come was linle more than the conquered 
people's promising not to rebel anew and 

to pay tribute assessments faithfully. 
Part of the pattern is illustrated in tl1e 

Old Testament. In 2 Chronicles 36:2-3, for 
instance, we read that "Jehoahaz was twenty 
and three years old when he began co reign, 

and he reigned three months in Jerusalem 
[and presumably made trouble]. And the 
king of Egypt put hjm down at Jerusalem, 

and condemned the land in (i.e., co pay
ment o~ an hundred talents of silver and a 

talent of gold [as punitive tribute!." 

This pair of west Melito figurines set in o 
combat posture epitomizes Mesoomericon 
warfare. Neither fancy formations of warriors 
nor efficient weapons were fhought to 
determine the outcome of the conflid so much 
os the will of the gods. For that reason, the 
de<orative emblems that a warrior donned 
were nor just to show off, nor to in.spire fear, 
nor simply for prodicol protedion. They were o 
demonstrolion of, or appeal for, divine 
protection ond strength. 
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Nearly everything the Book of Mormon 

tells us about warfare agrees with the 
picture just sketched. The sacred element in 

war is mode especially clear. It wos the 
Nephites' custom to appoint os military lead
ers those who #hod the spirit of revelation 

and also prophecy" (3 Nephi 3: 19); ond 
prophets were asked for specific military 

guidance (see Alma 43:23---4; 48: 16). 
Combatants credited their God for success in 
bottle (see Alma 44:3-4; Alma 43:50; 
46: 16- 21 ). Human sacrifice and even 

cannibalism were associated with warfare 

(see Mormon 4:14 and Moroni 9:7- 10). 
Personal combat, particularly between lead

ers, was crucial (see Ether 14:30; 15:27- 32; 
Words of Mormon 1: I 3; Alma 2: 16, 29-33) . 
Meanwhile, slrategy os a means to winning 

bottles was looked down on or seldom 
employed (see Alma 43:30; 52:21 ). Bottles 

were sometimes scheduled, probably based 
on colendrical or astrological considerations 
(see Alma 2: 15- 6; Mormon 6:2-5; compare 

Alma 52: 1- 2) .'1 
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Typilolly on Aztec expeditionary ormy 
numbered opproximolely eighr rhousond men. 
Special military orders were on permanenl 
service and served os the shod< troops; men 
qualified for them by !he number of captives 
rhey hod taken and lhe valor al their deeds. 
Eolh city had its own army, which marched 
under a common banner. Men from the some 
word or sector in o city formed subunits in o 
municipal army. A squad was made up of four 
radical units, each with lour or five men in it.• 
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Military Organization 

The vast majority of warriors in 
Mesoamerican units were militia
men. That is, rhey were common 

citizens who left their homes and regular 
activities LO go off to war with their neigh
bors in hometown unitS. Among the mili
taristic Aztecs and others of the most war
like peoples near the time of the Spanish 
Conquest, certain special units were com
posed of essentially full-time professional 
soldJers, but thar was not generall)' the 
case. However, some milit ia leaders no 
doubt spent much more time and energy 
in preparation for miHcary campaigns than 
common soldJers did. 

Uniforms, particularly colorful head
gear, distinguished e-<1ch unit (or at least the 
leaders). Just as ar home, some fearures of 
everyday costumes worn by soldiers proba
bly distinguished the inhabirants of one 
community or region from those living 
elsewhere. Of course all the men in a given 
unit spoke the same dialect. Leaders may 
have been more resourceful linguistically in 
order co inLernct with unit leaders from 
other areas, but then at home they likely 
dealt wiLh a wider range of people in the 
marketplace or policJcally alread}~ 

Given the mass public source of man
power, most ururs were essentially dupli
cates of each ocher in function, although 
there were some units special ized by 

weaponry, such as slingers and bowmen. 
Amassing a larger army meant mainly 
bringing together more bodies, not wider 
expertise. Overall command was in Lhe 
hands of officer~ appointed by Lhe central, 
overall ruler. Their aJms and viewpoinr 
were noc as lo<.-alized as those of the militia 
leaders. Moliv-aLion and experience as 
political leaders, not practiced combat abil
ities or special skills, probably were what 
distinguished leaders from those they led. 

When approaching a batLle, no doubt 
a general strategy of action was laid om to 
govern battlefield eventualities, but in the 
heal of attack or defense, changes in plans 
probably could not be communicated very 
effectively from rhe overall commander to 

his units. Weakness in the technology of 
communications hindered any attempt to 

send signals to units in battle beyond flags 
or standards, shouting, and hand signals. 

Supplies were obcaJncd in rwo ways. 
Some necessilies, such as e>.1r<1 weapons, 
were brought from the home base. A sup
port camp moved along with the armed 
units. It consisted of less able warriors, 
servants, or slaves as bearers, plus the fam
ilies of some of the soldJers. Their women 
prepared food in the field for the troops 
much as they would have done at home. 
Food carried along was supplemented by 
requiring local leaders of the unfortunate 
populace through whose a1-e-<1 the troops 
moved to provide whatever was needed, 
as a kind of war ca.x on the locals. 

AZTEC MI LI TA RY OR GANIZATION 

UNIT 

Combined Aztec Anny 

LEADER ROLE 

King-Commander in Chief 
Commanding General 

Army of City . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . ?Chief Captain 

Army of "Ward" . .. .. ... ............. .... .. .. . 

Unit of 400 

Unit of200 

Unit of 100 

Squad 

'lactical Uolt 

............................... 

?Captain 

Veteran Warrior 

Veteran warrior 

Veteran Warrior 

Veteran Warrior 

Veteran Warrior 
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The Book of Mormon mentions features of 
military organization that sound 

Mesoomericon: (1) the strength and skill of 
individual warriors ore the key to victory (see, 

for example, Alma 52:3 1) rather than overall 
numbers, organization, or strategy; (2) using 

the plural word armies os well os the singular 
army (for example, compare Alma 52:20 and 
51 :30) indicates in some coses the combin

ing of regional groups, each constitu1ing on 
army, to form o complex host of armies; (3) 

the lock of extensive training and the brittle 
nature of military leadership comes through 
in places in the text like Alma 48:5 and 

49:25, where the slaying of leaders produced 
chaos in the ranks; (4) the comp accompany

ing on army is mentioned several limes (for 
example, see Alma 4 9: 12); (5) dependence 

on supply columns from the home oreo is 
also indicated (see Alma 55:34; 57:8- 10). 

Of particular note regarding organization 
is Mormon's account of the final Nephite 
bottle. He refers to twenty-three different units 
of ten thousand that were destroyed: "And 

Lamoh hod fallen with his ten thousand; and 
Gilgal hod fa llen with his ten thousand," and 

so on (Mormon 6: 14). In later Mexico, simi
lar language was used about leaders and 

their units of ten thousond.89 Furthermore, 
among the Tloxcolon forces at the time of 
Cortez, o commander often lied his "great 

standard" or identifying banner to his own 
bock, so tho1 his men could visually follow 

him. That custom recoils Captain Moroni 1's 
use of the title of liberty flag to rally his fol
lowers (see Alma 46: 12, 19-21 ).IIO 

M111r1 1r 01r.,•1r ,,r10 ,, 

Great Aztec leaders shown in !his scene from 
!he Codex Mendota ore dressed in their 
distinctive garb, which diSlinguished their 
hometown, ethnic affiliation, and individual 
honors won in bottle. 
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Glyphs on on observotory known os Mound J 
al Monie Alban, Oaxaca, (after 200 B.t) show 
human heads up.side down to denote towns 
conquered by the rulers of Monte Albon. Some 
scholars see those rulers as having originated 
in Chiapas.11 Their expansion from south of the 
isthmus into the more northerly portion of 
Mesoamerico recoils the migration documented 
in Helomon 3:3-S, which 0<curred a little 
before lhe Christion era. 

A S<ene from the Cuicatec Codex Fernondez. 
Leal depicts different aspecls of a minor battle. 
A lorlifted hill is being attacked as 
reinforcements arrive by back trails. They ore 
probably militiomen reporting directly from 
their homes. 
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Battle and Conquest 

A
s already indicated, Mesoamerican 
warfare generally was charactedzed 
by what appears co modern 

observers co be disorganized confusion. 
An enemy attack was often more what we 
might call a raid than planned, pitched 
combat. There was esteem to be gained by 
exhibiting individual aces of valor; to help 
,;vin a battle was of secondary significance 

Heavy vegetation and broken terrain, 
at least in many parts of Mesoamerica, con· 
ttibuted to confusion on the battlefield. 
Whal \\.'aS happening to units other than 
one's own probably couldn't be observed 
veLy well. In any case, a commander 's 
place was at the from, in the middle of the 
aclion, literally lea<ljng his men. So wirhout 
close coordination, once a battle began, 
the outcome was a summation of what 
happened in personal conflicts. 

The strategic aim of battle was not co 
destroy the enemy force bm to compel 
them to abandon the fighr. Of course there 
may have been men involved who enjoyed 

slaying for itself, but the cultural norm was 
to stop che destruction as soon as both 
sides recognized the victory of one over 
the other. At thac point, vicLOrs as well as 
vanquished pulled back and tried co 
restore peace. The vicrorious army then 
took key prisoners or perhaps killed a few 
symbolic leaders, especially if they had a 
record of rebellion. They burned one or 
more temples as a means of demonstrating 
the superiority of the winners' gods and 
then retired from the field after ensuring 
that a hefty tribute would be delivered. 

Despite this pattern of ritual combat 
and posturing that characterized most 
Mesoamerican fighting, systematic slaugh· 
ter with heavy casualties was not unknown. 
lxdil:xochitl, the Aztec chronicler, cla.imecl 
that the TuJtecas under Topiltzin lost 
5,600,000 slrun over a three-year petiod.91 
Although small-scale tactics dominated 
battle action, large-scale Strategy ,vas signifi
cant in certrun cases. The careful planrung 
of defensive fortificalions and cullivation of 
allies, for instance, allowed both the 
Thrascans and Tlaxcalans to avoid for gen
erations falling co Aztec conquest. 



VISUAUZING BOOK OF MOR~ION LIFE 

A majority of the military adions report

ed in the Book of Mormon involved 

little or no combat but rather threats and 

acting out.92 Very typical of Mesoamerico is 

the pattern reported in Mosioh 19: 12-5. In 

the face of a raid in force by the Lomon

ites, the outnumbered Zeniffites put up little 

resistance. Some of their men fled but were 

finally forced to surrender and pay an 

extortionate tribute. Almo1's people likewise 

hod to toke a pacifying stance when o 

Lomonite-Amulonite force stumbled upon 

their land of Helom (see Mosioh 23:25-6). 

The some phenomenon, on a much larger 

scale, was evident when the Lomonites led 

by Coriontvmr7 caught the defenders of 

Zorohemlo off balance and conquered 

them quickly (see Helomon l: 14- 22). The 

Lomonite attacks on Ammonihoh were of 

the some ilk (see Alma 16:2-3 and 

49: 1- 25). 
In contrast, Amolickioh's ambitious pion 

for conquest of the narrow neck of land 

and Moroni1's thoughtful defensive scheme 

involved grand strategy, contrary to the 

general rule (see Alma 51 :22-30). And, 

obviously, the fina l slaughter of hundreds of 

thousands of Nephites in the fourth century 

B A TT LE A/I D Co ,,· (/ u&S T 

From the Codex Mendoza we see the torching 
of temples, the culminating act of conquest in 
pre-Hispanic Mexico. 

The throbbing confusion of hand-to-hand 
bottle is shown dramatically in this mural ot 
Bonompak near the border al Mexico and 
Guatemala. It dotes to about A.O. 800. 

was out of character, although not without 

parallel in the Mesoomericon tradition. 

The political importance of towers in 

the Book of Mormon mode them on obvi

ous military target. The prototype for the 

Joredites was the "great tower" in Meso

potamia (Ether l :3, 33; compare Genesis 

11 :4). Not surprisingly, when Moroni1's 

army smashed the forces of the king-men, 

the rebel leaders "were compelled to hoist 

the title of liberty upon their towers" (Alma 

5 1 :20; compare 46:36), perhaps. ofter the 

sacred houses atop the towers were 

burned. 
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Weapons and Armor 

M
esoamcrican weaponry gives the 
appeal'ance of being less efficient 
than 1hat o( say, the Romans with 

their- abundam metal armaments. BUL the 
appearance is deceptive, for de-.tch was as 
effectivel}1 dealt out in the one place as 
in the other. When il came co butchery, 
simple technology seems to have been 
sufficient if nm efficient. 

The most fearsome piece in the 
armory was the obsidian-edged sword. 
This device was used for over cwent)•-five 
hundred years. IL consisted of a flat hard
wood dub with grooves in the edges into 
which razor-sharp fragments of obsidian or 
volcanic glass were inserted and glued. 
The Spaniards were horrified by its power. 
They learned to their dismay that a single 
blow with one of these weapons could 
sever the head of a horse or, of course, a 
man. Being boch effecrive and quite cheap 
LO make, this macuahuitl (the Aztec 
name; the Spaniards called ir simply 
"sword") was the insrrument most often 
wielded in Mesoamerican fighting. 

In close combat, knives whose blades 
were chipped from obsidian came into 
play. Some of those were almost big 
enough to qualify as swords. There were 
also axes of several shapes and a variety of 
dubs. Several types of spears-one aJso 
lined at the point with obsidian chips-or 
javelins were included in che repertoire of 
weapons. 

The bow and arrow were in use too, 
although the Mesoame1ican bow was not 
as sophisticated as rhe best ones in the 
Old World. For long-clistance firepower, 
the atlatl, or spear-Lhrower, was used. le 
functioned as an extension of the user 's 
arm. The end of a long arrow or smaU 
spear was bu reed against a carved projec
cion at the end of this stick, and the arrow 
was propelled as the device was swung 
forward. IL achieved greater velocity and 
range because the thrower's arm was, in 
effect, eighteen inches o r so longer than 
the man's arm alone. While the spear
thrower was known very anciently in both 
the Old and New Worlds as a hunting 
device, it was in Mesoamerica where it 
c-ame to be used most widely in warfare. 

There was some use of mecal, mainl)' in 
axes, but it was not a frequently used and 

certalnl)' noc a decisive material. One rea
son may be that the Mesoamelicans' kn<>wl
edge of metallurgy could not produce long
lasting cun.ing edges. Or the c.lifficulcy or 
cost of preparing metal weapons may have 
prevented cheir wide use. 

Armor was also in widespread use. 
The most common type seems to have 
been a garmem composed of two layers of 
doth. quilted, between which salt, kapok, 
or some other buffering substance had 
been placed. Various other devices were 
also used-shields, breastplates, and head
gear including helmecs.9·t The Spaniards 
found a few nalive chiefs who possessed 
cenain irems o f am1or made with meLal 
plates, but since that seemed to have been 
of gold (alloy?), perhaps it was for mainly 
ceremonial, noc practical. purposes. 

VISUALIZING BOOK Of MOUION LIFE 

A II the weopons employed in notive 
Mesoomerico moy be referred to in the 

Book of Mormon. Often the connections ore 
obvious (for exomple, "speors," Almo 17:7). 
Certain other nomes of weapons in thot text 
(for example, "oxe" ond "sword") leave us 

unclear in both the Nephite record, os in 
Spanish descriptions of native weapons !hot 

speak, voguely, about the appearance and 
function of the mentioned weapons. Yet 

enough plausible motchups ore opporent thot 
seeing Mesoomerican weapons gives us valu

able dues lo understand those of the 
Nephites. 95 

Given the generally tropical climate of 
this land (see Almo 51 :33), more often than 
not the worriers described in the Book of 

Mormon went on their campaigns with little 
clothing (note Almo 3:5 and 44: 18). 
However, armor was donned when combat 

was imminent. Noteworthy in comparison 
with Mesoamerica ore the "very thick gar

ments" worn as armor by the Lomonites and 
Nephites (Almo 49:6; see 43: 19- 20). 

An interesting statement is found in Alma 

49: 19 where the Nephiles ore soid lo hove 
been "costing over . .. orrows" at the enemy 

on lhe other side of a fortification (see also 
Alma 49:4). The arrows used with bows 
would not hove been "cast," but the verb 

would be correct if applied to the larger 

projediles propelled by Mesoamerican 
spear-throwers. 



A figurine of Lole Pre-Classic age (the late cenluries e.c. to ~.o. 300) 
from wesl Mexico pidures a man preparing lo use his sling lo cast a 
stone. Of course the sling was spun in a tirde over the warrior's 
head before one side of the leather holder was released lo allow rhe 
projectile to sall towatd its mark. 

VllAPO liS dft'D dR.NQJ 

A beautiful museum specimen of on Aztec warrior's spear-lhrower is 
seen in one photograph, and lhe other shows lhe inlricole detail of 
the hook against which the butt of lhe arrow or spear rested. Masi 
atlatls would have looked much more workaday, of course. 

An ortisl's sketch of a hunter about to 
lhraw an atlatl dart illustrates how that 
instrument functioned. 
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An artist's perspedive drawing displays how a 
drainage system was turned into a moot that 
enclosed o fortress at the site of Edzna in the 
Slate of Compeche. It dates to about the time 
of the final Nephite wars, although surely not 
o Nephite construction. 
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Fortifications 

N
ot many years ago archaeologiscs 
were confident that very rarely 
were sites in pre-Spanish Meso

america fortified. The lasL rwenty-five years 
have seen a huge body of data come co 
light co che contrary. We now know of over 
three hundred places rhac were fortified or 
sited in relation co proceccive terrain, and 
they date from no later than 1000 B.c. up 
co the Spanish Conquesc.96 lnstead of 
being the rarity it was considered a few 
years back, military fortification now 
appears co have been a normal cultural 
pattern for Mesoamerica with many inter
esting variations. 

The most basic form was begun b}' 
digging a dry moat. The earth from the 
excavation was thrown up to form an 
inner embankment. Atop that a palisade 
of tree crunks 1.vas erected. The combined 
moat and bank provided defenders a 
downward sloping field of fire for their 
weapons that gave them substantial 
advantage over attackers. When Cortez 
crossed southern Mexico on his way to 
conquer Honduras, he discovered con
str uctions just Like this on the southern 
Gulf Coast of Mexico. l n rhe 1970s, work 

by David Webster for Tulane University 
showed examples of precisely the same 
setup in the interior Yucatan Peninsula 
that were built between A.D. 250 and 450, 
Ocher. still earller, examples have since 
shown that this is both an old and 
presumably an effective mode of site 
defense. 

A number of other types of fortifica
tion also existed. Vertical stone-faced walls 
sometimes exceeded the heighl of a man. 
A defensive garrison or whole settlement 
might be placed at0p a steep hill, on a dry 
spot in a swamp, or on a site panially pro
tected by the sreep bank of a scream. Walls 
of thorny brush or cactus planes could also 
be employed. 

VIS UALIZI NG BOOK OF MORMON LIFE 

The Book of Mormon describes some of 

the some forms of fortificolions. In the 
simplest type, the Nephites ''cost up dirt 

around about lo shield them" (Alma 49:2; 
see 49:4). "The highness of the bank which 
hod been thrown up, and the depth of the 

ditch which hod been dug round about" pre
vented the Lomonite enemy from climbing 
over or digging away the ridge without being 

exposed to deadly fire from above (Alma 
49: 18; 49:22). A refined form hod "works of 

timbers built up to the height of o man" 
(Alma 50:2) atop the earthen ridge. Protected 

towers were erected overlooking those pal
isades from which defenders could gain even 
more height to rain down weapons against 

attackers (see Alma 50:3-5). The original city 
of Nephi hod a stone wall around it, appar

ently modeled upon the wall at Jerusalem in 
Israel (Nephi, the city's founder, had firsthand 
knowledge of Jerusalem) (see Mosiah 22:6), 

and the Nephite armies also constructed 
small stone-walled redoubts to protect gar

risons (see Alma 48 :8). 
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Belief and Worship 
Overview 

B
elief and worship were extremely 
complex and varied in ancient 
Mesoamerica. Study by scholars of 

the material on these copies stilJ has a long 
way tO go. One reason for d1e obscuiity is 
thaL sources on the subject are limited. 
Even where Spanish wtiters-usually 
Catholic priescs-tried co understand and 
record features of native beliefs and prac
tices, we may doubt that they got every
thing clear that they were told. In fact, 
they must have got a lor wrong, nor to 
mention whole topics of which they were 
cold nothJng. For one thing, there obvious
ly were different cults-patterns of wor
ship and belief-th.at served different pur
poses for different people in different 
areas. Such variations are still far from 
straightened out, although some progress 
is being made. 

A subtle danger faces us wheo we ana
lyze ancient life using ideas from modern 
times. The conceptual category religion is 
a produce of western European chinking. 
The ancient civilizations, however-the 
Egyptians, the Hebrews, the Chinese, the 
Maya~d not separate out a category of 
human experience nor use a term equiva
lent to our term religion. For them, all of 
life involved religion, or vice versa. The 
powers of supernatural beings, beliefs 
about the origin of the world and of 
humans, moral and ethical standards, and 
certain ceremonfal conduct-what we 
mean by religion-were so Intertwined 
with the rest of life that such a formal and 
restricted category as we employ would 
have struck them as odd, if not incompre
hensible. But because readers of this vol
ume follow the Western tradition, for con
venience we lump together here informa
tion about the assortment of topics that 
we consider to constitute religion. 

When we examine the culcures of cen
tral and southern Mexico and northern 
Central America, one key point stands our. 
H. 8. Nicholson has said the following 
about the Aztecs, and the stacemenc 
applles as well to peoples throughout 
Mesoamerica: "The native societies of late 
pre-Eiispanic central Mexico were among 
rhe most highly titualized of all time. 
Religion permeated every facer of the 
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The communal noture of oncient worship 
continued to be typical among modern 
Mesoomericons in the villages until very 
recently and still is in places. A few leoders 
bore the burden of addressing the invisible 
powers on behalf of the whole community. 
Only those with strong Interest or with the 
prestige, leorning, and wealth to allow them to 
participate according to the prescribed 
standards would normally toke port. Many 
commoners were likely lo leave such matters in 
the hands of the elite, solisfied that the ritual 
necessities were being token core of on behalf 
of all, os by these three representatives in 
Zinoconton, Chiopos. 

culture. No important area of human activi
ty was entirely free from irs pervasive influ
ence, and some were almost completely 
dominated by it. ... The power and influ
ence of the priesthood was Lruly remark
able."97 Every routine activity took on a 
sacred sense for them. For instance, among 
the Aztecs maize, the mainstay of their diet, 



was considered holy, and if kernels were 
found lying on Lhe ground, Lhe finder was 
supposed Lo pick them up and make a ver
bal apology for giving insufficient respect 
to this gifc from the gods.98 Sacred maners 
were of concern always and everywhere. 

Modern descendanr.s continue rhLc; 
exu·en,e emphasis on ceremony and the 

sacred side of life. For instance, from the 
ethnographic field work of Evon Z. Vogt 
and colleagues, we. learn that for the 
Tzot7Jl Indians who inhabit Zinacantan, a 
village in highland Chiapas, "every step in 
life ... is ceremonialized: being pregnant, 
giving birth, courting, borrowing and 
repaying money. taking religious office, 
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being cured of iUness, and being buried. 
There are rhirry-four religious fiesta days 
each year, but these account for only a 
small portion of jthe total] time spent in 
ceremonial actlviry."99 

Historically, Mesoamerican sociery's 
concern with religion has been expressed 
through different complexes of belief and 
ritual that have spread from place to place 
over time or have sprung up repeatedly 
out of basic human needs. One e'<tremely 
old and widespread complex dealt with 
healing or finding the cause of good or 
bad luck; it is called shamanism. A shaman 
is a person, rypically with unusual person
aliry qualities, who believes he or she has 
received a calling from supemacural pow
ers to be an intermediary between them 
and common mortals. To make contact, 
the shaman goes into a trance, with or 
without the aid of a drug like tobacco. 
While in the trance, the shaman communi
cates key information co bystanders, such 
as a diagnosis for an iUness and its magical 
treatment. (rhe modern term shaman 
and the fullest descriptions of the practice 
of shamanism come from studies of tribal 
groups in Siberia.) These practitioners are 
known also as, or at least overlap in their 
role with, curers, witch doctors, and medi
cine men. Several sons of shamans contin
ue to function among the lease modern 
peoples in the Mesoame1ican area and 
among American Indian remnants general
ly, where they coexist with other histo1icaJ 
layers of religion. 

Alongside shamanism, or sometimes 
blended with it, were priest-led cults rhat 
acknowledged the control of supernatural 
beings over the powers of nature. 
Offerings were commonly made by these 
priests, acting on behalf of rhe community, 
to deities who were thought co control the 
sprouting and harvesting of crops and the 
reproductive powers of animals and 
humans. On the Israel of the Old 
Tesrament, this type of cult was called 
baalism.) Avoiding nature's uncertainties 
was the most obvious focus of these cults, 
yet the idea of devotion and sacrifice also 
extended to other matters, such as pleas 

for health (as a preventive alternative to 
the shaman's cures), success in war, and 
so on. At its most basic. this type of belief 
system was closely connected with magic 
in its attempt to control narnraJ events. 
(Magic supposes that rites carried out in 
imitation of a desired natural state will 
lead, or perhaps even compel, nature ro 
follow suit. For example, if crops needed 
rain, the priest poured out a liquid offer
ing as a metaphor for rain, or he made 
puffs of tobacco smoke that imitated and 
so "produced" actual clouds.) Appeals ro 
the deities might overlap with prayers and 
respect co the ancestors. Their poscmorcal 
spirits were supposed to have power to 
shape events to the good (or harm) of 
their descendants. 

Whether organized systems of belief 
and worship existed in Mesoamerica that 
were comparable co the churches known 
in later Europe and western Asia is a mat
ter of dispute. A few researchers have sug
gested the possibility, but information is 
slim for settling the matter, even after the 
difficult problem of definition has been 
struggled with. 

One key point that moderns need to 
keep in mind is that in Mesoamerican civi
lization, as in the ancient Old World, ritual 
and spiritual concerns were mainly a 
social, nm an individual, matter. Any per
son's ritual behavior and bellefs were of 
secondary concern compared with the 
group's conformity to sacred norms. 
There was a strong tendency coward fami
ly, kin, communiry, and nibal uniry in reli
gious matters. Just as there was Little room 
in sociery for aJ1 individual to act strictly 
for self in the economic or political 
realms, so it was in matters of belief; only 
rarely could an individual afford the luxury 
of isolation from his primary suppon 
group by worshipping differently. Of 
course there were always a few inclividuals 
who did their own thinking and worship· 
ping, but people generally were unable co 
withstand the demands for unJfled action 
made by those who held crucial social, 
economic, and political power to ruin 
their lives Jf they turned nonconformist. 
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ou are in the innermost regions 
of the heavens 

giving origin to your word . 

You, who are God. 

What is it that you determine there? 

Is it that for us on earth 

you have been overcome with weariness? 

Must you hide from us your glory and your splendor? 

What is it that you determine on this earth? 

CANTARES MEXICANOS 

Ultimately every religious system addresses oll the crucial questions that cultures raise about life's puzzles, although forms ond emphases differ 
from place lo place in the way the queries ore phrased. This Aztec cry to deity shows the profundity !hot could spring from minds engaged in 
what the European conquerors considered barbaric religious beliefs and practices. 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE 

W e have already noted how Amulek in 
the Book of Mormon had a large net

work of family, kin, and friends (see Alma 

10:2-4). When he challenged community 
religious standards, and !hereby those of his 

kin, by allying with the unpopular prophet 
Alma2, he was first imprisoned and final ly 

expelled by his cohorts (see Alma 
14: 1- 15: 1 ). For another illustration of the 
pressure toward group conformity, consider 

how Almo/ s converts were soon exiled by 
their Zoramite community (see Alma 35:6). 

The Book of Mormon makes clear al 

other points loo the corporate nature of most 
religious life. For instance, we ore told that 
those of the Lamanltes who were converted 

by the sons of Mosioh and their companion 
missionaries consisted of all the people in 

land after land and city after city (see Alma 
23:9- 13). On the other hand, "the 

Amalekites were not converted, save only 
one; neither were any of the AmulonilesH 
(Alma 23: 14). Individual thinking and action 

were clearly not encouraged. Dissenters, 

whether to or from the Nephite or Lamanite 
traditions, rarely managed to dwell among a 
hostile majority of contrary believers. The dif

ficulty of trying to live o distinct pattern of 
worship in the midst of opponents is empha

sized in Alma 1: 19-22. 
Most LDS readings of the Book of 

Mormon have focused on the rel igious ideals 

preached by its prophetic leaders and histori
ans-the spiritual cream of the cream, as it 

were. What actually was going on among the 
people at large hos received little attention. 
We would do well to study carefully the popu

lar version of religion as it was by seeing 
what the prophets condemned in the Book of 

Mormon. Moreover, most modern readers 
quite naturally read the ancient text by pro
jecting current religious ideas back upon it, 

as though the Nephites had thought like 
twentieth-century Mormons. That would not 

have been true, of course. The historical and 
cultural contexts of the two traditions ore 
drastically different, even though interesting 

similarities can be seen. 
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Deities and Other 
Supernaturals 

0 ur sources about ancient Meso
american divinities (remember 
that almost all the information 

was fdtered through the Spaniards) seem 
to show that there were many gods. 
However, scholars have not agreed on just 
what that means. 100 At one extreme some 
(HkeJ, E. S. Thompson)101 have detected a 
basic early belief in a single god at lease for 
some groups. Critics maintain that this i'> a 
misreading. 

Whatever today's scholars think about 
the issue of one or many gods, they stil l 
rend to assume that each people had one 
consistent set of beliefs shared by every · 
one in the group. A very different way of 
looking at ancient Mesoamerican religion 
is hardly considered-that even a single 
people did not agree among themselves 
on a single ser of beliefs. Perhaps some 
argued about dogma and deities as 
Renaissance Christians d id. 

Most Mesoamerican deities were 
believed co be in human or animal form. 
In general the gods were thought ro be 
invisible bur could choose to appear co 
humans through dreams and visions. 
Many of the supernaturals were said co 
dwell in a realm above the eanh. (Three, 
or seven, or thirteen levels or heavens 
were supposed to be piled atop one 
another above the earth's surface. Other 
divinities were assigned to corresponding 
levels beneath the earth.) 

An important concept was that a given 
people had a special relationship, in name 
and loyalty, with a particular god. "The 
erection of a shrine for the patron deity 
usually constituted the fll'St official ace of 
settlement of a new communicy."102 This 
lemple structure became the symbol of 
the town's independence and inreg1icy. 

No doubt elite religious thinkers had a 
more complicaLed seL of beliefs than did 
common people. lt has always been so. 
For instance, ancient Egyptian commoners 
certainly did not bother themselves with 
niceties about how the god Seth related to 
the deity Horus. Very likely, plain folks 
everywhere tried to stay out of trouble 
with rhe gods by following the lowest 
common denominator of rituals. Figures 
higher up the social and economic ladder 
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Some Mesoomeri1an peoples frequently represented !heir deities in art. Others did nol do so routinely. Tlaloc was one of 
the great gods of lhe Aztec ero in central Mexi10 ond is visible in !he ort of prede1essor peoples for cenluries earlier. He 
was considered primarily responsible for the rain. This striking vase with his foce pointed on ii comes from 1he Templo 
Mayor, the Aztec •downtown· soued center. 

had more time and schooling to split theo
logical hairs, but the mass probably paid 
attention largely co the few notions or 
powers that they thought controlled 
everyday life, like the growth of crops. 

Idols is another problematic label. 
Interestingly, when the Spaniards arrived, 
some native Mesoamerican priests 
scorned them for what looked ro their 
eyes like Catholic "idolatry," ror that is 
what d1e adoration of the cross seemecl 
One person's sacred emblem may be 
another person's idol. 1n any case, some 
scholars have observed that carved figures 
thaL might have been idols were relatively 
rare until the Late Classic period, say, from 
A.D. 600 on. Many of the figures we see on 
carved monuments are now recognized 
not as gods at all but as public celebrities 
or ancestors, sometimes decked out with 
insignia of a god. So it is hard co know 
how many idols or gods may have been 
used anciemly, because we don 't know 

This effigy incense burner from Topijulopo, 
Chiopos, may represent what Cotholl1 priests 
tolled a •demon· in the native belief system. 
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The Old Fire God was connected to fire in general 
and also ta ~kanaes. This thara<teristic symbol of 
him as on old man ,tth o brazier on his bock 
comes from Teotihu0<on and is doted around A.O. 

SOO. Similar forms ouur from as early os 200 B.t 
up ta the Spanish Conquest 
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Ehe<oll was considered by lhe Aztecs a specialized, wind-connected asped of lhe god Quetzalcooll. (Thal famous god is 
pictured loler in lhis book.) This line representolion of Ehe<oll (or wholever he was called ol thol lime) come from 
exmotions by lhe BYU New World Archoeolo.gicol Foundation ot lzopo doting from about the flrst century e.c. 

The sun god was modeled in plaster on lhe sides of temples al El Mirodor and elsewhere 
in lhe lowlands of the Yucatan Peninsula before the Christion era. This lhirteen-foot
high version at the site of Uaxoelun was repeated o number of times on the laces of 
structure E-Vll-sub. An artist's re<onstruelion Heshes out the partially destroyed original. 
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how people in rhose day defined or wor
shjpped their deities. 

Ancienr peoples and some of their 
modern descendants in Mex:ico and 
Central America believed in other super
natural figures besides deities. A miscel
lany of equivalents co leprechauns, angels, 
demons, and other supernormal entities 
representing good or evil powers were 
recognized, but we know little about their 
narures and ft.tnctions. 

VISUALIZING BooK Of MOUION LIFE 

" T he God of lsraelN (1 Nephi 5:9, 10) 
who was worshipped by the Nephite 

prophets had rivals throughout most of thot 

people's history, we learn upon close exami
nation of their record. 11X1The Lamanites hod 

idols and, presumably, beliefs and practices 
related to gods other than the God of Israel, 
almost from their beginning (see Enos 1 :20). 

The "Mulekites" can hardly have hod any
thing like a conventional version of Judaism 
(they #denied the being of their Creator," 

Omni 1: 17). Other divergent patterns and 

objects of worship ore frequently noted as 
well, except for por1s of the first and second 

centuries A.O. (see, for example, Mosioh 
26:l - 2;Almo 3 1; 14:18; 4 Nephi 1:41). 

The highly ritualized and priest-led noture 
of Nephite society is also apparent (see, for 
example, Enos l :22; Jorom l : 10-1; 4 Nephi 

1 : 1- 2). Especially interesting is the ceremoni
olism evident in Mosiah 19:20 and 24 and 

Alma 1: 15, where the text mentions bu1 does 
not explain the strange rites involved, no 
doubt becouse it was so obvious anciently 

that rites were essential. furthermore, all 
major events in Nephite history were interpret
ed as the result of divine interventions (see, for 

example, Mosioh 5:7- 8 and Alma 44:3- 5). 
According to the Book of Mormon, a 

variety of lesser sacred beings or powers and 
rites connected with them were recognized 

among the Nephites and Lomonifes, although 
only hinted at by the or1hodox record keep
ers. We read of "demons" (Helomon 13:37), 

Ndevils and unclean spirits" (1 Nephi 11 :31), 
''the evil spirit" (Mosioh 4:14), "idol gods" 

(Mormon 4:14; see 4:2 1), and "sorceries, 
ond witchcrafts, and magics" (Mormon 1: 19). 
Clearly the Nephite record gives us only 

glimpses of their ritual life and ossocioted 
beliefs about the supernatural. 



TH E NAWAL 

A very old and basic belief, whose 

essentials were shoted in ports of 
North America and East Asia, is labeled 

fonolism or nowolism. Some groups, 
particularly in northern Mesoamerica, 

emphasized this belief more than oth
ers. Its essential concept is related lo 
shamanism. Each person was supposed 
to hove o guardian spirit, usually on 

animal. This was one's nowol (the 

Aztecs' term). This spirit being gave 
support and protection, ii one could get 
in touch with it on the right ritual terms 

and freoted it right. Much of the fancy 
headdress ornamentation shown on 

human figures in Mesoamerico appar
ently depids guardian nowols. 
Sometimes o nawal figure ls even 

shown with its own nowol on top of it! 

This beorded old mdn with his jaguar proredor on 
his shoulder comes from Tomohu, Guatemala, during 
lhe time of the Nephiles. 
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A superb eiomple of o nawal representation is this Zopotec 
piece (about A.O. ~900) showing o jaguar guardian. 
Animals other than the joguar were also nawals. 

J UDAISM AND CHRI ST I ANI TY 
I N MESOAMERI CA? 

Some early Spanish priests 
believed fhey were observing in 

native Mesoomerican rituals and 
beliefs evidence for the prior pres
ence of Jews and of Christianity in 
rhe New World. Versions of the 

cross, baptism, circumcision, and 
other practices and symbols com

mon in the ancient Near East or 
eastern Mediterranean were token to 

argue for the arrival of the Ten Tribes 
or of some Christion missionary in 

Mexico many centuries ago. Other 
observers were more critical ond 
doubted that any such influences 

reached America. The opposing 
views ore summarized in Toner's 

great edition of Bishop Diego de 
Londo's volume on Yucaton. '04 

Despite the na'ivete of much of 
that early argument, the issue hos 

never been fully resolved. A minority 
of writers in the lost hundred years 

hove mustered a good deal more 
evidence for o connection in culture 

and religion between the central Old 
World ond Mesoomerico. ~ (See 
more information on fhis topic 

below.) Mos1 experts do not accept 
any such connection, although the 

arguments in favor of people from 
the Mediterranean oreo arriving in 
Mesoomerico centuries ago ore not 

triviol.106 
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A fowl, sometimes o quail but here a turkey, 
was a routine live offering (tomporoble to the 
use of a dove in Israelite riles), os shown in 
this scene of o priest represented in the Cadet 
Nuttall ot the time of the Spanish Conquest. 

Many observe~. beginning with the early 
Spanish priests, hove been l1ruck by 
similarities in concept between this type of 
•crucifixion: from the Codex Zou1he-Nuttall, 
and that whith Jesus Christ suffered. 
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Sacrifices 

0 fferings were part of every cere
mony. Incense (the offe1ing was 
accually the sweet aroma) was 

burned at practi<.'all)' all rituals. The most 
common sacrifices were food, flowers, and 
clothing. Blood sac1ifices were also cypicaJ; 
the animal most commonly offered was 
probably the quail, but deer and other 
large mammals were also dispatched at 
al tars. Human blood, often spattered on 
paper, was another frequent offering. 

1n general concept and practice, and 
even in many derails, the sacrifice complex 
of Mesoamerica recalls similar practices in 
the ancient Near East. A. V Kidder, a 
famous Mesoamerican archaeologist, 
wrote about ancient Guatemalan cultures: 
''The belief that pungent smoke iS swee1 in 
the nostrils of the gods is one of the man)' 
exrraordjnary Likenesses between Old and 
New World religions:•10~ A sacrifice might 
be made by a piiesc on behalf of ruling 
officials or of the entire commurucy, or Lhe 
act might be more democratic, performed 
at che request of a common person for 
h im- or herself o r for family. 

Jusc as some offerings were made co 
deities above che earth, symbolized by the 
ascending smoke of incense or of a burning 
object, others were made co supernaturals 
beneaLh the ear th. for instance, caches 

were puc benearh the corner posrs of 
temples or houses when built. The mosl 
spectacular examples involved ornamems 
of jade or mher scones like those that 
excavators Drucker, Heizer, and Squ ier 
consider LO be "deeply buried treasures" at 
Olmec La Vema.108 The custom of burying 
offerings continued among successor 
peoples long afcer the Olmec,;. 

VISUALIZING BOOK Of MORMON LIFE 

Sacrifice was integral to lhe low of Moses, 
which the Book of Mormon puls al the 

center of Nephite relig ious life for the first six 
centuries (for instance, see Alma 30:3) . A 
wide variety of animals and other materials 

were offered in myriad ways in that system of 
ritual practice, os in other Near Eastern cul

tures, and for virtually all of them we find 
parallels in Mesoomerico. 109 

There is mention of "socrifice(s)," alone or 

with "burnt offerings," at 1 Nephi 7:22, 
Mosioh 2:3, and 3 Nephi 9: 19. Human sacri
fice is alluded to twice, once in a hypothetical 

woy (see A lmo 34: 10) ond once in o barbaric, 

derivative form (see Mormon 4: 14-5, 21). The 
possibility of sacrificing one's own blood is 

cited in Alma 34: 11. And does the slatement in 
Helamon 13: 18-20 ("hide up their treasures" 

in the earth) recoil the Mesoomerican pattern 
of caching beautiful and sacred objects? 

The practice of animal sacrifice early turned lo 
the socrifi<e of humans, it appears. The custom 
was widespread in Mesoamerica and finally 
was carried on by the Azlecs ·on o scale not 
even approached by any other ritual system in 
the history of 1he world.'111 Was this port of the 
' abominations• (l Nephi 12:23) that Nephi 
prophesied would be present among his 
brothe~· descendants ofter his own people hod 
berome extind? 
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An ortis1's reconstruction shows the mo.ssive offering al Lo Vento (co. 700 B.c.J of one thousand tons of carefully shaped green serpentine slones imported from 
many miles owoy. It was deposited in a pit thirteen feel deep. Colored sands ond days-<>live.blue, white, yellow, pink, ond red-were selected ond dumped 
on successive layers of stone. The design lhot appears when viewed from above is of a stylized joguor face, a favorite emblem in Olmec belief for the god of lhe 
underworld ond the night. 
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A lypical village sacred center in the Lale 
Pre-Classic period (the centuries immediately 
before and oher the Ch1istian era) looked like 
this small sacred plartorm and building al San 
Agustin, Chiapas, as drawn by on orlisl on the 
basis of excavotton findings. 

Burials were, of course, most appropriate ot or 
near a sacred pyramid plortorm, the supposed 
connection point with the layered overworld 
ond underworld. Here at Palenque's Temple of 
Inscriptions, the famous tomb discovered by 
Alberto RU1 was directly beneath the temple 
structure on lop. Many people have 
commented on the conceptual parallel between 
this structure ond Egyptian pyramids with their 
tombs. 
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Sacred Places 

The pervasiveness of things sacred in 
the thottghL of the ancient 
Mesoamericans is evident in their 

thinking about the physical world. 
Geographical features were rarely, and per
haps never, merely objective parts of 
nature. ln certain cultures every hill and 
dale was assigned sacred meanlng. Some 
spots were thought of as more signlficanc 
than others, such as caves, springs, lakes, 
and hills. Since sacred beings inhabited the 
multiple layers of heaven or the under
world, one's approach co Lhose beings was 
favored at elevated or sunken spors. Caves 
and bodies of water were considered 
poincs of potential access co the underworld; 
hiJltops were places co comacr the upper 
levels of d,e cosmos. Those places were 
considered holy and somewhat dangerous 

(see Jacob's reaction reported in Genesis 
28:16-7). lf no natural hill was convenient 
co a serclemem, an ardflclal hill, or "pyra
mid," was erected co substitute. 

No setdement had any sUtnding if ir 
lacked a sacred center. Shrines were scat
tered here or there-at the mourn of a 
cave o r ac a pond o r a strange geological 
formalion-places where unscheduled 
worship could be made, but a worship 
poinc of real social efficacy and prestige 
demanded the presence of an elevated 
temple structure wi thin a community. The 
elevation was produced by piling up soil 
and rock to form a platform upon which a 
sacred house of god was consrruCLed. In 
addjtion to a temple on sud1 a hill that 
served the entire community, kin groups 
or sections of a senJement (wards) might 
erect structures for local use that had less 
prestige than the community's maln edi
fices. When Cortez and his cohorr..c; 
reached the city of Cholula on the way co 
the Aztec capital city, they climbed acop 
the huge central pyramid temple (the 
bulkiest construction in centraJ Mexico) 
from where they counted some four hun
d red temple pyrarnicl'5.1ll The scaJe and 
number of sacred structures a community 
could boast was probably an important 
measure of irs prestige in the settlement 
hierarchy (rather like high-rise buildings 
in a modern city). 

Noc jusL the elevated structure, but a 
dedicated space around it constituted 
the temple. Only key priests entered the 
sacred house on top. Fo r minor priescs 
and public worshippers, the walled 
enclosure around Lhe temple constituted 
the scene of their temple experience. 
The famous Lem pies o f Solomon and of 
Herod at JerusaJem were built in a simi
lar way; only selected priests ever went 
inco the holy building itself. To be "in the 
Lem pie'' (for example, as in Acts 2:46) 
usually meam to be in the extensive 
courtyard, where sacrifices and nearly all 
other activities were carried out. Likely 
when Benjamin , the Nephire king, caJled 
his people to "go up co che temple" 
(Mosiah 2:1; see 2:6) to hear him, their 
tenrs were pitched in the walled-in zone. 
A modern paralJel is Temple Square in 
Salt Lake Ciry. 

Ln addition to the mosc formal temple 
complexes, various smaller ho ly places 
were recognized, as suggested above. On 
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The greol cenlrol temple precinct of Tenochlillon, lhe capitol city of lhe Aztecs, is seen in this artist's reconstruction. Note the woll thol enclosed the entire holy zone. 

cemtin scheduled clays, a communj ry 
ceremonial procession visited particular 
holy points wirhin the settlement while 
bearing sacred emblems (nowadays it is 
the image of che local Catholic saint). In 
such a sequence of visiLs, music, dancing, 
prayers, and other oraro1ical formulas 
were presented and offerings were left at 
the holy specs. Offerings might also be left 
at mountaintop shrines or beside or in 
lakes, p<>ols, and springs by individual wor
shippers. Some of the narive peoples of 
Mexico and CentraJ America still consider 
ancienr ruins and standing monumencs 
sacred and no doubt always have. 
UnscheduJed offerings and prayers, partic
ularly for favors like healing, are deemed 
appropriate at such places. 

1bday's shrines or altars within privare 
homes or yards h~d pru-allels in pre
Columbian times, which often signified 
the spot of land where the extended fami
ly was thought to be planted or, in other 
words, che land of their inhericance.112 
Even fields were considered sacred places; 
prayers and saoifices were made there 
upon initiating cultivation or in connec
tion with Lhe harvest. 

The sense of a temple being on artificial 
mountain is clear in the looming presence of 
the Pyramid of the Sun ol Teotihuacan near 
Mexico City. The Spaniards coiled these 
structures ·towers." The identical concept 
applied to the z.iggurol or temple plalform of 
ancient Mesopolomio, which was called a rower 
in !he Book of Mormon. 
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VISUALIZING BOOK OF MOR~ION LIFE 

Temples were central in various Nephite 
and Lomonite cities (see 2 Nephi 5: 16; 

Mosioh 1 :8; Alma 16: 13; 26:29; Helomon 
3: 14). Sacrificial rites and instructional gather

ings were carried on at the temple oreo (see 
Mosioh 2: 1, 3, 5-7). Other sacred structures 
were coiled by terms translated "churches" and 

"synagogues" and were used for exhortation 
and instruction (see 4 Nephi l :41; Alma 21 :4). 

In the Nephite tradition, altars ore men
tioned in 1 Nephi 2:7 and Alma 15: 17 and 
17:4; presumably they were normally located 

al the temples (see Mosioh 2: 1, 3). In addi
tion to the political aspect of towers, men

tioned above, they were also used as worship 
si tes, as shown by Nephi/ spraying from the 

lzopa Mound 60 
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top of his own tower (see Helomon 7: I 0). 
The equivalence of such structures to moun

tains is mode clear; Nephi 1 and the brother 
of Jared ascended mountains to pray (see 

1 Nephi 17:7;Almo31:13; Ether3:1;4:l). 
Not surprisingly, bodies of water also hod 
supernatural connotations, both positive and 

negative (see 1 Nephi 12: 16; Mosioh 
18:5-14, 30; Alma 7: 15; 42:27). The 

"sanctuaries" mentioned in the text were dis
tinct from temples and synagogues (see the 
distinction in Alma 23:2 and Helomon 3: 14). 

They might hove been shrines, such as moun
taintops, coves, or pools, where o natural 

feature or special artifact marked o spot 
where devotion was considered appropriate. 

Coves and cenote.s (water holes) like this one 
ot Dzitnup, Yucoton, were thought by the Moyo 
ond other peoples to give access to the 
underworld. The earth was supposed to rest on 
fop of o giant oquolic creature which in turn 
Hooted on the primal underworld ocean. The 
notion of o great subtertoneon seo creature 
(or dragon) wos shored with the Hebrews and 
in south Asia. 

Ahors (this one is al Teotihuacon) were 
themselves replicas of mountains, ohen 
terraced in imitation of the grand pyramid 
structures. The oltor before the Temple of 
Solomon was similarly stepped, ond it and the 
hose of the temple at Jerusalem were conceived 
as artificial soued mountains by the Jews. 

Kominoljuyu, Structure E-111-3 



ArchoeologislS nre uncertain obou1 the function of many Mesoomericon structures.. Even lhe 
designation temple is disputed by some experts in regard to particular forms of buildings. Alter 
all, we ore left to infer o structure's function in most cases. Whal this strange building from Tikal 
wos actually used for is unclear. Could ii hove served as o kind of synagogue? 

A shaman acting os a prlesl prays with o rouple al o shrine ot Zinoronlon, Chiapos, for the 
wife's healing. Ancient shrines were probobly scenes for similar riles of o per}onal nature. 
(Whal appear to be crosses ore not Christion ortilocrs but ore thought lo represent doorways 
through which to reach ancestral spirits.) 

Teotihuocon 
Pyramid of the Sun 

lamonoi, Structure 113 

Only in the last twenty year} hos ii become clear that what is still called the Pre-Classic period, 
which eJtended to about A.O. 300, sow cultural developmenlS as sophistlcoted as those in the 
so-<olled Classic period that followed. These sacred structures were built during the Nephite 
period of the Book of Mormon, mainly before the Classic period. (See also the structures al El 
Mirodor on page 103, which ore also from the early ero.J All of the platform mounds hod 
' house' structures on lop, but only for lomonoi do we hove the form preserved. 

Cuicuilco 
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Pries1ly power was woven into the fabric of all 
Mesoomericon rullures. Here o sketch prepared 
for Father Sohogun's Florentine Codex shows 
two Aztec priests conducting o rite over o mon. 
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Priests, Prophets, 
and Shamans 

I
n the most advanced centers of the civi
lization there was an elaborate priest
hood. Ar lease three levels of authorities 

existed-the equivalent of high priest, 
supervisory p1iests, and regular priestS. No 
doubt there were also novices still learning 
the ropes. The priesthood was fonnally 
under the dominance of the ruler; he desig
nated whom he wished co fill the key roles, 
for he himself was a sacred figure who per
formed occasional core ritual ducjes. Priests 
were supported by offerings from the citi

zenry, par ticularly in d1e fonn of labor that 
went to cultivate lands held by the priestly 
body of a community or region. The reli
gious men's plime duty was to see thac the 
elaborate t'alendar of ceremonies was car
ried out They made me sacrifices, prayed, 
fasted, and- although this is less clear
served as moral teachers and emlcal con
science to the community or tribe. \Xlhat 
schools there were were taught by priests, 
and a good deal of music and dancing may 
have operated under their direction, since 
most ritual involved those activities. 

As one of the few social groups sup
ported for fuJJ-time public service (m rural 
areas priests may have served on only a 
pan-Lime basis), priests provided much of 
the continuity for advanced aspecL'S of the 
cuJture. They were the custodians of 
records, probably the asu-onomers, 

perhaps the engineers and artislS, and so 
on across the board in the skills cruciaJ co 
public life. 

ln areas of limited populailon a shaman 
sometimes cartied out ptiesdy duties coo, 
but more often shamans were speciaJists in 
healing, divination, witchcraft (both ''white" 
and "black"), and ocher sacred arts of signifi
cance mainly to individuals or families. 
While priests held public offices of a sort, 
shamans and their ilk had private "prac
tices" like modern medical doctors, psychi
atrists, or fortune-telJers. 

Prophets are also desciibed in some of 
di e native u·aditional sources. Lt is unclear 
how often they served also as priests, but 
they were considered ro have power to 
see and announce the future, although 
their prophecies usually were issued in 
obscure, metaphoric terms. 



One form of prophecy of great importance ot 
the lime of the Spaniards' arrival wos 
astrology-divining the future of individuals 
and so<iely from the <0lendor. The moment of 
one's birth in relation to lucky or unlucky doys 
and cycles was token very seriously. The 
resulting sense of fatalism tended to paralyze 
at least the Aztecs from challenging their 
supposed late. Other peoples held similar 
ideas, though perhaps not to the Aztec 
extreme. This is o section of ostrologicol 
prophecy from the Mayon Dresden Codex. 
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Diviners (who might or might not hove been 
shomans) were specialists in various modes of 
telling the future by reading omens
observing the movements of birds, for 
example. In this S(ene in the Codex Borbonicus 
lhe original ancestors, gods in the Aztec ' 
p~ntheon, who lived in the highest, or 
thirteenth, heaven, ore divining by tossing 
kernels of corn and interpreting how they land. 
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VJSUA~IZING BOOK Of MORMON LIFE 

A mong the early Nephites, ''there were 

exceedingly many prophets .... And 
there wos nothing save ii wos exceeding 

harshness, preaching ond prophesying .. . 
and continually reminding" the people of 

potential doom that could keep them on 
track ritually and morally (Enos 1 :22-3). 
Those "prophets, and the priests, and the 

teachers, did labor diligently, .. . teaching 
the law of Moses" {Jarom 1: 11 ). By the first 
century A.D., ofter the appearance of Jesus 

Christ among them, " they did not walk any 
more after the performances and ordinances 

of the law of Moses; but they did walk after 
the commandments . .. from their Lord" 
(4 Nephi 1 : 12). At that time the whole people 

were led in a theocracy by "the disciples of 
Jesus" (4 Nephi 1: 13). Two centuries later 
there hod arisen "many priests and false 

prophets'' (4 Nephi 1 :34). Thus the social 
role of holy men was central in Nephite life 
throughout their history. 

Among the duties of the Nephite reli
gious teachers was participation in the legal 

{see, for example, Mosioh 26:6- 12) and mil
itary systems (see 3 Nephi 3: 19), divination 
(see Alma 16:5- 8), moral critique (see Alma 

5), the keeping of sacred porophemolio and 
maintenance of the key records (see Alma 

37:2; 3 Nephi 1 :2; Mormon 1 :2- 3), and 
chronological and astronomical reckoning 
(see 3 Nephi 8: 1- 2). 

The Nephite priesthood was structured in 
at least three levels and involved some spe

cialization in functions {keeping the calendar 
was one specialty, judging by 3 Nephi 
8:1- 2). 
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Shamans were so<ially marginal, both 
esteemed and somewhat feared be<ouse of 
their strange powers. They also hod powers ol 
showmanship, including o repertoire ol magic 
tricks to impress their clients. A mask was 
sometimes port ol their porophemolio. (From 
Tlatilco, before 500 s.c.) 

MAYA PROPHECIES OF THE 
COMING OF THE CHRISTIANS 

[IJ everal Maya prophecies about the coming of the Christians were 
reported to the Spanish priests after the Conquest. One was spo
ken by Ah Cambal, who held the office of Chilan among the Tutul 
Xiu group of Yucatan Mayas. Some years before they were con

quered he "announced to them publicly that they would soon be subjected by a 
foreign race, and that they would preach to them one God and the power of a 
tree, which ... means •a tree erected witJ1 great virtue against the evil spirit.'" 
The Spaniards considered this tree to be the cross. 

Another prophecy from the same place was uttered by famed Chllarn 
Salam, "whom they considered a great prophet and soothsayer." He told them 
U1at "within a short time a white and bearded race would come from where the 
sun rises and they would bear on high a sign like this + which their gods could 
not approach and before which they would flee, and that this people would rule 
the land and would do no harm to those who would receive them peacefully . . .. 
And afterwards when 1he Spaniards came and they knew that tJ1ey brought the 
symbol of the holy cross which was like that which their prophet Cbilam Balam 
had drawn, they believed what he had told them to be true." 

Landa's Relaci6n de las Cosas de Yucatan 



STRANGE BODY STATES 

Bits of information from early Sponish 

sources fit together with modem 
investigation to shed light on the use of 

hallucinogenic and other psychoactive 
drugs in on area of human experience 
that overlaps with religion. Certain 

shamans in central Mexico a generation 
ago were still ritually consuming intoxicat
ing mushrooms that produced visions. 

Other substances were also ingested for 
similar effects and probably hove been for 

thousands of years. '" Some features of 
this mushroom cull may connect to the 
Old World, particularly with Siberia. But 

tobacco was used in ritual on a wider 
scale than hallucinogens; it too was con

sidered to evoke a connection with the 
divine powers. Generally it was priests or 

shamans who used these substances. 
There is no evidence of nonsacred usage, 

for pleasure. 
Fasting hod the power to produce 

somewhat similar effects. Again it was 
mostly priests who fasted, in a sense on 

behalf of their community congregation. 
They sometimes fasted for as long as a 

year, their deprivation consisting of eating 
only one meal per day with no spices or 
salt, as well as not bathing. For example, 

Sahagun's informants referred to those 
11who had fasted twenty days and those 
who hod fasted o whole year" os having 

a vital role in ensuring the success of a 
ritual. 11s 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF MORMON LlfE 

V isions were considered legitimate 

spiritual phenomena among orthodox 
Nephite religious leaders. Not all accept
ed their reality or significance (see Alma 

30:28). There is no hint in the Book of 
Mormon of chemically induced visionary 

experiences among the peoples ii 
describes, although perhaps those things 
might be included among the reported 

"sorceries, and witchcrafts, and magics" 
of the third century A.O. (Mormon 1: 19; 
compare 2: 1 O) . Fasting was practiced 
among the devout, especially the priests 
(see Mosiah 27:22-3; Alma 17:9}. 

Nobody knows for sure 
what is signified by the 
Interesting ceramic figures 
from the Gutt Coast of 
central Veracruz tho! ore 
called smiling faces. One 
suggestion is that they 
depict those who hove 
consumed drugs or alcohol 
for o ritual purpose-
perhaps in preporotion for 
being sacrificed. 

Priests consumed tobacco 
in the form of c1gors, day 
pipes (rarely), or 
dgorettes (in segmenn of 
cone) in connedion with 
certain rites. This Inscribed 
shell from Mexico or 
Guotemalo of about A.O. 

600 to 800 shows such 
usoge. Other groups 
throughout Mesoomerlco 
grew and used the plant 
os well. 

PRllST , P IOl'Htrs. A\D SHINAVS 
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From obout A.O. 600 in Veracruz comes !his 
powerful image of o worshipper who obviously 
feels deeply a personal relolion with the 
supematurol. 
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Personal Worship 

A 
mid the abundant communal rites 
that so characterized religious life 
in Mesoamerica, we occasionalJy 

detect the struggling of individuals co 6ncl 
meaning for their personal lives. The writ
ings of the Mexica (Aztecs), which have 
been preserved for us in records written 
in European script after the Conquest and 
now translated co European tongues, 
reveal some of the probing that went on. 
At places in the Spanish records also, com
ments and excerpts of native thought are 
encountered that show rhe desire of indi
viduals co penetrate beyond the everyday. 
Some ancienc artists captured scenes of 
this struggle for personal spirituaUcy. Some 
of these representations may dismay us 
because their struggles took culrura1 forms 
that are different than what our European 
tradition categorizes as spilirual, yet 
nobody seeing the intensity they exhibit 
can question the profound desire of the 
supplicants for enlightenment or relief. 



The minority Mesoomeri<on trodition of 
seeking reconciliation with the world beyond 
continues among modern natives. Here a man 
from highland Chlapas exerts himself In rapt 
struggle. 

l'lll SfJ,\AL Wo11s111, 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF MOUION LJn: 

Careful study of the Book of Mormon 

shows thot, while individual spiritual 
quests ore documented among both Nephiles 

and Lomonites, relatively little is said of that 
aspect of religion compared with the empha

sis on formal, community worship. Enos's 
"wrestle ... before God" (Enos 1 :2) is on 
example. The remarkable conversion of the 

king of the Lomonites, Lomoni's father (see 
Alma 22), and of o "Lomonitish" woman and 

her fa ther ore other coses {Alma 19: 16-7). At 
the end of Nephite history the lonely persis
tence of Mormon and Moroni2 in their per

sonal religious convictions stands out (see 
Mormon 1 :2- 3, 15- 7; Moroni 9:3- 6, 20-2). 
But the small proportion of the individual 
seekers, as perhaps is the case in most ages, 
is epitomized in Jorom 1 :3-4; there we ore 

told that most of the early Nephite populace 
were hard of heart, deaf of ear, and blind of 

mind-yet not all, for some hod frequent 
"communion with the Holy Spirif'' (Jorom 
1 :4). They would hove been the type of indi

vidual to whom "Helomon and his brethren 
... did declare the word of God ... unto 
the convincing of many people of their 

wickedness, which did cause them to 
repent"(Almo 62:45). Much more often, 

however, the behavior documented in the 
Nephile record emphasizes the group dimen

sion: ''.-<\nd the people of Nephi began to 
prosper again .... But notwithstanding their 
riches .. . they were not lifted up in the pride 

of their eyes; neither were they slow to 
remember the Lord their God" (Alma 
62:48-9). 

A REMARKABLE INDIAN INDIVIDUAL 

JJ 
n 1622 1wo missionaries, a Catholic priest and a lay brother, were put ashore 
on the coast of Honduras accompanied by four Indian interpreters. No 
Spanish political, military, or ecclesiastical force had succeeded in penetrat
ing the area by then, a century after Cortez's conquest of Aztec Mexico far to 

the north. On the morning of their third day they were approached by a band of people 
wearing mainly feather and nower ornaments. They accompanied a venerable old man with 
long, white hair. 

He greeted them with a profound bow and asked what had taken Lhem so long to 
arrive. Puzzled, they asked why he had expected them. He e.xplained IJ1at "being one day at 
work in his plantation, there appeared to Mm a white child, more beautiful than any thing 
he had ever before seen or could imagine; iL looked at him with great tenderness, and said, 
'Know that you will not die before you become a Christian; there will come here some 
while men, with robes of the color of th is ground, reaching to their feet; when they arrive, 
receive them kindly ... for they are ministers of God, who has granted thee this signal 
mark of his mercy, because thou hast done well, and hast supported those who wanted 
assistance!" They then learned that IJ1e old gentleman, "euen jn !,is idolatry, had 
employed himself in acts of kindness; he cultivated maize 10 distribute among those who 
were in distress; he composed strifes, and settled all disputes among his neighbors." 
(Emphasis in original.) 

The missionaries began to instruct their new friends. They baptized the old man, who 
died shorlly afterward, and all his family. Many others of the Indians also received GalJ10Lic 
baptism "from the great respect they bore towards the old man." 
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A ceramic model from wesl Mexico displays 
one form ol lunerol procession. The deolh of 
o person prominenl in the communily 
involved lhe extended kin group with other 
groups, as relolions were reinforced or 
revised in lhe oltermolh. So 1he funeral was 
somelimes on importonl soclol evenl 
involving muhidoy feo.11ing and drinking ond 
lhe exchange of gilts. 
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Burial and Afterlife 

D eceased members of society con
tinued ro influence their descen
dants. Dearh removed them to 

another sphere, but they were still consid
ered to be accessible by means of memory 
and ritual. They were loved, respected, or 
feared according to cuJLural forms peculiar 
to each local group, although these all fit 
inro a broad pattern of beliefs and prac
tices found chroughom Mesoamerica. 

Important d ifferences surrounded 
death depending upon the social standing 
of the deceased. A person of high rank 
was honored and praised. whjJe the death 
of one of Utrle social consequence was 
ere-aced more casually. The belief was gen
eral that most of the dead underwent a 
lengthy journey after death, past assorted 
perils. A dog was their guide; an actual 
clog might be slain to be the companion, 
but the little wheeled toy dogs and other 
canine effigies of baked clay that have been 
found in burials could have served as inani
mate substitutes. (At times objeccs thought 
to be useful on the journey or in the next 
life were also placed with a corpse.) 

Some adults were given a respecLful 
burial in the earth in a grave or comb. 
Tombs could be very elaborate jn con
scruction and decoration. In a few cultures 
the dead were cremated. Many combs 
apparemly were reused, probably co bury 
kin, as was the case in Old World civiliz,1-
tions. Archaeologlscs fail to find nearly 
enough human remains to account for 
much of a proportion of the ancient clead. 
This cou ld be due co the practice of 

cremation but is more likely because the 
dead were buried at some distance from 
lhe communjty. 

The subject of the afterlife in Meso
american beliefs has been handled confus
edly by scholars. A common interpretation, 
heavily based on the Azcec material, has it 
that all who died set out on the road co 
d1e underworld mentioned above. Some 
dasses of che dead (for rhe Aztecs, war
riors slain in batrle and mothers who died 
in childbirth) were at length transporred 
to a pleasant realm. The mass of the dead, 
however, remained in an underworld 
limbo until they decayed away. A favored 
few rose to glory in the east out of Lhe 
underworld on the model of the r ising 
sun, moon, and stars. (On major and cer
tain minor points this scheme was very 
similar co Egyptian beliefs about death.) 
Other scholars have interpreted the frag
mencaq, literature on Mesoamerican 
beliefs as showing a more widespread 
anticipation of a resurrection whose quali
ty was co be based on the individual's 
moral stace.116 

Ancestry was an imponanc social 
dimension in all Mesoamerican cultures 
(see page 66). Ac lease for the higher social 
classes, genealogies were kept and sooal 
relationships were dahnecl and cemented 
on Lhe basis of the prestige of one's ances
tors. Most of those connections were prob
ably documented only orally, however. 
Respect for and commemoration of the 
anceswrs as an elemenr of religious prac
Lice was correspondingly varied. For com
mon people, ritual observances in honor 
of and deference to the departed ancescors 
were far less significant than for nobility. 

Masks were sometimes used lo remember on 
ancestor. This striking wooden mask was 
preserved amazingly well-including port of 
lhe originol point-in o lomb whose location 
In lhe Mayo lowlands is unknown. 
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VIS UALIZING BOOK Of MORMON LIFE 

B~ok of Mormon peoples were much con

cerned with their onces1ors and with the 
disposition of the dead. In the Nephite record, 
the deceased were thought to go lo the under

world, apparently the dim, eventless place 
known to their Israelite forebears as sheo/. 

Nephi1 believed on "awful monster," symbolic 
of the "devil," death, and "hell," held o person 

in his "grosp,"111 Those who believed in the 
Holy One of Israel were delivered via resurrec
tion from the monster into the heavens to 

enjoy a blessed s1ole. This salvation was sym
bolized by reaching the tree of life and eating 

its fruit (see 2 Nephi 9, especially verses 9-10, 
13, 19; and Alma 5:34, 62). 

Burial was the typical mode of disposal 

of corpses for both Nephites and Lomonites 
(see 2 Nephi 4:12; Mosioh 9:19; Alma 3:1; 
30: 1; 57:28; Helomon 9: l O; Alma 53:3). In 
exceptional circumstances corpses were 
thrown in the sea, o ''watery grove" (1 Nephi 
18: 18; see Alma 3:3; 44:21- 2). To be left 

unburied on land was a bod fate (see Alma 
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2:37-8; 16:10-1). A pattern is sugges1ed by 
the burial of o Lomonite king, who wos to be 

put in a tomb ("sepulchre," Alma 19: 1} that 
hod already been prepared lo receive him. 

Mourning for the dead was characterized by 
extreme weeping, wailing, prayer, fosting, and 

possibly self-sacrifice of blood, following o 
pattern received from the land of Judah (see 
1 Nephi 16:35; Mosioh 28: 18; Alma 30:2; 
Helamon 9: 1 0, 22; on the blood, compare 
Al mo 34 : l 1 with Deuteronomy 1 4: 1 and 
Jeremiah 16:6). How much of this customary 

pattern applied to the disposal of deceased 
commoners we cannot tell. 

The traditions, desires, or memory of the 
"fathers" were active considerations in deal

ing with current issues (for example, Mosiah 
1 :5-7, 13- 6; Alma 9: 1 O; 20: 18; Helomon 

15: 1 l , 15) .111 Written and oral genealogies 
were kept (see 1 Nephi 5: 14; Jarom 1 : 1; 
Omni 1: 18; Alma 37:3), going all the way 
bock to the patriarchal founders of Israel 

(see, for example, Alma 10:2-J). 

For the prominent and wealthy, or perhaps for 
the priestly, burial might be in a sumptuously 
decorated tomb like this re<onstruded one ol 
the Classic period in OoIOCo. 



From lhis mural al Teolihuacan doting to 
around A.O. 400-SOO we see o portion ol 
Tlo/ocon, the delightsome porodise still known 
to the Aztecs a millennium later. h featured 
abundant woter, vegetation, food, and 
pleasures that qualified persons could attain. 

This is one art form 1ha1 was used to represent 
an ancestor. From Pacific coastal Gualemalo, ii 
was tarved wi1hin lhe las! few <enturles s.c., 
when the lomanite people seem lo hove been 
Inhabiting that zone. 

Stela SO from lzopo, Chiopas, is interpreted 
by Norman as symbolically showing 
resurrection of the skeleton through pitturing 
the umbilical tord. 
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Knowledge Systems 
Overview 

Every civilization possesses a vast 
body of knowledge unique ro it:s 
view of and experience with irs envi

ronment. For instance, for at least Lhree 
millennia Chinese civilization conceived in 
its own way a vast array of information 
organjzed in a unique manner char defined 
what was Chinese. As recent!)' as a hun
dred years ago the Crunese had lheir own 
unique ways of thinking about all areas of 
human concern, such as geography, 
botany, ag1iculture, cuisine, medicine, an, 
literature, mathematics, astronomy, tech
nology, governmem, and ethics. Now mod
ern knowledge systems have either been 
laid over the top of or have completely 
replaced many of rhe old ways in China, as 
in all other parts of the globe. The modern 
world and its ways of thinking developed 
out of one earlier area civilization-the 
western European tradition-in just the 
last few hundred years. In the process, the 
West has come to domin~te vircually every 
former civilization and cuJture by the force 
of science, a European invention, and the 
resulting rechnologicaJ power, economic 
might. milita1y prowess. and communica
tions capabilities. But if we want co ny to 
understand one of those former civiliza
tions-whether it be Chinese or 
Mesoamerican-we need co step back 
from our own frame of reference and see 
the world through their eyes. 

The Spanish Conquest of Mesoamerica 
was an early stage in the spread of those 
wesrern European ideas and instirutions. 
ln the New World the sudden arrival of the 
new ways aJmosr torally overwhelmed pat
terns of living chat had been accumulating 
for thousands of years. Those now-extinct 
conceptions and behaviors were as differ
ent from European manners of d1ought 
and acrion as were Lradicional Chinese 
modes. 

Within the Mesoamerican culcure area 
we detect locaJ differences in derails, yet 
much key knowledge was held in common 
throughout the area. For example, while 
each group's caJendar differed slightJy 
from chose of their neighbors. the princi
ples used co form chem alJ were essemiaJly 
the same. Meanwhile, structures were 

planned and built in all portions of the 
area on the same ard1icectural principles 
and, as far as possible, with similar materi
als, despite obvious variation in styles. 
MusicaJ inscrumems and rhymmic forms, 
disease diagnosis and treatment, and 
astronomical conceptions were alJ general
ly shared across the regional cul tures. 
Thus knowledgeable persons from one 
region couJd carry on informed di,;cussion 
with their peers anywhere else within the 
Mesoamerican cenitory. 

Here we will consider two key 
knowledge systems, making written 
records and the astronomically based 
calendar. 

VtSUAtlZING BOOK Of Moa&ION LIPE 

Does the Book of Mormon indicote the 
development of broadly shored ways 

of thinking and doing among its various 
peoples? Yes, of numerous points. For 

instance, the people of Zorohemlo in the 
third century B.C., although of different lan
guage and cultural heritage at first contact, 

learned the language of the Nephites and 
come to follow their governmentol scheme 
and lows (see Omni 1: 14-9). The reverse of 

the process must also hove gone on in 

respect lo other knowledge. The system of 
weights, measures, and money employed by 
the Nephites hod visible similarities to, and 
opporently was derived from, the Joredite 
system, probably through the "Mulekites" as 

intermediaries (see Alma 11 :4)!1
~ Nephite 

priestly dissenters, the Amulonites, taught the 
Nephite writing system among the lomonites 

(see Mosioh 24:4), who then produced their 
own books {see Helo man 3: 15). 120 A cult 

known as the order of Neher spread through
out Nephite territory and for into Lomonife 
country in a molter of a few years (see Alma 

chapter 1; 14:16; 21:4; 24:28). The 
Joredite-originoted121 secret society pattern 
become widespread throughout Nephite and 

lomonile lands (see Ether 8:9- 19; Helomon 
6:26-30; 3 Nephi 3:9; 4 Nephi 1 :46). 122 

Trade, which was conducted throughout the 
entire geographical area, was facilitated by, 
and in tum focililoted, the shoring of common 

knowledge systems (see Mosioh 24:6-7; 
Helomon 6:7- 9; 4 Nephi 1 :46). 



The tronsmiiSion of sophis1icoted elements of culturol knowledge through the generotions in Mesoomerica depended on written records. This fine 
Jaina-style figurine from around A.O. 700 underlines how the control of books conferred power on the lowlond Moyo elite, one of whom is shown here, 
and on the elite in other Mesoamerfcan societies. 

Q1· i1111r 
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This figure, the •Scribe of Cuilopon, • is no med 
aher the place in Oamo where ii was found. 
It is considered to represent o keeper of 
records. Observers hove noted its general 
similarity to representations of Egyptian 
scribes, although ii is not dear what that 
might mean. 

On o large, carved stone that Is now port of a 
wall at Monte Alban is this Zapotec inscription. 
II dotes lo the early centuries A.O. Inscribed 
stelae (large free-standing stones) or panels 
like this were ohen used in Mesoomericon 
orchitecture and site plonning to evoke 
religious devotion in or communicole political 
propaganda to the public. 
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Writing and Records 

I
n only one pan of the New World was 
genuine ancient writing in use on a 
regular, culturally significant basis. That 

was Mesoamerica, For nearly twenry-five 
hundred years before che Spaniards 
arrived we find direct evidence for writing 
in the form of accual remains of c.1ocu
ments (mainly on scone) and indirect evi
dence through representation in art 
depicting characters, documents, or 
scribes. Ar least fifleen different script.,; are 
known fro m chis area, and their use 
screeched over millennia.123 The earliesr 
writing was already quite sophislicaced. 
That implles that still earUer wrluen mater
ial awai rs archaeological d iscovery. 

Aztec records are the best described. 
They induded "annals of ancient times, 
contemporary events. year countS, 
accounrs compiled yearly, specific records 
for each year, books of each clay and day
by-day counr.s or diaries. "124 Some of the 
records constituted hlsto1ies of peoples 
that incorporated accounts of "victories, 
defeats, the lives of rulers, memorable 
ceremonial occac;ions,'' and even "the 

advemures of individual heroes, ofttn in 
intimate and vivid detait."m Letters were 
also exchanged. 

We know a good deal aboUL the Mayan 
writing cradilion from four preserved 
Mayan books or codices, sixteen Lineage 
histories from Yucatan (the Chilam Balam 
records, wricten in the European aJphabec 
soon after che Conquest), and inscriptions 
on many st0ne monumenrs. The Ma}1a 
"used to write their hist0ries, and the cer
emonies and method o f sacrifices co their 
idols, and their calendar, in books." Also 
"they had written records of ... the prog
nostications of their prophets and the lives 
... of their lords."t26Jax and trade records 
were also kept.Ir> 0Lher Mesoamerican 
peoples had similar types of documents. 

Records of the typt::S mentioned were 
surely kept long before as well, in the 
Classic and even the Pre-Classic pe1iod, 
before A.O. 300. In fact, many of the docu
ments recorded ac the time of the 
Conquest were "simply transcriptions of 
the old hieroglyphic manuscripts" put into 
Spanish char-c1crers.12s 
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One of the most interesting of the obscure writing systems is found only on this roller seal that wo.s uncovered occidentally 
ot lhe site of Tlatilco, jusl west of Mexico Oty. From other maleriols ol lhe site, the writing oppeors to dote between 400 
and 700 B.L Experts hove suggested that ii represents writing even more advanced lhon the hieroglyphic or pictorial 
writing typical of Mesoomerico.'" 

This is how the whole inscription on the Tlotilco roller seal looks when rolled out. Corl Hugh Jones hos compared these 
characters lo those on the Anthon transcript, which Joseph Smith copied from the record !hot he transloted. His conclusion 
wos that only o few of the choroders were not shored by the two sourtes.,. 
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In a little vignette on a Mayo 
vase, a rabbit busily points on 
o codex. A rabbit was thought 
lo be visible on the face of the 
moon, and the animal was a 
patron of scribes. 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE 

A ccording to the Book of Mormon account, 
the carving of texts on stone was being 

done ot the behest of royally os early os the 
sixth century B.C. (see Omni 1 :20- 2). By the 
first century B.C., the Nephite history reports 

that "there ore mony records kept of the 
proceedings of this people, by mony of this 

people, which ore porticulor ond very large" 
(Helomon 3: 13). Moreover, the tradition of 

literacy probably continued ofter the destruc
tion at Cumoroh among "robbers" (Mormon 
8:9; these were either ex-Nephites or totally 

other people) and among descendants of for
mer Nephites who hod defected lo the 
Lomonites (see Moroni 9:24). Anyway, the 

Lomonites were earlier said to hove copied 
the Nephite pattern (see Mosioh 24 :6), so the 

tradition of written records would likely hove 

continued among them regardless of what 
happened to ex-Nephite groups. 

• • 0 ·@: 
0 •• 

= 

Our undemanding ol writing in Mesoomerico is for from complete. 
Here are samples of apparent scripts that hove been discovered but 
for which we hove little or no hls!orical or cultural context. 
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BOOKS 

I n the sixleenth century the European invaders 

found large numbers of books in use that 

the natives held in great resped. Those hand

produced books ore coiled codices (singular, 

codex). Michael D. Coe supposes that "there 

must hove been thousands of such books in 

Classic If mes" (A.D. 300-900). 31 Mosf records 

were destroyed by zealous Spanish priests who 

suspected (corredly) that they were on integral 

port of the old religious system that they wanted 

to destroy completely.132 

VJSOALIZING BOOK Of MOitMON LIFE 

T he Book of Mormon reports tho! books 

were used by the Jorediles, Nephites, and 

Lomonites from perhaps the third millennium 

B.C. until al least A.O. 400. uMony books" were 

in use among !he Nephites in the first century 

B.C. (Helomon 3: 15; see 3: 13). Mormon, the 

lost major writer in the Nephite tradition, 

buried a whole library of such documents dur

ing his people's rinol days in the late fourth 

century A.O. (see Mormon 6:6; compare 1 :3). 

The Madrid Codex loostiluled on olmonol of oslrologicol predidions do~ng oround the 
lime of the Spaniards' arrival. 

An arlist hos Olcurotely reconstructed the processes of popermoking, ink preparation, and codex pointing among lhe Mayo. The basics were lhe 
some lhroughout much of Mesoomerico. 
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Deloils of how Mesoomericon aslrooomen 
mode !heir observollons ore nowhere 
described, but sketches like this from on Aztec 
source, lhe Codex Borbonicus, let us know Iha! 
sighting devices were used to assist 

This sketch uses meshed gean to show how 
separately running calendar cycles combined to 
delermine the changing designations ol the 
days in the Moya calendar. 
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Calendar, Astronomy, 
and Astrology 

Every Mesoamerican people consid
ered their calendar lO be more than 
a practical tool for keeping track of 

time. A caJendar was more like a pseudo
scientific model of the unfolding of each 
individual's and society's history and fate. 

There was not just a single calendar 
bUL several. One system was buUc around 
13 numbered days (a sore of "week"). A 
separate cycle of 20 days provided a rough 
equjvaJent to a "month." In the 20-day 
cycle each day was named for a god. The 
two cycles ran in parallel. Thus a day 
would be labeled, say, 4 according to the 
first count but Chue.n in the second. 
Another day 4 Chuen would nor come 
around again in rhe meshing of the cwo 
cycles for 260 days (making one kind of 
"year'). But there were ocher counts going 
on simultaneously. A 360-day "year" and, 
for different purposes, a 365-day "year" 
were also counted. Cycles of the moon 
were also cracked, and there probably was 
a 7-day "week" (one-fourth of a lunai
month) as well. Even the cycle for the 
appearance of Venus was c.-alculaced. 
MaSte1ing trus maze of interlocking counts 
clearly involved a high degree of expertise, 
conscam attention, and books. 

In the best-known regional version, 
chat of the Maya in Yucatan, the most basic 
year consisted of 360 days (marking one 

Maya tun). 'Jwemy tuns formed a katun 
(20 x 360=7,200 days) or approximately 
20 of our years. Eacb kacun period was 
idemified by the name of the day that 
began ic-kacun 11 Ahau had its start on 
the day thac was named 11 Ahau. The way 
the cycles meshed, Ir would be 260 tWlS 

(256 of our years) before the day 11 Ahau 
would again begin a kacun. To refer to 
katun ll Ahau would define a period of 
history somewhat like our speaking of the 
fifteenth centUI)'. 

The Maya believed char each period of 
this caJendrical histal)' would essemialJy 
reenact what had gone on during the last 
era when the same calendar label had 
been in use.133 lf karun 11 Ahau had 
proved d isastrous before, according co the 
asrrologjcaJ almanac, then look out the 
next t ime ll Ahau was slated co begin the 
karun ; it coo would bring bad news. 

Astronomy as rhe accumulation of a 
mass of information on the heavenly bod
ies for its own sake was unknown. The 
observations were to construct or docu
mem astrological models. Thus even 
though enough data had been collected 
and conceptualized that certain eclipses 
could be predicted, rhe interest of the 
Mesoamericans was not ln the eclipse as 
such bur in the sacred significance that 
they supposed was behind it. 
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W hile little is soid in the Nephite record 

oboul their calendar, the few g limpses 
we get show us that they took colendrical 
cycl ing and its fateful consequences seriously, 

in general agreement with Mesoomericon 

thought. 
The Nephites used several colendrical 

systems that ran concurrenfly. In the first 
place, as Randoll P. Spackman hos convinc· 

ingly argued, 13
' their founders must hove 

moinfained the moon-based calendar of the 
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Jews ofter they left Jerusalem (see Omni 

1 :21). Another count of years was begun with 
the departure from the land of Judah. Loter, 
al least two other counts were employed, and 

oll four were meshed. How the cycles related 

was historically very significant. 
Third Nephi 1 : 1 shows the pattern most 

clearly: the 91 st year in the ero of the rule of 

judges over the Nephites coincided with the 
end of the 600th yeor since Lehi deported 

from Jerusalem. Moreover, the year. was 

Archite<lure sometimes reflected the calendar. 
This pyramid ol the site of El Tojin in northern 
Veracruz hos 365 niches 1h01 ore meant to 
represent the do~ of the solar year. Masonry 
designs elsewhere use colendor·signlficonl 
numbers such os 13, 52, ond 260 in this some 
general woy. (Th.e ldeo moy hove seemed 
noturol for those concerned wtth astronomy; 
one old Koreon observatory consiS1ed of o 
lower 1h01 contained 366 stones lold up in 
courses of 28--the number of doys in the 
lunar monlh.)121 
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These Aztec symbols (the six symbols in the 
vertical column above, from Sahagun) were 
used by astronomers lo represenl some of the 
bodies or constellations they observed in lhe 
heavens. Incidentally, the practice of connecting 
circles wilh lines to represent a constellation 
was known only in Chino ond in ancient 
Mesoomerico.111 The four symbols on the right 
were used by the Moya. Note the rabbit in the 
moon motif in both Aztec and Mayo symbols. 
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related lo astronomical phenomeno-"signs" 

(3 Nephi l :4; see l :8, 9), and particularly a 
sign involving the failure of a regular night of 

darkness (see 3 Nephi l :8; Helomcm 14:3). 
The 600-year interval hod first been prophe

sied by founder Nephi, (see 1 Nephi 10:4; 
19:8; 2 Nephi 25: 19). Samuel, the Lomonile 
prophet, reiterated the prediction with greater 
detail in l O or 11 B.C. In five more years, he 

announced, the great sign of the coming of 
the Messiah would be given. There would 

occur a night without darkness, a new star 
would appear, and there would be many 
signs and wonders in heaven (see Helomon 

14:2- 6). The signs appeared as scheduled. 
By the 100th year of the reign of the judges, 

609 Nephite years hod passed since Lehi's 
departure (see 3 Nephi 2:5- 7). "Now lhe 
Nephites began to reckon their time from this 

period when the sign was given" (3 Nephi 

2:8). 
The pattern of colendrical, astronomical, 

and prophetic calculations among the 
Nephifes was confirmed a few years later 
when the record reports the great physical 

catastrophe that marked the crucifixion. 'J\nd 

now ii come lo poss that according to our 
record, and we know our record to be true, 

for [if was kepi by a prophet] .. . if there was 
no mistake made by this man in the reckon

ing of our time, the thirty and third year hod 
passed away; and the people began to look 

with great earnestness for the sign which hod 
been given by the prophet Samuel, . • . dark

ness for the space of three days" (3 Nephi 
8:1- 3). 

The sense of inevitability that the 
Nephites felt about colendricol prophecy is 

also like that in Mesoamerica. Both Almo2 
and Samuel foresaw the destruction of the 

Nephite people as definitely going to occur 
some ''four hundred years'' after the birth of 

Christ (see Alma 45: 10; see 45: 11 - 2; 
Helomon 13:5; confirmed by Moroni2 in 
Mormon 8:6). {I have suggested further par

allels to patterns of Moya colendricol prophe
cy in another publicotion.)136 

A vignette in the story of Nephite-Lomonite 
warfare underlines how the calendar could 
shape their behavior in a Mesoomericon 

manner. A massive Lomonite expeditionary 
force was on the verge of gaining control of 

the narrow neck of land from the Nephites 
when they comped on the beach near the city 
Bountiful, their lost obstacle (see Alma 

51 :26-32). The Nephite captain Teoncum 
crept into the enemy comp of night and 

si lently killed the enemy leader (see Alma 
5 1 :33-4). The next morning happened to be 
the astrologically significant (in Mesoomericon 
terms) first day of the new year. "Behold, when 

the lomanites awoke on the first morning of 
the first month, behold, they found Amolickiah 

was dead in his own ten!. .. . When the 
Lomanites sow this they were offrighted; and 
they abandoned their design in marching into 

the land northward, and retreated with all 
their army into the city of Mulek" (Alma 

52: 1- 2). The liming of Teoncum's act of psy
chological worfore could not hove been better, 

nor more instrvctive about the powerful role 
of colendricol expectations. 
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ARCHAEOASTRONOMICAL ALIGNMENTS 

Lines of sight to where the sun, 
moon, and stars appeared on the 

horizon ol key times in the calendar 
were used in picking sites for settle
ments and aligning structures thereon 

(somewhat in the manner of the 
Chinese with their pseudoscience, 

geomoncy, by which they erected and 
oriented structures in accord with the 
supposed flow of forces in the earth). 

For example, V. Garth Norman hos 
shown that the key structures in the 

main group at the site of lzopa, near 
the border between the state of 
Chiopos and Guatemala, ore lined up 
in relation to each other, to the stand-

CITIES 
ALIGN WITH 
PEAKS AT 
SOLSTICES 

.& Mountain 
Peaks 

• City Sites 

ing stone monuments, ond to mountain 
peaks on the horizon over which the 

sun or moon rose or sel at crucial 
calendar dotes.'33 The entire site was 

consciously laid out and built as o 
kind of cosmic calculator before the 
Christian era. 

Orientations of this sort ore found 
throughout Mesoornerico and must 
hove been begun early, because the 

original spots on which important sites 

were founded were chosen with this 
thinking in mind. This mop'~ shows 
some of the cities thot were sited in 

relation to on adjacent peak that wos 
astronomically significant. 

VtSllALIZING BOOK OF MORMON lrFE 

Lotter-day Saint readers may find ii 
interesting that at least three major 

sites were laid out in relation to sunrise 
over Cerro El Vigia in the Tuxtlas 

Mountains of southern Veracruz, since ii 
is the likely site for the hill Cumorah of 

the Nephites and the hill Ramah of the 
Jaredites.1"° 
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This 'Mr. Potato Heod• graffito was mowled 
on on oncienl Mayo woll. It gives us o glimpse 
ol informal, popular art that combined humor 
with fontosy. To see more of these folk sketches 
would counter some of the formality of the 
official art. 

J.68 

Art and Beauty 
Overview 

B
eautifuJ objects were hig hly prized 
in Mesoamerica. But what constitut
ed beauty was defined in different 

ways than by us coday. Ar least four prin
ciples or rules appear co have governed 
Mesoamerican esthetic expression. 

One of the principles was chat the 
sacred penetrated and suffused every 
aspect of life and quite dominated some 
areas of experience. The shadow of things 
supernatural hung over all, more often in 
an ominous than in a reassuring manner. 
The divine powers were mainly seen as 
fearsome; a person or a people had co deaJ 
carefully wi.th them. Pessimism about life 
outweighed optimism. Mesoamericans 
were a solemn people, and much art of the 
area-on public buildings, in depictions of 
deity, on funerary vessels, erc.-reflected 
that solemnity. But in the face of fear, one 
of the consolations that could be pursued 
was beauty in nature, ornament, arn.1 
speech. Forcunately the divinities coo were 
thought to approve of and enjoy beauty. 

A second principle was that tradition 
was a linchpin of society. As far as possible, 
problems were solved not by thinking new 
thoughts but by discerning how old 
notions applied to a current sicuation. It is 
striking co observe in Mesoamerican arc 
how many ways-though not all-of 
thinking, doing, and representing endured 
for many centuries without fundamental 
d 1ange. 

Third, the social elite- mainly die 
nobilit}' and the top priests-sec public 
standards, very much as in medieval 
Europe or other premodern societies. 
Most long-distance commerce was in IUX11-
ry items chat catered co Lhe desires of the 
upper strata of ociety, for they alone had 
Lhe wherewithal co reward merchants for 
bringing co them natural o r cultural trea· 
sures from a distance. Their parronage 
also supported craftsmen and artisrs, so 
their upper-class whims modulated d1e 
long-term patterns of beauty through 
which the culture was expressed. 

One of the most famous of all sculptures from 
Mexico, 'The Wrestler,' as ii hos been called by 
some in our day, displays sculptural mastery of 
o high order In representing the human body. 
This Olmec piece dotes from before 600 a.t 
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The fourth consideration was that the . 
most no table pieces of an that have been 
preserv,!!d were polit ical. That is, they glo
rified and justified tJ1e rule rs , their allied 
priests, and the deities connected in the 
public mind with the dominant class ousl 
as was the case with Egyptian arc). We 
today give much attention to this ancient 
propagandistic arc because che makers and 
sponsors saw that it was placed in promi
nent positions-the great stone monu
ments, the mural paimings, the temple 
facades. Yet there were pieces of art that 
had no apparent political purpose. These 
items appeal toda}' co our sense of beaury, 
and they could have appealed to ancients 
too, beyond any propaganda value. 

Did the mass of people have their own 
esthecic life? That is hard to know, but it 
seems likelr rhac at lease simple expres
sions of beauty. ranging from seeing che 
hand of an infant, to observing delicate 
nowers, to watching a sunset, were appre
ciated by many of che folk even if they 
lived lo isolation from most high-class art. 

This large "abstract~ mural is o reproduction in !he Museo Nacional al a scene in lhe Temple al 
Agriculture ot Teatihuacan in lhe Volley of Mexico. The original is now deSlroyed. Shell 
symbolism (which hos parallels in Andean South America ond in Indio) was frequently 
emphasized ol lhis melropolis. 
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Such busy sculptural detail as this on a structure al the site of Koboh in the Yucolon peninsula 
further illustrates lhe principle frequenlly evident in Mesoomericon ort that eloborotion was 
considered heller lhan simplicity. 

The beauty al lhe natural world in Mesoomerico, exemplified by this sunset over lake Alillon, 
must hove mode on impression on mony observers. Alma the elder, in lhe commonest 
inlerprelotion ol Nephite geography, would hove seen evening views like lhis from 'lhe place 
of Mormon· neorby. So when he rhapsodized about •how beautiful' lhe spot was (Mosioh 
18:30), ii may nol hove been Just because al spiritual experiences enjoyed there. 

Not oll Allee artists fell obliged lo crowd up their sculptures la excess 
wilh religious or royal symbols. This robbit done in rock crys!ol shows 
skill and taste I hot would likely hove pleased the sculptor of 'The 
Wrestler; who lived more lhan two millennia earlier. 
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Once again, in observing nature rather lhon 
representing sacred symbolism, on exceptional 
Aztec artist hos let simplicity triumph in this 
stone sculpture represen~ng o shell. 

Flowers were enjoyed for themselves by some 
people, who planted them around their homes. 
Their beauty struck Aztec wise men os 
embodying the mystery of all ortistic 
expression---0rol, musicol, graphic, or other. 
For the entire doss of esthetic phenomena, 
they used the metophorical lobel in xochitl in 
cuicotl, which translates to English os •flower 
and song.' More deeply it signifies something 
like ' the mysterious moving power of 
symbolism.' Moreover, these lovely blossoms 
from the llor de mayo free were sometimes 
steeped in hot woter and mode into a delicate 
preserve to be eaten. 
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Feather Work 
An Unusual Form of Art 

S
ome exotic Mesoamerican art istic 
media wem well beyond whal we 
think of nowadays as art. For example, 

the Aztecs used seeds to make images of 
sacred beings and then ate chem as part of 
a ceremony (which they thought of as 
"eating Lhe flesh of god," a kind of com
munion). High aniSCl1' was also used ro 
construct mosaics of flowers. The prod
uctS of most such pe1ishable media we 
<.-annot concretely visualize, but a small 
nurnber of specimens of Aztec feaLher 
work exist thaL provide a window for us 
on one lose eschetic tradition that strikes 
us slill as justly famous. Feather art was 
highly prized Lhroughouc Mesoametica for 
centu1ies. Problems of preservation have 
destroyed mosr of Lhose objects, of 
course. Historical accident has preserved a 
few specimens that allow us LO see the 
details of lhis form of an among the 
Azrecs of sixceenrh-cemury Mexico. 

Rare feathers were imported by Aztec 
merchants (hummingbird and quetzal 
feathers were most prized), sometimes 
fro m distances of more than a thousand 
miles. Vac;c quantities of feathers were 
among the items of uibute broughl ro the 
rulers in 1enochtitlan, the capital of the 
domain (see the Codex Mendoza listing 
shown on page 115). 

From Father Sohagun's monumental report on Aztec cusloms, we 
see scenes depicting feather croh. Here, the emperor Montezuma 
proi.ses o merchant arriving with a shipment of feathers from o 
distant land. 
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In his workshop o virtuoso designer prepares varied, 
lovely pieces; probably no two were alike. 

This hos been traditionally called 
·Montezumo's Montie• in the records of the 
European museum that owns ii, but lhe 
leathers turn out to hove come from Brazilian 
species of birds. It moy hove been collected in 
that area in the lost century and mislabeled. 
Nevertheless this magnificent lull-length 
garment conveys something ol the grandeur 
thot would have characterized the best 
specimens of Mesoomericon leather work. 



These multihued delicacies of eveiy size 
were passed to extended families or guilds 
of feacher expercs to be groomed and sort
ed. Master artistS rhen designed objects 
intended to suike the fancy of royalty or 
other wealthy pacrnns or to be sold in the 
markerplace. Cane or reed frameworks pro
vided a backing to which fead1ers were 
glued or tied in rendering d1e design. Most 
designs had some religious significance. 

The Aztec feather workers lived in a 
special district in the capital city ·where the)' 
enjoyed p1ivileged rank. They had their own 
gods and rites through which they sought 
protection and inspiration co assure that 
they would do quality work and not waste 
the precious, nonrecyclable materials. 
Among the arc objects constructed were tall 
standards or tlags of a sort. each of which 
identified a particular god, leader, kin 
group, warrior order, or communi ty. 
Dancers gestured with specially made feath
er arrangemencs held in their hands. Or a 
person's arms, legs, ears, hair, or waist were 
decorated with cuf-rs in some special style. 

Ft~TH F~ IONt 

This heoddress is one of lhe few feolherwork specimens lhot the early Sponiords sent to Europe ond 1h01 hove been 
preserved in museum collections. 

An accomplished doncer ol the court required o variety of feather devices 
os port of his performonre. 
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The pose of this Jalno-style ligure hom the 
weslern Moya area around A.O. 700 suggests 
lhe use ol priestly or lordly rhetoric to leach, 
please, ond persuade audiences. 

The ellensive mords of Aztec oral art thot 
were lranscribed by Father Sahagun and 
others in eorly-sixteenth-centuJY Mexico show 
how much exhortation was laid upon members 
of 1h01 sociely. In this example, o lather 
presses his son in powerful longuoge to pion 
for o successful life wtth patient preparation. 
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Oratory and Poetics 

F
acility in speech was highly prized in 
most ancient American cultures. 
Examples of oratory from 

Mesoamerica preserved from the time of 
the Spanish Conquest demonscrate to 
what a high level chis art form had been 
developed. 

Written sacred texcs were at the core of 
much oral performance. The writings con
tained fundamental informarion about 
many subjecLS-histo11; famous people, the 
calendars, astronom}~ mythology, character
istics of the gods, and ritual. But in order 
for the glyphic characters co be fully inter
preted, readers of the written texr needed 
or were greatly benefited by extensive oral 
learning. The Azcec calmecac or school 
demonstrates the pattern of use of the later 
Mexican documents. Ptiescs and teachers 
explained and interpreted the palmed 
codices in derail, making 1.heir young stu
dents memorize extensive commentaries 
about the te>.'tS (comparable in func:rion to 
Jewish mldrashic literature). TI1e commen
taries were leccures on moral, religious, his
torical, and poetic matters. 1n southern 
Mesoamerica, the texts themselves, rather 
than commentaries, were more often stud
ied, but only experts were thought co have 
a complete knowledge of the texts. 

The ability co memorize that resulted 
allowed those properly schooled co incor
porate long oral excerptS when they spoke 
on public occa<sions. They \vere called 
upon as priestly teachers m exhort, 
encourage, and critique personal and 
group behavior, information, and ideas. 
The test of a wise man or skilled reacher 
was his mastery of the content of the 
records and his abJlicy LO weave chem wich 
skill into an oral performance. 

Munro Edmonson has pointed out 
thac much of everyday speech among the 
Quiche Maya of highland Guatemala even 
today remains repetitive, poetic, li terary. 
and onuorical, like the texts preserved 
from earlier times. uances of the Quiche 
language are still used co produce effects 
thar are "comic," "elegant," moving, or 
"discursive.'' "Words matter. and formal 
discourse matters even more."1-11 This kwe 
of speaking and admiration for effective 
forms of speech led m deep appreciation 
for oratory as art. A great, w ise, powerful 
public figure ought to have superb speak
ing skills, it was fell. One of tl1e titles of 
the Aztec ruler was Great Orator. We may 
suppose that some of the lay popvlation 
also gained substantial oral facility involv
ing some of the formal texts in order to 

participate in ceremonial events. 
Among the forms of ol"al literature 

were epic and l)'ric poems, hymns, songs, 

[I ven though you may long for women, 
hold back, hold back with your heart 
until you are a grown man, strong and robust. 
Look at Lhc rnaguey plant. 
If it is opened before it has grown 

and its liquid is taken out, 
ii has no substance. 
II does not produce liquid; it is useless. 
Before it is opened 
to withdraw its water, 
it should be allowed to grow and attain full size. 
Then its sweet water is removed 
all in good lime. 

This is how you must act: 
before you know woman 
you must grow and be a complete man. 
And then you will be ready for marriage; 
you will beget children of good stature, 
heaJU1y, agile, and comel)•. 



sagas. histories, and dramatic presentations 
rhac combined music, symbolic coscumes 
for the characters, recilations, and dance. 

An Aztec cacegol)~ which may have been 
equally common among other Mesoameri
can peoples, was called huebuetlatolli. or 

'·speeches of che elders." These Jong dis
courses of exhortalion anti warning were 
given on occasions of importam social Lran· 

sition-the coronation of a ruler, birth, 
reaching adolescence, marriage, even 
tleath. They taught the most profound V"al
ues of society, warning the person to be 
humble and diligem in the face of the new 

role and the burdens being assumed. 
\Xl'hile we today distinguish poetry from 

other forms of speech, Mesoameri<..-ans did 
so only to a limited degree. Admired eve11r
day speech verged inro formal orator;~ and 
poetic elements infused both. However. the 
fundamental poetic form, Edmonson 
reminds us, was semantic; M2 chey did nO[ 

use word rhymes or meter. Rather, succes
sive lines or statements were connected by 
the repetition of words closely linked in 
meaning. These forms frequently involving 

puns or allusions to history and mythology. 
Couplecs-a single concept repeated in two 
forms-were often used for emphasis and 

co plea~e Lhe ear, such as in the Aztec char

acceri7.ation of an accomplished oral artisl: 
"he has flowers on his lips ... flowers come 
from his mouth."H3 

The power of prayer, chonling, or singing lo 
1he heavens is suggesled by whol may be lhe 
earlies! (aboul 500 s.c.) co,ved monumenl 
from highland Gualemolo. In ony case, rhis 
killed man is engaged in serious, probably 
rituol, odivily. This ple<e wos found in 1he ruin 
of o sacred slrudure ol lhe site 1h01 some 
loiter-day Saints consider lo hove been lhe 
cily of Nephi (Kaminofiuyu, in suburban 
Guatemala Oly). 

OtA/011 ,~o Pucr1 c,1 
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VISUALIZING BOOK Of MORMON llFE 

A ncienf Israelite writers used the some 
couplei form found among the Quiche, 

ond it occurs in the Book of Mormon too. For 

example, compare Psalms 47:5, HGod is 
gone up with o shout, the Lord with the 

sound of a trumpet," with 2 Nephi 25:2, 
"Their works were works of darkness, and 
their doings were doings of abominations. HI« 

A more extended form of parallel phrasing is 
coiled chiasmus (see sidebar), and it too 

occurs in the Bible and the Book of Mormon 
and among native peoples in southern 

Mesoomerico. 
Other poetic forms ore olso shored in 

Old Testament, Nephite, and Mesoamerican 

literary expression.1
'
5 One of these combines 

two adjectives with narrow meanings to signi

fy a more general concept. For example, in 
Job 29:8, the combination of "the young 
men" plus "the aged" conveys the meaning 

everybody; Psalms 95:5 uses "ihe sea" and 
"the dry land" to stand for oil creation. Alma 
37:7 means continually when it couples ''liest 

down o1 night" and "risest in the morning." 
Among the Aztecs, the expression "skirt and 

blouse" signified the sexual aspect of o 
woman, while "face and hear" referred to 
personality. 

The love of and facility with language 

manifested in the materials from Mexico and 
Central America recall the Nephite ideal of 

being "learned (with] o perfect knowledge of 
the language of the people." 

At one extreme such mastery allowed 
one to "use much flattery, and much power 

of speech" (Jacob 7:4}. But the Mesoameri
can love of skilled speech olso resonates with 
Moroni/ s statement that the Lord hod "mode 

us migh1y in word" (though not in writing). 
"Thou host mode all this people that they 
could speak much" (Ether 12:23), indeed, 

"Thou host ... mode our words powerful 
and great" (Ether 12:25). 
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From the Moyan Dresden Codex, a text and 
illustration represent on ancient flood, port of 
a myth cycle widely shared throughaul 
Mesoamerila (as well os in southern and 
eastern Asia) that tells of the destruction of the 
world by different colostrophes. 
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CHIASM US 

0 ne of the stylistic devices lhol 
aided ancient people in memo

rizing and recoiling long oral texts 
was chiasmus. II consists of o pattern 
of word arrangement that presents o 
subject in stepwise fashion from 
beginning to a climax statement, then 

reverses the order, ending with the 
some concept with which the piece 
began. It was often used in the Bible 
and in Near Eastern and Greek liter
ature. " 6 John W. Welch first detected 
this form in the Book of Mormon thir
ty years ago and hos since shown 
that it was often used and highly 
developed in Nephite texts. '47 More 

recently the form hos been shown lo 
chorocierize native Mayon literature 
that dotes before those people were 
made acquainted with the Bible by 
the Spaniards. The example here 
compares o chiosrn in the Popol Vuh, 
the sacred book of the Quiche Mayo, 
with o passage from the Book of 
Mormon. 

'i\l, II K '14"( Kah, ... 

Nabe q'ut ui11aqir 
( 1/ev, 

BOOK Of MORMON (MOSIAB 5:10-12) 

And now whosoever shall not take upon them the name of Christ 

must be called by some other name; 

Lherefore he findeth himself on the le.ft band of God. 

And I would that ye should remember that this is the name 

that should never be blolled out 

except it be through frfmsgressiQn ; therefore 

take heed that ye do not lrllnsgress 

that the name be not blolled out of your hearts 

I would that ye should remember lo retain this name 
that ye are not found 011 the left band <if God, 

but that ye hear and know the voice by which ye shall he a,lled 

and also the name by which he shall call you. 

POPOL Vun 

"Oh Heart of Heaven, ... 

and once ii bad been created, 

tbeearth, 

Huyub, tak'ah, lbe mountains and valleys, 

X ch 'obocb 'a.\' u be ha The palbs <if lbe waters were divided 

X blniheyik k'olehe r aquan xol tak huyub. and they proceeded to twist along among the hills 

So the rivers lben becam8 morr divided Xa cb 'obol chill x e q'ohe vi ba 

Ta x k'utuniheyik nimaq bu,yub. 
Kehe q·ut u vinaqirik uJev 

Rl ta x vi11aqulrlk k umal ri 

l ' K'u\'Kab 

As tbe great mounlalns were appearing. 

And thus was the crealion of tbe earlb 

When It was crealed by bim 

Who Is the Heart of Heaven 
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C6dices lndigenas Mexicanos 
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Music and Dance 

A 
s with the oral arts, so with music 
and dance; Jong traditions lay be
hind the forms and cultt1ral stan

dards that were in vogue in Mesoamerica at 
the time the Europeans arrived. lncreasing
ly, careful looks by sd1olars at the carved 
mooumenrs and painted vases of the Clas
sic Maya reveal d1at dance was common 
and chat probably few if any serious or cer
emonial evenrs in public failed co involve 
both music and dancing. It is from the 
Aztec culture that we learn the most 
regarding these arts because of the rela
tively full descriptions left to us by the first 
Spanish priesrs co arrive in central Mexico. 

As might be supposed in a civilization 

as involved with religion as chat of 
Mesoamerica, much of the music and 
dance was performed on ceremonial occa
sions. On the basis of the scenes painted 
on vases found in Maya tombs, Michael D. 
Coe believes chac rices for the incerred 
dead might well have used die text of "a 
long hymn which could have been sung 
over the dead or dying person." 148 The 
Spaniard<; mentioned compositions that 
nobles or priescs danced co and sung or 
chanted slowly and seriously on solemn 
and important occasions. Other types of 
music and dance were livelier and includ
ed songs of love and flirtation. StiU anoth
er son scandalized the Catholic fathers as 
"highly improper" with ''wtiggling and gri
macing and immodest mimicry."149 

The most common musical instruments 

This ninth-century A.O. Mayo mural al Bonompok shows long wooden trumpets blown as port of a procession ol nobles. One music S<holar hos claimed 
Iha! lhese instruments ore similar in form and maybe in function lo silver trumpets mentioned in lhe Bible in Numbers 10: 1-10.111 
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were rhythmic (drums, scrapers, rauJes). but 
melodic ones were also heard, induclini 
whistles, flu tes, panpipes, long single·toned 
horns, munr>ets of hoUowed wood, and shell 
Lrumpets. No remnants of actual music have 
been preserved for us LO hear coday. 

VIS UALIZING BOOK OF MORMON LIFE 

T ittle is said about music and dance in the 
L Book of Mormon. The use of music in 
Israelite rites at· Jerusalem is reported in the Bible, 
and we con suppose that elements of that pattern 
were brought along by the people of Lehi (and the 
Mulekites) as port of the Mosoic ceremonies. They 
had musical and dance forms for entertainment 
too (see 1 Nephi 18:9 and Mosiah 20: 1-5). 

These Azlec flutes or Oogeolets were excavated in Mexico City al the site ol the Greol Temple, which the Sponish 
conquerors destroyed. 

Men dance ooor a lord or priest seated on a platform. Many of the people shown on Oossic Mayo pointed vases, like this one, ore engaged in serious dance. 
Social, political, and ritual ettquene dearly demanded that a person of social stature be competent in a variety ol dance forms. 
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This troupe of musicians and dancers ore 
represented in Sohogun's record of Aztec life 
ot the time of the Conquest. 

A set of figurines dug up of Zoochilo, Oomo, 
obviously represents a musical ' combo.' For 
what occasions they ployed we cannot guess, 
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The world tree in Moya belief was a ceiba, the tree that yields kapok. The tall, strong trunk 
lends itself to the ideo of reoching into the heovens. 

The complex mythological scene on Srelo 5 at liopo, Chiopos, hos been in1arprered voriously. Many 
lotter-day Soinrs hove considered it o symbolic depidion of lehi's dream recorded in the Book of 
Mormon, following lhe views of M. Wells Jakeman. More recent, better-dowmented analyses take 
different positions regardlng ~.'" Bu1 almost all oaree rhat the tree of life is central in lhe scene. 
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Symbolism 
Trees 

M
ate1ials preserved from an ancient 
people use a profusion of symbol-5 
impossible co grasp in full because we 

cannot fully recover their complex view of the 
world. In Mesmune1ica a host of exotic sym
bols is evident. To anempt ro grasp them 
involves seeing both their srrangeness and 
their likeness ro our meanings. 

A first level of understanding is simply to 
appreciate how great rhe chasm is between 
their view of the world and ours. Yer. some 
meanings seem well-nigh universal, such as 
the opposition between light (good) and 
dark (evil), or between right (lucky) and left 
(unlucky). A few similalities like chose let us 
feel a common humanity wi th the anciencs. 

The u-ee as a symbol is one fearure the 
Mesoamericanas emphasized. The growth and 
death of u-ees, their fruit, and rhe shelrer d1ey 
provide represented individual, social, and 
divine accivi[}~ A common notion in 
Mec;oamerica is the •·world rree." A pillarlike 
Lree wa-; said by the Maya ro represent the fit-st 
tree of che world. lt was supposed to exist at 
d1e center of che world, or navel of che earrh, 
where it grew up through the layered heav
ens; its trunk served as a route for moving 
between levels. The tree's root connected the 
muluple underground levels.151 Other 
Mesoamerican peoples had similar ideas. 
Relacecl conceptions occurred in other pans of 
the world (for example, the ciry of Jerusalem 
was conceived as the navel or che wodd).152 

Another meaning spoke of I he tree oflife. 
Some Mesoamericans thought that it had nour
ished the infant founders of their group and 
had thus, in a sense, given them life. That con
cept was associated with the represen~tion of 
a tribe or descent group as a tree, wid1 the 
founder as the trunk.1;.3 The tree of life also 
had the sense of a sacred objective that wor
shippers sought to attain in order co confer Life 
on the seeker. In the last sense, Mesoamerican 
beliefs paralleled religious ideas in the e-t1r 
East and Southeast Asia.154 IL was in this sense 
that certain trees, and even groves, were con
sidered necessaiy ac temple centers and sacred 
areas in general. For example, the Maya of 
YtK--atan combined the idea of the world tree 
and of a sacred grove located at a sacred well 
at the navel of the world in the center or cer
tain cities,155 and the same combination charac
terized Near Eastern sacred cemers. 1'i6 



Allred Maudsloy's cenlury-old drawing of !his famous S{Ulptured panel o1 Polenque displays 
the some basic features as the Assyrian S(ene shown above it."' 

A descent group, the Xiu family of Yucatan, displayed for their 
colonial Spanish masters their royal descent in the form of a tree, 
with the current family head at the bottom. 

S r1180L I SJI : T RElS 

In the famous tomb deep beneath the Temple of the Inscriptions ot Polenque, o prominent 
seventh-century ruler of the dty, Pocai, is represented on this superbly carved stone cover of his 
burial sarcophagus as sliding or lolling down the world tree axis into the underworld in o 
metaphor ossodoted with the setting of the sun. 

VISUALIZING BOOK OF lHOUION LI FE 

Tree symbolism pervades the Book of Mormon. Lehi1 and 
Nephi1 each sow in vision "the tree of life," which was 

"precious above all" (1 Nephi 11 :9) and "whose fruit was 

desirable to make one happy" (1 Nephi 8: l 0).157 Jocob1, the 

first priest among the Nephites, expounded on involved allego
ry in which trees represented Israelite tribes (see Jacob 5) .158 

Almo2 compared the word of God to o seed planted in the 

human heart that could be nurtured to become a tree of.life 
(see Alma 32:28-42). 
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Warriors ond priesls who wished lo emulate 
the joguor or who fell under its proledion 
wore skins of 1he feline lo cultivole 1he link. 
This mon appears in the Tudela Codex lrom 
cenlrol Mexico. 

The jaguar in lhe wild is still greolly feared 
wherever it is found in the lower foresllands of 
Mesoomerico. 

This represenlolion on Relief 4 al Chalcan.ingo, 
Morelos, hos been inlerpreted os the night 
jaguar capturing lhe day's light.'" But it could 
jusl as well represent o vicious mon under lhe 
influence of his jaguar nowal attacking o 
human victim, actually or politically. 
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Symbolism 
Felines 

N
orman refers co the jaguar as "Lhe 
mosL impressive zoological moLif" 
in Mesoamerican art, yet it had reli

gious significance beyond being just an art 
motif. Some of its popularity derived from 
the animal's standing as "the New World 
'king of the beasts' with wide-1-anging mys
tic and shamanistic qualities." 161 This con
ception of the jaguar is widespread in tropi
cal Amelica. Mainly irs associations are 
malevolent: 'The fierce jaguar. Bloody his 
mouth; bloody his daws. A slayer as well. 
Devourer of flesh. Killer of men."162 

Appropriately, the jaguar was a prime 
symbol of the god of the underworld, 
where the spirits of the dead had co go. 
( rh us, in a sense, che gocVanimal eventu
ally "ate'' everybody.) Th is supreme cat 
prowled the jungle during the night 
hours, when iL was supposed thaL Lhe sun 
was passing through the underworld. The 

beast's independence of movement and 
freedom from enemies who could injure 
him was also admired. though this admira
tion was tinged with fear. Jaguars were 
also envied because chey were considered 
LO live a lazy li fe of ease. One can see how 
Lhese characrerlstics would be acu-active tO 

power-hungry rulerst03 or perhaps secret
sociecy adherencs. 

A different version of the jaguar was 
associated with sky, rain, moisture, and fer
tiHty.164 Bu t the dual connection is not far
ferched because the seas. tJ,e ultimate 
source for rain, were Lhought to be under
ground, so to speak, and thus connected 
with the underworld feline. Furthermore, 
in nature jaguar.,; often live in jungle areas 
with abundant water and vegetation. 

Jn che Near East, incidcmall)~ the lion 
represented the Sumerian and Canaanite 
Nergal, god of Lhe underworld and burial; 
the lion was al o connected 10 kingship, 
because he was also considered the sun 
god who spent the night in tJ,e under
world.lu5 

VISUALIZING BOOK Of lHoutON LIFE 

I n fhe Nephite record, the lion is represent

ed as o predator fhot was dangerous lo 
domestic animals and who also was on 
instrument of divine vengeance (see 3 Nephi 

20: 16; 2 1: 12; Mormon 5:24). The ossocio
lion of the lion with the office of the king of 

Judah would hove been familiar to the 
Nephites through the brass plates record they 
brought with them. 



HYBRID BEINGS 

The neat zoological categories

feline, snake, bird- that we would 

feel comfortable with in trying to deal 

wifh Mesoomerican symbolism refused 

to stand still in ancient thought and art. 

After all, these ore supernatural, not 

merely naturalistic, beings, and it is their 

symbols we ore seeing, so why should 

they be confined by earth's natural 

forms? So in symbolic form, jaguars 

sometimes prove to be half serpents, or 

reptiles may bear feathers and fly about 

Even more striking is the hybridiza

tion of animals wi1h humans. One of 

the most ancient versions of this unity is 

seen in the Olmec practice of turning 

images with largely human bodies into 

effigies with jaguar characteristics, 

especially by drooping the corners of 

the mouth. One proposal to account 

for these distortions of nature is that 

what we ore seeing stems from 

shamans' experience with trances. 

Another view is that the use of hallu

cinogenic substances by artists ployed o 
port in generating these unusual 

concepts. 

The coyote was on important figure in the mythology of the 
Nohuo-speoking peoples, who induded the Toltecs and Aztecs. 
This feathered coyote'" from Teotihuocon may be conne<led lo 
that myth cycle. 

SrvsOL/SN . P I L/NRS 

This dossic Olmec stulpture from Los limos, Verocnu, shows a man holding a po.ssive infant with jaguar facial 
characteristics. The piece is now in the Museum in Jolapa, Veracruz. 

Unique hybrid creatures ore represented in this artist's copy of a mural 
coiled •rhe Mythological Animals; at Teotihuacan. 
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The massive, armored aocodile, or cayman, 
thrives in certain areas ol the Mesoomerican 
lowlands. Known as cipodli among the Aztec 
ond the imix eorth monster in Mayon 
iconography, this symbol conveys the sense ol 
the Inferior of the eorth ond underworld.in In 
Mesoomericon sacred art, features ol the 
jaguar and other animals were at limes 
combined with those of the coymon so the 
figure turns out o fontoslic hybrid. 

Symbolism 
Reptilian Figures 

R
eptiles-snakes, crocodiles, and 
even dragons---consticuted anoth
er complex caregOI)' of symbols of 

divinity. One connotation these creatures 
convey is obvious-danger! These are 
beasts not to be toyed wirh, so a reptile 
could be a very potent nawal proteccor. A 
second symbolic meaning comes from the 
rer,cile's connection with ,vater. \'v'hile not 
all reptiles are found near water sources, 

Snokes ore found throughout the art of Mesoomerico, o foci that ls not surprising since snakes ore common in the tropics. 
The symbolism conveyed indudes both posifive and negolive aspects. The god Ouetzol<ootl (see below) was pictured os o 
serpent lhot blessed, but other monifestotions, such os this Aztec coiled rottlesnoke, were threatening. 
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some of che most fearsome, like croco
diles, are, hence there is logic to the link
age. Water is one of the ultimate life-giving 
realities in Mesoamcrica; either too much 
o r too lirde can be disastrous, so one 
wants ro be on the good side of the pow
ers concrolling the moisture. Moreover, 
reptiles were ~hought co be connected not 
just wii:h water bur rnosc often with rhe 
subterranean world, where Mesoamerican 
thinking supposed the great supply of 
waters, and the dead, were located. The 
earth was considered co rest on the back 
of a great reptilian creature chat floated on 
the undereanh ocean. This monster was 
modeled on the crocodile, although its 
appearance could take variam forms. Many 
sculpture<.! scenes show at their base this 
subearth creature, often ve1y scylized and 
hard for the inexpert eye co derecc.168 

Anocher Mesoamerican reptilian sym
bol is a dragonllke being connected with 
the sky and rain; itS two-headed symbol is 
spread widely in ease Asia as well as the 
Amelicas.169 Yet sky and earth elements are 
so often combined that a reptile above and 
another beneath are hard co separate. 

ln the Bible, the Lc;raelite myth of 
Leviathan (mirroring the Babylonian myth 
of·namat) also portrays a dragon in the 
waters under the earth. Jehovah was con
sidered ro have conquered chis monster at 
one point in mythologicaJ time.1
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RAIN AND THE 
EARTH MONSTER 

The monster/dragon/serpenl was 
associated nof only with nighl and 

the underworld abode of 1he dead but 

also with life-giving rain. lzapo Stelo 25 
signals this dual nature of feptilions. 

They con damage or they con bless. A 
dualistic balance appears, as it does 
wit!, much Mesoomericon symbolism. 

Men live by lhe grace of the life-confer
ring power of divinity ot the some time 

lhey ore al risk from encountering or 
managing that power in the wrong 
way; there is "on opposition in all 

things" (2 Nephi 2: 11 ). 

SrJt ao11.r>1 · N trr,11 1 , ,,~,,,,., 

Norman interprets this scene (enlarged at right) as depicting lhe action of lhe god who confers or controls the rains 
(compare Helaman 11 :4-17). In his view, symbolic represanlatlons of the evoporotio11-1>recipitotion cycle, o metaphor for 
resurrection, ore found on this stela.'n 

Stefa 25 at fzopo (firs! century s.c.) shows o 
coymon with vegetation growing from its body, 
which lies the creature unmislokobly lo the 
earth monster ol later Mesoomericon tradition. 
This scene represents a specific mythic event 
told in the Popol Yuh In which o crocodile bites 
off the orm of o hero-god.in 

VIS UA LIZING BOOK Of MOUION LI FE 

The Book of Mormon uses reptilian 

imagery in several ways. (1) "Thot old 
serpent" in the Gorden of Eden was the 

devil-beguiler, antagonist, destroyer 
(2 Nephi 2: 18; Mosioh 16:3). (2) "That awful 
monster the devil, and death, and hell" 
(2 Nephi 9: 19; see 9: 10, 26; compare 
2 Nephi 24 :9) was both o metaphorical 
being and a place associated with the death 

of the body (see 2 Nephi 9: 10). (3) This 
monster is likely the some as the reptile of 

chaos, Leviathan in the Bible (see 2 Nephi 
8:9; Isaiah 27: l); filthy waters beneath fhe 

earth represent hell, the abode of this ser
pent/ dragon (see 1 Nephi 12: 16). But water 

lrom beneath the eorlh could also be consid
ered "pure," as shown by Mosioh 18:5, 
which recalls o Mayo practice of entering 

coves for the purpose of obtaining sacred 

water for use in some ceremonies. 
(4) "Like dragons did they fight'' (Mosioh 

20: 11; see Alma 43:44) was on expression 
used by the Nephites to connote strength 

and vigor in bottle. It could well refer lo the 
Mesoomericon cayman, or crocodile, which 
is a powerful, fearsome foe.17

~ (5) Moses 

erected the brass image of a benign serpent 
in order to heal the Israelites who hod been 

bitten by hurtful "fiery flying serpents" 
(1 Nephi 1 7 :41 ; compare Numbers 21 :6). 
This image was treated by the Nephites as 

o symbol of Jesus Christ and his healing 
power and superiority over mundane evil 

(see Helomon 8: 14; 2 Nephi 25:20; Alma 
33: 19). The fact that the saving serpent icon 

was lifted "upon a pole" could remind one 
of1he "flying" aspect of the Mesoomericon 

feathered hybrid serpent. 
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Book of Mormon 
Peoples and History 

The first part of chis book related 
information on Book of Mormon 
peoples and culrures t0 their 

Mesoamerican setting, topic by t0pic. 
While that approach has value in being 
systematic, it leaves issues of history and 
geography in limbo. What follows wilt 
connect the Nephice sro1y to the 
Mesoamerican scene in terms of the 
broader copies of times and places. 

0 Moron 

188 

Key to Numbers 
1. Woten of Riplioncum 
2. Limi1 of Nephi1e rerreot 
3. Shits deolh; plates left 
4. HillShim 
5. Norrow pouoge 
6. Hogolh's ships 
7. Moroni'~ comp 
8. Refuge be1Ween !he land of 

Bounliful and the land of 
Zorohemla (see 3 Nephi 3) 

9. Hill Onidoh 
10. Hill Mon Ii 
11. Hill Amnihu 
12. Hnl Riplah 
13. Valley of Almo 
It Missionary dispersal point 
15. Woten ol Mormon 
16. Hill north of Shllom 
17. Mounr Antipas 
18. P1D<B Onldoh 
19. Wilderness wes1 of rhe land 

of Zorohemlo 
Wilderness west of tile land 
of Nephi 
Lomonite king's land 
Lond of liNJ Inheritance 
Wildemeu (seii Almo 43:22) 
Mountain pan 
Hogoth's desttnotlon P) 
Wilderness ol Hermoun~ 

0 Land: no city mentioned 
River tributaries illustrotil'e only 

Mormon's Map 
in Relation to 
Mesoamerica 

M
esoametica is the only part of the 
western hemisphere Lhat qualifies 
as the Nephites' "land of promise." 

Just where were the Nephites located with
in Mesoamerica? Only when we have an 
idea of that can we know which historical 
traditions or archaeological sequences can 
be compared most usefully with Mormon's 
text. The internal consistency of the geo
graphical statements in the Book of Mor
mon referred to earlier must be accounted 
for by assuming that the ptimacy author 
and editor of the Book of Monnon, the 
fourth-cemury A.O. prophet-general Mor
mon, had a definite mental map in mind. 
(This consistency cannot be accounted for 
in terms of Joseph Smith, for his mmslation 
of the volume was dictated ai such a pace 
and published with so liu.le revision of con
tent that he could not have accurately craft
ed the picture of spacial relations involved 
in the complex story.) 17~ The brief biograph
ical marecial on Mormon included in his 
account tells us that he personally traveled 
thmughoL1L most of Nephite territory (see 
Mormon chapters 1-6). The consistency 
exh ibited by his geographical statements 
must have come ptimarily from his own 
ex.petience with the landscape. 

The map on this page shows what we 
can discern of Mormon's picture of spatial 
relations in what Lhe Nephites called the 
land of promise.176 The territory it encom
passed, as indicated by statements jn the 
scripwral text, was on the order of five or 
six hundred miles long and a couple of 
hundred miles wide. The major conrrast 
was between a ·'land southward" and a 
"land norrhward," (AJma 22:32), which 
were connected by an isthmus, a narrow 
neck of land. The southerly territory was 
in cum divided in two: a general "land of 
Nephi" consisted of mainly mountainous 
cerrain distinclly sec off in topography 
from che lower-lying "land of Zara.hemla," 
which lay in a northerly direction (Alma 
22:32). Only one major river is noted, the 
Sidon (Alma 22:29), whose basin consll
LUted most of the land of Zarahemla. The 
climate was tropical o r semiLropical. 
although areas of higher elevation would 
necessarily have been cooler. 



Characteristics of rhe civilization in 
which the Nephites panicipaled are ofren 
mentioned or implied but are not reported 
in much specific decaH. Mormon's record 
pictures his people having an agrarian eco
nomic base, a population in the millions, 
many cities, extensive commerce, numerous 
books written in more than one script, elab
orate religious institucions, imcnsive wru·
fare, and many luxu1y goods. 

When Mormon's geography and the char
acteristics of the civilization involved are com
pared with possible scenes in the Americas, 
only one area firs consistently: Mesoamc.rica, 
that is, central and southern Mexico and 
northern Central America. Only ln this one 
area do we find the required combination of 
uplands and lowlands, an isthmus and river 
system, a warm climate, and an advanced, lit
erate dvili7.ation. 

The map on this page displays the most 
Likely specific correlation between "Mormon's 
map" and Mesoamerican tenitoiy. The lands 
of the Nephites, it rurns our, probably com
prised highland Guatemala (although that 
land was possessed mud, of tl1e time by the 
Lamanite faction), Chiapas, and areas co 1.he 
north and west of Chiapas e>..'tending to cen
tral Vel"t1cruz. (Some Laner-day Saint students 
of Nephite geography have differed from lhis 

schema on important detaifs.)l.,_ 
Identifying on coday's map where the 

Nephites and other peoples of the Book of 
Mormon sc01y lived opens up important 
new sources of information on them. On the 
basis of rhis correlation, we can cap into the 
information that scienciscs and scholars have 
been accumulating about Mesoamerica for a 
hundred years. 

The conjunction of scriptural informa
tion with the facts from scholarly study of 
Mesoamerica sheds new Light on the Book of 
Mom1on in two ways. First, obscure portions 
of the Book of Mormon rext may be clarified. 
For example, Mosiah 19:24 speaks of a "cere
mony" in connection with the slaying of king 
Noah by his rebellious subjeccs, but there is 
no hint of the nature or pupose of rhac cere
mony. Much information is available on 
Mesoamcrican ceremonial practices involving 
death and sacrifice, and it may clarify the 
mystery of the su-ange ritual. Second, identi
ncacion of the area as the scene of Book of 
Mormon events can bring to readers a sense 
of realism hitherto missing in their studies. 

Bue before Nephire evencs can be com
pared usefully and accurately with 
Mesoamerican history, qualifications about 
the data on both sides of rhe prospective 
equation need co be recognized. 

MO•MO l'i'• r 1.1/Af 
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NEPHI 
ltNIAGI 
RICORD 
KEIPE RS 

Nephi 
Jacob• 
Enos 
Jorom 
Omni 
Chemish• 
Abinodom 
Amaleki 
Moslah• 
Benlamln 
Moslah 
Alma • 
Alma 
Helaman 
Nephi 
Nephi 
Nephi 
Amos 
Amos 
Ammaron• 
Mormon • 
Moroni 

• record not passed 
from father to son 

italic sacred record 
bold king 
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Nephite History 

R
eaders have often erred in expect
ing the Book of Mormon co be a 
history in the sense of that word 

common among us nowadays. Nowhere in 
the writings of Mormon or of his son, 
Moroni2, is the book the)' produced 
termed a hiscory; instead it is called "an 
abridgement of the record of the people 
of Nephi" and an "account" (see title 
page). Histo,:v is a label chat comes from 
modern thought; we typically suppose 1.hat 
a history presents a more or less continu
ous and thorough account of what hap
pened-of all the important events-with
in a certain area over a certain period. 
With rare, partial exceptions, the ancients 
had neither the access to adequate infor
mation nor the desire to produce such a 
systematic discussion. We should nOL 
expect of their record what it does nor 
intend. What Mormon meant to do was 
teach readers certain mor.:il lessons by Cit
ing selected episodes from events that 
occurred among his people, not to tell 
their whole sro1y 

In ancient cultures a people was most 
often defined in terms or descent from a 
claimed ancestor. On the title page of the 
Book of Mormon, Moroni2, its lase cuscodi
an, spoke of "rhe people of Nephi." lr is 
not clear what he meant in regard to 
ancestry and descent when he used 1his 
expression. The phrases the people of 
Nephi and tbe Nephites are used in the 
book with more ch.an one meaning. On 
the face of it, we might think they referred 
to those literally descended from Nephi 1, 

the son of Lehi 1. That proves an oversim
plification. Mose often the label Nephi/es is 
applied to all those who acknowledged 
the sovereignty of Nephi 1 's descendants, 
even though che subjects had no genetic 
connection with the founding ancestor, 

Nephi 1, or his famil}~ Legitimate rulers 
came from Nephi 1's direct descendants, 
but diverse groups came under their politi
cal umbrella by a kind of adoption 
process well-known in the ancient world. 
Meanwhile dissenters-although some
times literal descendants of Nephi 1-
opced out of the political system and were 
no longer counted as 1ephites. E.xamples 
demonstrate the pattern : certain Laman
ites "took upon themselves the name of 
Nephi, d,at they might be called the chil
dren of Nephi and be numbered among 
those who were called Nephites" (Mosiah 
25:12); however, the Zor.:imice faction 
wenc the other direction-they changed 
from the sociopolitical category of Nephite 
to that of Laman ice by secession (see Alma 
43:4). Other cases could be cited. Further
more, the Book of Mormon quietly lees us 
know that other people, not just those 
from Lehi's inirial party, were on Lhe 
scene.ns Those inhabilancs willing to be 
Sl1bjec1 co the ruler, the descendant of 
Nephi 1, were also included among the 
Nephi res. 

The Book or Mormon proves to be a 
record of only selected evems that particu
larly affected the royal line. Much that 
went on among the diverse groups under 
the Nephite rulers is given short shrift o r 
no mention at all. Moreover, ethnic, lin
guistic, and cultural variety could also be 
expected among those under Lamanire 
rn lers. Thus the book is not a hiscory in 
the modern sense. This is to be expected 
in the light of ancient record-keeping prac
tices. For example, the Old 'lesramenc, a 
version of which the Nephites possessed 
and which served them as a model for 
recording lheir past, relates only a limited 
range or evems about the patriarch Jacob's 
descendants, with strong emphasis on 



the royal line through Judah. In short, 
Mormon's record is a lineage hiscory, the 
typical kind of account of the past that was 
produced in most societies before Euro
pean historians developed a broadened 
view of their cask a few centuries ago. 
Many events that we moderns may be 
curious abour were omitted because a lin
eage's writers did not consider them rele
vanc co their aims. 

ln Mesoameti ca virtually all traditional 
histories were by and about lineages (using 
the term broacUy),179 as was true in the Near 
East. l he records were about the ruling 
groups, not rh e commoners. For instance, 
the historical portion'> of the Popol Yuh tell 
of a small group of foreigners (of Mexican 
extraction) who inv·aded Guatemala a few 

centuries before the Sp-aniards and gained 
military control over d1e resident Mayan
speaking population. In the course of a 
number of generations, those elite intruders 
were culturally absorbed by their subjects. 
but the document fails to make that clear. 

What we know about the record from 
which the Book of Mormon was translated 
by Joseph Smith indicates chat it was one 
of d1e class of Mesoamerican Lineage histo
ries recorded In the form of a codex.Jll() 
The Book of Mormon talks chiefly about 
the elite stratum of society, and it was 
rulers or their kin who kept the Nephite 
records. NaLUrally enough, they give us lit
tle information about the commoner 
majority whom d1ey ruled . The scribes 
themselves emphasize how selective they 
had lO be in deciding what to indude (see, 
for example, Jacob 3: 13; Words of Mormon 
1 :5; and Helaman 3: J 4). Because the 
record is silent on whole copies, it, like the 
Popol Vuh, can be compared only with dif
ficulty with the archaeological and inscrip
tional record or ancient Mesoam erican life. 

N tr 111r t 11 1 \ l(IIY 

DID 'l'HE MESOAMERICANS 
WRITE REAL HISTORY? 

guestions ore sometimes raised whether the Mesoomericon scribes hod 
developed historical writing in anything like our modern sense. Some 

s ors suspect that myth or ideological interpretations ployed such a big 
role that we do not really get any reliable reports of historical events in the 

ancient sources. Despite some coloring of accounts, it appears that ii was 
possible, in some coses at least, for native historians to reporl events in on 
informative, sequential manner. That is illustrated in on excerpl from the 

Annals of the Cokchiquels, o sixfeenth-century account from highland 
Guatemala of on event that happened not long before the Spanish Con
quest and that hod no doubt been transmitted via a hieroglyphic text down 

lo Colonial limes, when if was written in Sponish script. 

Bl 
hen the sun appeared on the horizon and its light fell on the 
mountain, the outcry and shouts of war broke forth, banners 
were unfurled, and the big flutes. drums, and conch shells 
resounded. It was indeed terrible when the Quiches arrived. But 

with great speed they [the Cakchiquelsl went do\\TI to surround them, conceal· 
ing themselves so as 10 fonn a circle; and arri\'ing at the foot of the hill. they 
went close to the banks of the river, cutting off the river houses from the ser
vanis of the kings Tepepul and Lxtayul who were accompanying their god. 
Immediately was the enounter. Truly the contest was terrible. The outcries 
resounded, the shouts of war, the flutes, the drums, and the conch shells; then 
the warriors perfonned their acts of magic. Quickly the Quiches were defeated; 
Ibey ceased to fight and were dispersed. annihila1ed and dead. It was impossl· 
hie to count the dea ... 

Recinos 1950 
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A striking bowl from the lowland Moya area 
doiing lo the Oossic shows o dignitary with o 
Jewish-looking profile. We cotch only 
0<cosionol glimpses like this ol o Neor Eastern 
component in the Mesoomericon peoples, who 
ore lypicolly coiled, oversimply, Mayo or the 
like. 
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Book of Mormon Peoples in 
Terms of Mesoamerica 

The peoples, cultures, or ruling line
ages known to scholars who study 
Mesoamerita are called, especially 

in popular books, by names like Aztecs, 
Zapotecs, Mayas, and 0/mecs. None of 
rhem are known co have been called 
Nephites. (Keep in mind that since "none 
o cher people knowech our language," 
according to Moronl2 in Mormon 9:34, we 
have no linguistic due ro what t11e term 
translated co English as "Nephites" might 
have been in any Mesoamericao lan
guage.) Were the Nephites in any sense 
ancestors of the Aztecs? Were che Tolrecs 
of Mesoamerican u-adition descended 
from the Nephices? Were the Mayas 
Lamanhes in Mormon's terms? To provide 
useful answers co questions like chese, we 
muse be aware that archaeologists cannot 
directly answer questions about the identi
ty of the peoples whose remains chey 
investigate. New World excavators never 
find inscriptions chat proclaim, "We are 
che people named such and such." 

The whole copic of ethnic identifica
tion is a confused one in scholarly studies 
on Mesoamertca. Rarely is a people's own 
name for themselves used in either schol
arly o r popular literature. Well-known 
terms like To/tee have no settled hist0rical 

meaning buc are unclear catchalls. Other 
echoic labels Like Aztec and Chichimec, let 
alone Olmec, are equalJy mur1cy.1s1 In 
many cases archaeologists use Labels tlley 
have coined to denote mere pottery com
plexes as if they represented peoples, 
which they surely do noc. 

ln the absence of crucial information 
as juSt indicated, any attempt to compare 
Mormon's account with the findings of 
archaeology and related fields is bound ro 
be ambiguous. Nobody can say at rhis time 
who tlle scriptural Nephites were in 
Mesoamerican terms. Yet we may approxi
mate a relationship if we can correctly 
identify Lhe time and place where tlley 
lived. 

The probability is that d1e Nephite and 
Lamanite ruling lineages whom we read 
about in Mormon's book represented por
tions of societies that were found in high
land Guatemala and the Mexican scare of 
Chiapas during ac least the first and sec
ond centuries a.c. From tllac time co the 
middle of the fourth century A.D., there is 
evidence tllat these possible Nephites 
expanded into the states of Veracruz and 
perhaps parts of Oaxaca, Mexico. They 
probably gathered in southern Veracruz LO 

make their last stand near A.O. 380. 
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The Early Nephites in 
the Lano of Nephi 

The party led by Lehi 1 and his son 
Nephi 1 arrived by boar on the Pacif
ic coast of Guatemala or El Salvador 

around 575 B.C. The aged father died soon 
afterward. Before long the antagonisms 
between Nephi I on the one hand and his 
older brothers Laman 1 and Lemuel on the 
other caused the little colony to split 
Nephi1 and a handful of followers moved 
inland co the highlands, which thereafter 
were always said co be "up" in relation ro 
surrounding areas. In what muse have 
been an extensive mountain vaUey, they 
laid out a small city named after their 
leader, and he became their first king. 
They called themselves Nephites or the 
people of Nephi. They immediately con
structed a temple, said to be modeled 
after the temple Lhat Nephi 1 had known in 
Jerusalem. Before long, their rivals, the 
Lamanices, reencounrered them and 
armed conflict began between them tl1at 
continued d1rough most of the next six 
hundred years. 

Topographical and other information 
in the Book of Mormon record neatly sup
ports me proposilion that me ciry of 
Nephi was locacecl in me Valley of 
Guatemala. The preeminent archaeologi
cal site in that area, located in a suburb of 
the capital, Guatemala City, was one of d1e 
most important in Mesoamelica in me 

centuries just before the advent of Christ. 
l t has been named Kaminaljuyu (pro
nounced kah-mee-nahl-hu-yu, often called 
Iq for short) by archaeologists, but they 
have no idea what the name was anciently. 
The first substantial inhabitation of che site 
bas been found to dace between 600 and 
500 s.c. Meanwhile, the people whom the 
Nephites called the Larnanites dwell in the 
coastal lowlands and foothill zone a few 
miles away to tl1e sourh of Nephi1's settle
ment. Quite surely, descendants ofJared
ite-era groups were then occupying por
tions of that lowland wilderness, and 
it looks as if some of them were incorpo
rated under the rule of the Lamanite 
immigrants. 

The highlands of Guatemala enjoyed a 
temperate climate and vegetarian; d1e area 
has been called me land of eternal spring. 
1n contraSt, d1e coastal tenitOf)' was 
oppressively hor and humid and much of it 
was covered with tropical forest. 

The histolical information covering 
che first three centuries in the Nephjte 

record is exceptionally fragmentary (see 
the books of Jacob, Enos, and Jarom). 
There is no hint tl1ac their occupation 
extended outside Lhe valley first senJed 
and named by founder Nephi1, and their 
numbers would have been lin1ited to no 
more than a few thousand. 

From any port of the strip of wilderness near lhe Pacific coast, the lands along the west seo in southern Guolemolo, the mountains ore visible, 
beckoning with a promise of cooler climate. 
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The volley seen here, where Guotemolo City 
lies, hos been identified by o number of 
students of Book of Mormon geography as the 
immediole land of Nephi, lhe flm oreo settled 
by Nephi, and his party oher seporoting from 
lhe Lomonile faction. The view from the 
vantage poinl of the photographer of this 
scene is the some as thol Ammon, and his 
group would hove had when they came lnlo 
the land and paused •01 a hill, which is north 
of lhe land of Shilom• (Mosioh 7 :5). From 
there •they went down info lhe land of Nephi," 
where lhey mer King Umhi {Mosioh 7:6). 
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This view is of lhe lower portion of the Volley of Guolemalo. II meets the textual requirements to hove been lhe land of Shilom of the Nephites. This section 0<rupies several squore miles and lies only 
oboul ten miles from Nephi, though! lo have been al Kominoljuyu. Al the city of Nephi, King Noah dimbed on a lower or pyramid where he could "overlook the land of Shilom· (Mosioh 11 :12). 
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From the extreme southerly limit ol the Central 
Depression (or Zarahemla area) the great strip 
al mountainous wilderness looms; beyond ii 
lay the highland zone ol southern 
Guotemolo-the likely land ol Nephi. 
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The Land of 
Zarahemla 

I
n the third century a.c .. Mosiah1 was 
divinely instructed to lead a party out 
of rhe decadent Nephite society in the 

land of Nephi to a settlement called 
Zarahemla. Those left behind disappear 
from the history, presumably being exter
minated or incorporated by the Larnanires. 
The account speaks of rhe course the 
refugees cook as "down" (Omni l: 13), 
char is, out of the highlands of Nephi, 
across the narrow strip of wilderness, 
which seems to have been a mountainous 
watershed, and into the basin of the Sidon 
River. There they discovered a people 
more numerous than tl1ey, and Mosiah1 

became king over the combined Nephite 
migrancs and the residem "people of Zara
hemla" (Omni 1:19; see 1:12-4, 17; com
pare Alma 2:27-8). 

The people of Zarahemla, or at lease 
their leaders, were of Jewish extraction, 
but they apparently included in their cul
ture cusroms and knowledge transmitted 
down through time among remnant 
groups left after the earlier Jaredite dynas
ties had destroyed themselves. 

The most plausible geographical scene 
for Zarahemla is on the Grijalva River in 

the Central Depression of Chiapas, proba
bly centered al what is known as the 
archaeological site of Santa Rosa. 

The Central Depression is a major 
geological feature of southern Mexico. At 
ics southern end the land rises abruptly ro 
a towering strip of mountains along tl1e 
presem border between Guatemala and 
Mexico. The grear vaJJey constitutes the 
upper drajnage area of Lhe Grijalva. 
Rimmed by mountains on mree sides and 
a great plateau on the fourth, the depres
sion is something of a world unto itself. 
Shielded from sea winds by mountains, iL 
receives far less rain than surrounding 
zones; land within the basin is not forest
ed heavily as in the wetter portions of 
Mesoamerica. This valley constitutes the 
"heart'' of isthmian Mesoamerica, ' 'sur
rounded by security" (Alma 60: 19). lt is 
relalively hot compared with the highlands 
but not oppressive like the nearby areas 
close to sea level. 

No marked regional scyle of an or cul
ture has yet been identified that uniquely 
distinguishes the culture of the Central 
Depression in Book of Mormon times. 
Rather the area was sometl1Jng of a mixing 
zone or crossroads (as was Palestine, inci
dentally). Maya people and culture from 
beth the lowlands and Guatemalan high
lands intruded into the area at various 
rimes without ever clearly dominating it. ft 
occupied a central position within the 
broader area encompassed by the Izapan 
style of art, which ranged from coastal 
southern Guatemala through Chiapas into 
souLhern and central Veracruz state. The 
peak Izapan development dated between 
the second cenrury a.c. and the fourth 
century /\.D. This Izapan style is, so far, the 
best hint of the presence of Nephites, 
although lhe association is based on infer
ence from time and space factors. The 
exact relationship of a Nephice presence 
w the l.zapan area remains unclear and 
uncertain. Beginning in the late fourth 
century A.O., when the Nephite demise 
came, most cities in Chia.pas were aban
doned and the population dropped 
markedly. The area never again became a 
significant player in the ongoing course of 
Mesoamerican civi lization. 



The site of Santo Roso1 in the upper Central Depression, qualifies in important ways os the d!y 
of Zorohemlo. Port of the orchoeologicol site is seen in the foreground of this aerial view, with 
the Grijalva Rlver adjacent. Almo, and his Nephites likely fought their woy across this river ot o 
lord not for upstream from this spot as they bottled against Amli<iles ond Lamanites (see Alma 
2:26-37). 

Tue LAV Q ()T z,,,n,wLA 

An area o few miles from Sonia Roso shows the relatively open, unlorested landscape, in 
contrast to the jungle-type vegetation of mony lowland areas. These two photos al the top of 
the page are over forty years old. For the past quarter century the oreo hos been covered by the 
waters of o lake impounded by o major dom built thirty miles downslreom. 

The barrier hemming in the Central Depression on the north ond east is formed by the Chiopas highlands, o forested wilderness zone that wos only lightly populated in ancient ttmes . ..When 
Lamonite armies were foiled at Jershon, toward the east sea, or Gull of Mexico, they ' took their journey round about in the wilderness· (Alma 43:22) lo ottock the Monti oreo. In their strategic 
redeployment, they likely skirted or cul through the for port of the vost tangle of jungled mountains shown here. 
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The Lamanite 
Lane! of Nephi 

A 
good deal of detail abouc the high
land area known as the land of 
Nephi is included in Mormon's 

acc:oum thanks to cwo hiscoric:al episodes 
on which he dwells. The 6rst concerns 
the Zeniffites, a party of Nephites who 
remrned co Nephj after Mosiah I had tled 
from there with his group. They c.lwelr in 
the land of Nephi under Lamanite domi
nance in the early half of the second cen
tury s.c. The second account relates the 
activities and movemencs of the sons of 
Mosiah2 when the}' and companions mis
sionized among the Lamanires in the land 
of Nephi between abour 80 and 65 a.c. 

The geographicaJ centerpiece of the 
area was always the original valley where 
three distinct local lands, Nephi. Shilom, 
and Shemlon, lay adjacent to each other. 
From Nephi, the highest in elevation, one 
could ··overlook" the other rwo lands 
(Mosiah 11:12.) Other named lands were 
"round about" (Alma 24:1; see 23:1-12;), 
chiefly in a nord1ward direction. One 
place, me city of Jerusalem, lay beside a 
sizable lake (see Alma 2 J :l-2; 3 Nephi 
9:7), and che Mormon area probably lay 
next co the same body of water. Extensive 
uninhabited areas separated the settled 
lands; groups could become Jost trying to 

move between lands (see Mosiah 
23:30-7). All this scene is "up" (Mosiah 
10:8) in the highJand zone. The prima11r 
settlements must have been in valleys 
amidst llills or mountains (compare 
Mosiah 7:5; 10:7-8). 

The relationships of the lands co each 
other and to natural features chat are men
tioned in the record fh nice!}' with the 
acn1al geography of highJand Guatemala. 
Archaeological materiaL5 of appropriate 
age (the Late Pre-Classic pe1iod) and type 
also appear in rhcse indicated areas. 

This delta ol the little PonoJochel River ot the northeast corner ol 
Loke Atillon could be where Alma, hid from the armies of King 
Noah in o "thickel of small trees· (Mosioh 18:5). 
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The near shore of Loke Amotitlon seen in this photograph qualifies as lhe Lomonite land of Shemlon. What could be lhe 
land of Shilom lies above the bluffs acrou the lake. According to Mosioh chapfers 11 and 19 through 22, Lamanile lorcas 
consislenlly wen! •up• (roughly five hundred feel in elevation here) from Shemlon through Shilom lo attack Nephi. 

The beauty of •the waters of Mormon· deeply impreS,Sed Almo1 ond his companions (Mosioh 18:30}. Lake Atitlon, west of 
Guatemala Cfty, fits the scriplural tell's charaderi1alion of the •1ounfain of pure water· (Mosioh 18:5) odjacent lo 
Mormon. 



The great city ol Kominolluyu was once al least o mile square ond 
contained hundreds of major buildings. This photograph only hints 
01 the former extent ond the densily of public structures. Enaooching 
suburban grow1h hos by now destroyed oil but o small portion of the 
site, which is preser'led os o pork. 

This tomb (shown in the cut crwoy sketch of the mound above ond in 
detail below), doling lo the first century e.c., wos buih into the lop of 
o huge earthen mound ot Kominoljuyu. (The outer terraces or steps 
ore hypothe1icol.) A rich supply of luxury burial offerings (ond o poir 
of sacrificed ser,onll) indicates that a royol person wos interred 
here. The •sepulchre, which [the Lomoniles) hod mode for the 
purpose of burying their dead· (Alma 19: 1; see 19:5) would 
probably hove looked like this. 
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The Land Southward 
at th~ Time of the 
Great War 

T
he greatest detail abO\ll the land of 
Zarahemla is given in the books of 
Alma and Helaman, covering 

approximately 90 to 30 B.c. The account of 
wars duri11g that period coma.ins signifi
cant details about relationships among 
landmarks and d1e movement..,; of individ
uals and armies. 

Nephire political and milltat)' control 
had by this rime been extended from the 
original center, the city of ZarahemJa on 
the upper Sidon River, plausibly identified 
above wich the site of Santa Rosa on the 
Grijalva, throughout the emire river basin 
and beyond. That included the lowland 
"borders by the east sea" (Alma 52: 13), a 
hot p lain chat would have encompassed 
the cleha of the Sidon, and the adjacent 
land of BountifuJ (see Alma 50:7- 11, 32) . 
Bountiful occupied the soULherly side of 
the immediate isthmus 7.0ne, or "small 
neck of land" (Alma 22:32; see 22:27-34) 
that connected to the land northward. 

Nephites and Lamanites-at least the 
leaders-were broadly aware of die gener
al configuration of d,e lands south of the 
narrow neck and even beyond co the 
north. Amalickiah and other dissident 
Nephites who had Aed t0 the Lamanice 
capi tal in the land of Nephi were planning 
miJicary strategy on a grand scale that 
extended au the way into the land north
ward. Nephite counterstrategy was on an 
equal scale (see Alma 48-51). 
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This lord pictured on Kominoljuyu Stelo 11 
dotes to the first century B.t His richly symbolic 
garb could represent opproximotely how King 
Amolickioh would have been dressed when in 
full regalia (compore Alma 49: 10). 



This key Olmec site, Lo Vento, Is l0<oted on o 
segment of dry land suriounded by swamp in 
southern Veracruz state. It was on impressive 
city for centuries until oboul 600-400 s.c. 
when it seems to have been abandoned. 
Arthoeologists have found that later a smaller, 
very different group resettled part of ii. 

Here is where the great Stelo 3 wos found 
(see page 121). It shows, according loo 
prominent S(holor, "figures represent[ing) two 
rociolly distinct groups of people," one ol 
whom is Semitic or Jewish in appearance.'" 
This is intriguing since in geographical details 
Lo Vento meets the requirements to hove been 
the city of Mulek, named for the prince ol 
Judah of the Nephfte record who arrived by 
sea in the sixth century a.c. The city was later 
occupied by the Nephites, ol one point was 
captured by a lamanite army, then was 
recaptured by Moroni, ond Teoncum (see Alma 
52:22--6). 

The narrow strip of wilderness consisted chielly 
of rugged mountains that oppear to coincide 
with the deeply canyoned choin that forms the 
headwaters af the Grijalva. These mountains 
separate Guatemala and Chiapos. An extension 
of wilderness reached toward the Gulf of 
Mexico through the Chiopos highland 
wilderness. Seen here is the western anchor of 
the narrow strip. It includes Tacan6 volcano, 
Central America's highest peak (extreme leh in 
the picture). Helaman's expedition tho! lured 
the lamanite army out of the garrison city of 
Antiparoh would hove headed through o poss 
(to the leh in the picture) down toward a 
lowland city "in the borders by the seashore• 
(to the right of the picture) (Alma 56:31 ; see 
56:30--6). 
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When Amolickiah's lomonite invaders 
"marched lo the borders of the land Bountiful" 
(Alma 51 :28) and tamped "on the beach by the 
seashore• (Alma 51 :32), the scene would have 
been like this. 
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Into the Land 
Noqhward 

The Nephile.s had been curious 
about the land beyond the narrow 
neck for generations (see Omni 

1:20-2 and Mosiah 28:12). Rebel 
Moriarnon wamed to sec up rule there, 
and Moroni1 saw how viral the area was LO 

d,e Nephires' future (see Alma 50:29, 32). 
No doubt adventurous merchants had 
already peneusatcd the land nonhward for 
trade, but it was nor until the end of the 
Amalickiahite war that systematic moves 
were made to control par ts of the land by 
colonizing rhem (see Alma 63:4-10). 

A generation later Nephite presence 
mere was substancfal (see Helaman 6:6, 
10, L2). By the time the risen Jesus Christ 
appeared at Bountiful, the Nephite demo
graphic center of gravity had already shift
ed northward from Zarahemla, for all 
twelve of the chosen disciples were 
already residing in the Bounrlful area. By 
the time Mormon opens the curtain of 
history on events in his own lifetime, after 
A.O. 300, che official Nephite records had 
long since been moved LO the land nonh
ward, and he was a native of that area. 

The main lands seeded by the migrants 
from the south lay coward the east sea 
side of me land northward, the same terri
tory on which we have the most informa
tion from the Jaredite account (although 
neither record gives us geographical infor
mation in the depth we should Uke). In 
the final Nephire-Lamanice wars, which 
t0ok p lace in Lhat area, Mormon's hWy 
homeland was the source of his people's 
greatest strengd1 in manpower and 
provisions.1s3 
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logo de Colemoco in lhe Tuxllos MounloiM ol 
southern Verocruz qualifies as part ol rhe 
complex of "many wote111 rivers, and founloins• 
in the oreo ol Cumoroh (Mormon 6:4). 

The position and nolure ol the Caotzocoolcos River quolilies it to hove tonstitu!ed 'the line' tho!, proc!icolly and 
concepluolly, marked lhe separolion belween lhe lands of Bountiful and Desolation (3 Nephi 3:23; see Almo 22:32). 
Through the wellonds ol this river's basin there wos only one ' narrow poss' by which lhe journey northword could be 
made (Almo 50:34).tw 

These mounds in 1he isthmus area al Tatocapan, Veracruz (age unknown), ore typical of many vegetation-covered sites that 
King Umhi's exploring party could hove encountered when Jhey possed lhrough rhis oreo on their way Jo diS<over the 
Joredile re<ord (see Mosioh 8:7- 10). Sites like these could nal hove been doted by !hem ony more lhon by Jodoy's tourists; 
thus they could conclude logically enough 1h01 they hod found ruined Zarohemla (see Mosiah 21 :25; compare 8:8). 



The part of lhe land northward loward lhe west sea was evidenlly drier than the land toward the east. Little is said in the Nephite record about lhe west sea side. The aridity visible in this scene in 
southern Oaxaca suggests why colonies planled by Hagoth's voyagers on lhe west coos! ladced timber for building conslruction (see Alma 63:5-ll; Helomon 3:5-10). 

This ruined city al Doinzu, Ooxoco, dales to lhe Monte Alban II period, belween 200 B.t and A.O. 200. In 1his period there is specific evidence for cultural intrusions from Chiapos In ports of Oaxaca, 
including Doinzu (possibly reflecting the migrations noted in Helomon 3:8-9).18 The pair of pillars al lhe doorway of lhe temple structure, which ore structurally unnecessary, reminds us of lhe 
symbolic columns bu ill at the enlry lo lhe Temple of Solomon (see I Kings 7 :21 ). 
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The Crucifixion 
Catastrophe 

U
npa. ralleled destruction struck Lhe 
NephiLe land of promise a1 rhe 
time when Jesus Christ was cruci

fied aLJerusalem. The event may be reflect
ed in archaeological remains already 
discovered in Mesoamerica, but there is 
uncertainty about this for two reasons. The 
firsr is that the scriptural record of the 
evem leaves us unclear abouL derails. lt is 
obvious enough from the descriptions in 
3 Nephi 8 and 9 chat a major earthquake 
and volcanjsm were involved and rhat 
rhere was also an arm}' of intense storms. 
Similar evems have occurred in the area in 
recent centuries, although nOL on Lhe scale 
reponec.l in the Neprure account. But if che 
rubble of quake-destroyed buildings was 
later removed and new structures were 
erected, rhe desm1cuon might nae be obvi
ous t0 archaeologists. The second problem 
is that our methods of dating material 
remains stiJI leave uncertainty about the 
exact time co be assigned ro the excavated 
remains. Furthermore, relatively little exca
vation has been done in Mesoamerica 
that can be approximately set at the 
Christian era. Still there are a few interest
ing indicators of what might have been 

This dramatic photograph shows the first stage 
of the 1974 eruption of the Volcon de Fuego, 
in Guatemala. Simultaneous eruptions from 
several volcanoes could hove produced the 
·thick darkness• (3 Nephi 8:20) mentioned by 
the Nephite reporters. 

Ash from volcanoes could hove smothered 
crops, animals, and humans over wide areas. 
The type of desolation resulting is illustrated 
by this scene near the volcono El Chich6n in 
highland Chiopos In 1982.1• 



this disaslrous evenr (for example, a layer of 
volcanic ash ar the great cicy of Teotihuacan 
dares ro near A.D. 30), and they may be aug
m~nced by furure findings.11P 

Certainly the types of natural disasters 
known historically for Mcsoamerica fie 
what the soiprures portray: volcanic erup
tions and ashfaJls, earchquakes, hunicane 
winds, landslides, torrential downpours. 
The question yet to be answered is 
whether a unique, monumemal comhina
rion of such forces can be documented for 
the right hisLOrical moment. 

Also according co the Book of 
Mormon, a major consequence of the 
great disaster was a huge loss of life. Great 
social changes must have resulted from 
the changes in nature and the massive 
casualties, in addition to the new social 
teachings by d1e Savior when he appeared 
among the Nephites (for example, no 
social classes and having "all things com
mon"; 4 Nephi 1:3). Certain archaeological 
data gives indications of at least a pause or 
historical hiccup in populational and social 
development in about the first century A.D. 

that mighr signal a destruction like that 
reported in 3 Nephi. I&! 

An artist hos reconslruded the eruption of the 
volcano Xille in the southern portion of the 
Volley al Mexico. Near the lime of Christ ii 
covered most of the city now called Cuiruilco. 
{Could this site hove been the city of Jocobugo1h 
mentioned in 3 Nephi 7,9-14; 9:9?) 

THi C1te11111aA CATA\TIOIHE 

The leading geographical conelotion of Book of Mormon lands with the modern mop puts the city of Jerusalem, built by 
the lomonites and Nephite dissenters (see Alma 21 :2), at this location in southern Guotemolo, near the village of 
Santiago Atitlon.111 Third Nephi 9,7 reports that the city was destroyed by waters that did ·come up in the stead thereof." 
lake Atitlon ii prone to sharp rises ond lolls in its level due to the volcanic geology of its environs. 

The site of Copilco in the Volley of Mexico, neor Cuicuilco, suffered from a mojor lava flow 1h01 covered remains that 
probably doted in the first century A.O. 
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The god Quetzolcoatl was still important to 
the Aztecs ol the lime the Spaniards 
arrived, although by then his idenlity had 
been confounded with later figures. This 
representation combines feathered and 
serpentine symbols of him with o 
humonlike face. 

This re<onslruction of what rhe original Temple 
of Ouetzalcoall ol Teotihuocan looked like (in 
the second century A,D.) is based on 
information gleaned by o competenl 
orchoeologist--0rchiled. 
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The Golden Age 

M
any myths and traditions teU 
abouc Quetzalcoatl, "precious ser
pent," one of the most important 

of all Mesoamerican deiries.190 Some schol
arly interpreters of the u·aditions have 
claimed that he was not a god at all but 
just a historical personage who lived at the 
famous city of Tula in cenmil Mexico ln the 
eleventh century A.D. He departed abrupt
ly from there for the Gulf Coast, where he 
was said to have disappeared miraculously 
(incidentally, from precisely the region 
identified above as the Nephite land 
Bountiful, where Jesus disappeared into 
the heavens) after promising ro return 
someday. When Cortez arrived in Mexico 
in A.D. 1519, Monrezuma rook him co be 
this returning Quetzalcoatl and handed 
power over co him. 

However, symbols associated in the tra
ditions with the deity have been found in 
archaeological materials that date long 
before the day of the priest from Tula. 
Confusion has arisen because the name 
Quet:a,lcoatl was adopted as a personal 
name or title by various Mexican priests 
from at least the eighth through the 

eleventh centuties. Some scholars recognize 
the "fundamental historicity'' of the original 
man-god behind the traditions, although 
that status can be discerned only "through a 
dense screen of mythical, legendary, and 
folkloristic accretion."191 TI1e distinguished 
Mexican scholar Miguel Leon-Portilla confi
dently calls the fu-st Quetzalcoatl the 
founder of an "elevated spitituaJism, a vision 
of the world that led to ancient Mexico's 
greatest cultural achievements" a millenni
um before his namesake dwelt at 11.lla.192 

Some I .atcer-clay Saint writers have 
assumed, perhaps too confidently, that the 
Quetzalcoatl god figure is to be identified 
with the resurrected Jesus Chrisr reported 
in the Book of Mormon. The historical 
and archaeological data are not clear 
enough to establish that relationship deci
sively; oevenheless, a reasonable case can 
be made in support of the proposilion.193 

Followiog the visit to the Nephites in 
Bountiful by the risen Jesus, from around 
A.O. 30 to near A.D. 200, according to the 
very abbreviated account in 4 Nephi, a 
classless society existed in the lands occu
pied by the Nephites and Laman.ires. 



Ethnic distinctions were erased, and gov
ernmemal functions were in the hands of 
local priests. 

Features of the cultural histOl)' of cen
tral Mesoamerica in che first cwo cemuries 
A.O. fit with this picture.19-i One phenome
non that is of interest is visible at the 
metropolis of leotihuacan. The second 
cencury A.O. saw construction of the huge 
Pyramid of the Sun (so called by 1.he later 
Aztecs), an act tha1. would only have been 
carried out on the basis of some powerful 
belief sys1.em.19~ In the same period the 
beau1.iful Temple of Queczalcoatl was 
completed. 

Around A.O. 200-300, 4 Nephi reports 
tl1e renewal of social class differences 
among the Ch1isrians, the creation of rival 
churches or cultS, and the reemergence of 
a group "called l.amani tes" (4 Nephi 1:38). 
At the same hfatorical moment, the old 
Temple of Quetzalcoatl was enclosed by a 
new structure charac1.erized by a strikingly 
different theology and sec of symbols.196 
The coincidence is provocative, although 
we cannor confidently place Nephite 
believers at the sire. 

Tut Gu,or ,, At.I 

The reptile on the Teotlhuocon temple hos feathers, which signify •descending from heaven• or •elevated,• as well as o 
sense of preciousness that beautiful (probably green, for water) feathers connoted. This calls lo mind the serpent image 
that Moses 'did raise up' (2 Nephi 25:20) far lhe Israelites ta look upon to be healed. According ta Nephlte belief, ii 
represented Jesus Christ/Jehovah (see Helaman 8: 14-5). The shell symbol on the some focode signified resurrection.111 

The figure engraved on this bone, which was movated at Chiapo de Corzo by the BYU New World Archoeological 
Foundation, shows o feolhered serpent though! to represent the god Quellolcooll. (The sketdi ol leh clarifies the design.) 
Its dote, probably in the first century B.t, is not much eorlier than when Nephi1 prophesied about the coming of lhe 
Savior. symbolized by ' lhe brazen serpent' (Helaman 8: 14). (Nephi,, in 2 Nephi 25:20, and Almai, in Alma 33: 19, hod, 
ol course, used the some symbolism earlier,) 
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A stelo from the Lote Classic site of Piedros 
Negros shows o socriflciof scene that may recoil 
a distorted version of the Book of Mormon 
image of the gospel seed sprouting from the 
human heart (see Alma 32:28). 

Archaeologist-artist Pierre Agrinier hos given 
us on imaginative picture of cult practices of 
the fifth century A.O. at the site of Mirador, 
Chiopos. (Mirodor may hove been the city of 
Ammonihah that was destroyed in Alma's day.) 
All the objects and activities in the scene ore 
based upon actual finds by archaeologists of 
the Brigham Young University New World 
Archoeofogicol Foundation. 

Elaborate religious symbolism, like this hybrid 
eagle, become the rule 01 later Teotihuocon, in 
contrast to the relative simplicity of the former 
Quetzalcoatl belief system. 
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Apostasy 

A 
rchaeological and a.it remains dating 
from the period A.O. 200--400 in 
Mesoamelica display a sw-ge of con

struction and innovation as the area enters 
the Early Classic period. Priests were the 
prime movers in this proce~. Formerly, 
experrs supposed char Lhe Classic (conven
tionally pur at A.O. 3~900) marked a cli
max in the elaboration of culwre unique in 
the histo1y of Mesoamerica, bur in recent 
decades it has become apparent that most 
of the characteristics of the Classic had 
already been developed (previewed, as it 

were) several cemuries before at sites like El 
Mirador, Takai, Kaminaljuyu, Teocihuacan, 
and Monte Alban. Near A.O. 200 there erupt
ed an almost frantic p-ace in the develop
ment of cities, cults, and arc. Interchange of 
ideas was spurred by extensive Lrade. By AD. 

300 eve1y section of Mesoame1ica had fol
lowed suit. 

This surge coincides remarkably with 
the characterwuion that Mormon, who 
was born around A.O. 300, gave of Nephice 
sociecy in his day: ''The people had ... 
spread upon all the face of the !anti, and 
... had become exceedingly rich .... 
(Some] were Lifted 1.1p in pride, such as 
the wea1'ing of costly apparel . .. and of 
lhe fine things of the world .... And they 
began to be divided into classes; and they 
began to build up churches unto them
selves" (4 Nephi 1 :23-6). These they 
adorned "with all manner of precious 
things" (4 Nephi 1:41) while they ''did traf
fic in all m~tnner of traffic [i.e., com
merce]" (4 Nephi 1:46). 

In subsequent centuries, in the elabo
rate religious an of Mesoamerican civi
lization and in cuscoms among surviving 
peoples, we see beliefs and practices 
(such as baptism, communion, and con
fession) that some observers have consid
ered dislOnions of teachings given to his 
believers by the resurrected Savior. For 
example, a form ofbaptismt9S (with the 
meaning "to be born again") was wide
spread at rhe time the Spaniards arrived. 



.4,o s ,,sr 

A magnificent late Classic s<Ulpture from lhe Maya dty of Yaxchilon on the Usumadnta River shows o noblewoman, lady Xoc, offering a sacrifice of blood from her tongue. 
Thi.s form ol sell.mulilation wos o very common ritual proclite up lo the lime of the Spanish invasion. Could Alma hove been orguing against an early version of this practice 
in Alma 34: 11 ; "There is not any man that can sacrifice his own blood which will alone for ... sins"? 
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The N ephites' Fall 

S
cholars fang clain. 1ed that it was only 
late in Mesoamerican history when 
warfare began. In rhe last twenty-five 

years, however, overwhelming evidence 
has appeared co the contrary. Cooflicl, vio
lence, and battle are now believed to have 
long been a pan o f life in ancient Mexico 
and Central Ametica, exactly as they were 
in Europe and Asia. 

For the fourth century A.O., Mormon's 
and Moroni's day, there is plenty of evi
dence thaL conquest and armed violence 
were commonplace in Mesoanierica. One 
of the chief evidences is the remains of 
fortifications.•.99 There is less possibil ity of 
finding maceriaJ evidence of actual battles, 
for their locations could have been on 
some undistinguished spot of ground that 
archaeologisrs might never have reason to 
examine. 

One of the strongest evidences so fur 
for the destruction of the Nephites by the 
Lamanites comes from the widespread 
abandonment of cities in the lace fourtl1 
century in Chiapas, the area consided here 
to have been me land of Zarahemla. The 

21.0 

To visualize on actual battle, we have lo 
depend on the ar1 and hislorical accounts of 
later peoples, but likely the basic forms of war 
hod not changed a greol deal over the 
inlervening centuries. This well-dowmented 
ortisr's reconstruction of o defeated Aztec army 
suggests the despair of the doomed Nephites 
(compare Mormon 6:7-9). 

roughly cwo centuries after A.O. 200 saw a 
spectacular flowering of public Hfe and 
religious or cull structures, as discussed 
above. Bul at Mirador in western Chiapas, 
for example, the period was ended "by an 
intense fire chat totally destroyed" the 
largesL sacred building, set either by those 
,vho abandoned it or by invaders who 
occupied the place around A.O. 400-450. 
They partly rebuilt the sire with "shoddier 
construction." Furthermore, the new cul
tu re was related to highland Guatemala.zoo 
As we have seen, that was likely the land 
of Neph.i, from which came the LamaniLes 
who expelled the Nephites from their 
Zarahemla homeland. For the next century 
and more, most of the old cities in central 
Chiapas remained abandoned.20L The pic
ture derived from ard1aeology thus agrees 
basically with the Book of Mormon story 
of the Nephires' retreat. 

Archaeological research around the 
Cumorah area, thought to be in the Tuxtla 
Mountains of southern Veracruz stare, 
could shed further Light on the end of the 
Nephites. Unfortunately, very little excava
tion has been done thereabouts for the 
correct rime period. 

The land of Cumoroh wos on oreo with mony 
streams ond lokes, like this zone ol the foot of 
Cerro El Vigio in sourh-centrol Veracruz state. 



TIil NIIRITTS ' P .,1t 

The information in Mormon's record obooJ lhe finol bottle oreo motches in detail the (horocterutics of this hill, Cerro El Vigio, in soulhem Veracruz stole and the region oround it. This view of 2600-
foot El Vigio is from the plains to ils southwen, where the final bottle likely took plo1e. 

This view from lhe lop of Cerro El Vigio looks down on lhe plains to lhe west. If this Is lhe correct hill, Mormon and lhe handful of survivors with him hod lhis some view on the morning ofter their 
dimoctic bottle, wllh hundreds of thousands of lhe dead and dying in their view (see Mormon 6: 11- 5). 
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Nephites, Lamanites, and 
Succ;essor Peoples 

The Aztecs carried the ea~ier, o«asionol 
rituals of human sacrifice ond cannibalism lo 
levels of depravity never equaled. Nephi, hod 
seen in vision his brother's descendants as o 
·1001hsome1 and o filthy people, full of ... all 
manner of abominations' (1 Nephi 12:23). 

Sacrifidol blood stains the steps al Aztec 
Malinolco. 

Tikol, in the cenlral Mayo lowlands of 
Gualemalo, become o huge and famous cenler 
of cultural odivity in the Classic (mainly in the 
post-Cumoroh period). II this site wos outside 
the areo directly involving the Nephite group, 
then the Mayo may hove flourished in port 
because they built up trade networks to their 
own advontoge in the woke of the Nephiles' 
destruction. This reconstruction scene dates 
oround A.O. 700. 
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I
n the eleven centuries chat passed 
between Moroni's termination of 
the Nephite record and che anival of 

the Spaniards in Mexico, rulers and their 
peoples rose and fell in restless sequence. 
Ln the south-central Mexico area chat con· 
srituted rhe land northward of the Nephice 
record, most cultures after A.O. 400 lived 
off cultural capital from the past. At the 
huge City ofTeocihuacan, far to the north 
of our Cumorah, for example, no major 
building projeccs were canied ouL after 
the fourth cenrul)~202 The population aL 
the place remained sizable after A.O. 400, 
but the creative juice of the culture had 
dried up. SimiJarly, at Monte Alban, 
Oaxaca, the dominant view after about A.O. 

400 was toward the pasL, as jostling 
regional kings su·ove co reconstruct the 
brilliance of earlier centuries. 

Some old cities in Mesoamerica did 
gel reconstructed, brilliantly, and new 
ones were built. Craftsmen, architects, and 
other experts went on using and in some 
cases elaborating on the old cultural ways. 
as By-Lantium did after the fall of Rome. 
But warfare became endemic. Population 
may have grown to outpace resources. 
Exploitation of the underclasses by elites 
could have become excessive co the point 
of stirring local social revolr.s. 

The Classic era as characterized a few 
decades ago was supposed to have been 
led by noble phllosopher cypes who spent 
Lheir time peacefully making complicated 
calendri.cal calculations and patronizing the 
ans. Now it turns out chat these people 
were not that admirable and surely not 
peaceful.203 Even the Maya culture at 
impressive sites like Tikal, we see from 
recently deciphered monuments, was 
marked by continual cycles of aggression 
among regional rivals led by lords who 
were somewhat mafialike in their aims and 
methods. They also displayed some 
unusual customs, such as ritual enemas 
perhaps involving hallucinogenic drugs. 
Human sacrifice and even cannibalism 
(compare Mormon 4: 14-5, 21; Moroni 
9:8-10) came to be practiced In many 
areas and eventually became dominating 
themes. 
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By bravery and audodty, the Spaniards 
delaated their opponents against vast odds. 
The Azle<s, used lo <erlain cultural norms for 
the conduct of war, found they could not cope 
with the completely foreign Spanish practices 
and superior redrnology (especially their 
horses). Alter the Aztecs gave up, other 
Mesoamerican peoples put up relatively light 
resistance, suspecting !hot they could not 
su«eed where Montezumo's feared forces hod 
foiled. 

Diego Rivera's famed mural shows the 
Spaniards making slaves of Mexican Indians 
during !he colonial ero. Recall tho! Nephi1 hod 
prophetically ieen •the seed of my brethren• 
being ·scattered before the Gentiles and ... 
smitten• (I Nephi 13,14). 
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From a posl-Olmec context comes this incense 
burner al the site of Monte Alban. The telltale 
drooped comers of the mouth rmol that the 
Olmec jaguar motif was the distant historical 
source for this piece. 

Oxtotitlan Cove in the state of Guerrero in 
southwestern Mexi<o contains remnanls of a 
fascinating mural of an Olmec-period ruler. An 
artist has here tried lo restore its original 
appearance. Key features of this lord's regalia 
and throne ore repealed much later in the 
Maya art style. Could 1h01 be due to a revival 
of lhe Joredite-period secret society ITadition 
al the end of Nephlte history thal continued 
into post- Book of Mormon limes? (Compore 
4 Nephi 1 :46 and Mormon 8:9 with Ether 
10:33; 13: 18; and 3 Nephi 3:9.) 

2 1 4 

The Jaredites 

The brief historical summary of rhe 
earliest Book of Mormon people, 
the Jareclites, that is reported in the 

book of Ether appears almost at the end 
of Mormon's record. The account had 
been translated by Moroni2, the final 
Nephite prophet-scribe, and he arrached it 
as an appendix to the record of the people 
of Nephi thac his farher left in his custody. 
The account tells of one Jared and his 
unnamed brother who led rheir families 
and a number of friends and their families 
from Mesopotamia, the scene of d1e con
fusion of tongues and the great cower of 
Genesis 11:1-9. Traveling across Asia, 
probably, rhey reached the ocean (likely 
the North Pacific) where chey embarked 
on barges they builr. TI1ey reached 
America in rhe area known ro the 
Nephites later as the land northward; the 
land they seeded turns om to have been in 
south.central Mexico. The date can only 
be estimated; students of rhe text have 
suggested times ranging from 3200 LO later 
than 2000 B.C.; however, in my view an 
arrival after 2500 B.c. is unlikely on che 
basis of the genealogies in the record. 

Ether's record was a history of the rul
ing lineage, Jared's kin line, chat reigned 
over the combined descendants of the 
immigrant party. le was written in about 
the sixth century B.c. by Ether, the last 
prophet among rhem. The story summari· 
ly documencs the ups and downs of the 
Jaredite dynasty until they were extermj. 
nated in a civil war in the days of Ether; 
the lasl ruler lived briefly among the 
people of the Mulek party. 

A Limited amount of descriptive infor
mation is included in the book of Ether 
about rhe culture and society in which the 
Jaredite lineage partidpated. Cities, kings, 
trade, wri1ten records, metallurgy, large
scale wars, "spacious buildings" (Ether 
10:5), and a population, at the end, in the 
low millions are among feaLUres reported. 
All of the historical events occurred in the 
land northward, not far from the narrow 
neck. ln facl the place where cheJaredites 
were exterminated (the hiU Ramah) was 
the same as for the Nephice finale (their 
hill Cumorah). 

Significant cultural traces of the Jare
dite people (for example, crop plants and 



THI J ••1111r,s 

The Jaredites were deeply concerned about the power of snakes in connection with drought (see Ether 9:30-4; 10: 19). Some pries~ or rulers may have con.sidered themselves to be under the 
protection of serpents. This awesome Olmec rattlesnake is on Monument 19 al lo Vento. 
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Sevenreen colossol heods hove been discovered 
so lor in lhe Gulf Coasl Olmec heartland. Eoch 
is o portroil of on individual, ollhough nol 
necessarily a completely accurale one, 
considering rhe problem of S(Ulpting rhe hord 
volcanic stone. They are rhoughl lo represenl 
chiefs or kings wearing boll-gome headgear. 
Serious effort wos expended lo deface most of 
them ofter they were completed. 
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personal and place names) cropped up 
centuries later among rhe Nephires.20.1 The 
most plausible explanation for this partial 
continuity is mat, while the mlers kiJJed 
each omer off and me eJite componencs of 
the civili7..acion collapsed, small groups who 
succeeded in avoiding participation in the 
final wars of the Jaredite lineage lived on to 
become involved with the undocumented 
''Mulekites" and mus came unrecognized 
within the range of the Nephice record. 

TheJaredite story is so brief Lhat onJy 
cursory analysis of their geography and 
history can be made. Because of me over
lapping locations pointed our in the 
Nephite record, we know that rhe 
Jaredires inhabited part of the Nephites· 

territory. Their scene appears co have been 
central or southern Mexico before and 
during the time of the Olmecs. But Ether's 
text implies chat, as in the case of Lhe 
Nephites. orher peoples were present in 
addition co chose descended from Jared 
and his family; presumably chose others 
were "native" groups.205 

The brief Jaredire history agrees 
broadly with what we know from archaeolo
gists aboul Mesoamcrica i.n the Early and 
Middle Pre-Classic periods (about 
2000-500 a.c.). The climaxJaredite phase, 
whlch can be estimated on the basis of the 
genealogies co include the time 111nge 
1200-900 s.c., corresponds interestingly 
with the peak OJmec developmem in 
southern Veracruz during the same peri
od. SeveraJ cenruries of relative cultural 
turmoil followed, according to the account 
by Ether, and In the Olmec archaeological 
sequence a similar phenomenon can be 
observed. Finallri what had been Olmec
derived hlgh culture in Mesoame1ican 
term essentially terminated around the 
sixth century a.c., although certain ele
ments of the old paccern cominued down 
into the succeeding Late Pre-Classic era. 
The textual account of the violent end of 
the Jaredite line at about the same Lime as 
the Olmec demise, rouowed by Jareclite 
cultural influences springing up among 
the Nephites later on, corresponds quite 
closely with the pieture from archaeology 
about the fate and influence of the Olmec. 
l t is inescapable that a dose relationship 
existed between Olmec civili7..alion and the 
Jaredites; nevertheless, the text from Ether 
is too brief to permit saying that rhe 
Jaredites actually were the Olmecs. 

Given the space limitations of the 
present book, it is impossible co provide 
more than brief hincs here of how Olmec
era Mesoamerican materiaJs cou Id shed 
light on theJaredite record. This shore 
section can give only a glimpse of a few 
Olmec cultural elements thaL might have 
been involved in Jaredite life. 



When the famous Olmec sculpture shown in 
the drawing above (see also page 185) was 
discovered by farmers ot Los Limas, in the 
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, It quickly became the 
center al a modern cult. locals even 
substituted it for lhe community's image of the 
fabled Virgin of Guadalupe 'because it is 
older, - they said, ond so was presumably 
more powerful. We con see from this event why 
some Olmec.period pieces have been found 
reused in later orchaeologicol contexls, even 
doting to Aztec times. 

To, J1iro1r1s 

Remarkable artistic sophlstication Is visible in 
this piece from the Olme< era. Tattooing seems 
indicated. Animal characteristics shown on this 
man suggest the nowal, or guardian spiril, 
concept. 
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The spedolized, <ooperative nature al modern 
archaeology con be seen from thil large teom 
of re.searchers from o number of specialties 
and institutions that wos assembled in 1996 to 
restudy the famous murals ol the site ol 
Bonompok in southern Mexico under the 
leadership of Or. Steven Houston of Brigham 
Young University. 

Sophisticated imaging equipment was u111d al 
Bonompok to reveal new information tho! the 
naked eye could not deled on the1e vital Mayo 
paintings, which ore badly deteriorated due lo 
atmospheric pollulion. 

2 1 8 

How We Learn 
about the Past 
Archaeology 

A 
rchaeologisLS make use of the 
material remains left behind by 
past peoples in order to describe 

and interpret their life patterns. Ideally 
they excavate sites bur digging is nor 
always possible or necessary. 

Many specialized fields of expertise are 
represented under the broad term 
cu·chaeologist. Some of d,em study an: 
styles shown on specimens whether dug 
up or found above ground, as in rock an. 
Others use the analytical and comparative 
methods of physical (biological) anrhro
pologists in order to interpret what skulls 
and skeletons have to tell about the ethnic 
affiliation, age, disease, etc. of a people 
whose remains have been excavated. 
Certain specialtie.<; are even further 
removed from the process of excavation. 
for example, sophisticated scientific 
lnstn.tmenrs are used to cest the chemical 
composition of obsidian that was used for 
ancient tools. No two sources of this vol
canic producr are quite the same; there
fore the cescs cell where the scones came 
from; chat is, d1ey reveal patterns of m1de. 



Chemical tesrs have also been used to 
determine what types of life activities (for 
example, food preparation, scone working, 
or painting) were carried ouc in particular 
rooms in a struccure.zo~ And the d imate of 
an ancient sire may be described based on 
plant pollen retrieved from soil samples. 

The wide valiecy of expen tasks 
involved in modern archaeology means 
that teamwork is essential. Generations 
ago t.he archaeologist was a Ione heroic 
6gure, and he is still celebrated in movies 
as the professor who knows everything 
about every ancient group. (The type L<; 

classically exemplified by the photograph 
on page 1, in the introductjon, of British 
archaeologist Alfred Maudsla}' at work 
more than a cenrury ago under primitive 
conditions at the ruins of Chichen ltza.) 
Today, however, the coordination of a 
wide variety of skills is es~ential for doing 
proper archaeolog)' and may also entail 
such high-tech tools as internet-linked 
computers at the dig site. The new mode 
also means rhat long periods of laborato
ry work have to be completed in order 
for the specialises to have their full say. 
(Thus archaeology is very expensive.) 
Finally. an imegrnted picture of the 
ancient lifeways is constructed by a team 
of synthesizing scholars out of the mass 
of technicaJ data. 

0 Predasslc construction 

B Early Classic construction 
• Late Classic construction 

II Tombs 

AR C H Alli lO Q t 

At most sites the first and most basic kind of 
orthoeology is colleding specimens from the surface, 
mieffy pottery fragments beoouse they ore often 
obundonl. The position of artifacts mus1 be recorded 
since nobody con know at the lime of the field 
investigation what facts about ancient life may 
eventually be revealed by detailed stud.ies of the 
distribution. Often, surface collecting and mopping 
ore the only studies of o site that researchers con 
afford to do. 

Whether one layer of remains lies above or beneath 
another (stratigraphy) is a key concern in excavation, 
because those vertkol relationships establish what is 
earlier and what is later. Eventually the relolionships 
discovered ore summarized in diagrams such os this 
simplified version from the work on the north 
acropolis ot Tikol. 
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Governments may be toncerned thal important 
ruins be reslored so thol visilors may tome lo a 
sile ond leom about life in the post. This S<ene 
shows rebuilding work ot Monie Alban under 
the dire<lion of al'(haeologisls and engineers. 

Arthaeologists like to dismer monuments, 
especially th~e with inS<riptions on them, like 
lhis Mayo stela from lxtutz, Guatemala. Much 
of the writing con now be deciphered. But most 
areas in Mesoomerica, and even most Mayo 
sites, do not yield stones with writing on them. 
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Fragments o! pots ore the most abundant kind 
of ortiloct the orchoeologisl brings to light. 
Rarely ore whole ves~ls discovered. When 
carefully washed, sherds con sometimes be 
fitted together into o three-dimensional jigsaw 
punle so that we con see the shattered pot 
reconstructed. 

Here on artist shows the lull repertoire of 
the ancient ceramic artists' croh ot two 
moments in history. From the Chlopos
Guotemolo border region, o suite of styles 
(leh) mode during the Oc6s phase (about 1400 
a.c.J is compared with those of the Cuadros 
phase (below) from a.bout three centuries later. 
Once these styles hove been doted, discovering 
even o single new fragment may tell the 
expert the approximate dote of the layer in 
which it was found. 
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Complementary Studies 

By our doy many ruins and monuments hove 
been destroyed by nature or hove been looted 
for ortifacts to sell lo ri<h <ollectors, so 
information about oo<ient ways that the ruins 
ond artifacts might have given lo 
orchoeologisls hod they been properly 
discovered has ohen been lost. But early 
explorers' accounts of ruins, os well os reports 
from observers of how naJives lived before 
modern ways changed them, tell us things of 
volue about what has disappeared. This 
drawing by Frederick Catherwood wos executed 
during his exploration with John Lloyd 
Stephens al Capon, Honduras. in 1839. Joseph 
Smith ond his associates were excited when 
they sow scenes like this in Srephens's 1841 
book, the firs! substantial information they hod 
oc<ess lo that showed that there even wo.s an 
ancient American civilization. 
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Social anthropologists (or ethnographers) and other observers have lived among surviving Mesaomericon peoples !hot ore descended from the 
bearers of the ancient civilization. Much of our ability to interpret the remains found by the archaeologists is based on this eyewitness information. 
Here o Lacandon Indian of Chiapas demonstrates to visitors and his sons the old le<hnique of fi(e starting still in use among his people. 

Co~tPARISON Of UGRIAN LANGUAGES OF NOR'rHWESTERN SIBERIA Wl'I'D 

PENUTIAN NATIVE A~IERICAN LANGUAGES Of CEN'lRAL CAtlfORNIA 

Ugrian 

ulu, uli head uli, uri 
tabor hair tapor 
tai forehead tai 
xorox throat xorxos 
t' iwy lung tawe 
ngissu finger joints 'issu 
kora leg, foot koro 
jet co tattoo yetku 

Longuoge comparisons offer another line of 
information lo be researched for history. 
Conventional linguists consider the 
comparison of languages belween the Old 
World ond the New lo be naive, so !hey 
don't attempt such studies. A few qualified 
scholars, however, hove broved professional 
disapproval to make such comparisons and 
report interhemispheric links. Dr. Otto 
Sodovnky, o nolive speaker of o language 
belonging to lhe Urol-Alroic group of cenlrol 
Eurasia, by o strange set of career accidents 
ended up studying Amerindians of northern 

Colilornia and wos shocked lo discover direct 
parallels to Old World tongues familiar lo 
hrm. He has concluded 1h01 o small group of 
people migroted in o short period of time, 
three or four thousand years ago, from 
inferior western Siberia along the Arctic 
<oast lo Alaska then along lhe coast lo 
California. His discoveries defy the dogma of 
no linguistic conne<lion belween the 
hemispheres preached by the majority of 
linguists. A tiny sample ol lhe thousands of 
similarities in v0<obulory that he hos 
eslablished i.s shown in this lable.m 

Penutian 

head 
hair 
forehead 
throat 
lung 
finger 
leg, foot 
tattoo o n face 

While lhe languages he hos lreoled do 
nol 0<cur in Mesoomerica, his work should 
worn scholars tho! unsuspeded but 
convincing linguistic links may yet be shown 
for Mexico and the Old World loo. In foci, 
one linguist, Dr. Mory LeCron Foster of the 
University of California ol Berkeley, doims 
such a connection belween Egyptian ond 
Mixe-Zoqueon, lhe longuage of the Olmoo, 
although her results are nol yet fully 
published.111 Brian Stubbs hos documented 
lhe presence of Hebrew/Arabic elements in 
tongues of the Ulo-Artecon lomily.111 



Linguistic sdiolars coiled informolion from nolive language speakers. Their dolo yield valuable 
diclionories !hat permfl reconstruding much of the history of the two hundred or so languoges 
once used in Mesoomerico. The historical data in tum show onlhropologists some of the concepls 
that were used in the ancient cultures. For example, Or. Lyle Campbell, seen here working with 
informants in Mexico, and o colleague hove shown that lhe people we now coll !he Olmecs, of the 
second and fim millennia s.c., apparently hod words meaning "dance: "incense: "festival,· 
"tobacco," •10 ploy music,' "to buy something,• and "to plane wood."111 Archaeologists are 
unlikely to discover material remains that would establish the presence of such culture trofls in 
that remote period. (Recoil lhal those people were contemporary with the Joredites.J 

Art historians apply principles derived from studies of art In other ports of the world to 
interpret pieces from Mesoomerico, place them in orderly sequences, ond establish 
interconnections between styles. This famous ceramic disk, which shows a few Near Eastern 
features, comes from central Veracruz ond dotes between the seventh and tenth centuries. 

Co ~ rttv • ,r .,~, S r 1u1,s 

ii his is the story 
the old men used to tell: 
ln a certain time 

which no one can now describe, 
which no one can now remember, 
those who came here to sow, 
our grandfathers and grandmothers 
Landed here, arrived here, 
following the way, 
and came at last to govern 
here in this land, 
which was known by a single name, 
as if it were a little world of its own. 

They came in ships across the sea 
in many companies, 
and arrived there on the seashore, 
on the northern coast, 
and the place where they left their ships 
iS now called Panutla 
which means, ''Where one crosses the water." 
They followed the coast, 
they sought the mountains, 
and some of chem found 
the mountains capped with snow, 
and cbe smoking mountains, 
and arrived at Quauhtemalla [Guatemala], 
fo llowing the coast. 
The journey was noc made 
ac their own pleasure; 
the priests led them, 
and their god showed them the way. 
Tbey came at last 
to the place called Tamoancban, 
wh ich means, "We seek our ho use." 

Traditions ond legends provide Information oboul lhe post, although it is not eosy for the 
spedolists in those moHers lo sort fad from fancy in the toles. Of particular interesl ore a series 
of occounls that repor1 that Mesoamericon ancestors hod arrived from across the seo.114 The text 
of one such occounl, from lhe Codex Motritense obtained by Sahagun, is reproduced here. 

Epigraphy, the study of inS(riptions, has flourished in recenl decodes in Mesoomerico. More and 
more wrilings on the monuments can now be reod. Moyan texts, decipherers now soy, qulle 
ohen use versions of this glyph sequence thol means "ii come to pass.'111 Of course, similar 
phrasing is very frequent in the text of the Book of Mormon. 
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Old World Connections with the New 

A nineteenth-century visitor to the Yucatan ruin 
al Uxmal copied this design. The circular devke 
at the top is, of course, the star of David, o 
significant symbol among the Jews. 
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0 
ne of the heliefs widely shared 
among Mesoamerican groups ar 
the time of the Conquesr by the 

Spaniards was chat at lease some of their 
ancestors had arrived from across the 
ocean. Conventional archaeologists and 
historians, on the comrary, believe chat the 
entire civilization and, indeed, all 
Amerindlan cultures developed indepen
dently of the Old World. They handle the 
traditions about transoceanic voyaging as 
inexpHcable superslltions or ideas bor
rowed from the Spaniards. But the fre
quenq, of the stories of ancestors o·ossing 
the sea may indicate that the natives knew 
more than scientists allow them. 

For example, the Aztec ruler 
Montezuma told Cortez, ··we are foreign
ers and came here from very remote pares. 
We possess information tl1at our lineage 
was led to this land by a lord co whom we 
all owed allegiance." A different version of 
the same tradition went this way: "It has 
been innumerable years since the first set
tlers arrived in these pans of New Spain, 
which is almost another world; and they 
came in ships by sea." A Guatemalan tradi
tion maintained that ''Lhey came from the 
ocher pan or the ocean, from where che 
sun rises." Many other legends sound 
much like these.m 

Modern researchers seeking to clarify 
the origins of the Mesoamericans have 
found and published a vast body of infor
mation rhat convinces some observer;-; 
chat the Indian craclirions were correct. 
i\1luch of the data consists of parallels in 
cultural patterns shared between 
Mesoarnerica and other parts of the 
Americas, on one hand, and various partS 
of the Old World, on the other. Of particu
lar interest is a sec of over £\VO hundred 
features found in both Mesoamerica and 
the ancient Near East. Some of them are 
highly specific, and it seems unlikely that 
they were all independently originated hy 
American "indigenous" peoples with no 
connection to the ancitm civilizations in 
the Old World.216 

Among the theories offered to explain 
Oki World similarities to Mesoamerica is 
the proposal that Israelites reached the 
area by sea from Bible lands. Versions of 

this notion have been around since the 
first Spanish priests arrived in the six
ceench century. One of the better
informed recent u·eatments of chis theme 
is by Dr. Cyrus 1-1. Gordon. a renowned 
e,'<perr on Hebrew and related languages 
and history. m 

One version of the Near Eastern theo
ry is recounted In the Book of Mormon. It 
remains a question for future research ro 
determine, however, what degree of influ
ence the three Book of Mormon voyages 
had on Mesoamerican cultures. or 
whether ocher voyages, say by Polynesians 
or Chinese, had major, direct inOuence on 
New World areas. We cannot tell from the 
Book of Mormon texr exactly how much 
of Israelite culture was transplanted to the 
new scene. Nephi I was explicit In saying 
thac he u·ied co weed out many Jewish 
nocions in founding his new colony (see 
2 Nephi 25:1-5), ald1ough a version of the 
law of Moses was followed. In the Less 
material aspects of cul llJre such as reli
gious beliefs and ceremonies, which are 
bard co detect through archaeology, the 
Judaic influence is represented in the 
Nephite record as important, al lease 
among the leading lineage. But fsrae\ice 
elements in the life of the more numerous 
Lamanite group are hard to detect In 
Mormon's account. 

There is a huge bod)' of writings
good and bad-on u:ansoceanic comact 
bet\vee11 the Americas and many other 
parts of the Old World. LL was recently 
made accessible for the first time in a mas
sive guide to rhe licerature.m The intro
duction to chat study concludes, " le is both 
plausible and probable on naut.ical 
ground<, that numerous voyages crossed 
the oceans ac multiple poincs before the 
age of modern <liscovery.•·219 Ships from 
China, Southeast Asia,Japan, che 
Mediterranean, <1nd Africa, as well as from 
the Near East, seem ro have voyaged 
across before Columbus, and they left a 
great deal of evidence of their arrival. This 
information makes more believable the 
traditions char ancestors of the 
Mesoamericans arrived by boat, despite 
the fact that a majority of scholan; still 
refuse co examine the evidence seriously. 
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Model ships in a museum in Hailo, Israel, 
illustrate lypes of vessels thot could hove been 
available to make on eorly crossing ol the 
ocean to America. On the left is o Phoenician 
vessel ol about 700 a.c. The ship on the right 
was used by Jews in the eastern 
Mediterronean in the third century A.O. 

Cyrus Gordon, one of the great scholars on the Near Eos!, sees Jewish leolures in this stelo 
from the stole of Veroauz. 11 dotes perhaps o bit before Mormon's day. Gordon cloims tho! the 
cord wrapped around the forearm of the major figure is arranged precisely like the ritual 
wrapping of the Judoic phylodery of medieval limes. However most Mesoomericonist scholars, 
unacquainted with the Old World material, consider the scene simply to show preparation for o 
ritual Mesoomericon boll game. 
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A well-known series of Egyption carved relief 
scenes like this shows o rile known as the 
•eoplism of Pharaoh." The gods Horus and 
either Thoth or Seth, who ore ossodoted with 
death, life ond health, and lhe directions, 
stond on either side of the ruler, pouring o 
stream of life symbols oaoss him. In o 
parallel scene, from the Mexican Codex 
Borgia, the lord ond lady of the region of 
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death pour waler, a symbol of life in that 
area, in o similar ponem over the god of 
heoling.1211 A famous orchoeologicol expert on 
oncienl Israel, William F. Albright, considered 
lhol lhis comporl$on would be convincing 
evidence of communication between the 
cultures of the artists hod the one scene not 
been from the distant New World.m 

We may also wander about how makers 
of these ceramic inceose burneo would 
independently come up with the concepts 
and motifs behind such remarkably 
similar specimens. The one on the right is 
from Kaminaljuyu, Guatemala, dated 
about the si.xth century a.c. That on the 
leh is from Nuzu, Mesopotamia, a few 
centuries earlier.m 



Artists hove been Intrigued by o variety of 
similarities between Chinese ond 
Mesoomericon ort. The design obove is from 
Chino before our ero, while thol on the right is 
from the southern Moyo oreo in the lote 
Clossic period. Given the lime difference, some 
observers mointoin 1ho1 this comparison is 
coincidentol; however, much more «>mplicoled 
artistic themes show on equol or greater 
similarity ond the notion of coincidence is not 
very persuosive.m 

This striking arrangement of jade figures below 
wos found in precisely this position in o 
carefully prepared cache excovoted ol lo Veola 
in 19S5.12'The <OChe is doted to around 700 
B.C., although ol leost some of !he objeds were 
dearly older thon that. Some profound cultic 
ond social ritual is obvious~ being represented. 

In 1996 H. Mike Xu, o teacher of Chinese 
ot on Oklohomo unlversity, published o short 
study claiming lo identify and translate 
Chinese writing inscribed on the stone cells in 

the background of this scene. Xu supposed that 
refugees from Chino reoched southern Mexico 
around 1122 s.c. as a result of o historically 
documented crisis thol occurred then in their 
homeland ond thol these objects ond the 
inscriptions on them come from the 
migronts.llS Prominent Mesoomericon 
orthoeologists immediately disputed his dolm, 
although he bocked ii up with opinions from 
eminent mainland Chinese scholars to whom 
he hod shown copies of the inscriptions. 
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213 upper_ Artist Louis S. 

Glanzman, e NatiOn:LI 
GeograpbJc Society 

213 lower. Photograph by Paul IL 
Cheesman, mural by Diego 
Rivera, Pruacit) Nacion:tl de 

M6'Jco 
214 upper. Photograph b)• Daniel 

'Bates, counesy David A. f>almer 
and S.E.H.A. 

2 L4 lower. Artist Ayu. Moreno, 
courtesy BYU NWAF 

215. Photograph by James C. 
Christensen 

216. Pho1ograph by Joseph Labrum 
217 left. Anist Alberto Behran, 

Beltran 1965, 17. and LNAH 
217 right. Photograph by Bruce M. 

White, The.- Art Museum, 
Princeton Unlversiry. Gift of 
Mrs. Gerald B. Lambert by 
exchange 

218. Photographs by Steven \V. 
Booras 

219 upper. Courtesy Jeremy A. 

Sabloff aod the.- SayU 
Archaeological Project 

219 lower. Culbert 1993, 50. cour· 
teS)• University of l'ennsylv:min. 
Unlvc.rsiry Museum 

220 upper. Photograph-by Joseph 
Labrum 

220 lower. Phoiograph by Daniel 
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Ba1cs, court~)' David A. Palmer 
a1,d S.E.H.A. 

22 l. Artist Ay.1.." Moreno, coun<:S)' 
BWNWAF 

222 upper left. Calhcrwood 1844. 
Pl. 5 

222 upper right. Photograph by 
John Anncrino 

222 lower. After Sadovszky n.d. 
223 rigbr. C6dicc Macritcnse. rol . 

19lr and v; Leon-PorcUla 
l97 Jb, •i55 

223 upper lcf1. Campbell 1988, 
254, Pig. 14 

223 middle. C The Merropolllan 
Museum of Art. purchase, 1900 
(00.5.991) 

223 lower. After Schele and 
Marthew:. n.d .. 33 

224. Afrer D"Alviella 1894, 226 
225 upper pair. Gordon 1974. 30 
225 lower. Wuthenau 1975. Pl. 1-i 

following48 
226 upper left. After Gardiner L950, 

5 
226 upper right. After Seier 1898, 

U:31 
226 lower left. After M:1y 1935. 13 
226 lower right. After Borhegyl 

L951 , 112 
227 upper and middle left. Af1cr 

Cov:irrubias 1954. 55 
227 lower. Stierlln 1981. 19, #12 
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